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What ! artn'd for virtue when I point the pen.

Brand the bold front of shameless guilty men,
Lash the proud gamesterin his gilded car,

Bare the mean heart that lurks beneath a star

;

Can there be wanting to defend her cause,

Lights of the church, or guardians of the laws t

Could pension'd Boileau lash in honest strain,

Follies and vices, e'en in Lewis' reign,

Could Laureat Dryden pimp and friar engage,

And neither Charles nor James be in a rage,

And I not strip the gilding of a knave,

Unplac'd, unpension'd, no man'.* tool or slave !

I will, or perish in the generous cause,

HEAR THIS, AND TREMBLE, YE WHO 'SCAPE THE LA^S.
fOPB.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS,

We have inserted the article respecting Mr. Whitbread in

order to testify our candor, rather than from any coincidence

in the writer's opinions, and we have no doubt that it will re-

ceive a satisfactory reply from some one of that gentleman's

advocates.

Plate 2 of the Progress of Bankruptcy has been unavoidably

postponed in consequence of the engraver's indisposition.

If our statements relative to the former transactions of Lord

Cochrane'slife, bear an aspect of severity, we can only say

that as our correspondent, Mr. J. Mitford, vouches for their

truth, we see no reason for withholding them from public notice.

We agree with many in the harshness of his lordship's sentence*

and rejoice to find that the pnnish-ment of the pillory is to be

dispensed with on this lamentable occasion
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CELESTIAL VISITATION.
A Poetical Epistle

From Miss Townley to the Rev. Mr. Tozer, Minister of the

Southcott Chapel, Duke-street, St. George's-fields*

Brother Tozer, lend a hearing,

While I tell a tale of love,

Of a holy sprite appearing,

Full of ardor, from above.

Great Joanna, brother Tozer,

Chosen from this sinful nation,

Bids you to mankind propose her

Genuine tickets for salvation.

Call the giddy world, and tell 'em

They are all of Satan's leaven ;

But that, cheap as dirt, you'll sell 'em

Seals to frank 'em all to Heaven.

That to those who wish to live

"When Death no more has power to fracturef

For a silver crown she'll give

One of angel manufacture.

Wholesale customers, proclaim,

Will be serv'd at wholesale prices,

Cheaply guaranteed from shame,

Cheaply ridden uf their vices c

But impostors are abroad,

Daring anti-christs, and evil„

Robbing man, profauing God,

Raising money for the DeviL

VOL. VIII, £



Heavenly visit to Joanw®*

Soutiicott has the power alone

Thro' her wonder-working seal,

Vile pretenders to cast down.

Sinful souls to bind and heal.

Brother Tozer, loose your tongue*

Prove that we are not deceivers

;

Study hard, and lecture long,

To convince the unbelievers.

Mount the holy box, and tell

Wondrous things which want revealing^

Which our virgin saint befel,

Which 'twere wrong to be concealing—

How Jehovah came incog.

To dispense his heavenly manna,

Pouring out a glass of grog

To our prophetess, Joanna*

Crying out, in- accents deep,

Like a peal of thunder roaring,

s< Can Joanna Sotjthcott sleep ?

" Woman, woman, leave off snoring I

as In my holy cause hast thou

" Ever been sincere and fervent,

" Listen, and I'll tell thee now
" How the Lord rewards his servant,

is Put thy glasses on thine eyes,

" Shuffle off thy mortal blindness,

" While 1 fill thee with surprize,

ii With new proofs of heavenly kindness*

First, our prophetess, amaz'd>

Felt some sudden fears assail her,

Trembling, fix'd her earnest gaze,

Till her senses seem'd to fail her»

\et 'twas but a moment's pain,

A transient interval of sadness ;

Soon the glorious voice again,

Reinstated peace and gladness-.



Joannas exultation.

e< Lov'd Joanna, now attend

;

'« I have seen and tried thy merit

;

w Now with thee an hour Til spend,

" Now thou shalt receive my spirit.

" Prithee, make no fuss nor pother,

" 1 have passions, thou hast beauty ;

€C Thou shalt be a holy mother,

"lis my pleasure, and thy duty.

€( Listen, for my will is fate,

" Thou shalt bear a son, dear virgin,

<{ Who his life shall dedicate

" To the holy task of purging.

" From thy loins a babe shall spring,

" Saviour of this sinful nation ;

%i Nine months hence, and thou shalt bring

" To the world a great salvation."

As it ceas'd, the heavenly maid

Felt a hand her stays unlacing

;

Guess the rest—the vision stayed

Till the morning dawn, embracing.

Then our mistress rose in haste,

Rush'd into my room, and clapp'd her

Sacred hands about her waist,

Ready to expire with rapture.

" Oh ! said she—" what joy is mine,

" Since my gracious Lord has shewn me
€s All the force of bliss divine,

* 6 Which his love has sprinkl'd on me.

" Now, no longer will I bear
(t My lorn and solitary pillow,

" No, while there's a man on earth, I swear

" No longer will I wear the willow*

u Now with Cupid I'll engage,

" I'll have lovers gay and plenty,

i( More in number than my age,
56 Far exceeding thrice told twenty.



Brother Tozer's commission*

61 Saints alone my charms shall share,

" Saints alone be my bed-fellows ;

" Now a kiss, and now a prayer,

"Love shall blow religion's bellows e

" But, when seeking choice delight,

" God shall be my great Goliah,
(i Till, to man's astonish'd sight,

6i
1 bring forth a new Messiah I"

Brother Tozer, this you'll tell

To a gay and sinful nation,

Southcott's child shall conquer hell,

And achieve a world's salvation.

Deeds miraculous and strange,

He shall work among the people

;

Brothels into temples change,

And demolish church, and steeple.

He on bishops' wigs shall feed,

Vile prolific sires of evil

;

And dispatch, to crown the deed,

Deans and deacons to the Devil-

Be this to the world conveyed,

And think not I would cram you well,

I say but what the Lord hath said,

" His name shall be EMMANUEL \
n

i( Give him leaven'd bread and grog,

" Stuff him not with food nor sleeping

;

" Then he'll grow a sturdy dog,

" And do credit to his keeping!"

Perhaps the wicked world may lay

Charge against Joanna's virtue;

But let nothing man can say

Have a tendency to hurt you.

She is spotless as a dove,

Ign'rant of affection's pleasure—
Heav'n hath won her virgin love,

Heaven hath gain'd her maiden treasure.



Lines on snuff-taking.

Tell the world they must believe

This mysterious procreation ;

Or, anon, they shall receive

Triple portions of damnation.

Dauin'd for not believing, first

;

Afterwards, condemn'd for sneering*

;

Thirdly damn'd, and that the worst,

For not honouring his appearing.

Tell them, they'll repent them yet,

Tho' their breasts they now are steeling ;

But the devil a seal they'll get,

When they come and ask for sealing.

Tho' they come on bended knees,

And are well-dispos'd and willing ;

Much to swell the usual fees,

And to venture their last shilling.

They are come too late, you'll say,

They are still of Satan's leaven ;

They have lost the lucky day,

They have miss'd their chance for Heaven.

This then, is the favor'd hour,

Those who wish to reign for ever,

Have the tickets in their power

;

Let them purchase, now or never 1

IN PRAISE OF SNUFF-TAKING.

When honour sinks into the silent grave,

When valour bleeds his country's cause to save,

The Muse in gratitude prolongs his fame,

And hands to late posterity his name.

But say, can I your prowess praise enough,

At once o'erwhelm'd with poetry and snuff?

Tell how you woo'd thefam'd Parnassian maid,

How on the brow of Helicon you stray'd ;



Superlative 'pleasure in taking snuff.

Tell how in snuff you sought respite from pain,

Tell how you snifFd and sneez'd and sniff'd again,

No more let arts and science bear the bell,

Go, cleanliness ! I chant thy funeral knell.

Come, Caledonian custom, hear my call ;

Hither French fashions, beastliness, and all

!

Come, thou sweet goddess, from the Indian shore^

Bring here your box, and grime our noses o'er !

Snuff 's my delight—let other youths declare

Their minds to Chloe, or to Celia fair

;

Let them in sportive glee lead down the dance,

And slily steal the. love-inspiring glance !

Beauty and all its charms are foolish stuff,

If you compare it with a pinch of snuff.

Science avaunt 1 what are thy charms to me,

Whose sole delight is Scotch and black rappee ?

Newton and Euclid now no more can please,

All knowledge shall be center' d in a sneeze ;

Vain are the problems you may wish to draw

—

None, none can please the sense like Macabaa,

No more let music pour its soothing strain,

And teach in echo's mountains to complain ;

Entrap the soul with soft melodious thrill,

And make the senses act against the will ;

Say, can it equal with its power divine,

The pleasing sound of " Take a pinch of mine?*'

No more let poets in their am'rous lays

The sweets of flowrets, or of Zephyrs praise,

Or citron groves that Egypt's vales adorn,

Or sing the rising blushes of the morn ;

For every day's experience only shews

That Strasburgh is more grateful to the nose.

Hither, ye graces, listen to the call,

Fishwives from Billingsgate and LeadenhaH*

Hither attend, and all your boxes bring,

And let me ardent dip my fingers in;

This is a treat, this is my nose's heav'n,

And far exceeds Old Hardham's thirty-seven.
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To the RIGHT HON. PHILIP YORKE,M. P,

Formerly First Lord of the Admiralty.

Sir,

I remember a debate in the House of Commons re-

specting naval punishments : in a reply to Lord Coch-

rane you said, " You could not tell how his lordship had

employed himself since he thought proper to withdraw

from the service." (Vide Courier, May 2 btk, 1812.) If

you can spare time to peruse the following pages, they

will shew you how his lordship employed himself for

four months of the time you alluded to, and I think it

behoves you to explain why you were ignorant of the

maimer in which his lordship (who had then just re-

lumed from the Mediterranean) had been entployedj

when one of the vessels of war, then under your direc-

tion, had been adapted to his private useforfour months;

if you knew this, and consented to it, it was contrary to

your duty, and doing an act beyond the power entrusted

to your charge-—if you did not know it, you must have

been grossly deceived by some one under your orders,

who ought to be searched out, and punished for lending

a man of war to a private individual, even at this day.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

John Mitford.

To the Editor of the Scourge.

Sir,

In fulfilling the engagements I had come under to you

with respect to a voyage made by me in the Mediterranean,

I did not intend to give any part until I had revised and

corrected the whole. A recent transaction, in which Lord

Cochrane is involved, has induced me to alter that reso-

lution ; whilst every one is engaged in enquiries concern-

ing the acts of his former life, I shall (for one) answer those

enquiries by what I know concerning them.—Passing

TOL, VIII. c



10 Lord Cochrane s voyage.

events have not caused me to form any nejv opinions t I

relate transactions as I wrote them down at the time

when I knew both their causes and effects.

My observations were made under peculiar advantages,

and are free from error. I have contemplated, with much

attention, the curious character of his lordship, and fol-

lowed him with a discerning eye through a variety of

scenes, until I formed a just estimation of its value. My
veracity depends upon my means of information, and

those who chuse to follow me in the path I have taken,

will find that, to the last, I have been an eye-witness of

all I relate of this extraordinary man.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

J. M.

A correct Account of a Voyage made by Lord Cochrane dur-

ing the Months ofDecember, 1810, January, February, and

March, 1811, on board his Majesty's Sloop Philomel, along

the Coast of Barbary, to purchase Corn, Timber, Sfc. Sfc.

Ambition and avarice are often the cause of ruining nation*

as well as individuals. We have a striking proof of the power

by which the former can impel a man to rush upon his own

destruction, in the fate of Napoleon Bonaparte ; and I fear we

shall soon be able to adduce an example from amongst our-

selves of the dominion the latter may attain over a heart origi-

nally generous and brave.

The desire of gain is an incentive to activity, and 1 would

ever prefer beholding the merchant launch his bark into the

ocean to search for riches in distant or unknown lands than

see her prow armed with thunder ; and the enthusiast of ambi-

tion and conquest presiding at the helm, steering a course

which, on his return, will be tracked with blood, and his sails

filled with the dying sighs of the victims sacrificed to his fatal

passion.

I love to see the warrior stand boldly forward, either on the

ocean or the land, in defence of right and liberty, whilst under

the shadow of his protecting arm, the industrious merchant

brings home a freight from which he can afford to reward the

man who enabled him to procure it in safety, and disseminate



Interview uith Marquis Wellington. 1

1

comfort through all ranks in society. This is as it should be

;

but I do not approve of the warrior joining to his honourable

profession, the trade of a merchant, nor the merchant travelling

out of his path to glut his avarice with another sort of commis-

sion than the commission on his goods.

In all nations the profession of arms is incompatible with

that of trade; but we see and hear daily of men, in spite of re-

gulations and law, presuming to couple them together. In Eng-
land, her defenders are so well rewarded, that no excuse can

justify them for tarnishing their laurels by descending to en-

gage in speculations derogatory to the uniform they wear.

I am now going to illustrate one of those extraordinary

characters, never satisfied with honours or riches; a victim fet-

tered down to the corrupt pillar of self-interest—a man who,

after accumulating one hundred thousand pounds prize money

in the navy, condescended (after foolishly quarrelling with a

profession that made his fortune) to become a contractor for corn,

a timber-merchant, and biscuit-baker. The man to whom I al-

lude is, or has been, a sort of "will-o'-the-wisp" patriot, and now

a member of parliament for Westminster, a knight of the Bath,

a post-captain in the royal navy, and heir to the Earl of Dundo-

nald. Need I after this mention the name of Lord Cochrane ?

Great men are subject to great vices. Avarice, that stooped

to peculation, hath handed down to posterity the infamy of a

Marlborough, coeval with his glory; and after-ages in reading

with delight the exploits of a Cochrane near Basque Roads, will

also read with disgust his achievements as a gambler in the

funds, and a fugitive contractor.

In the year 1810 (I believe early in the month of September)

Lord Cochrane sailed from England, and arrived at Lisbon in

a small felucca, formerly a Spanish prize, captured by the En-

dymion frigate, when under his lordship's command, and fitted

up as a pleasure-yacht. When at Lisbon his lordship visited the

head-quarters of Marquis Wellington at Villa Franc, and there, I

presume, concluded the treaty of contract for supplying the

army with grain, &c. &c. On the same day that I sailed for

Cadiz, his lordship also sailed in his felucca, and we arrived

much about the same time. His lordship appeared on board the

Milford, 74, Admiral Eeates, in his uniform (though on half

pay) and on an attack upon Fort Catalani, and some gun boats



12 Lord Cochrane's party*

in Port St. Mary's, his lordship was a volunteer in a very small

boat, and in the heat of the fire.

Report said he had visited the French batteries in disguise,

but I cannot vouch for the truth of it. I know more of his lord-

ship's transactions here, which I shall reserve for another place,

as they have nothing to do with his speculations in grain.

At Gibraltar, his lordship, in his yacht, was placed under

quarantine, where he remained some days alongside of the San

Juan, sheer-hulk ; when released he embarked on board the

Philomel brig, of eighteen guns, commanded by Mr. G. H.

Guion, now a captain in the navy. His lordship brought on

board several boxes, containing from two to four thousand dol-

lars each. An assistant-commissary general, named M'Douall,

a countryman of his lordship's, and a Captain Hardinge, of the

Engineers, formed the high contracting parties. Mr. M'Douall

was a keen plodding Scotchman, apparently qualified for no

situation above a baker ; Mr. Hardinge, who spoke several

languages, was an excellent draughtsman and navigator.

On the 12th of December, 1810, the Philomel weighed an-

chor, and made sail, having in company a Portuguese corvette

of eighteen guns, commanded by a Scotchman, and three sail

of armed transports. We left the fortress of Ceuta, the bastille

of Spain, and prison of the unlucky Ballasteros, on our right

hand. It bears a better appearance than Gibraltar, the sides of

the rock being covered with vegetation ; on the narrow part of

the Isthmus stands the town, surrounded by gardens and lofty

trees ; a small light steeple, and several vessels in the bay, give

it an air of business.

Hundreds of convicts we plainly saw at work upon the forti-

fications ; the dungeons are filled with instruments of torture,

and are more dreaded by a Spaniard than the chambers of the

Inquisition. To the eastward of Ceuta we passed Tetuan, the

residence of a Bey ; it has some trade in corn, but neither of

those places we knew could have supplied our factors with a

tithe of their wants, we therefore stopped not to enquire.

After running all night at the rate of twelve miles an hour,

we came to anchor near the Spanish fortress of Mellillo on the

Barbary coast. Formerly this place was accounted the third in

importance amongst the Spanish possessions on this shore, but

it is now of no value (I shall reserve its description for another



Description ofthe coast. \3

place.) The garrison consisted of one hundred and fifty sol-

diers, and thirty galley slaves, clad in rags, and cove ed with

vermin ; we brought them a supply of provisions, a* they were

nearly starving, notwithstanding which they eyed us with perfect

^difference, or rather apathy—perhaps every hope and wish of

life was extinguished by long and bitter slavery.

All our adventurers' hopes of procuring grain at this port

were nipped in the bud ; a sort of petty war had arisen betwixt

the Spanish garrison and the Moors, and a Spaniard had been

shot the morning of our arrival. Lord Cochrane and his party

landed, and when in the fort fired several shots at the Moors. At

this they were justly incensed, particularly as they had suffered

us unmolested all the morning to provision the garrrison they

were blockading. Accordingly they commenced firing upon our

boats from behind an artificial hillock thrown up opposite the

landing-place of the fort ; luckily we sustained no injury, as the

boats had not to return any more.

There can be no apology made for this act of inj ustice and wan-

tonness ; the Moors were at peace with us, and had an account of

our behaviour been conveyed to Algiers, it would, no doubt, have

involved us in a war with that fickle and barbarous state, which

is ever ready to find an excuse for piracy.

Perhaps our adventurers were irritated at not being able to

procure a supply of grain, and thus vented their spleen upon

the natives ; indeed his lordsbip could not have made an agri-

cultural survey of the coast of Barbary, for we went to the

very place where grain never grew ; the land for miles round

the rock of Mellillo is uncultivated. Furze of a foot high

covers the finest soil ; the prickly pear, or christian fig, rears its

brazen head every where, and here and there a solitary palm

tree rises lord paramount of mountain and valley—such was

the place Lord Cochrane chose as the field of his first essay in

quest of grain, We weighed anchor and proceeded along shore

as near the land as possible. The coast was far from prepos-

sessing—rugged mountains and sterile valleys did not serve to

give us a high opinion of the interior. After experiencing

both calms and gales, we anchored safely in the bay of Oran,

near the ruins of the old castle, the Portuguese corvette and

transports brought up in shore of us. The objects which Lord

Cochrane had in view in this voyage were various ; first, we

understood he wished to lade the transports with grain, which



14 Intention ofpurchasing an island,

be had agreed to furnish the army with at a settled price. The

corvette was to have conveyed them to Lisbon.

Secondly, his lordship intended to purchase from one of the

Barbaiy states an island or headland, capable of being easily

defended thereon, to build store-houses, to lay up grain as he

collected it from the adjacent country, which after being

properly dried and cleaned, he intended shipping off to Malta,

Port Mahon, &c. &c. as he sold it to the agents of government.

Thirdly, his lordship, aware of the scarcity of timber in all

our Mediterranean dock-yards, meant to purchase timber on

this coast, which he expected to sell again at a profit commensu-

rate to the risk and expence incurred in procuring it.

All these speculations were of a promising nature, but cer-

tainly, to use the language of Lady Perceval in Lady Anne Ha-

milton's,trimming letter, "very unbecoming Lord Cochrane."

It happened that the harvest had been generally bad this

year on all the Barbary coast, for corn is there always to be had

for a mere trifle ; the inconvenience of bread being sent from

England is great and expensive ; when it arrives it is half de-

voured by the maggot and weevil, and during a five years'

station in the Mediterranean, I have never tasted a sound Eng-

lish biscuit. Could Lord Cochrane have done any thing to

remedy this evil (even had he pocketed 20 per cent.) the nation

would have gained by it, and his lordship been usefully, if not

honourably, employed.

The idea of purchasing an island on the Barbary coast in

order to store up grain, is not an original design of his lordship's.

Abyssinian Bruce, when consul at Algiers, proposed to govern-

ment to purchase the island of Tabareo for this purpose. The
quarrel of Bruce with the Dey put a stop to their proceedings,

and it has been revived as a private speculation by his lordship

with as little success. The plan is feasible, and in the event of

another war might be easily put in practice.

The timber speculation will never answer either on a national

or a private scale, the wood no where being sufficiently large for

naval purposes.

At Gran, Lord Cochrane and his friends immediately landed,

but found not the object of their wishes. The Bey, as infamous

a character as a Moor can possibly be, prevented them from

going up the country. We had a melancholy instance of his

villainy before our eyes-—a British bark and a brig were saoore4



Presentation to the Dey of Algiers. 15

to the shore ; they had been seized by the Bey for no other rea-

son than that they had been put into the harbour in distress, and

implored his assistance. Their cargoes were sent up the coun-

try, and the crews made slaves ; one of the men's grave an ok!

Greek pointed out amongst the ruins, it was all lie knew, and

knowledge is not to be gained from the confines of the grave.

The fate of our countrymen did not seem to excite an interest in

any bosom, so entirely were they contracted to selfish gain, which

occupied their ** dreams by night and visions of the day." Hi6

lordship began now to bear an appearance of much chagrin, for

here was corn in plenty, but not to be had by any safe means. AH
the bounties of nature lavished upon this soil are lost, a barbarous

and disgusting, tyrrrany has annihilated the existence of trade,

and banished civilized nations from the shore. A Gibraltar

privateer was loading with grain ; I examined it and found it to

be very bad, the master procuring it in such small quantities

that he was preparing to depart with half a cargo. Lord

Cochrane being on board we hurried to sea, under a top-

gallant breeze, the corvette and transports keeping company.

The land on this part of the coast was covered with corn that

rose in vigorous triumph over the weeds, amongst which it had

been sowed ; but standing corn was not an object Lord

Cochrane had in view. We quitted our transports to

shift for themselves, and making the best of our way, soon an-

chored before the city of Algiers. The description of this inte-

resting place I shall also leave till hereafter. The presents we
had on board for the Dey were neither very rare nor valuable,

the principal article being a carbine mounted in gold and jewels,

perhaps worth four hundred pounds. Mr. Blankley, the

British consul, presented them, and after them Lord Cochrane

and Captain Guion.

Lord Cochrane, with deference be it spoken, is inattentive

to his person to a fault. His appearance was not of that striking

nature calculated to catch the eye of a barbarian, and Captain

Guion, in an old lieutenant's coat, made up into a master and

commander's undress, did not add splendour to the spectacle of

introduction into the presence of the great Dey of Algiers.

By outward appearance alone is the heart of a savage moved. I

remember last war when the Moors paid more deference to our

marine officers than to our naval captains, the former at that
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time having epaulets and the latter none. No wonder then Lord

Cochrane, the sloven, could not here succeed in any of his

specmlations. He got ^either corn, timbtr, nor a civil recepton

I believe, through the favour of Mr. Blankley, bis lordship had

letters of introduction to the Pacha Bona, to further his views

with respect to the purchase of a forest of timber growing near

La Calle, and with these we set sail from Algiers ; we stopt no

where until we anchored in the harbour of Bona, a place from

whence the fleet blockading Toulon have for years derived their

chief supplies of bullocks, sheep, fowls, and vegetables. It

carries on an extensive trade likewise with Gibraltar in corn and

dried fruits. His Majesty's brig Bustard was lying here, and

other vessels taking in stock for the fleet.

It may not be deemed an unpleasant digression to state here

the price which the various necessaries of human life bore on

our anchorage at this port.

A bullock from 15 to 18 stone weight, 12 dollars, or 41. 4s*

English money.

A fat sheep, 9 shillings.

One dozen fowls, 5 shillings.

One hundred eggs, 2s. 6d.

One pound of bread, Id.

Fruit, a boat load for half a dollar.

Two brace of partridges for 3 charges of gunpowder.

And every thing besides at the same moderate prices. What

corn there was to be had of a very indifferent sort was very low,

but the general failure in the harvest had been as severely felt

here as to the westward. We are not to judge of the year's crop

from the prices at which bread is sold, the scarcity of the pre-

cious metals renders them particularly valuable. The com-

mon price of bread at Bona in years of plenty is two praes, or

a British farthing per pound.

Lord Cochrane, eager to complete his speculations, was

not long before he landed with his usual retinue and his black

servant, (the only menial in his lordship's train, a fellow who

made himself more important than his master.) The

Pacha received his lordship with some civility, and promised to

furnish him with an escort to proceed to La Calle, at the same

time remarking that he had no power to do more, the forest

x)f timber being the property of the Sheike of La Calle, who
did not acknowledge his authority. Arrangements were ac~
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fcordingiy made for the journey, a plentiful si ore of cold provi-

.s'wns provided, and hammocks with awnings, to hnngon the trees

for sleeping hint Night. The caravan comprised the chiefspecu-

lator, Lord Cochrane, assistant commissary-general M*Do4*-

all, Captain Hardinge, of Engineers* Mr. Gaion, commander of

the Philomel,and the Moorish escort oftwenty horsemett,the cook

of the Philomel, a FrenchWest India black, master ofthe Moorish

dialect, attended in the double capacity oi* pnrveyorand interpre-

ter ; the carpenter of the Philomel brought up the rear, his place

being to survey the forest, mark what timber was fit for naval

use, and estimate what sum it would bring into his lordshipV

coffers at Malta, Mahon, and Gibraltar.

This motley group arrived in safety at LaCalle ; indeed from

•their appearance no Arab could have supposed them worth

plundering. The town of La Calle is in ruins. A company of

French merchants once purchased it from the Dey of Con-

stantine, and established a pearl fishery on the coast, which for a

time was very productive. The town extended and nourished. It

was at length attacked and destroyed by the British, who

carried off the settlers prisoners. Since that period it has been a
ti place for fishers to dry their nets .upon."

An Italian, calling himself" the British consul," was found

burrowing amongst,the ruins, and conducted Lord Cochrane

±o the forest so long desired by avaricious expectation, But, alas,

Trow vain are all human hopes ! Plutus is often the god of disap-

pointment. The timber, on examination, proved not sufficient-

ly large to form a line ofbattle ship's long-boat, and the grain

of the wood notiit to be trusted in bending to make knees or

beam-supporters. A man intent on engrossing wealth, sees oniy

the golden prize in view, and overlooks the obstacles fortune

has decreed him to surmount before he attains the summit of

this wishes—here broke one of Lord Cochrane's golden dreams,

and I confess, I felt at that time, as I do now, rejoiced at the event.

However,his lordship was not to be stoptby trifles where any ad-

vantage appeared likely to be gained, and where thousands were

not to be had hundreds would be acceptable. The timber, unlit

•for naval purposes,might-do in a merchant's yard, and therefore

hislordship proffered the Sheike4000 dollars for it, on condition

rthathe (theSheike) should fell it, and have it ready for embark-

ation on the sea shore when his lordship's vessels arrived for it,

yoL. viii, p
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To this the Sheik e agreed, but with two provisos ; first that Lord

Cochrane should advance him instanter 20G0 dollars of the

purchase ; and secondly, procure him payment of a like sum he

alledged to be due to him from the British as tribute-money. The

present which we annually make to all these piratical chieftains is

only a qualified term for tribute ; they demand it as a right, and

if not sent to the very day, they seize upon whatever vessel is so

unfortunate as to be in their reach, and either detain her until they

are satisfied, or sell a portion of her cargo and pay themselves.

Lord Cochrane was too good a hand at driving a bargain to

close with these propositions of the crafty Moor, and (as far as re-

garded the forest) I believe all negotiation ceased between them.

La Calle has no harbour for large vessels, but a creek wherein

small craft maybe sheltered. In fine weather large vessels may ride

outside ofthereefof rocks, and receive their cargoes in security.

Lord Cochrane formed a plan of purchasing -this wreck of

a town, and building granaries on its scite, for storing corn and

baking biscuits for the vessels of war on the Mediterranean sta-

tion, the vicinity of the harbour of Bona forming a safe road

for the larger vessels, to which the corn and biscuit could be

with ease conveyed either in boats or overland. The Sheike

had no objection to this, but the consent of his sovereign, the

Dey of Constantine, was to be obtained as a preliminary step to

so important a bargain. Lord Cochrane departed from

Bona, accompanied only by the black interpreter, and arrived

unmolested at Constantine, the seat of the Dey, situated in the

interior, between eighty and one hundred miles from Bona.

His lordship made but a short stay, and when he returned to

the Philomel at Bona, it was understood (and I had my infor-

mation from the interpreter), that the ex pence of purchase,

erecting the different buildings, &c. would amount to 40,0001.

a sura his lordship was by no means inclined to hazard.

I believe a want of liberality defeated all his schemes; there was

a degree of meanness in his lordship's first embarking in such

designs, and throughout the whole proceedings he displayed a

spirit more becoming an Israelite than a gallant British officer.

After much ranging up and down the hills of Bona, his lord-

ship purchased at last a cargo of grain, cheap as it was originally

offered, he beat the poor fellows down one third of the price.

" In the way of bargain he'd cavil on the ninth-part of a hair."

Hotspur.
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The embarking- this corn and stowing it on board the ship

cost not his lordship one farthing, the whole of it being done
by the Philomel's crew, whom he had not the generosity to re-

ward with a single glass of grog.

For the first time the dollars were unpacked to pay for this

cargo.

The deficit was soon replaced, as the Myrtle sloop of war ar-

rived and sent on board the Philomel, the honorable Captain

Cochrane, brother of his lordship, with a fresh cargo of dol-

lars. The speculators must have been very sanguine, so rapidty

following up their first onset with fresh supplies, augured a be-

lief in them that a certainty of success attended his lordship's

movements.

If the Honorable Arthur Cochrane Johnstone had no more
talent at negociating for a Danish island, than his nephew dis-

played in pursuit of an African settlement, I marvel not that

Count Bernstoff and he disagreed on business which requires

wiser heads than those I notice to bring to an issue.*

The transport sailed with the corn, and we weighed anchor

and proceeded on to Malta ; on our way thither we captured a

French polacre of small value, and reconnoitred in the bay of

Biscerta a French schooner of 18 guns, full of men, notwith-

standing she was under the protection of a neutral flag. Ris

lordship strongly advised running foul of her so as to provoke

her to shew some mark of resentment, and furnish us with an

excuse for boarding her. We were all at quarters and stood close

under her stern, but 51v. Guion either was not so greedy of

prize-money as his lordship, or possessing more principle, did

not insult the foe by laying him on board in a neutral port,

and we left him at anchor in peace and safety.

Another privateer eluded us off Cape Eon, where the first

naval fight occurred betwixt the Romans and Carthaginians.

The seamen emphatically observed, they could have no

* It is not generally known that Cochrane Johnstone was in treaty for pur-

chasing the island of Anholt from the Danish government, I believe Count

Bernstoff heard something from a certain quarter which put an end to the

transaction. It 4s a pity 'he bargain was not closed; I dosbt not but Johnstone

;te as well qualified for an Emperor of a barren rock as Napoleon.—What a

pair of " hopeful Cousins' 3 to have exchange.! ambassadors. I heard this

also novel tiait in the his'orv cf the Cochrane family from the best auttio-
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Inck whilst the contractors were on board; they were not in the 1

least disposed to honor his lordship in his new profession. Our
gentlemen landed on the ruins of ancient Carthage, and walked

to Tunis ; their stay was short, nor do I think they appeared there

either as timber merchants or contractors.

In the latter end of the month of April, 1811, we landed his-

lordship and suite at Malta, after one of the most useless voy-

ages ever made by a British man of war. The four months

passed by the Philomel furthering the sordid projects of Lord

Cochrane (not to call them by a harsher name) might have

been beneficially spent in exterminating those swarms of pri-

vateers which then infested the Mediterranean, and were not

to be overtaken but by the superior sailing of such vessels as

the Philomel.

A circumstance occurred upon his lordship's Tanding at

Malta, which has been so much commented upon that I shall

merely notice it ; I mean the robbery of the prize documents

from the archives of the admiralty court, f am justified in

calling it a robbery, if to take what is not a man's own pro-

perty be so ; and moreover, I saw at CagHari in Sardinia, printed

bills stuck up by order of the government of Malta, offering

a reward of 800/. for the apprehension of Lord Cochrane for

this very act. I believe the following to be a correct, though

short statement,, of this one amongst the numberless extraordi-

nary feats of his lordship. His lordship had said something

in the House of Commons concerning the high fees levied by

the 'prize-court at Malta ; but his lordship's speeches, like his

actions, are not intelligible to men of common understanding.

It appeared however that he conceived they had imposed upon

liim on the condemnation of a prize or prizes, and he deter-

mined to bring the business before the House in a regular man-
ner; to do this, it was necessary to be furnished with certain pa-

pers from Malta, which knowing he could not obtain b}' ap-

plication he decided to attempt by stratagem. Accordingly

at the period I allude to, he got leave from those entrusted

with charge of the prize papers to peruse them, relative to his

own prizes. When selecting those papers which suited his pur-

pose, the noble lord decamped with his booty, and sooa

lodged it in a place of safety. The " hue and cry" was soon
1

given- throughout La Yalette, and the person of his lordship*

lodged in " durance yiUV This did not la?t long—if the admi-
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rally court knew bow to take fees, his lordship knew how to be-

stow them, when it suited his own interest ; and that night

he burst his prison gates and filed. Such is the statement I

have heard from a hundred tongues in Malta; I call it a dis-

honorable and perfidious deed, no benefit to he derived, cither

publicly or individually, from the possession of these documents

could justify the manner in which they were obtained by his

lordship ; every honest-man can best comment on this himself.

I shall close this account with a few remarks naturally spring-

ing from the subject.

The public may see from the recent statements published by the

Stock Exchange that Lord Cochrane is master of an immense

fortune, and, therefore, was not driven by necessity to wander a

fugitive round the scorning world in search of a wretched subsist-

ence. He had acquired a glorious name; the laurels of valour

decorated his forehead, and the pencil of truth emblazoned

his deeds on the unsullied page of immortality. A nation of

freemen praised him as one of her noblest defenders, and a

trorid of foes dreaded the vengeance of his arm, his sovereign

rewarded him with distinctions fewr private men ever attain to,

and the people of the most populous city in England shewed

their admiration of his virtues, by confiding to his protec-

tion those rights and liberties in the first senate in the world,

he had so ably defended on the ocean.

Surely this might have satisfied the most ambitious of men.
Kiches, title, rank, and public approbation are things beyond
which few ever aspire; but the demon Avarice lurked m the

heart of his lordship, and discontent knit the furrows on his

brow. He . forgot.- -the kinsf who honoured hifn ' above his

merits, and exerted his feeble ability against his minister's

measures. He forgot his country that rewarded him, for he

abandoned her defence when the prospect of private gain be-»

came clouded.* He forgot his constituents who raised him ta

the envied rank of a British senator, lie forgot himself, his

fame, his honour, his renown, and his duty, and went abroad,

a speculator after vile wealth, and returned to plunge still

deeper into disgrace, pitied by very few, and respected by

none.

* " It was the inadequacy of tha rewards held out to naval officers J hat had

kept h ;m so long on ghore.,?-
r.-Sfe Jb*rd C<ickr'.£"''s speech. Courier} Ma^h

25, 1812.
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His lordship's gift of his prize money for the captures in Basque

Roads to the Bible Society, bears an imposing appearance of gene*

rosity; but how will the Bible Society feel, when they know

that the prizes m Basque Roads were all destroyed, and that

wbat was formerly termed " head money" is now discontinued

in payment to the navy ?

Oh, shame, where is thy blush !

Avarice, to what base subterfugeslead's t thou thy votaries !—
lam sickened with my subject, and for the present consign his

lordship to that contempt his actions call aloud for, and to that

humble grave which the spade of ignominy hath dug to receive

him-*-his vices, follies, and waverings, for ever.

The preceding statement of facts by our correspondent

furnishes some ground for observation. They have been

sometime in our possession, but while it was possible

that their promulgation could at all prejudice the situa-

tion in which Lord Cochrane stood with respect to the

Stock Exchange, we forbore to give them publicity; We
"Were actuated by no motives of personal consideration to

Lord Cochrane : to expose meanness, and dereliction of

duty, in public characters, is a sacred office which belongs

to every member of a free state; but to disclose any

thing touching the forker conduct of a man, while he

is under judicial inquiry for recent misdemeanor, would

have been in the highest degree unjust to him, and sub*

versive of those fundamental principles of British equity

which presupposes that every juror takes his seat in the

bos with a mind wholly unbiassed by any thing but what

is deposed before him as legal evidence. These were the

reasons why we abstained from publishing these trans-

actions ; but these reasons no longer exist, and it becomes

a matter of useful inquiry to trace the progress of those

habits in a man which ultimately fix upon him an inef-

faceable stigma.

It has been wisely said Nemo repente turpis&imus. Our
vices, like our virtues, are of progressive attainment. The
Jewish rabbies aptly describe the evil dispositions that

are lurking in our nature, as a traveller in the baghning,
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afterwards a guest, and at last the master of the house.
We have heard many persons lately expressing their sur-
prize that Lord Cochrane should have been found guilty
of such nefarious practices as have been brought home to

him. They were surprized, because they had no oppor-
tunities of accurately knowing ttie man. It seemed like

an event without an adequate cause. But the chasm in

his lordship's history is supplied by the preceding state-

ment. We there find him sinking the honor and dignity

of the British naval character in low speculations of mere
pecuniary emolument; roving about from port to port

of barbarous and petty states, suing for permission from
paltry despots, to accomplish the means of realizing a few
thousands. We find him in the ambiguous character of a

British officer turned merchant, without the open, undis-

guised, and manly frankness which denote the former;

and of a British merchant sordidly trucking for slender

profits like an Italian trader: thus doubly injuring his

country in the vocation he abandoned, and that which he

assumed.

An inordinate desire of gain seems to be the ruling pas-

sion of his lordship's mind. The veriest menial does not

barter his services for money more thoroughly than it seems

his lordship has always done. " Inadequacy of reward,"

(according to the report of his speech) had kept him so

long ashore. He fought, therefore, from no impulse of

glory. No ardor of renown, no ambition of a soldier's

fame, no love of country, raised his arm. He measured

his services 1^ his hire: pay him and he worked; pay

enough, or he struck for more wages. We doubt whe-

ther more genuine military enthusiasm might not be

found in his lordship's cabin-boy. It was not for his pay

that Nelson died, or Wellington conquered.

This master-principle, however, developes the recent

conduct of Lord Cochrane. He at least felt the ardor of

gain; the ami sacra fames,* was strong upon him; his

* Perhapg his lordship will triumphantly ask the question, Quia non mo>»

t&liap(.cloia cogis, #*c.
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soul was impatient of slow and progressive accumulations

of wealth ; be was eager to snatch a fortune by one gol-

den opportunity ; to glut bis avarice he would have

ruined thousands; to swell bis bags he would have

swelled a thousand hearts with sighs. His lordship has

long been known as a projector, but the fertility of bis

genius never displayed itself so conspicuously as in this

last business. It was an admirable piece of machinery,

dexterously put together, and ail the different parts made

to play with mutual effect, Had it been completely

successful, no doubt his lordship would have applied for

a patent, as even his mechanical researches are made

subservient to his private emolument, though it might

be thought that a nobleman would freely bestow upon

the public any invention that he had discovered for the

public good.

Truth does not seem to be a very great favourite with

bis lordship. His late affidavits stand now as a curious

record of the importance he attaches to it when inter-

posed between the success or failure of any favorite

scheme. Neither can his lordship have forgotten the

severe castigation given to him by Mr. Croker m the

House of Commons last session, when he left him the

very pleasant alternative of confessing either that he had

falsified his own ship's books, or made the most grossly

false statements in the House. His lordship was silent,

snd left the public and parliament to infer whichever they

chose of those honorable predicaments.

To complete his lordship's -character, it should not be

omitted that he is a modern patriot, and the pupil of

Cobbett, who has been devoting his Register for the last

two months to the attempt at proving that his lordship's

late speculations in the stocks are no more dishonorable

than any other species of gambling. Such a cause de-

serves indeed such a defence, and to the protection of

such a moralist we consign his lordship for the present,
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The TRAVELS of ARBAI DUGONAGABOOLA,
A South Sea Islander. Translatedfrom the original ]\IS* «*

brought over to this Country by a Missionary.

(Continued from Vol. VII. p. 325.)

Kasi soon returned and led me from this singular

assemblage of savages. He told me he would conduct

me to my home. I looked at him, and asked if he meant
to return to Tongataboo* so soon ? He smiled, and an-

swered that my dwelling now was to be my home. I

sighed to think that I must call any place my home, ex-

cept my dear cabin, in the bosom of the plantain grove.

I walked with him along what they call streets, that is a

way between two rows of cabins inhabited by the natives.

The ground was covered with hard stone, which I found

very painful to walk upon, not having my feet guarded

with cases made of skins which are worn by these people.

They have very extraordinary animals here. I saw

some of a prodigious height, which were fastened to

large cabins, in which were seated several of the savages,

and which they drew along with great rapidity. There

are other animals very large also, from which they ob-

tain a white liquor, resembling somewhat the delicious

milk of our cocoa-nuts, but it is neither so sweet, nor so

thick. .{Some of these animals are killed, and when
dressed, in various ways, eaten by the natives. They
never more than half dress their meat ; they always leave

the blood in it, which they call gravy, and which they^

suck up with a horrible sort of pleasure. They are very

voracious, and devour many sorts of roots, many of them

raw, just as they are plucked from the earth. In the

simplicity of our manners, my clear countrymen, one dish

suffices for usj and to eat of it twice in the course of

the day is enough. But these islanders are gluttonous

beings. Almost their whole time is occupied with eat-

* A South Sea island,

VOL. YIII. £
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ing, drinking, and sleeping. The first thing when tlrey

\vake in the morning, they have a large vessel with hot

water brought to them : some of this they pour upon a

sort of herb, and drink the infusion, eating great slices of

a substance which has some resemblance to our bread-

fruit. When they have finished this meal, they attend

to any business they may have to perform, or follow

any pleasure they like. But, towards the middle of the

day, the whole island is like one great cooking place.

Every where you find the savages assembled (for they

eat in company) armed with sharp instruments with

which they divide their food, and another instrument

with a keen point, with which they convey it to their

mouths; They are so ravenous that they will seldom

speak while they are eating. The long planks of wood

round which they sit, are covered with various substances;

the limbs of animals, some hot, and some cold, birds, fish,

roots, and different liquids. Of these they eat one after

another, and when one savage drinks, he generally shakes

his head at all the rest, who shake their heads in return*

I never could learn the meaning of this ceremony, which

is more particularly practised after they have done eatings

and all the food is taken away. Each savage then takes

a small transparent vessel in his hand, which he fills with

a liquid they call wine; in other words, it is the juice of

some particular fruit: when every one has filled his

yessel, they immediately begin shaking their heads and

grinning at each other, after which they drink the con-

tents, and then talk together. I cannot describe to you

how ridiculous they look when performing this ceremony.

They sometimes sit drinking this liquor till they get sa

noisy and ferocious that it is dangerous to be among them.

Their eyes and faces look red, they roar, they get up and

nimble about, and, in short, exhibit aii tire appearances of

madmen or fools. I am told that this is the consequence

of what they drink, and that they are very sick the next

day; but if so, my dear countrymen, how shockingly

ravage and brutalized they must be to drink any thing
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which they know will make them appear so beastly and

disgusting.

It is not always the case, however, that they are in this

way. Sometimes, after drinking for a certain time, they

will go into another part of the cabin, where the females

sit, and there they begin to drink some of that same sort

of hot infusion which they swallow in the morning after

they wake. Then, perhaps, when they have drank enough

of this, they amuse themselves with those bits of white

paper marked with various spots which I. have already

mentioned ; and lastly, they conclude the day as they be-

gan it, by eating. Food is again laid before them, which

they devour, and then go to sleep. They pull off their

clothes before they lie down ; but they do not sleep naked,

for they lie on large bags filled with feathers, and

cover themselves with stuffs, some made from the fibres

of a plant they call fiaz, and others from the hair that

grows on a sort of animal, which they kill and eat.

The women have very white skins, but in general they

-cover themselves so close that nothing can be seen

except the face and hands. A very pretty girl came
into the cabin one clay where I was, and after the

simple manners ef my own country, I shewed her

that I wished her to lie down ; but when I took

hold of her to lead her into one corner, the sa-

vages set up such a yell that I was frightened. The
poor girl was frightened too, at their noise, for she im-

mediately ran out of the cabin : I would have followed

her 4 but they prevented me,* I suppose she was some

princess, or great personage*, for when I signified my ne-

cessities to Kasi, he immediately took me to a cabin

where I found plenty of girls, who, like our own women,
wrere kind and complying. I was told by Kasi that these

girls form a sort of Arreoy society, which is the only

* Every reader of Captain Cook's Voyage to Otaheite, where the inter-

course of the sexes is carried on like any other domestic occupation, will

-easily accountibr th«.very natural mistake of this poor islander.
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thing in which I find any resemblance between the man*
Hers of these savages and our own.

Their marriages are very strangely celebrated in this

country. They are generally preceded by what is cal-

led courtship, that is the young man and girl meet toge-

ther, sigh, smile at each other, tell falsehoods, kiss and

separate. This continues sometimes for twenty or thirty

moons; and sometimes not more than six or seven.

When this is finished then they marry. The intended

husband first buys a little gold hoop which is tabe put

upon the bride's finger. They go to a large stone build-

ing, accompanied by their friends and relations, where

there is a priest waiting for them : he pronounces cer-

tain words : they kneel down together ; the hoop is pla-

ced upon the finger of the woman, and they immediately

"become man and wife, without any power to separate

from each other. Kasi made me to understand, that

what the priest says is bidding them iove and be faithful

to each other: which they promise to do, in the name
of their Spirit, whom they call God. But I can hardly

believe Kasi in this, for I have seen husbands beating

their wives, and have heard of wives sleeping with other

men. Surely the great Spirit whom they worship would

punish this violation of their vow to him. But they are

a superstitious people, and this perhaps is one of their

superstitions.

(To be continued.)

SIR GEORGE BARLOW.

In contemplating the dependence of an extensive and

populous empire like that of India, on a country so

inferior to itself, in all the apparent sources of strength

and power, it is impossible not to be deeply impressed

with a conviction of the continual and imminent hazard

to which our dominion is exposed. It is obvious that

even the probability of its duration, and of the safety of

the European population, must depend on the constant
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and vigilant exercise of the most consummate address.

The experience of the early adventurers, and the mas-

sacre at Vellore, afford melancholy evidence that the

most deplorable consequences will always result from

the slightest indiscretions of those who are entrusted

with civil or military power. A population ofsixty mil-

lions submitting to the government of a handful of Euro-

peans, can only be retained in subjection by the omnipo-

tence of opinion, and by the union in every circumstance

connected with'the army of the most rigid discipline, with

the most perfect disposition to gentleness and conciliation.

In proportion to the importance of the evils 'that may
result from imbeeillity orperverseness, should be the dis-

couragement of the former, and the punishment of the lat-

ter. When therefore a governor-general, either from a mis-

taken persuasion of the extent of his own prerogative, or in

the agony of ungovernable passion, indulges in proceedings

which evidently tend to the oppression of his inferiors,

the degradation of his rank, and the ruin of the em-
pire, he becomes the just object of public animadversion.

The first symptom of discontent apparent in the officers

of the Madras army, arose out of the conduct of Lieu-

tenant Colonel Munro, the quarter master general. This

officer, in a report to Sir John Cradock, the commander in

chief, in the year 1807, recommended the abolition of a

contract which had been entered into with the comman-
ders of corps, for keeping their camp equipage in a con-

stant state of preparation for field service ; and strongly

suggested the propriety of transferring the provision of

the camp equipage to his own department, to which

he contended it properly belonged. In this report the

quarter master general insisted that the interest and the

duty of officers were in direct opposition to each other,

and plainly indicated that their sense of integrity was not

sufficiently strong to make them prefer the latter to the

former. This report was referred to the existing govern-

ment, who sanctioned it with its approbation, and car-

ried the measure recommended into effect. The officers

commanding corps were sensibly affected by the reflec-
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tion thus cast upon their honor. The charges preferred

in the report charged these officers with a gross and cor-

rupt violation of military duty ; and as the act of prefer-

ring false accusations against officers, by an officer, is a

military offence, they drew tip charges against Lieut. Col.

Munro, which they presented to the commander in

chief, General Macdowall, who after much consideration,

placed Munro under an arrest on the 20th of January

1509. Munro appealed against this arrest to the com-
mander in chief, thus acknowledging his jurisdiction,

and submitting to his authority, but finding that this

appeal was not productive of the expected effect, he made
another appeal to Sir George Barlow, as governor, and he,

after a consultation with the judge advocate, and the ad-

vocate general, directed the release of the prisoner: thus

annihilating the authority of the commander in chief.

For his subservience to the governor, the judge advocate

general was immediately rewarded with the situation of

agent of military stores, and a salary of nearly two thou-

sand per annum : a situation utterly incompatible with

the office ofjudge advocate.

The charges preferred against Munro were such as

the articles of war authorized the commander in chief to

entertain, and having entertained them, they could not

legally be disposed of without the intervention and sen-

tence ofa court martial. Sir George Barlow, therefore,

sanctioned in the first .instance a breach of law by another;

committed in the second a breach of law by himself;

and in the third interposed his authority for the purpose

of obstructing the course of justice, by preventing a per-

son charged with a military offence, from undergoing the

trial to which the law consigned him. General Macdow-
all transmitted to the governor a formal protest against

this illegal interposition, on the 25th. On the 27 th an

official letter to the general directed an immediate com-

pliance with the governor's order. The prisoner was in

consequence released, but the commander in chief pro-

tested against the orders of the governor as illegal and un»

constitutional ; and on the 2Sth issued the following order j
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Head Quarters, Choultry Plain, Jan. ZSlh, 1S09.

" The immediate departure of Lieutenant General Mac-

dowall from Madras, will prevent him from pursuing the

design of bringing Colonel Munro to trial, for disrespect

to the commander in chief, disobedience of orders, and

contempt of military authority : in having recourse to

the civil government in defiance of the officer at the

head of the army, who had placed him under arrest, on

charges preferred against him by a number of officers, in

consequence of which appeal direct to the governor in

council, Lieutenant General Macdowali received a positive

order from the secretary to government to release Lieu-

tenant Coionel Munro from his confinement. Such conduct

on the part of Colonel Munro being destitute of subordi-

nation, subversive of military discipline, a violation of

the sacred rights of the commander in chief, and holding

out a general example to the profession, and to his own
station and character : he feels it incumbent on him to

express his strong disapprobation of Lieut. Col. Munro's-

unexampled proceeding, and considers it a solemn duty

imposed on him to reprimand Lieutenant Colonel Munro, in

general orders, and he is hereby reprimanded accordingly.

"

This order was not published till Monday the 30th*

On the 29th, which was Sunday, it could not be pub«

lished ; and on that day the commander in chief em-

barked for England, in disgust. On the morning oi

Monday the 30th, the usual printed copy of the order

was sent in the usual manner by the adjutant general to

the government, for publication to the troops in the

garrison. The governor, who had not dared to impeach

the conduct of General Macdowali while he was present,

vented his anger towards him as soon as he wras gone.

The fury of his indignation was unchained as soon as the

victim had escaped ; for this purpose a few discharges

resounded from the guns of the fort, when the ships were

but faintly descried on the verge of the offing. It was

pretended that the signal was made for the recal of the

ships, that the resolution of the government might be
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publicly announced to the commander in chief. Nothing*

however, was heard but the mingled chorus of laughter,

contempt, and indignation at the impotent madness

and ludicrous folly of the governors mandate. But

though the vengeance of mortified pride and of wounded

vanity was thus disappointed in its immediate object, a

vain and superfluous order, the abortion of enraged but

impudent authority, was issued, by which the appoint-

ment of the commander in chief was annulled, though

it had been virtually resigned by the embarkation of the

general for England. The execution of the general

order, regularly issued by the commander in chief pre-

vious- to his departure, devolved upon the deputy adju-

tant general, Lieutenant Colonel Boles, w7 ho in the regu-

lar discharge of his official duty, had it printed, according

to the usual custom, and transmitted it to the govern-

ment for publication to the troops of the garrison, Had
Lieutenant Colonel Boles neglected to do this, he wrould

have been guilty of disobedience to his superior officer,

an offence which would have subjected him to trial

by a court martial, and to severe military punishment.

For this simple, regular, and necessary act of duty he was

suspended by the fiat of Sir George Barlow. Colonel Cap-

per, the adjutant general, proceeded as soon as this atroci-

ous act of power became known with the intention of re-

presenting to him that in the circulation of the general

order, Lieutenant Colonel Boles had merely, as his deputy,

acted in obedience to him his superior. Sir George refused

to see him, and he was therefore compelled to leave his

message with a Mr. Bohun. For this effort of duty and

propriety Colonel Capper himself was suspended from

the service, by an order which assigned, as thejustification

of such a proceeding, that it had been made known to

the governor and council, that the adjutant general of

the army was materially implicated in giving currency

to the offensive general order of the commander in chief,

Colonel Capper followed the example of General Mac*
dowall^and both died on their return from India,
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Major-General Gowdie had in the mean time been ap-

pointed commander in chief, and by him Lieutenant

Colonel Boles was informed that a slight acknowledg-

ment of his fault would be sufficient to his reinstatement

in the service. He rejected the proposal with indignation,

but as permission for the purpose must first be obtained,

he applied to the governor, stating the object of his

voyage. His application was at first refused ; but the

governor having sent his secretary, Buchan, who took

his departure on the c28th of February, and having thus

gained the start, Boles received leave on the 4th of

March to follow him if he could : for all the ships had

sailed, and no more were likely to sail for many
months. The cruelty of this proceeding was aggravated

by a peremptory order, to take his passage only from

the port of Bengal, a distance of one thousand miles.

The resentment of the army was natural and manly.

The invitations of Sir George Barloy/ were declined by the

king's troops, and their commanding officer gave at their

mess, (indiscreetly we admit) toasts declaratory of the con-

tempt and indignation with which the conduct of the go-

vernor was generally regarded. Such, however, is the frail-

ty of human nature, that on the appointment of this officer

to the command of the fort with a large salary, an office

which had been expressly abolished by the court of

directors, he proposed the health of the governor gene-

ral at the mess, and on its being unanimously refused

by the officers present, informed them that as their cam-
manding officer, he ordered them to drink it, and that he

would represent their refusal at head quarters in Eng-

land as an act of insubordination, On the third of Fe-

bruary, Sir George Barlow invited each officer of the

corps to dinner. They all declined the invitation ; the

colonel just mentioned, urged them as a military duty

to retract their answers ; and on being asked whether

they were his orders a-s commanding officer, answered

that they were. They therefore obeyed, and the gover-

nor of Madras enjoyed the luxury of receiving twelve

fOL. VIII* 3?
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guests, who sat at his table with a sort of funereal so-

lemnity, refusing to partake of one dish 5 or to drink one

glass of wine.

The 'Officers of the army, it has been observed, had

drawn up a memorial expressive of their grievances,

which the governor in this instancejustly considering the

deliberations of an armed body as illegal, refused to

transmit to England. But thisjustifiable act of official

responsibility was succeeded by a measure of widely

different character and description. For having taken

part in the memorial, or for having signed the address to

Lieutenant Colonel Boles, fourteen field officers were

suspended by the governor of Madras ; a suspension

which was servilely enforced by the -commander in chief.

To aggravate the enormity of this proceeding, some of

the officers thus suspended were ordered to embark for

England, and one of them, Lieutenant Colonel Robert

Bell of the Artillery, who declared his intention of ap-

pealing for redress to the laws of his country, and who for

that purpose was employed in collecting evidence, ac-

cording to the express provision of an act of parliament,

was hurried away by an order from the governor, to the

destined place of embarkation. Every other measure that

could irritate the army was adopted in succession ; and

when itsjust resentment had become so obvious as to be

no longer regarded with indifference, Colonel Munro, the

occasion of all these disorders, was employed to detach the

native troops and the native officers from their European

officers. The governor likewise prepared a test, which

all officers were commanded to take; and if any refused

to take it, they were immediately to be dismissed

the service. Out of fourteen hundred officers1 of the

company's army on the coast establishment eight only

took the test. Fourteen of the company's officers hav-

ing refused to take the oath of unconditional obedience

to the government of Fort Saint George, Colonel Wil-

kinson of the 30th regiment of foot, surrounded them by

a party of his own regiment, who had been concealed for
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that purpose, and to whom lie gave these directions

;

" If a rescue is attempted, my orders are that you put

every one of them to death/' At length the governor ge-

neral, alarmed by the increasing and innumerable testi-

monies of universal discontent, was graciously pleased to

proclaim an amnesty, from the benefit of which several

distinguished officers were exempted. Of these, three were

tried by a court martial, one of whom was honourably ac-

quitted ; the other two were dismissed the service; one

of them with a strong recommendation to mercy. The
court martial was immediately dissolved, and another con-

vened to try the remaining prisoners, and with a disre-

gard ofdecency and justice, of which no previous example

can be found, Colonel Wilkinson, on whom a court mar-

tial had been previously demanded, was appointed its

president. As two thirds of a court must concur in a

sentence, just two thirds of this court was composed of

king's officers. The prisoners, not ch using to trust to the

impartial justice of a tribunal formed under such circum-

stances, accepted the proffered alternative, and wrere vo-

luntarily dismissed the service; and Lieutenant Colonel

Doveton, who had been honourably acquitted, was for the

same offence suspended from all his military functions.

Such is a brief but correct recapitulation of the mea-

sures of Sir George Barlow, a short time previous to his

recal. That an individual so exalted in rank, and so well

able to reward the services of his literary advocates, should

not be destitute of eulogists and defenders was to be expec-

ted : we shall take an early opportunity of refuting the so-

phisms and misrepresentations, by which they have en-

deavoured to intimidate the government and deceive the

public, and earnestly hope that in the mean time an

enquiry into the -merits of Sir George's conduct will

be prosecuted with vigor and sincerity by some honest

champion of persecuted honor and insulted justice,
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To SAMUEL WHITEHEAD, Esq. M. P.

S[R,

If any thing were wanting to convince a reflecting

tnind that in this country the spirit of party, rather than

the spirit of wisdom, regulates the proceedings of these

who denominate themselves the Opposition, that defi-

ciency would be supplied by the late proceedings of

yourself and your friends, respecting the article in the

treaty with France which permits the revival of the slave

trade. I was present, Sir, at the meeting held at the

Free Mason's tavern, for the purpose of considering what

steps should be taken by the friends of the abolition of

the slave trade, under the ppculiar circumstances of the

said article; and I listened with unmixed satisfaction to

the glowing and energetic censure bestowed by Mr.

Wiiberforce, Lord Grey, Sir J. Mackintosh, and your-

self, upon the monstrous permission granted by this

country to France, for carrying on a traffic which reli-

gion, honor, and sound policy alike condemn. No man
in the kingdom more deeply laments that concession, or

more strongly abhors the foul purposes for which it was-

made than myself; no man would be more anxious to re-

cal the sanction if possible ; but, at the same time,

though I have ever been a strenuous advocate for the war

now so gloriously terminated, I confess I am not pre-

pared to go quite so far as you and your political friends,

who, while we were at war, called aloud for peace, and

now we are at peace, call as loudly for war.

With regard to yourself, indeed, I am not much sur-

prized at this inconsistency. Your whole public life has

been one series of crude, undigested sentiments conflict-

ing with immature practice. I do not believe you ever

thought one hour, before you acted, how you would act,

or ever remembered, one hour after you had spoken, what
you had said. The play-thing of your own passions, a

political bubble, inflated by vanity, and sustained by
confidence, a machine., blindly acting from impulses of
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frliose origin or tendency you know nothing, each succeed-

ing year ofyour parliamentary conduct has been marked by

fresh contradictions, arising not so much from any fluctu-

ation of principle, as from the total absence of it. I use the

word principle, not in reference to moral integrity, fat I be-

lieve your intentions have always been good: Iconsider you

as anhonest, well meaning man, whose blunders all spring

from the head: and when laccuse you of a want of princi-

ple, Iwish to be understood as meaning no more than that I

regard you as one who acts without forethought, without

any fixed and settled plan, without any definitive ccncep~

tions resulting from a correct and patient examination of a

question. Whatever praise maybe given to you for the can-

dor with which you sometimes retract your errors, and -ac-

knowledge your blunders, it must at least be allowed that

no man furnishes ampler opportunities for such candour

than yourself. Your annual prognostics about the issue

of the war, were as regularly delivered as those of the

learned Dr. Moore himself in his almanack; yet, how
have they been answered ? In what situation would this

country, m what situation would Europe, and the world

have been had the British government yielded to the

clamour of your party, and adopted its pusillanimous

councils ? Would Napoleon now be wandering among
the iron mines of Elba ; or the Emperor Alexander ban-

quetting upon the manly and noble congratulations of a

nation of whose applause he is justly proud? Peace was
the constant burden of your song, and disasters the un-

varying tenor of your prophesies.* How long did yon
laboriously mock at the victories of Wellington, and
breathe forth your patriotic sighs for the anticipated fate

of that brave army he commanded? How persevering

were your attacks upon my Lord Castlereagh, until you,

* The lamented Perceval, in alluding toycnr constant and disrr.a' forebod-

ings, once applied, and most happily, the following couplet | I <tare <ay

yeu remember the occasion ;

'* Destroy his web, or sophistry, in vaifi?

The creatures at bis dirty trbrfc ajaifl,"
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wrere a little calmed by a significant hint which the no'We

lord gave yon, when he answered that he had no explana-

tion to give of certain expressions he applied to you, and

which you desired might be taken down. You profess

to venerate and to imitate Mr. Fox, Your appealito his

memory are frequent. I do not dispute your veneration

for that great man ; but your imitation is most abomi-

nably executed. His very errors were entitled to more re*

pect than your virtues, because they flowed at least from

the efforts of a capacious mind, sincere in its search af-

ter truth, while your virtues seem to originate in pure

animalsensibilities. A character so formed is necessarily

the sport of circumstances; and therefore, I repeat, that I

am not surprized at rinding you, the eternal advocate of

peace, now lamenting that peace has been concluded*

and affirming that the war ought to have been protracted.

And for what purpose?—To force France into a recog-

nition of a practice which we have thought it wise to

adopt! I shall hardly be believed unless I quote your own
words. Here they are—

" Let what would be the government, and whoever might be

the ruler this, [the abolition of the Slave Trade,) was a ques-

tion which, with or without alliance, I would not be

disposed to abandon, and till it was carried, I think THE

S3VORD OUGHT NOT TO BE SHEATHED."

In this terrible and warlike denunciation, in this bold

and decisive language, who can recognize the puling ad-

vocate for peace, the whining mourner over slaughtered

thousands in the field of battle, the sentimental expositor

of all the e*ils of war? He who would not have shed

one drop of blood to save or avenge murdered royalty ; he

who could see a guiltless king, a virtuous queen, an un-

offending princess, perishing ignominiously on a scaffold

with stoical apathy ; he who saw nothing to fight for when
Europe was threatened with one universal military despo„

tism, fatal alike to letters, arts, sciences, morals, and civili-

zation ; he who would negociate with an insolent usurper^

avowedly bent upon the destruction of this country; h©
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who laughed at the infant struggles of Spain an<l Portugal

;

he who would have sheathed the sword, and thrown away

the shield in the clay of peril, now that the danger is prist

and the day-star of peaee and concord among nations ap-

pears, is for casting away the scabbard once again, and

prepared to array this country single-handed, " with or

without alliance," against Europe and the world, to

accomplish a contingent benefit which may be better

accomplished by conciliatory negociation. Matchless

inconsistency !

To demand this compliance on the part of France, I

contend we have no right : to persuade and solicit, we
may with honour and dignity. But why should we ex-

pect that France will be prepared to abolish a trade precipi-

tately at our bidding, when we ourselves required ty/enty

years of inquiry and proof, before ourown legislature could

be prevailed upon to do it ? The national honour may be

said to require that we should have insisted upon the

abolition of the entire trade; but the national honour of

France would equally have required that she should not

be compelled or driven to the recognition of any thing

contrary to her own presumed interests. I am not con-

sidering now the question of the policy or impolicy, vir-

tue or infamy of the traffic; I am regarding it merely as

a question to be arranged between contracting powers i

and supposing France unwilling to comply with our re-

quest, then say you I would not have sheathed the sword

till she did; I would have increased our tax«ss, shed our

best blood, and multiplied all the calamities of war till

we had driven her into such a concession. And how
would you have set about the task, supposing the other

powers of Europe had remained neutral? and that is taking

the most favourable supposition. Would you have

marched an army to the gates of Paris, or would you have

began by conquering the provinces, and reserving the

capital for the conclusion ? Wise politician

!

In truth, however, I am more inclined to pity than con-

demn your situation. A war vigorously prosecuted,, and
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honorably concluded, has placed the present ministers or

such a proud eminence that the country wishes nochange.

Wise measures are repaid by unlimited confidence ; and

in the accomplishment of what you have been long calling

for, you rind the bane of your own political importance
" How different oft the thing we wished foF

Most* from that for which we wished*"

Your \)?iity rose into consequence by the clamour it

excited against the war; always a popular, and sometimes

a factious topic ; with the termination of that war it will

descend to its former level. A few domestic events, (the

Princess of Wales has been eagerly seized on,-} may,

from time to time, help to drag you into public notice;

but substantially,
Si Othello's occupation's gone \" I wish*

however, for your own sake, that you had not so broadly

forfeited all claim to consistency, as in the sentiments I

have already quoted. You condemning ministers because

they made peace 1 I amain, yours, &c»

Public us.

THE REVIEWER,

The Letters of Lord Nelson to Lady Hamilton, Sfc, #c»

The character of Lord Nelson, while i has always

he&n the subject of anxious enquiry and generally of

ardent admiration among bis countrymen, has sustained

the most serious, and repeated injury from the zeal or

a^ariceof officious and mercenary biographers. To eulo-

gize his errors and his vices with an enthusiasm which
renders their merited eulogies of his virtues the object of

suspicion ; to degrade and vilify the humble and un-
obtrusive individuals, whose only crime was their posses-

sion of the virtues congenial to their sex, and their dis-

taste of masculine effrontery, and wanton ostentation
;

to praise with zealots vehemence the audacious and pro-

fligate violators of every Virtuous tie and every social

decency.;, have been the grateful and hallowed duties,

j*ot merely of the practised book-maker, or the ignorant
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Enthusiast, but of individuals who b\r virtue of their

sacred office approach the throne, the spiritual instruc-

tors of the people, and the ornaments of science. Lady
Nelson was a woman of domestic habits, whose temper

did not accord with the vehement and romantic disposi-

tion of her husband : his conduct we shall not scrutinize

;

but it is a disgrace to the individuals whom we are thus

compelled to condemn, an opprobrium to the country,

and an insult to every class of readers, that modest worth

should thus be subjected by the reverend professors of

the Christian faith to every species of brutal defamation,

while individuals exulting in their folly, and assuming

the garb and the freedom of the opposite sex, are held

up to the gaze of the public as the legitimate objects of

applause. To refrain from animadversion on the private

conduct of Lord Nelson was all that could be demanded

from the most friendly biographer : to defame virtue and

emblazon vice was an act which could only be expected

in the lowest of the literary rabble.

The volumes before us exhibit in full display the me-
rits and defects of Lord Nelson's character. His enthu-

siasm in the cause of his country, the ardor of his friend-

ship and hTs love, and the vehemence of his hatred, are

equally conspicuous. His decisive manner of expressing

his opinion of men and things may be attributed to the

justifiable confidence of superior talent, and to a neces-

sary habit of prompt decision. His vulgarities were the

natural result of his profession, and his verbal profaneness

may also be palliated by the same excuse. But his other

frailties exhibited in these volumes will not so easily be

pardoned: his conduct to his wife was at least unaccounta-

ble ; and his politeness and continual expression of friend-

ship for Sir William Hamilton, could only be justified by

the supposition that his attachment to Lady Hamilton

was platonic.

It will be seen by the accompanying letter that there

can be no doubts of the authenticity of the correspondency

thus published,

vol yiij 8 a
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« To the Editor.

" Through the medium of your work I beg leare to request?

this letter may be laid before the public, in order to justify

and clear me of arfy ill-grounded imputation that may have

been laid to my charge. I have seen hi the public papers,

with the greatest uneasiness and concern, that letters from the

late Lord Nelson to myself have been published and offered for

sale. 1 am also informed that blame has thereby been attached

to me, for giving publicity to such private documents. Had I

in any manner whatever, sanctioned or authorized such publica*

tion, the public, and most- particularly those individuals whose

names are therein mentioned, as well as my friends, might have

just right to impute s^ch blame to me ; but I hereby declare

they have been published entirely unknown to me, never having

in any way, byword or deed, authorised, sanctioned, or advised

their publication-.

"The letters in question were given by me for the express-

purpose of making selections from them, towards the illustra-

tion of the life of Lord Nelson, which I intended at that period

to have published myself. These letters were fraudulently witK*

held, and undue advantage taken of tha existing circumstances,

which latter deprived me of the only means to regain them. Add->

ed to this it has been most cruelly reported that I have reaped

some pecuniary advantages from .the sale of this publication.

In answer to this, I" protest most solemnly that I never have

deceived directly or indirectly in any way whatsoever, the smalU

est pecuniary advantage or emolument therefrom,

Mr, Editor,

Temple-place, Your humble servant,

Slackfriar's road, June &th, 1814. Emma Hamilton.'*

Of the existing circumstances to which Lady Hamilton

alludes? we are necessarily ignorant, and we shall not be

so ungaiiant as to express our astonishment at her asserti-

ons. Yet an injunction in a case ofthis kind might surely

be obtained on application ; and many individuals whose

names are in these volumes exposed to the world, would

willingly share in the ex pence. For our own parts we
cannot sympathize ih the distress of a lady who could

commit these documents to the bands .of any man, with-

out a feeling very different frona that of exultation. Who-

can read the subjoined effusions without amazement that
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ihe female who indited them, and who forms the subject

of their contents, should suffer them to depart from her

custody ? *

Friday night, nine o'clock, St. George, [March, 1801.7
cc Having, nay truly dearest friend, got through a great deal

of business, I am enabled to do justice to my private feelings",

which are iixed for ever on you, and about you, whenever the

public service does not arrest my attention,

*' I have read all your kind and affectionate letters ; and have

read them frequently over ; and committed them to the flames

much against my inclination. There was one I rejoiced not to

have read at the time. It was where yon consented to dine and

sins: with * * * *. Thank God it was not so ! I could not have

borne it, and now less than ever. But I now know he never can

•dine with you ; for you would go out of the house sooner than

suffer it ; and as to letting him hear you sing, I oaly hope he

*vill be struck deaf and you dumb, before €uch a thing should

diappen.

" You cannot think how much my feelings are alive towards

you ; probably more than ever, and they never can be diminish-

ed. My hearty endeavours shall not be wanting to improve,

4ind to 2;ive us new ties of regard and affection*

* * # *

" My dearest beloved,

"To say that I think of you by day and night, and all day

^and all night, (would) but too faintty express my feelings of love

and affection towards you. * * Unbounded affection. Our

dear, excellent good * * is the only one who knows any thing

of the matter , and she has promised me when you * * * * *

again, to take every possible care of you, as a proof of her never-

failing regard for your own dear Nelson. Relieve me that I am
incapable of wronging you in thought, word, or deed. No ) not

nil the wealth of Peru, could buy me for one moment £ it is

all yours, and reserved wholly for you and certainly *** from

the first moment of our happy, dear, -enchanting blessed meet-

ing, the thoughts ofsuch happiness, my drearest, only beloved,

makes the blood fly into my heacL Tlae^U ofour country is a

•duty which you would deservedly in the cool moments of re-

jection reprobate, was I to abandon, and I should feel so dis-

graced by seeing you ashamed of me* As you love how must

fou feel i- My heart cherish it I shall, my best beloved if its
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pleases God, a victor, and it sh;dl be my study to transmit aft

unsullied name. There is no desire of wealth, no ambition that

could keep me from all my soul holds dear. No, it is to save

my country, my wife in the eye of God j and ******* will

tell you that all is right, and then only think of our happy

meeting.

" Ever, for ever, I am yours, only yours, even beyond thi&

world,
<e Nelson and B&ok!e«

" For ever, for ever, your own Nelson."
* * *

* c Your resemblance is so deeply engraved in my heart, that

there it can never be effaced; and who knows? some day I may
have the happiness of having a living picture of you,"

" It is your sex that made us go forth, and seem to tell us,

6 None but the brave deserve the fair ;' and>if we fall we still

live in the hearts of those females. You are dear to us ; it is

your sex who rewards us, it is your sex that cherish our me-*

movies ; and you, my dear honoured friend, are, believe mea

the first, the best of your sex.

" I have been the world around and in every corner of it,

and never yet saw your equal, or even one which could be put

in comparison with you. You know how to reward virtue,

honour, and courage, and never to ask if it is placed in a prince,

duke, lord, or peasant."

The poetry of Lord Nelson, if it be not remarkable for

metrical harmony, or grammatical correctness, expresses

the feelings of an ardent mind and susceptible heart in

forcible and affecting language.

To Emma.

Tho' Emma's polish'd verse superior shine?

Tho' sensibility grace every line,

Tho' her soft muse be far above all praise,

And female tenderness inspire her lays,

Deign to receive, tho' unadorned,

By the poetic art,

The rude expressions which

A sailor's untaught heart

:

A beart susceptible, sincere, and true,

A heart by fate and nature torn in two

;
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One half to duty and his country due.

The other better half to love and you.

Sooner shall Britain's sons resign,

The empire of the sea,

Than Henry shall renounce his faith,

His plighted faith to thee!

And waves on waves shall cease to roll,

And tides forget to flow,

Ere thy true Henry's constant love,

Or ebb or change shall know.

He abounds in phrases and expressions more appro,

priate to the forecastle than to the quarter-deck. They
might he forgiven in the heat of action, or in expostu-

lating with his sailors, but what can we think of such

expressions as the following when addressed to a lady ?

" Mrs. D. is a d—— d pimping b h. She would have

pimped for Lord B., or Lord L., or Captain M. N., of—— , or any one else. She is all vanity ; fancies herself beau-

tiful, witty ; in short, like you. She be d d." x

" Old mother L is a d d b- , but I do not un-

derstand what you mean, or what plan."

'* I send you a very impertinent letter from that old cat. I

always hated the old 8 ; but was she young and beautiful

as an angel. 1 am engaged „ I am all., soul and body, my
Jlnima's."

The letters of Lady Hamilton herself are not less ar-

dent and enthusiastic than those of her brave and noble

admirer. We may be tempted hereafter to gratify our

readers by extracts from her amatory verses. In the mean
time we beg leave, even discarding all consideration of the

immorality so conspicuous in these volumes, to protest

against the unnecessary and expensive publication of the

correspondence at large. All the interesting matter

which the work contains, might have been compressed

within the compass of ten pages ; and while the expe-

rienced purchaser had aveided expensive imposition, the

young and the innocent would have escaped the danger

;of corrupt ion.
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MEMOIRS OF A WIG.
(Continuedfrom vol. vii. page 452.)

About three days after I had arrived at Paris, my
master took me with him to a restaurateur's, when he

determined daily to take his frieasee. We chanced to

sit next to an elderly gentleman, whose manners greatly

possessed me in his favour, except that he sat with his

hat on, which proved to me that he was not a French-

man, or at least, one of your well-bred ones ; for these

persons pique themselves more upon a strict attention

to the cut of a hat, the form of a bow, or the mode of

conducting themselves in a room, than to the obselete

duties of morality, or any other important obligations.

I had just fallen into a deep reverie upon the assertion

made by Baron Masures, that the disuse of cocked hats

was the first cause of the revolution in France, and was

anticipating scarcely less fatal results from the wearing

of a hat in a room filled with polite people, when my
neighbour at once broke the thread of my cogitations, by

suddenly removing his chateau, and exposing to my
astonished and delighted view—what?—Why my very

old friend and fellow gossip, the little bob-wig of the

English judge ! Our surprize was mutual, and I have

the vanity to believe that ourjoy was so also. We were

anxious to converse, and, accordingly, I pitched forward

a little over my wearer's right ear, that I might approach

somewhat nearer to my old companion, while he, ani-

mated by an equal desire for colloquial recreation,

popped on the left ear of his possessor, and kindly met
me half way. •* Brother/' said I, " how fares it with

you ? I am truly happy to meet with such an old friend

in this foreign country. You are not much altered. I

am anxious to learn by what means you reached this

spot" " I am also d—d anxious," returned the little

bob, " to be acquainted with the particulars of your per

regrinations since that fatal evening when 1 overheard of

my master's narrow escape from the dressing-room of
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Lady——. How the devil did you get away? I ex-

pected nothing less than your complete extermination,

as your wearer could not be found. My master was in a

d—d rage, and when he afterwards received a note tax-

ing him with having made too free with the wife of a
certain great man, he threw the letter behind the fire,

swore it was all * false as hell,* and vowed poor , who
was to be brought up for judgment that day for what
had been denominated a libel, should have two years*

imprisonment, instead of one, as he had previously de-

termined. The poor fellow was not brought up that day;

after all, and in the evening I went with my lord to a

dinner at a certain great house, where I had often been

before, and where we were received with great distinc-

tion by the owner of the mansion, a good, jovial, portly

looking gentleman, who was always very fond of my
master. While at dinner, some of the company, who
had heard of his affair with Lady , and of your ab-

sence, began to quiz him a little on the subject, but the

ground was too delicate to be touched on, and his lord«

ship immediately flew into such a passion, and began to

swear so prodigiously, that the quizzer thought it most

prudent to make an apology for his joke. My master,

at this ' feast of reason, and flow of soul/ stuffed and

gormandized with such a gluttonous appetite, and withal

drank such an enormous quantity of wine, that when he

attempted to step into his carriage he unfortunately

reeled across the court-yard, and fell at full length on the

ground ; and it being a very rainy night, the contour of

my form was so completely changed and mutilated, that,

as soon as we reached home, I was thrown into a tub of

water for the purpose of purification. A week elapsed

before I was sufficiently cleansed to be rescued from my
watery habitation, and then I was considered so d——

d

filthy that I must no longer be placed on the head of my
illustrious owner. I was therefore given to one of my
lord's tradesmen, who attended the house daily, and who

liked my appearance vastly ; and, by the bookseller* for
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he was a retailer of literature, I was metamorphosed intc?

a sort of Welch wig, to keep hjs ears warm behind his

counter. on cold frosty. mornings and evenings. I did not

much like my new occupation at first, as it was less illus-

trious than those I had been accustomed to fill ; but use,

in some degree, reconciled me to my degradation, and I

become habituated to waiting on casual customers. In

this new situation, however, I continued to improve my
knowledge of the world : for scarcely had I been a month

in the shop, before I discovered that even the bookseller

was a man of consequence, and had his levees and audi-

ences and so forth, as well as his betters. Notice was.

one day given of his intention, on the following morning,

to give an audience to along list of authors, who had

left their manuscripts and their cards with him some

six months before, for perusal and acceptance, and the day

of literary judgment had now arrived. I was perfectly

at home, my dear friend, on this occasion, and, assuming

all my consequence, I really gave my wearer quite the

air and appearance of a man of importance. He seated him-

self in an arm chair, and Mr. Scribble was announced, who,

with a very humble bow begged to inquire if Mr. Gripe-

well had read his M.S. " Yes, he could not say but he

had, and it was very ingenious, but to speak the truth,

no poetry would go down, at present, but that of Scott

and my Lord Byron, and one or two others of established

fame, and who were licenced to insult the public with

any kind of trash they pleased.'* " Then," quoth Mr.
Scribble, " you will not give me one hundred guineas for

this ode upon Amsterdam."—"Not I, faith," returned

Gripeweil, " I have no money to speculate with at pre-

sent, and if I had I should try to get a share in Lord
Byron's next job. Good morning, Mr. Scribble!" Away
went the poet, with every emotion of mingled indigna-

tion.and disdain in his countenance; and he was suc-

ceeded by Mr. Plagiary, who very independently de-

manded if his MS. had been examined. His assurance

snet with a tetter reception than Scribble's modesty*
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His piece appeared to have been a farrago compounded of

a strange mixture of tragic and comic sentiments, stolen

from almost every author who had written since the

deluge, and, therefore, the compiler had the merit of

being an universal reader. " This may do, Mr. Pla-

giary," says Gripewell, " but you ask too much money,

'tis out of ail reason. I cannot do any such thing. Fifty

pounds for as many sheets of paper : why, you must

think me touched."—" What do you offer ?" replied Pla-

giary.—" Never give above five pounds for a single

duodecimo; and that's a great deal too much, when you

add to it paper and printing, and advertising, and a long

list of et cetera."—" D—m your five pounds," answered

Plagiary, " give me my MS."—Gripewell opened his

desk, and took out a bank note of five pounds, and held

it towards the scribbler—" you may not have a better

offer, but a great deal more trouble : if it sells well, I'll

be liberal. There's money down, and few booksellers

will do that." Plagiary " looked and sighed, and sighed

and looked again,' ' and then, with a half-eager, half-re-

luctant motion, popped out his hand, and pocketed the

note. A train of scribblers followed, but I will not weary

you with an account of their various receptions : it will

be sufficient to assure you, that Plagiary was the

best paid for his time and trouble. When the levee was

over, and I wras laid on the shelf for the day, I could not

avoid soliloquizing a little on the usage which talent met

with at the hands of my avaricious possessor; but I at

last reconciled myself with the hope that there were but

few Gripewells in the world. From that time I have

remained in my present employ : and it is but justice to

my master to say that, on some occasions, when he has

been pretty sure of a good return, he has shewn some
pretty fair symptoms of liberality ; and it is only a

fortnight since that he determined to set out for France

in company with a literary friend to prepare something

for publication which might promote his fame and fill

his pockets. It is on this pursuit that we are now here, and

YOL. VIII. H
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to which I am indebted for this most lucky rencontre
%

and now, my dear friend, let me hear the particulars of

your adventures."— I was ready to oblige my old friend,

and had just time to get to the end of my narrative,

when a devil of an uproar broke out at the opposite side

of the room ; and our two masters wishing to gain every

information on the subject, and, consequently, to make use

of both their ears, replaced us on the tips of their pericrania,

and of course put an end to our colloquy. The dispute was

merely of a political nature, and arose from an assertion

of one of the disputants that it was wrong for a certain

illustrious duchess to appear in a public company at

Paris, for the first time, in an English hat; the other

maintained the freedom of taste, and most manfullyargued

in favour of the right of wearing whatever pleased one-

self best; the dispute grew warm, and the language of

recrimination flowed so rapidly and so loudly that it was

evident other consequences would ensue, unless the other

part of the company interfered. My master was the*

first to make a movement to this effect, and he had

scarcely moved from his seat, before his penetration

was illustrated by the drawing of their swords on

the part of the two gentlemen, and the exchange

of two or three very furious but very harmless

thrusts before any one could get near enough to prevent

mischief. My master caught the arm of the advocate

of the English hat, just as he meditated a most desperate

lunge, but, in the struggle which ensued, I received a

violent blow, which dismounted me from my position,

" and ignominiously laid me on floor, where I was tram-

pled upon most unfeelingly by twenty or thirty

feet together, which squeezed all the powder out of my
composition, destroyed its beauteous regularity, and

reduced me to a truly pitiable situation. After lying-

in this state for some minutes, during which I was too

much agitated to attend the passing occurrences, I was
lecovered from the floor, and replaced on my master's

beadj which I no longer ornamented, He seemed to be;
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Very sensible of the provoking change which I had expe-

rienced, for he immediately placed his hat over me, and

took a very early opportunity of making the best of hisway
to the shop of the nearest frueur, where I was once more

put into passable shape and decency of appearance.

For several days alter this affair, my master laid him-

self up at home, for he had received a contusion between

his organs of sight, which materially detracted from his

comeliness ofcountenance ; and during this suspension of

his daily amusements, I was generally hung on a nail at

his elbow, where I had the opportunity to hear every

thing which passed. As my owner was generally considered

a man of extensive knowledge and fine taste, he was usu-

ally consulted by many persons on all occasions where

the advice of an intermediate individual was considered

necessary. It was, therefore, my lot to hear a great

many most singular applications during my suspension,

from the nail. Various people, considering his informa-

tion as of an astrological description, and that his ac-

quaintance with the stars would enable him to discover

the course of future events, came to him to ascertain the

probability of Napoleon's return to the throne of France,

before they ventured to take the oath of allegiance to

their restored sovereign. On these occasionSj my master

took great care not to undeceive the querists^ but uni-

formly asserted the impossibility of any occurrence which

could again overturn the power of the Bourbons. Not
unffequently I have seen him called upon by pining wi-

dows who were anxious to learn whether their husbands

had in truth fallen in the field of battle, or whether they

were still-alive, and only prisoners or fugitives in some

foreign land. These my master satisfied as reason best

pointed out, and generally dismissed them, fully convin-

ced that he held conference with some supernatural be-

ing. Young girls, who came to discover their own fate s

or the constancy of their lovers, or matters of such com-
monplace description, he usually sent away without mak-
ing the slightest attempt to gratify their curiosity3 but
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contented himself with reading them a moral lesson, in-

stead of developing to them the mysteries they desired to

penetrate.

Soon after my possessor was able to make a decent ap-

pearance, and had ventured out before the public, as he

wandered carelessly through one of the suburbs, we met a

grand procession, when very inattentively, but with the

best intention, he took off his hat, and shouted " Vive It

Roi" Scarcely had the words escaped his lips before

he was beset by a whole gang of furious canaille, who
snatched me from his head, and flung me with the most

democratic violence to a great distance across the street,

I fell into a filthy sewer which had been newly opened,

and where I remained several hours in the utmost dan-

ger of suffocation, until, under cover of the night, a rat

dragged me out of the surrounding filth, and conveying

me up the steep sides of the sewer, was about to regale

himself upon some of the most attractive constituents of

my composition, when a sudden noise made him desist

from his intended depredations, and scamper away as fast

as he could. As the footsteps which had scared my enemy

approached, I could distinctly make out that it was a body

of intoxicated republicans who were approaching me, and

this discovery renewed all my apprehensions, especially,

when after a short interval, I was selected with a very

rude kick which hurled meintotheopen window of an hos-

pital. Here I was taken up by one of the attendants on the

following morning, and given to a porter, who cleansed

me thoroughly, and swore I should serve to save a new
one of which he had very recently became possessed. In

this new situation, I had opportunities of frequently see-

ing wounded Frenchmen brought in, who bad suffered in

consequence of the intemperance of their political feel-

lings, which had hurried them into rencontres. From
the conversation of these men, I was soon convinced that

the public mind in France was, by no means, in that

state of tranquillity in which I had hoped to find it; and

as my new owner was a staunch Bourbon, I was very of-
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ten snatched off and hurled in his face for speaking con-

temptuously of Napoleon and his followers. One morn-

ing, I was not a little astonished and concerned to see

brought into this receptacle of misery and pain, my last

worthy master, who had been wounded in an evening

fray, for presuming to declare that white was an em-

blem of purity, and much to be preferred to the tawdry

hues of green and yellow. The expression, though lite-

rally meant without reference to any other subject, was

taken politically, and my poor old friend was instantly

run through the shoulder by the sword of a Colonel of

the Legion of Honour. I was so strangely metamorpho-

sed that he could not recollect me, and as I had no great

desire to claim any acquaintance with a person insucha

melancholy situation, I forbore to make myself known
to him. But I had sufficient opportunities to discover

that he was still the unaltered aristocrat I had left him,

and that neither bruises nor insults had produced any ef-

fect on his political disposition other than to give it a

greater degree of firmness and durability. My possessor

finding in him a man of congenial habits and impressions,

was very kind to him, and greatly alleviated his suffer-

ings, while the latter, won by kindness, communicated

to him the narrative of his troubles from his emigration

to England, at the time of the revolution, to the present

moment ; but as'the former part would be too tedious, and

as nothing particular had occurred since he lost me,

I shall forbear to enter into these details. The
same wish to avoid any unreasonable trespass on your

room, and the patience of your readers, induces me to

break off my present communication, aud to promise

you a continuance of my relation for your next number,

Peruke, Jun*
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The EMPEROR, the KING, and the DUCHES&
of OLDENBURGH.

The enthusiasm of the public is at length subsiding

into rational exultation; the votaries of fashion, and the

sons of business, return with equal reluctance to their

usual pursuits ; the sinecure clerk once more whiles away

the dreadful interval between ten and four over the co-

lumns of the Herald; and country cousins relieve their

harrassed relatives from the torture of attendance. The
Prince recurs to his whiskers and his Curacoa; Lord

Head fort reverts to his reflections on a life well spent;

Lord Ellenborough resumes the practice of self-denial

;

and last, not least, the royal strangers return to their re-

spective countries.

To say that they return accompanied by the respectful

admiration of every rank and description of the commu-
nity, is as high a eulogy on the good sense and virtue of the

British people as upon the personages who have command-

ed their applause. Their reception has testified that it

is not the mere magnificence of princely ostentation, the

glitter of harness, the splendor of uniform, by which our

enthusiasm is excited and our affections captivated ; that

the mild and domestic virtues are the favorite objects of

our respect and applause ; and that we can distinguish ex-

alted merit, though resigning the honors, and disclaiming

the insignia ofrank. Such conclusions, indeed, are more
favorable to the nation than to those who govern it ; for

if it be admitted that the applause of the public in one

quarter is the offspring of virtue and good sense, their re-

probation in another may fairly be attributed to the same

sources. While our visitors were welcomed by the pub«

lie huzzas, and private eulogies of every rank of specta-

tors, the passage of certain individuals through the streets

was clandestinely silent, or accompanied by testimonies-
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of disapprobation, loud and expressive in themselves,

and still more distressing to the unfortunate party to whom
they were addressed, by the striking contrast afforded in

other parts of the procession.

The Emperor, his sister, and the King of Prussia, dis-

played in their acceptance of various invitations a courtesy

worthy of their rank, and a facility of disposition in the

best sense of the word, which did equal credit to their

hearts and understandings ; but it was obvious, and we
have private reasons to be assured, that they would

most willingly have dispensed with much of the pomp
and splendor by which they were surrounded; that their

minds were fixed on other objects than fetes, and sup-

pers ; that a discharge of fire works would in their opini-

on have yielded a poor compensation for the loss of any

portion of time or knowledge ; and that they were much
more happy in their own society, than when surrounded

by all the beauty and magnificence which nature could

display, or art produce. They conceived it to be pos-

sible that the rulers of kingdoms, the guardians of mora-

lity, and the objects of national imitation, might be more

worthily and profitably employed than in superintending

the progress of the most extensive fire-works,or contriving

sympathetic tables, and adorning the side-board with

artificial rivulets. They evidently preferred a view of

the dock-yards to the sight of a suspected female's gar-

ter, and regarded the duties and enjoyments of social in-

tercourse as more worthy of envy than all the distractions

of that incontinence which hates whom it injures.

With notions so singular it is not surprizing that they

should have strenuously resisted the importunities of

their royal host to remain another month in England to

witness his fire-works, which he assured them would be

ready for explosion by the twentieth of July : it was in

vain that the pages shed tears, and the privy purse im«*

p-lored their acquiescence in speechless agony. Obdu-
rate Alexander! how couldst thou resist a prince's anxious

wish, a colonel's importunities, a stripling's distresses?
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Princess of Oidenburgh ! how couldst thou steel thy ten-

der heart against the solicitations of a prince of fifty-two, iri

all the majesty of whiskers ! Yet such, alas i was the

insensibility of these illustrious personages, that notwith-

standing ten French artists arrived at a great expence sole-

ly for the purpose of expedition ; notwithstanding one of

the most exalted individuals in the kingdom caught three

colds, and drank three extra bottles of cherry brandy,

in superintending, with trembling anxiety, their too tar-

dy progress ; notwithstanding the fore finger of the se-

cretary was worn out and his ink exhausted in the trans-

mission of hourly instructions; and notwithstanding our

gracious Regent declared with solemnity that his age

should surpass, in splendor of fire-works, that of Kien

Long ; they absolutely refused to remain even for a sin-

gle day to witness these exertions of ingenuity: mo-
rosely observing that the happiness of the people was of

more consequence to them than the rise of a sky-rocket

;

and that after observing the battle of Leipsic, all mi-

nor exhibitions of light and gunpowder must be ut-

terly insignificant.

It is one of the accompaniments of folly that it always

occasions its own humiliation when it is most anxious to

conceal its indiscretions, and to disguise its compunctions

beneath the garb of exultation. The late festivities

have evinced so forcibly as to preclude the possibility of

further delusion, that all attempts to divert the public

mind from the cause of justice and humanity by packed

assemblies, and splendid exhibitions, are as fruitless as

they are unmanly. It was in vain that the cream-co-

loured horses pranced majestically in all the pride of

conscious ornament, that the carriage was admired for its

taste and beauty ; that the guards were habited in their

best apparel ; and that the visitors of the Regent con-

formed with the usual formalities of etiquette. It would

not do. The wrongs of an injured woman, the stern vin-

dictiveness of a husband who was himself by no means

remarkable for purity of morals, or decorum of conduct,
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and the outrage on public feeling, and the habits of ex-

alted rank which had so lately been committed, all con-

spired to exasperate the indignation of the people, and

to excite an irresistible comparison between the public

festivities and private injustice of the conspicuous per-

sonage who could project and enjoy every description of

pleasure, while his wife, in retirement and neglect, wept

over her unprovoked and fatal injuries. The English na-

tion had too long enjoyed the blessing of liberty to be

cajoled by assertions that a prince whose power emanated

from the people, was not responsible to them for his do-

mestic conduct; and that the just expression of public

indignation was the result of private cabal, or party in-

trigue ; assertions which demand, however futile, a re-

gular investigation, and shall become the object of our

early notice.

To the Editor of the Scourge.,

Mr. Editor,
I am a poor old English poke bonnet, and for half a

century, at a very moderate calculation, have I main-

tained a very respectable rank amongst the fair sex of

this country, for I have uniformly endeavoured, to the

utmost of my limited abilities, to set otf their charms,

and to make them appear beautiful in countenance as

they generally are amiable in manners. And I do flatter

myself, Mr, Editor, from what I have heard from foreign

gentlemen, as well as an Englishman, that I have toler-

ably well succeeded in my exertions; our fair sex being

now allowed to surpass those of every other empire

under the sun. That this gratifying pre-eminence is in

m great degree to be attributed to myself, I trust, will be

generally conceded; and in this case, Mr. Editor, it is

not a much lamentable thing, and a great, a very great

cause of just complaint to me, that I should at last, be

VOL, Villa X
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absolutely thrust out of all decent society by that ugfj
foreign monster of a bonnet* which a Russian grand duchess
has recently brought over into this country, and which
has, in truth, nothing on earth to recommend it to notice

but its most enormous and monstrous size. I really, Sir,

am so seriously hurt, and disgusted by the volatility of
taste displayed by the English ladies on this occasion-,

that, were it not for the long acquaintance I have had
with them, and the consequent interest I take in their

welfare, I should, from this moment,, entirely withdraw
myself from any further intercourse with them, and fly to

some remote spot, where folly and absurdity are hitherto

unknown.

If I could find any thing like a gratification for this

behaviour ; if this Oldenburgh bonnet was really superior

to myself in point of beauty or effect, there might be

something like a good reason for the change of fashion ;

but this usurper, Mr. Editor, instead of aiding female

charms, absolutely hides them from view, and thus does

a serious disservice to the fair sex. Why, I declare, Sir,

that I have often seen the outrageous poke of this foreign

monster commit violent assaults upon the faces of in-

dividuals whom it may have chanced to encounter in the

street-—I have seen it put the eyes and noses and the

front-teeth of foot-passengers in the most imminent peril.

—I have seen it upset all the gracefulness of an Adonis

when employed in handing a cup of coffee, or presenting

a bouquet to the olfactory organ of a lively female j

while,, for myself,. I call the world to witness that I never

assaulted gentlemen's "faces nor faculties by any indecent

length of poke, nor ever overthrew the politeness of a

tea-table slave, nor did I ever stand in the way of an

affectionate salute at meeting or parting, or behind the

veil of night. No, Mr. Editor, I am a native of a civi-

lized country, I assure you, and know good manners,

and how to conduct myself in polished life much better

than any of your Russian, barbarous, face-protectors ! And
yet,, with all my elegance and beauty, and ten thousand
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Other "bewitching qualifications, I am after all to be sup-

planted and put out of joint, and persecuted, and wound-

ed in my feelings, and laid on the -shelf,, for what? Why.;

because a lady with a long name, brought a bonnet into

as long a front, for the sole purpose of dec ;diug how
far the folly and stupidity of the English ladies would

carry them in- their thirst after novelty.

I wish to God some of your heathen goddesses were

in vogue now a days ; I would pretty quickly send a pe-

tition to Madam Venus, and, as she was such a very kind-

hearted deity, I am sure she would have lent me her

power to have revenged myself upon my great enemy.

And as it is without any celestial aid, though I am but as a

little David to the great Philistine, I will challenge this

saucy invader any time to a fair competition, and to a full

display of our graces. I am in bo fears for the result

:

let us only have impartial judges, and I shall carry off

the prize. But if, by any accident, it should so happen

that I am pronounced the loser in this rivalship (which,

fey the bye, I am very sure is a thing quite out of the

•question) I will be very well contented to take my in-

stant departure out of this country, and to set out for

Russia, to try my hand at a reformation of taste amongst

the ladies of St. Petersburg!! and Archangel. And i

know very well that if the English ladies once thought

that I had fairly left them, the very idea of the loss they

had sustained would., in a moment, bring them all to

their right senses, and set them into such a lamentable

ferment, that they would be glad to send apologies after

me, and to com promise for my returnon any terms which
I should think proper to require.

As it is not tny wish, however, to push matters fo

ibis extent, I have to beg that you will have the goodness

to insert this my very just complaint in your next num-
ber of " The Scourge ;" that all my fair countrywomen

tnay have timely notice of the dangerous consequences

."which will result from their conduct, should they carry

their neglect of me to any greater lengths than they have
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already. My pride has taken the alarm, and it is with

very great difficulty that my good friends, the shopkeep-

ers in Cranbourne-alley and Oxford-street can persuade

me to shew myself in their windows at all. As they

have, however, made some very moving representations

to me of the ruin which will fall on them in case of my
refusal, I have entered into terms with them to exhibit

myself for one month longer from the date hereof; after

which time, should affairs remain in statu quo, I shall

emigrate without saying another word.

June 21, 1S14. An English Poke.

ROYAL MEMORANDUMS.

Mr. Scourge,
A worthy common councilman residing in Bishops-

gate-street, was so kind to get me employed in the capa-

city of a waiter at the great dinner which our city folks

gave to the great folks at the other end of the town. It

was not so much for the value of the hire, nor the good

things I expected to cram, that I was eager to get this

appointment; but because I certainly did long to see

the Emperor Alexander, the King of Prussia, old Blu-

cher, and all the rest of them ; and to see how beau-

tifully they had fitted up Guildhall for their reception.

I have no doubt, Mr. Scourge, that you, being a gentle-

man as I am informed, and a man of fashion likewise, I

have no doubt that you were there, sol shall not attempt

to delight you with any description of the fineries of all

sorts that I saw : indeed I am not able to do it if I

wished. I only know that I was never so completely

turned topsy turvy, as one may say, in my life before ; I

really thought I was in one of those fairy palaces which

I dare say you have read of in books of enchantment, &c\
What with the lights and the company, and the ;

but I am going to describe, instead of telling you for

what purpose I have written this letter.
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You must know then, Mr. Scourge, that I happened

to be stationed very near the royal table, where, to be

sure, I had a famous view of all of them, and when they

were gone, as I was looking about to see ifI could pick

up any little odd thing that might have dropped, I per-

ceived a piece of paper lying just under the chair where

the P R sat. I made sure it was a bank-note,

and as I knew his Royal Highness would not advertise

it, I was thinking which would be the best way to get it

to him, supposing it was of larger amount than might be

prudent to know nothing about. I picked it up ; but in-

stead of a bank-note it was a little paper memorandum-
book, neatly fastened with pink ribbons, and the edges

gilt. I was disappointed of my prize, but I put it in my
pocket, and when I got home shewed it my wife, wdio

said it would do nicely to keep her silks in. I agreed to

this, but on looking into it, I saw it contained writing,

which when I read amused me so much that I thought,

Mr. Scou rge, you would have no objection to put a little

of it into your publication. I send you a sample, which,

if approved of, perhaps you may receive some more from

me next month. I have copied it exactly as it is in the

book ; and remain your reader and well-wisher,

Andrew Jenkins.

MEMORANDA.
Monday, May 23.—Just received intelligence that the Em-

peror Alexander, and King of Prussia, have quitted Paris.

May expect them soon. Must have a splendid court to receive

them. Mem. Her Majesty shall hold it, hut my wife must
not come. Remember to write to her Majesty, and bid her

write to my wife.

Tuesday.—Sent Mac with a letter to her Majesty to-day.

Drove to M- ter-square. Very dull interview* The Mar-
quis a sorry fellow, but must give him the first sinecure office

that falls in. The Marchioness grown very fat of late.

Mem. Lady Co- ham is a charming woman. Her hus*-

band—what a clod.—She seemed flattered by my attentions

last night, Oh ! if Mac has just returned, and says her

Majesty will write to my wife.
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10 o'clock, I'd give half my crown for such a parliament as

Harry had. He got rid of his wives with less trouble than he

got them.

Wednesday. Must give orders for a grand procession into

town: go flown myself to Dover ; and accompany them. Am
told the Emperor is a very early riser I Mem, To keep sober

while he is here, that I may rise early too, and be able "to

share all the popular applause that will attend him,—The King

of Prussia melancholy, for the loss of his wife. Wishl could

sympathize with him—Am told that Blueher drinks as he

fights ; I like that—he shall be my hero.

Thursday. Wok with a head-ache—drank too much brandy

last night : must take a ride and call on Lady Con h- m.
Wonder how her husband's head feels.

Y/hen I returned foond Mac waiting with a letter from her

Hajesty. It contained one from my wife. Who the Devil

writes for her? I suspect that Scotch rascal B m. But

he will do no good. People nor Parliament shall make me
swerve from my resolution—I am a prince, and will enjoy the

absolute liberty of one. Why should I be compelled to live

vilih my wife if I do not like her ? What if I persist ? A rac-

.tion in the House of Commons, perhaps: well; my ministers

know how to settle any motion there—A newspaper or two, such

as the Chronicle or Statesman paid to abuse me—-no matter

—

all will he forgotten in the splendid shews, illuminations, balk,

fetes, proclamations and processions that are to come.

Friday* Just been annoyed with leading a letter from my
v:i?e, Full of constitutional doctrines, and feigned submission.

She shall not appear at court, be it as it may. The queen will

second my resolution, and what can she do ? I am certainly

the most ili-treated man in the kingdom. Other people caa

separate from their wives, and nothing said about it ; but every

petty fellow thinks he has a right to interfere with my domestic

arrangements.

Mem* I almost wish I had called my old friends to the

ministry. She—d—n tells me I should not have heard a

word about the matter if they had got in. But the tyrannical

fellows G—y and G—n— lie, would have made a mere cypher

of me. Still, however, I might have drank and slept without

sjoLestatiou. What shall I do ? Truckle to them, and fight it
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out ? They will make a handle of it to worry me : that is the

worst, and I can always drown recollection in a flowing cup.

Saturday. Passed a dull evening with the Marchioness.

Sunday. Went to the chapel. Heard the beginning of an

excellent sermon. Fell asleep towards the middle, and woke

just at the conclusion. I think there are many parts of our

liturgy that should not be read to polite congregations. For

instance, I think the whole of the ten commandments should

be left out. Nobody minds them, and it is only mockery to

have them read therefore. Besides, as Dr B very justly ob-

served the other day, it is peculiarly unpleasant to have one's

littlepeccadilloes blurted in one's face every Sunday, as if they

were actually sins of magnitude.

Monday, May 30tk. D n ! All the letters in the Chronicle*

D—11 that paper ! Old Bags and Garrow shall be consulted

whether the law can't punish the editor for publishing matters

that tend to bring the royal family into disrespect. Hunt is

in jail for doing no more ; and why not this fellow ? But Mac
tells me, it is all done by my quondam friends, to whose views

the Chronicle is wholly devoted. Again I wish I had taken,

them in. What the devil do they want me to do ? Live with

her ? I'll be d—d first. What then ? Let her come to court ?

So she may when I am not there.

Tuesday. Very dull all day.

Wednesday. Ditto.

Thursday. Went to court. Mac says I was hissed. I did

not hear them, for my glasses were up ; but I thought their

faces had a seditious look. As 1 came back, I hoped to baulk

them, and drove up Constitution hill, but the rascals waited for

me at the end of Pall Mall. Call you this a free country,

where the sovereign is the greatest slave in it ?

(To be continued.)

R VISITS to an ISLAND of the MO(m

Mr. Editor,
I am an inhabitant of one of the islands of the Moon,

a world, I believe, of which you can know little more
than I do of yours. I shall therefore premise, for your'

infromation, that we have huge tracts of land which we
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call continents, and smaller tracts which we denominator

islands, because they are surrounded by immense bodies

of liquids, to which we have given the name of water.

In one of these latter I reside ; and my native country is

at this moment in a state of the utmpgt agitation^ be-

cause some very great men from the continent which is

opposite to us, are about to pay us a friendly visit. Ru-

mour says that, instead of carrying their heads under

their arms, as is our custom and fashion in this island,

these royal strangers have got theirs fastened upon their

backs; and the very great sensation of curiosity which the-'

news of their intended visit has excited amongst us, gives

some shew of credibility to the rumour; for I am sure,

Mr. Editor, you must know from your own feelings, and

the manners of your world, that men could never be so

ridiculously eager to see other men, if they were shaped

like themselves, merely because they were called great

and royal, and so forth. You must be told, Sir, that

these great men have been joined with ourselves in de-

stroying a monster who has for a long time devastated

all the vineyards and territory of a great neighbouring

nation, besides annually requiring a very exorbitant sa-

crifice of human beings; and having accomplished this

arduous undertaking to the great delight of all the world,

they are now about to gad about a little while, by way of

recreation. But that you may also be put in possession

of an account of all we have in this island worthy of no-

tice, I will trouble you with a brief statement of the

principal curiosities.

First, Mr. Editor, we are governed by a monstrous

fat —, a very Leviathan in size and self-conse-

quence, yet as pliable, on some occasions, as a trained

dancing dog. He is remarkably attached to pomp
and to flattery ; would go a hundred miles incog, to

see a horse-race ; spend a hundred thousand pounds

to make an entertainment gaudy, and run from the

eastern to the western shore of the kingdom to get out of

the way of his wife. He is fond of women, notwith-
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Standing, and goes gossipping and fumbling with severa very

fat and elderly ladies, who allow him certain privileges,

in order that they may the better hoodwink and lead him.

He has counsellors very fond of eating and drinking and

enjoying themselves in every possible way, but who are

by no means fond of fatiguing themselves over much
with affairs of public business : they sit down all to-

gether " hale fellows, wellmer," and chuckle at the folly

of the nation which has trusted them.

Then we have other branches of the government,

which were originally designed to be checks upon the

crown and people, so as to keep the balance even

;

but they have so materially departed from their original

intention, and are so completely under the controul of

the ruling powers, that they are as submissive instru-

ments of corruption as any administration can desire.

We have prisons, Sir, filled with bold, upright, and

ingenious men, whose only crime has been their holding

up the mirror of truth to the vices of the age, and im-

peaching the myrmidons of power; for we are come to

that pitch, Sir, when our great men scorn to shrink from

the commission of evil actions, and are only sensible of

anger and such other agitating sensations, when they are

told of their deeds. Our strong holds, it is feared, will

soon be too scanty to contain these multiplying delin-

quents, who are denominated libellers, and it is in agita-

tion to wall in and prepare one of our tracts of land

called counties, for the more effectual restraint and pu-

nishment of these poor bedlamites.

"With respect to our great law characters, Mr. Editor,

I dare not say much ; for although I mean to drop this

billet out of the end of one of the horns of the moon,

that it may never be seen by mortal in our world save

myself, it is possible that the note may be intercepted in

its passage through the air by some officious sky-lark,

and brought back again, in the event of which the most

lenient punishment I could expect would be an impri«

VOL. VIII. K
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sonment during the full time of my natural life, a fate

which would but ill agree with my constitutional habits

and strength. You may imagine just what you please,

Sir ; I leave your fancy to its wildest flights ; but if you

account them very demons in principle and in severity, I

trust you will acquit me of affording you any information

which could induce you to come to such a very unchari-

table conclusion.

We have streets filled with unfortunate females, who,

having originally fallen victims to' the villainy of man,

think themselves justified now in retaliating upon him

the injuries they received from him. They sell their

charms to the first bidder, and thus allure thousands an-

nually to an untimely grave. We have also prostitutes

of a much higher order : females who bask in the sun-

shine of rank and affluence, who are courted and follow-

ed and looked up to, and held out'as proper examples to

the lower walks of society ; and who, being too indepen-

dent and too proud to barter away their charms for

filthy lucre, give them gratuitously to those who may
best please their faney, Those of this stamp who are

wedded, act uniformly with the actual consent, or by

the secret but understood connivance of their husbands,

to answer some purposes of private interest, or of per-

sonal aggrandizement. Self-interest is, indeed, the all-

governing principle which leads our princes and no-

bles, our great men and our men of little note, our ladies

of high rank and ladies of pleasure. In fact, Sir, we are,

in this respect, a nation of idolaters ; for .gold is our idol,

and every hour of the day we voluntarily and unanimous-

ly fall down and worship it.

Our lunatics multiply so prodigiously that we have

lately found it necessary to erect a new and more com-
modious receptacle for insanity. This place will proba-

bly be very soon filled with unfortunate wives, untract-

able husbands, elder brothers who are stupid in intellect,

and not well adapted to do credit to their families3 and
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who are still more criminal in standing in the way of

younger branches who are more witty and better in favor

than themselves ; and with gay giddy giris who have got

the men in their heads, against whose wild vagaries the

common precautions of bolts and bars, and trusty Abi-

gails, and vigilant fathers and mothers have been found

totally insufficient These, I dare say, with the aid of a

few scribbling Quixotes, who are too wary to commit

themselves to the lash of the law, and some other indivi-

duals who have been too clamorous in our courts of jus-

tice in their intreaties for redress, who have got into the

path of royalty and spoken indecently in their ears, or

have offered some annoyance to some other of the

branches of the legislature, will very speedily fill our new
madhouse to an overflow.

We have a variety of other curiosities which want of

room has obliged me to omit ; such are—a certain great

peer who takes a great deal of time in making up his mind

upon the most trifling subjects, and whose decisions are

probably not unfrequently influenced by his wife—

a

minister who, by some severe visitation of heaven, has

been bereft of his speech—walking ideots, who lounge up
and down our most fashionable streets, imitating in their

dress, air, and manner, that animal which naturalists

call the monkey ; and a long string of non-descripts of

various descriptions, which are indeed sufficient to ex-

cite the curiosity of strangers.

Whether these visitors attend all these places—what
may be their opinions of us, our manners, &c. and the

length of their stay and mode of their treatment, I must
leave for a future communication, should you obtain this

safely ; and in the mean time, you may believe me to be

Your constant friend,

An Inhabitant of the Moon.

In continuation.

I have been obliged to wait so long for an opportunity

to send you this communication, that the great visitors

of whose proposed arrival I have given you advice here-
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in, have not only carried their design into effect, but have

actually left us again on their return to their own coun-

tries ; and the manner of the behaviour of our islanders

towards them has perfectly convinced me that we are

all, to a man, nothing better than lunatics; indeed, an

insanity has displayed itself in so many wild, fantastic,

and outrageous fits of behaviour, that it. appears to be al-

most a measure of strict necessity that before we receive

any more of these strange visitors, we should all be tied

up to prevent us from actually destroying those who are

rash enough to venture their necks amongst us. There

chanced, Sir, to be among our guests a general or two,

who had rendered very material service to the cause of

humanity during the late very severe rencontres ; and

would you believe it, Mr. Editor, the mob persecuted

the gallant heroes, (who by the way, were pretty far ad-

vanced in years,)- to such a degree, that they were really

unable to bear the violence of public approbation, and

were happy to avail themselves of every favourable

opportunity to go about in strange and impervious dis-

guises, so afraid were they of being recognized. The
great kings were particularly curious in their researches

and remarks while we had the honour of their illustrious

company; prying into all our domestic institutions, as

well as the shape of our island, and its laws and mode of

government; and as they are said to govern their sub-

jects in a more despotic way than that in which we are

governed, although, to say the truth, this is an asser-

tion I a:n very much disposed to doubt, it is expect-

ed that they will go home brimful of very wise projects

and resolutions, and all agog to mend the conditions of

their people. I have not heard, however, of much good

that, they have done here. To be sure, it remains to be

seen whether they have, in any degree, improved the

mind, or the manners of our ruler, who, God knows !

stood pretty much in need of some instruction. The
most particular things I have heard of them relate to

their freaks and frolics with the young ladies^who chanced
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to fall in their way. With some of these I understand

they condescended to depart very considerably from

their usual dignity of conduct; but, to what extent, Mr.

Editor, I am not at this present moment prepared to say,

as it is most probable the excess of their enjoyments

was only performed in secret. Perhaps, by and bye,

some of these secrets may come to light, in the common
course of nature and of time, and then you may expect

from me the earliest intimation on the subject.

It is very possible, also, that the royal visitors, in the

course of their inspection of the various professions, cu-

rmsities, and manufactures, may have asked a great many
very simple an I very ridiculous questions, such as your

commoner mortals would have done who have not velvet

robes for their backs, nor golden crowns for their peri-

crania; it is very possible, they may have frequently ex-

posed themselves to the laughter of vulgar mechanics

and labourers, although, perchance, the latter might

have been awed a little too much by the aspect of majesty

to laugh loudly. What other things were possible to

have taken place, you may probably be enabled to con-

jecture as well as myself; but I beg to inform you that

I have heard of a very extensive subscription which has

been entered into by all the elderly matrons of our great

city to build an hospital to be appropriated only to the

reception of young girls, as, upon a very moderate calcu-

lation, about nineteen out of twenty have been bereaved

of their discretion of mind, and their sanity of intellect.

Half of this number, it is computed, have run mad, be-

cause, in consequence of the extreme crowding and cu-

riosity to see the objects of public pursuit, they were

unable even to gain a momentary peep; and the residue

of the diseased lasses have caught the distemper in con-

sequence of having obtained a peep, which has proved a

peep too much. Some of them have received a wound

from Cupid's arrows, shot from under the eye-;ashes of

the great kings themselves ; -other some have fallen be-

neath the valiant looks of their accompanying heroes

;
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and other some, and these by no means the fewest,

have been slain by the sly, bewitching, and captivating

glances of some of the young princes who have swelled

the gorgeous train and retinue of the visitors ; and who
appear to have spared no opportunity to aim their terri-

ble and destructive glances around them. So that, alto-

gether, Mr. Editor, you may very well suppose that we
shall have a sufficiency of patients to fill not only one,

but at least a dozen hospitals, and these upon a most

magnificent scale. Yet as it is hoped that the disease

may only prove temporary, and that the absence of the

cause may tend to the removal of the effect, it is in-

tended that the infected shall be received in due rotation,

on a plan to be laid down, and, as often as one female is

discharged, in a state of convalescence, her place shall

immediately be filled by one in a diseased state, accord*,

ing to her situation on the list of applications, which, I

am told, already exceeds all calculation, merely in the

anticipation of such a beneficial, and indeed necessary

superstructure.

Allow me, Sir, to ask, if you have any such maladies
s

or such hospitals, in your country ; and, if you have,

permit me to solicit that you will transmit me (if you

can find out a mode of conveyance,) the models of your

buildings, and some sketches of their internal manage-

ment, of which I might avail myself in the suggestions I

intend to submit to a public meeting, which is already

convened for the due digestion of such arrangements as

may be laid before it ; the evil being of a public nature,

as it affects all classes, and, consequently, being consi*

dered highly deserving of the most serious and public

consideration.
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The Separation.

c< Begone t" exclaims Iris, " 'tis vain to ask—why ?

No bonds shall restrain such a female as I—

»

My will is my mandate,—no farther explore—

Depart !— I have vowed I will see you no more.'*

" You cruel deceiver !" poor Laradeck cries,

Rage tortur'd his features—rage flashed in his eyes—
•' You're false to your word ! you of hono ur are void,

And dreams of connubial pleasures destroyed."

" Not so fast," quoth a friend, " 'tis a woeful mistake,

She has honour sufficient, tho' vows she may break—

The Hottentot Venus has honour to spare,

And she with your beauty I'll justly compare.'*

The Interruption.

Poor Will before the justice came,

With conscious innocence made bold,

He knew he had done naught to blame,

And this he to his worship told.

Who cried " you villain ! by my books-

I'd prove you are an arrant rogue.

Treachery is stampt on all your looks,

And vulgarism in your brogue.

Justly indignant, Will replies,

*< No one can prove this charge is true

!

I am no villain ! tell no lies !

Nor am so base 1 or vile as you."

*' What ?" cries his lordship, " call me rude,

A villain, one of justice' foes?"

" Patience," said Will, " and I'll conclude,
—" I'm not so base as you—suppose !"

On a certain Naval Hero.

Lord C — is a Captain bold,

As both his friends and foes confess ;

Yet some tars would not choose, I'm told,

To share the Captain's present mess.
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Masq uerade Epigram*

u To this night's masquerade, quoth Dick 9

" By pleasure I am beckon'd,

" And think 'twould be a jolly trick,

" To go as Charles the Second."

Tom felt for repartee a thirst,

And thus to Richard said

;

" You'd better go as Charles the First,

" For that requires no head."

THE BATTLE OF THE INKSTANDS.
Bella ! h&rrida Bella !

I sing of a battle without sword or fire,

'Twixt a Knight of a City, and a Knight of the Shire

;

In numbers short, oh Muse declare

Who these redoubted champions were,

Who gravely sitting in debate

Turned arguments to deadly hate !

" Pshaw !" cries the Muse, " I must nottell s

Some near allusion does as well ;

For as they both are stiled M. P.

To speak more plain might libel be,

Therefore I will conceal the name.

And yet transmit their deeds to fame :"

City, enraged, to County cries,,

" Your statements are confounded lies."

County not taking time to think,

Dash'd at his head a stand of Ink ;

City then seized another near,

And hurled it at th' aggressor's ear ;

The sable streams—a dsmal sight,

Made waistcoats black which once were white ;

And the by-standers feel chagreen

To see quite spoil'd their smart nankeen ;

But inkstand was not hurt, nor head,

For each was made offriendly lead /*

*A disciple of Home T(joJce,or\ hearing of the above fracas in a parliamentary

committee, said he was not surprised to find that winged voids had been

followed byflying Inkstands,
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jfcotte.—It is not love that engages the silly and the vain

young men and women mutually to set their caps and frizzle

their tops at each other, for the sake merely of trying "to trepan

-each other into a passion which neither has soul to feel. It is not

love that betrays ybtffig men and young women into one ano-

ther's arms, at the command of narrow-minded parents without

a sufficient previous acquaintance, without predeliction or pre-

ference. Nor can I call it love that brings together gawky

boys and girls at the impulse of appetite, under the influence

of capricious levity, from momentary fondness of the same fol-

lies, that neither will sacrifice the slightest particle of his, or

her, particularities, to the wishes of the other, and with so very

little of their mutual affection, that they are, within the first

fortnight reciprocally indifferent, and before the honey moon
is over, sick of one another to loathing. As little do I call it

love, that bring old maids and bachelors together, upon views

of convenience and selfish comfort, which are perpetually disap-

pointed ; but love, th sentiment which is to me the grand

charm of social life, derives unconsciously from undepraved

sensual feeling that quality by which it is primarily distin-

guished, from the refined, exalted friendship between man and

woman that has already been mentioned. The taste for the

beautiful, which we are from the earliest infancy continually

acquiring by the exercise of our judgment, in the discrimina-

tion between the agreeable and more agreeable figures, colors,

and forms, adds its aid to complete the charm. The love of

the mental qualities, of virtue, taste, lively genius, mild, kind

affections, delicate propriety of sentiment, and action, contri-

butes more than any admiration of mere personal aspect to

kindle the passion of true love, and to exalt it to enthusiasm

and rapture. Our respect is such for the sentiment of others,

that, to give all its power to genuine love it is necessary the

lover should be persuaded that others view the object of his

fondness with all his partiality. He must likewise think it pos-

sible for him to win the favor of the woman he loves, or having

already won, to" return it ; but this not without incessant care

to attain every merit of manner, virtues, talents, and appearance

that can adorn him as a man. It is not indispensable that the

lover should judge aright, or even nearly right, in ascribing all

those excellencies to his mistress, it is enough that he actually

believes her to possess them, and that in his estimate, just or

imaginary, of her worth and beauty, there be no qualities

_ VOL, VIII, £,
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included which are not truly and independently elegant and

good. It is necessary that the sensual influence should still

exist, but should operate only by the mystic union between

soul and body, without making itself ever a subject of distinct

reflection in the lover's mind. Such is that love which, perhaps,

with some delusion of fancy, I have learned to regard, as the

most exalted, and the most refined of all the Comforts ofHu-
man Life.

Marriages'—In marriage the character and interest of two

worthy persons whom it may unite, are more entirely identified

than in the relation of friendship merely. It is the peculiar

excellence of marriage that its circumstances tend always to

create a unity of character and interest such as cannot take

place in any of the other relations of life. The spell of love is

never dissolved by their union, if it exists between them, with

virtue, delicacy, personal cleanliness, good nature, and good

sense, the charm acquires, continually new power the longer

they live together. Mutual partiality of esteem are the nectar

and ambrosia upon which it feeds and grows, because the virtu-

ous wife knows herself to be dearer and more amiable than all

the world besides in her husband's eyes, and for that very rea-

son he is dearer and more estimable than all others in the world

to her. Their interesting prepossessions tend continually to

exalt and influence one another, even the absence of those soli-

citudes which are said to be the essence of love, is not sufficient

in this case to abate the passion. The habit of affectionate con-

verse, of mutual sympathy, of unreserved confidence, of con-

tinually leaning, even in thought, the one upon the" other for

comfort and approbation, enhances mutual endearments more

than it is possible for words to express. The feeling that they

eannot find happiness but in an entire unity of taste and in-

terests, augments the same effects. They see nothing around

them but what is the common wish or choice of both, the^r

grow together, and their very lives depend one upon the other.

The more important and the more interesting to hope and fear

the objects of the common regard, so much the more is their

conjugal attachment cemented. Children, the pledges of their

married endearments, are wards committed by Providence to

their common tenderness, prudence, and good faith, by

engaging them incessantly in offices of virtuous attention to
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the same dear objects, still heighten their mutual love. As
their children grow up, and are dispersed in the world, they

find themselves left in a great measure alone, and are again as

it were all in all to each other. Afflictions and indispositions

of health endear them to each other ; sympathy, common cares,

contribute equally to confirm the constancy and fervor of their

attachment, and on the last verge of existence they become soli-

citous not to be left in this world behind the other. Such is

the natural effect of the conjugal union, where its happy effects

are not counterbalanced by the views of the parties, such as do

not necessarily spring from or accompany marriage. But even

under all the disadvantages of the ignorances and vices of hu-

manity in the marriage union, are to be fouid the truest at

tachrnent, the highest, and most refined social comforts of which

there is any example among men. It cannot give to vice and

ignorance all the advantage of virtue ; but it often, by enlighten-

ing ignorance and by reforming vice, raises the person whom
they debased, to a felicity of which they must otherwise have

remained incapable,

—

Comforts ofHuman Life,

Few women think of pleasing their husbands as they gain

the lover; they presume too much on their power before mar-

riage, and a great deal too much en the influence of beauty,

which at first is not less attractive than they suppose, but much
less durable in its effects. Beauty alone has very little effect

in winning the affections, and scarcely less in keeping them ;

for however it may at first be admired, to be felt it must have

accompaniments which will always please without it. When a

man is once in love, if his mistress is not so plain as to offend

the eye of an indifferent spectator, it is of little consequence to

him what her appearance is. Vv omen, however, are seldom

aware of this, and are continually misled by what they hear of

external appearance, but though a man of sense will not be in-

different about other defects ; he will gradually grow tired of

insipidity, chagrined at folly, cooled by indifference, displeased

by ill-temper, and disgusted by slovenliness; neatness and

cleanliness of person, and a good temper, are of more impor-

tance in preserving the love of a husband han the finest set of

features.

—

PratVs Home*
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To a Gentleman on comparing his Mistress to ik&

Evening Star.

Laura, you say is like that star

Which glows at eve in regions far

A radiant lucid light :

'Tis true ; all day, tho' hid in dirt,

Yet dress'd, all daub'd, the ugly flirt

Delusive shines at night.

Mpitapli on a Fat Tallow Chandler, inscribed on a Stoiie Its,

the Church-yard of Cork, bearing date 1755.

Here lies in earth an honest fellow,

Who died by fat, and lived by tallow,

His light before men always shone;

His mold is underneath this stone;

Then taking things by the right handle,

Is not this life, a farthing candle,

The longest age but a wax taper,

A torch blown out hy every vapour •

To-day 'twill blaze, tc-raorrow blink,

And end like mortals in a stink ?

Reader, the grease that melts beneath this sod

Slipt though Heath's fingers quietly to God,

Anecdote of old Cooke the Miser (not in his life.)—From the

gentility of old Cooke's appearance he had the address to im-

pose upon a number of tradesmen, whose hopes he excited and

then disappointed merely for some paltry advantage in the way

of business. One day entering the shop of a taylor in a mid-

dling way, and having cloth under his arm for a pair of breeches,

he asked if he could cut them out, adding that as he was rather

particular in fitting, he should like to have them done while he

staid. The man consenting to this, and taking much trouble

to please Cooke's taste, after having cut and adjusted all the

parts, asked him when he should like to have them brought

home, thinking of course he was to make them ; to which Cooke

replied* " Have them home ?" Why I shall have them with me, to,

be sure; my maid is to make them, I only intended that you

should cut them out for her. There is sixpence for your trouble

and if you don't think it enough,you may seek your remedy.' 9
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Theatrical Review.

COVENT GARDEN.
Thursday, May 26th.—Richard Cceur de Lion,—Tricking**

fair in Love,—The Child of Nature.—The lateness of the

month compelled us, in our last number, very briefly to ad-

vert to the double novelty of this evening. Of the new farce in-

deed, (Tricking*$fair in Love,) the less that is said will moat

redound to the author's comfort and credit. The plot is in-

herently absurd, and the situations equally so : while the lan-

guage, in no case, rises to that pitch of brilliancy which may-

serve to conceal these defects. The performers, especially Miss

S. Booth, zealously exerted themselves : but at the conclusion

it received unequivocal damnation, nor has it since been re-

peated.

From the contemplation of this abortive novelty we turn with

pleasure to the more successful undertaking of Miss Foote, the

young lady who made her first appearancein Amanthis, in the

Child of Nature. She could not have chosen apart better adapt-

ed to display her youthful appearance, and her artless simpli-

city of manner, Amanthis, indeed, though called the child

of nature, is far from being a character in nature ; not that it

is impossible to suppose a young girl, educated in such entire

seclusion from the world, but that Mrs. lachbald, the writer of

the piece, has failed in imparting to her §uch sentiments as

would be produced by that seclusion. Nothing can be more un-

natural, for example, than her equivocations with her guardian

upon the word love, of which she is supposed not to comprehend

the sexual meaning, while she feels all the potency of the pas-*

sion. When the spectator, however, forgets the incongruities

of the character, he rinds much to please him in its general

scope. The coy, shrinking timidity, the unaffected alarm at some

of the most ordinary events, and the innocent astonishment at

others, are all eminently favorable to the first appearance of a

very young actress like Miss Foote; because in exact proportion

to the tremulous and flushed agitation in which she is likely to

find herself from the novelty and hazard of her situation, will

be the excellence of her performance. A more practised per-

former would have to assume that modesty and alarm, which

in the novice is peculiarly natural : but though the character is

thus far favorable to the actress in that particular manner, it is
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equally unfavorable in other respects. It affords no general

ground for estimating her talents, and we must wait till we see

Miss Foote in some other parts before we can pronounce de-

cidedly upon the extent of her talents. She has an elegant

form, and a pleasing face, but her voice seem s rather monoto-

nous.

The continued indisposition of Mr. Kemble, who had been

announced for the characters of Othello, King John, Cardinal

Wolsey, &c. and the recurrence of the benefits, together with

the closing of the theatre for three nights in consequence of

the general illuminations, have all concurred to diminish the

sources of our critical discussion this month. The public

mind, indeed, has been so unusually occupied with inventing

means to pay due honors to our illustrious visitors, that such

ordinary every day pleasures as the theatre, have seemed too

cheap and vulgar to deserve attention.

Friday, June 17th. Hamlet— The Grand Alliance—Sadak

and Kalasrade, Mr. Young's Hamlet we consider as decidedly

the best representation of that character after Mr. Kemble's :

but we have already delivered our opinion upon it, and shall

only observe now that we do not approve of the indelicate

manner in which he places his head in Ophelia's lap. N©
doubt Mr. Young finds it an enviable position; but it is re-

pugnant to the moral sense of the audience. It is an exhibi-

tion which we trust Mr. Young's good sense will not allow him

to repeat, both for the reason we have stated, and out of re-

spect to what we apprehend must be the feelings of Bliss Ste^

|>hens.

On this night the theatre was honoured with the presence of

the Emperor of Russia, King of Prussia, and their royal and

noble attendants. They were loudly greeted on their entrance,

which the Emperor acknowledged with peculiar affability ; but

his Prussian majesty seemed afraid of paying too much respect

to popular feelings. The new allegorical festival, composed

in honour of their arrival in this country, called the Grand Al-

liance, was immediately performed, suspending for that purpose

the progress of Sadak and Kalasrade. It consists merely of

songs adapted to our national airs of God Save the King—Rule

Britannia, Britons Strike Home, &c. the words of which are

applicable to recent events. It did not produce much effect e

Miss Stephens sang the "Soldier tired;" but was evidently

subdued by the presence of her august auditors ; The mo-*
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narchs were perhaps sufficiently amused at the attempt to person-

ate the different nations of Europe bj Messrs. lncledon, Durom-

set, Taylor, Broadhurst, Sinclair, Norris, Higraan, andTenny*

Mr. lncledon was a Marshal of England, but looked much more

like a Marshalsea officer. Air. Taylor, a Marshal of Russia,

and Mr. Broadhurst, (who always looks as if he had just de*

scended from a taylor's shop-board) was a Marshal of Ger-

many 1 An admirable copy of Blubber or Schwartzenberg

!

Upon the whole we do not think the thing itself was well con-

ceived, or well executed.

The performance was not over till past one. The sovereigns

staid till the curtain dropped, and then retired amid the rei-

terated acclamations of the audience.

We were not a little amused with seeing Lords Liverpool

and Castlereagb, gaping with expanded eyes and mouths, at

the fascinating acting of Messrs. Farley, Abbot, and Grimaidi,

in Sadak. Lord Liverpool in particular was wonderfully-struck

-with the talents of the first two; and with the mechanical

changes in the scenery.

Wednesday, June 22d—Our Way in France , or Fontain*

Mean. Bombas'es Fnrioso. Grand Alliance. Harlequin

and Mother Goose. [By the desire of Prince Blacker)—Un-

less the object of the managers, this evening, was to afford the

gallant veteran who commanded the performance, the utmost

possible variety, within the limits of one entertainment, we enter

our decided protest against the motley jumble that was brought

forward. Let it be the ambition of this theatre to regulate

the dramatic taste of the metropolis, and instead of pampering

the vititated appetites of the audience, restrain and correct

them by legitimate exhibition. Who that visits a theatre for

rational, elegant, and enlightened amusement, can be gratified

by having to sit out an opera, two interludes, and a pan-

tomine ? It is a combination of perforances fit only for chil-

dren and servants, who go to a play-house only during the

Christmas or Easter holidays perhaps, and naturally wish to see

the most they can. We perceive also that agreeable to the plan

produced in respect to the Beggar's Opera and the Jew,

O'Keefe's opera this evening was cut down to two acts. We shall

not now recapitulate the arguments we hayealready used, bu
certainly we consider the practice as one fatal to the interest of

the legitimate drama.

With regard to the performance, every praise is due to the

manner in which it was got up. The characters in ths opera
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were cast in a way decidedly superior to the other house, except

in one or two instances. Mathews as Squire Tally-ho, exhibited

his talents to great advantage ; and Emery's personification of Sir

John Bull, was truly comic. Farley in Colonel Epaulette must

yield to De Camp, however t we think Mr. Farley should keep

to his melo-dramas. Liston played Lapoche, in a manner

that convinces us he might succeed greatly, in a line of charac-

ters different from what he has hitherto performed, Mrs. Gibbs, in

Dolly Bull, was merely vulgar without engrafting on that vul-

garity any aukward efforts after elegance, which however the

character requires.

JDRURY LANE.
The succession of performances at this theatre has been

little else than Air. Kean's characters and the benefits. Mr*

Kean has played Luke twice or thrice since his benefit. We
think it an able piece of acting, but disfigured by many vul-

garities of pronunciation. Serjeant, Mr. Kean calls Sergent*

Could no friend whisper in his ear, and save him from such a

deplorable proof of his company and education ?

Minor Theatres.

Astley, by his Flying Stag, still flies before all his com-

petitors in the race of attraction and success. His exertions

have been unremitting, to produce novelty and excellence,

and we have no doubt, he has found popular reward keep pace

with them.

The Surrey Theatre has engaged a Monsieur Godeau, and

his sister, as dancers on the tight and slack rope. The per-

formances of both are really astonishing. Their evolutions,

indeed, have in them something terrific, they tread so closely

on peril. They surpass, in agility, any thing we ever witness-

ed in similar feats,

VAUXHALL.
This magnificent and delightful resort of general amusement?

in which all ranks of society mingle without jealousy and con-

fusion; which equally fascinates the uneducated observer,

charms the man of rank, and satisfies the artist, has been

extended and re-em bellished with a taste and liberality highly

honourable to the artists. The vocal and musical departments

are admirably supported, and we have no doubt that the exer-

tions of the respective musicians and singers (among whom we
are happy to observe Miss Singleton) as well as the public

spirit of the managers, will be adequately rewardede

W, N, Jor.esj Printer, Old S.uley, London.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS

The story of a Cock and Bull is, we are afraid, unsusceptible

of all poetical embellishment, whatever may be its other merits

;

and if the writer will reduce it to simple prose, it will pro-

bably be received as worthy of insertion.

We perfectly coincide in opinion with J. A. B. and many

other correspondents with respect to the apostacy, inconsistency,

and political humiliation of William Cobbet : but his character

is too well and too generally understood to require the auxi-

liary animadversion of the Scourge ; and the circulation of his

Register is reduced to so low an"ebb as to render him no longer

the object of literary rivalry on rational alarm.

We doubt the reports that have been circulated respecting

the authorship of Waverley; but shall examine the work, and if

it be deserving of public notice devote to it a minute and ex-

tended criticism.

The " Secrets of Carlton-house' ' require to be authenticated

by the name of the informant.

We b§4ff^e,to express our gratitude to the public for the

extra^jpftiary advance in the circulation of our last number,

and to exprejjjtaur hope that the arrangement and composition

of the present, will be the best testimony of our anxiety to re*

pay the favors conferred upon us„
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SCOURGE
AUGUST 1, 1814.

THE POLITICAL REVIEW,

The continuance of war, and the consequent diver*

sion of the public mind to the conflicts of armies and

the revolutions of foreign policy, have a powerful ten-

dency to cherish and invigorate all the vices of a court,

to promote the insidious influence of corruption, to en-

courage the progress of despotism, and to render the

people indifferent to objects of vital importance to the

interest of the country, when compared with those splen-

did objects that captivate the imagination and confound

the judgment. There are few observers who could

dwell with pleasure on the statement of financial details

while the fate of Napoleon was about to be decided on

the plains of Leipsic; the domestic machinations against

the peace and honour of an illustrious female, were for

a while neglected amidst the tumult of our national re-

joicings for the successful resistance of our Russian al-

lies ; and even the cruelties and indignities to which an

illustrious personage was subjected by the unkindness

of her natural protector, was too generally forgotten in the

enthusiasm of the national welcome to our exalted

visitors.

It is one of the most important and immediate bles-

sings of peace, that it leaves the great body of the people

leisure and opportunity to recur to the examination of

wrongs unredressed, and encroachments unresisted ; that

it enables us to scrutinize with undistracted vision, and

with a steadiness proportioned to the importance of the

VOL. VIII. m
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object, the real bearings of our political situation as
compared with the measures of our governors and repre-
sentatives

; that it empowers us to watch with undivided
jealousy over the actions and speeches of those whom
our suffrage has called to the highest offices of the state,
or on whom our ancestors conferred the regal power; and
to resist with persevering opposition the illegal preten-
sions and assumptions of prerogative.

Now that Napoleon has been exiled to his favorite
island, that Lewis the 18th has been called to the
throne of France, and that a peace, which promises to be
as permanent as it is glorious, has crowned the perseve-
rance of Britain, and terminated the miseries of Europe
it becomes our duty to withdraw our eyes from the dis-
tant prospect, so lately animated bv every variety of in-
teresting spectacle, and to look with scrutinizing and
determined aspect, on those less imposing but not less
important scenes, which are continually and sometimes
silently transacting within the reach of our immediate
observation. Among the first of these in importance
is the flight of the Princess of Wales, and the circum-
stances which occasioned it : circumstances which the
ministerial journals have falsified or perverted, and which
the opposition papers have not had the courage dis-
tinctly to record. It is now too generally known how-
ever to be any longer the subject of dispute, that the Prin-
cess Charlotte, after receiving from the Prince of Orange a
full acqu.esencein the propriety of her stipulation of con-
stant residence in England, was informed to her great sur-
prize that the demand of her continued or occasional resi-
dence in Holland did not originate with him, but in another
quarter This intimation excited suspicions in the bosom
of the Princess, which she had not before been led to
entertain, and impressed her with an aversion, under the
present circumstances, to any matrimonial union The
cabinet of Carlton House attributed this change in the
determination of the Princess to the persuasion of her
mother; and as they were not permitted to enjoy the
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privileges of personal intercourse, naturally concluded

that they must interchange their sentiments through the

medium of epistolary correspondence. A scrutiny was

therefore begun, and it appearing that several notes of

compliment, and affectionate enquiry, had been inter-

changed between Warwick and Connaught Houses, the

anxious and tender-hearted parent took the alarm, and

his Royal Highness, attended by the Archbishop of

Canterbury, proceeded to the drawing-room of the

Princess, where without any previous intimation, her

Royal Highness was informed that all her establishment

was dismissed, and that she must immediately depart

to Carlton House, where she would be consigned to the

superintendence of certain ladies appointed for the

purpose. This intimation was delivered in so public a

manner, and so loud a tone, as to be perfectly audible to

the majority of the attendants, who must have been

agreeably surprised to hear of their own dismissal at a

moment's notice, and without the imputation of any

crime, but that of delivering and receiving letters from

Connaught House. The ministerial prints assert that

the intelligence was communicated to the Princess with-

out severity ; but in their report of her return to Carlton

House, they unwarily admit that it was in consequence

of a promise that she would be well treated, and that

no coercion should be employed. But if the venerable

primate, and the Regent expressed themselves in no terms

of severity, in what originated the fears of the Princess,

and where was the necessity of such an assurance?

Since her return to Carlton House, the Courier asserts

that she has been treated with kindness and indulgence,

that she sheds tears of affection and gratitude, and that

all at Carlton House is love, tenderness, and tranquillity

:

Mr. Alderman Wood, on the contrary, positively affirms

that so far from being tranquil, satisfied, or grateful, she

has three times since her seclusion, attempted to escape

!

Which shall we believe; the anonymous agent of Carl-

ton House, the acknowledged hireling of power, who
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asserts and reasons at the dictation of his master, or a

respectable merchant and magistrate, who personally

comes forward to make a weighty assertion, and volun-

tarily encounters the odium and disgrace that would be

attached by his enemies to the possible falsehood of his

statement ?

The whole proceeding is peculiarly instructive to the

English people, as it demonstrates the inveteracy and

unchangeable consistency of the Prince's sentiments. It

is not a feeling of sexual dislike ; that sensation which

frequently interrupts the connubial felicity of man and

wife, even when they willingly pay homage to each

other's virtues, and associate with pleasure as friends and

companions, which pervades his mind, and directs his

conduct; but a deep, unchangeable, and vindictive spirit,

of what we shall not name : a determination to prevent

the most casual intercourse that might communicate

delight to the bosom of a mother ; and a willingness to

preclude every description of intercourse, not because it

could possibly be injurious to the child, but because it

would certainly be gratifying and consoling to the parent.

The friends of the Prince Regent will not surely sacri-

fice the interests of truth, of justice, and of decency, by

asserting or insinuating that the Princess by association

with her mother, was likely to imbibe any sentiments,

or to contract any habits inconsistent with her honour

as a member of the royal family, or her virtue as a

woman : yet if this supposition be disclaimed, what other

cause of the injunction can be conceived than the deter-

mination to destroy the happiness of one of the parties,

whatever might be the result of that determination to

the other ?

It is a singular circumstance, indeed, and one which

requires no comment, that notwithstanding the educa-

tion of the Princess Charlotte has been conducted under

the immediate auspices of the Prince Regent ; notwith-

standing the individuals who have surrounded her during

her progress from infancy to maturity, have been the
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advisers and companions of her father ; and notwith-

standing her acquaintance with all the calumnies and mis-

representations that have been suborned and circulated

by every means, and through every agent against the vir-

tue and honor of her mother, she still prefers the society

of the Princess of Wales, in seclusion and obscurity, to

the protection of her father, surrounded by every pleasur-

able seduction of exhaustless wealth, and apparently

illimitable power. She deserts the connoisseur in cock-

boats, and the friend of fire-works, to participate in the

distresses, and listen to the precepts of an injured female,

to whom her affection is not less ardent than her duty is

obvious : and wrould rather be accused of indiscretion

alone, than at once incur the reproach of that weakness ;

of insensibility to the feelings of a daughter; and of par-

ticipation in what her good sense, and her religious and

moral principles teach her to be a violation of all the

ties of duty, justice, and humanity.

Were the Prince of Wales himself a model of virtuous

conduct, decorous manners, and discreet conversation;

had he displayed at any period of his life a sensitive abhor-

rence of vicious habits, and of licentious aberration from

the restraints that are usually regarded as necessary to

the existence and the happiness of civilized society ; and

had his example and his declarations on topics of this

nature been such as to discountenance the vices and

indiscretions of his father's subjects; had he justified

the unforgiving severity towards the frailties of others

by a rigid scrutiny into his own conduct; and displayed

on every other occasion, a sensitive abhorrence of what-

ever might tend to the corruption of the female mind ; the

puritanical severity of his restrictions on the conduct of

his family, and the outrageous extravagance of his re-

sentment for the errors of his wife, even supposing the

aspersions on her character to be justified, might have

been forgiven, though they could not be applauded. But
who is the individual that thus unremittingly pursues

the wife whom he suspects of indiscretion, and esercL-es
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in behalf of his child the privilege of secluding her from

the society of her selection, and of appointing her com-
panions ? Is this scrupulous censor and avenger of fe-

male error, himself a model of conjugal fidelity, of chas-

tened conversation, decorous habits, and respectable de-

portment ? is he himself a singular example of uncorrupt-

ed virtue ? has he never exhibited the violence of pas-

sion, and the frailty of human continence ? have all his

associations been discreet and virtuous ; and are all the

orgies of his palace such as may be witnessed by youth,

virtue, and artless inexperience ? Were this the case

the austerity of an anchorite, and allowing his prejudices

to be just, the resentment of virtue and affection, insulted

and betrayed, might be applauded rather than condemn-
ed: but if the contrary be too notorious for denial, where
is the modesty or the justice of such an individual per-

secuting with inveterate perseverance an indelicacy of

conduct which his own behaviour does not discounte-

nance ; frailties of which he himself has been frequently

and notoriously guilty ; and an alienation of mind which

cannot deprive him of what he was never able to enjoy,

the intercourse of mutual and domestic love ? As for the

danger of meeting improper companions to which the

Princess might have been subjected by remaining at Con-

naught-house, we do not wish to draw comparisons be-

tween the respective residences and attendants of the two

royal personages, but should certainly confide in the

parental affection of the mother as much as in the discre-

tion of the father.

It is not a little singular, that while the ministerial ad-

vocates of the Prince Regent assert that the disputes be-

tween his Royal Highness and his wife and daughter,

are mere private concerns, over which the public can ex-

ercise no cognizance, and which public curiosity has no

right to invade ; the responsible officers of the crown

should be consulted on the modes of procedure, and in-

troduced to sanction and enforce the measures that have

been lately adopted in the arrangement of the Prince's

domestic affairs, and in the adjustment of his domestic
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quarrels. If he himself be thus willing to confess that

some other interference than that which would be required

in the families of common men is proper and necessary ;

if he employs the great officers of state who are not his

private servants, but his public advisers; the mediators

between him and his subjects; and the supposed defen-

ders of the public right as much as they are the guar-

dians of the Prince's honour; what is the tenor of the

whole proceeding, but to demonstrate that the whole

conduct of the Prince Regent to his father, his daughter,

and his wife, is amenable to public scrutiny ; that he

consults the advisers of the crown in his public capa-

city of regent, and that having thus voluntarily waved

his claim to the forbearance that would be due to the

domestic frailties of a private individual, he justifies his

censors in estimating his conduct by its accordance with

the interests of virtue, and the rights and happiness of

society ?

How necessary to the correction of courtly error, and

princely extravagance, are the continual vigilance of the

press, and the continual watchfulness of public scrutiny,

is evident from the enormous and ridiculous expenditure

which has been progressively bestowed on the favorite re-

sidence of the Prince Regent, and on the absurd and pue-

rile exhibitions in the park. It is probable that had the

expensive decorations of Carlton-house, or the absurd

and frivolous inventions which now astonish the visitors

of the Serpentine, been reprobated at the period of their

commencement and invention through the medium of

parliament, or of the press, they would have been no

sooner conceived than abandoned by their projectors.

It appears from the statement of the ministers them-

selves that during the last two years o£l37,000 have

been expended on alterations at Carlton House ; that in

addition to the =£137,000 expended upon furniture

for that superb mansion, <£30,000 worth of furniture,

intended for the accommodation of the Emperor oi

Russia, and unexpectedly rendered useless by the un«

ostentatious habits of that illustrious character, has
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been transferred at the public expence to the man-

sion of the regent. It is not to the amount of these

examples of extravagance that we object; it is to the

indication they present of irregular habits, and utter dis-

regard to the feelings and opinions of the people. How
is it possible that the nation at large should submit to

the pressure of taxes with indifference, or that neglected

old age and infirmity should bear its misfortunes with re-

signation, when the income of twenty thousand families is

squandered on decorations that will probably give place in

another year to similar indications of fatuity ; and three

times the sum that would be required to reward the

valour, sooth the cares, and relieve the indigence of those

Who have fought and bled in the national service, are

wasted on the most puerile and wretched attempts at

eastern magnificence? Whether the expences incident

to these follies be paid directly from the civil list, or ulti-

mately from the treasury, the injury and insult to the nation

are equal. If from the annual revenue of the civil list, the

prince is able to expend =£60,000 in the decoration of his

residence, and £40,000 on fire-works, it is evidentthat he

might much more laudably and beneficially spare those

sums to better purposes ; and that in granting an annuity

of o£35,000 to the Princess of Wales, we were performing

by a great addition to the public burthens, an act which

it was in the power of the Prince Regent himself to per-

form, without the most trivial pecuniary inconvenience.

The arrangements in the parks exhibit, independently

of their childish and laborious folly, a singular example

of that effrontery which, presuming on its long expe-

rience of the public indulgence, carries its defiance of

justice and decency to the very extremity of impudence.

How would an Englishman of the reign of Anne, or even

at the commencement of the reign of George the Third,

have been astonished and afflicted had he been told

that a period would hereafter arrive when many thou-

sand pounds of the public money should be squandered

ill open day on shews and Lilliputian Naumachias3
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without the possibility of ascertaining, on the part of

the public, by whose direction they are undertaken,

what individual is responsible for such an expenditure

of the public money, or what security has been given, or

can be obtained for the justice and accuracy of the

expences to which the nation is thus subjected ! It is

vmt less singular than true, that in this free and en-

lightened nation, which is presumed to have so abso-

lute a controul through the medium of its represen-

tatives over its own property, £ 1 00,000 are actually

expending, or are about to be expended, under the

direction of nobody, with nobody to be answerable for

the application of the money, and nobody to account for

the receipts or balance in favor of the public. It is pos-

sible, and if it be the case, we have neither the means of

detection nor of redress, that the invisible gentleman who
conducts the preparations, and scribbles the advertise*

ments for the approaching fair, may be replenishing his

own pockets at the expence of the nation, and picking

up a greater per centage than inflamed the avarice of

Alexander Davison, on the planks, rockets, and artificial

rubies, by which the good people of England are to be

astonished and delighted. If such proceedings be tole-

rated in a country of freedom, it would be better to

while away the years of a listless life beneath the sway

of an acknowledged despotism than to submit to the de~

lusions of a phantom which only flatters to betray, and

be continually excited by the momentary feeling of in-

dependence only to endure repeated disappointment*

NEWS from LILLIPUT; or, the EXPLOITS oj?

ADMIRAL GEORGE.

Sir,

You will no doubt feel some degree of surprize, and I

hope of pleasure, in recognizing the hand-writing of one

Tvhom fortune has doomed to a long and painful absence
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from old England, and whose only consolation in the

midst of his various wanderings consists in cherishing

the hope of finally returning to quaffhis ale and smoke his

pipe, in some rural cottage amidst the domestic happi-

ness so peculiar to his native country. But a truce to sen-

timent; I have arrived by the strangest chance imaginable

in a country, which, in common with my contemporaries,

I had concluded to be fabulous, and among a people

who, by a strange revolution, possess almost every charac-

teristic of genuine Englishmen, except their stature. In

short, I am fairly landed among those people so truly and

ingeniously described by the renowned and veracious Le-

muel Gulliver the Lilliputians* But you must not

suppose that the description given by that celebrated voy-

ager of the persons and manners of the inhabitants is per-

fectly correct as applied to the Lilliputians of the present

day. In consequence of his long residence on the island,

the books which he left behind him, and the filial

imitation of a numerous offspring, English is now as

familiar to the natives of Lilliput as their original lan-

guage : their habits, political institutions, and military and

naval establishments are completely regulated on the same

principles, and coincide in all their most striking features

with those of the English people, except indeed that their

men of war are not quite so large, nor their soldiers quite

so tall.

The descendants of Gulliver now existing on this

island, form a kind of distinct race, who look down with

inexpressible contempt on the vulgar multitude who
have succeeded to their fathers in the regular progress

of nature. They pride themselves to an extent which

you would scarcely believe, on their descent from the

junction of the man-mountain with one of the ladies of

the court, and claim the exclusive privilege of all kinds

of profaneness, debauchery, injustice, and extravagance.

In their persons indeed they are extremely different from

the diminutive beings by whom they are surrounded, and

who have been so accurately delineated by the pencil of
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Gulliver. They have all the appearance of well-made

portly men, who have once been healthy, but are now re-

duced to beautify and regulate their persons by all the

devices of stuffing, painting, bolstering, lacing, and sti-

mulating. Their cheeks are bloated, yet flaccid ; their

eyes sunk, their legs tottering, their teeth are artificial,

and their whole body the joint production of the doctor,

the dentist, the advertizer for the cure of deformities,

and the manufacturers of artificial hair : for thanks to

the visit of the European by whom they were thus me-

tamorphosed, all these trades have been successfullyprac-

ticedznd extensively encouraged within the last fifty years.

Their chief characteristic, however, is a tremendous pair

of whiskers, which they expend two hours every morning

in decorating and anointing, and which are supposed to

confer upon the countenance an interesting and

amiable ferocity. With all this boldness, and apparent

majesty of external appearance, it is remarkable that

they are infinitely inferior to the vulgar race they profes-

sedly despise in all thebetter qualities of the mind, and have

just as large a proportion of their lightness, frivolity, and

ignorance. The same fondness for trifles, the same va-

cant and indiscriminate curiosity, the same desperate

and ludicrous attachment to ostentation, which charac-

terized the genuine Lilliputians of 1714, are equally ob-

servable in the mongrel generation of the present cen-

tury. But the ancient Lilliputians were regarded with

a feeling of good nature and indulgence: if their infan-

tine pertness and bustling, but insignificant prittle-prattle,

were sometimes troublesome and always ludicrous, their

folly was pardoned in consideration of their con-

fessed and self-conscious imbecility ; but the mo-
dern race who inherit their weaknesses of mind beneath

an imposing exterior, assume the gravity of philoso-

phers, the majesty of princes, the profundity of states-

men, and the virtue of stoics, while they stand exposed

to the public view in all the prominence of adulterers,

drivellers, and madmen. They will talk with the utmost
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fluency of the honor of princes, public integrity, forbear*

ance, the days of chivalry, indulgence to exalted station*

and the courtesies of life, while they are committing the

most atrocious acts of public and private meanness; tra-

ducing the reputation of innocence ; suborning perjury

against the objects of injustice, cruelty, and insult; stoop-

ing to the lowest arts of fraud and mercenary deception;

and exhibiting a singular combination of knavery and

imbecility.

All the great men of this island, for so they may be dis-

tinguished when compared with the ancient and present

race of genuine Lilliputians, deal in little. Great sins are

denominated amongst them little peccadilloes : the murder

of ten thousand men by sending them on a hopeless expedi-

tion affords little ground for a public examination; it is a

little to be regretted that the chief man of the island does

not live with, and will not see his wife ; the great men
are content with snug little pensions and sinecures of

.,£20,000 per annum, and are likely to retain them a

little longer. They have ^little Anacreon, who celebrates

the loves and graces of the court ; little modesty, little

understanding, little virtue, and little decency.

The governor of this island unites in himself all the

functions of military and naval power, and though he

sometimes surrenders their exercise to his two brothers,

yet few appointments are made, few innovations adopted,

without the desire or consent of Admiral George, who
has himself been remarkable during the whole progress

of his life for his partiality to navel amusements: and

in the prime of manhood encountered so many fire-ships,

as must, I am afraid, have prematurely subjected him to

the wounds and scars of untimely warfare. During his

years of probation, when he was scarcely qualified to

stand fire, or to handle a gun, he boarded every vessel

that he met, and generally came off victorious in the con-

test. Alas, poor Admiral, I am afraid that having ex-

hausted the means of successful warfare before he had

attained to the requisite maturity of health and strength^
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be is now more frequently destitute of courage than of am-

munition ! But his services in every species of warfare have

been many and various; and notwithstanding his exalted

rank he has passed through all the gradations of the ser-

vice. In the hey-day of youth he was the master of a

swift-running cutter called the Eclipse, but owing to

some unlucky blunder, his pilot C y foundered

upon the rock of base deception, and narrowly escaped

an unwelcome ducking. From that time his enter-

prize has been less vigorous, and he with a few excep-

tions confined himself to the command of tight portly

well-seasoned wherries ; some of them indeed a little

crazy in the bottom, and the worse for wear in the

midships; many of them were battered, neglected

recorders of the progress of time, and had been long

laid up in ordinary as entirely unserviceable, or had been

taken in tow by old and debilitated commanders, who could

not have been entrusted with the management of prime

and new rigged sailors. He seldom, indeed, proceeded to

action with these battered fire-ships, his own vessel being

rather crazy in the hull from the effects of grape-shot,

and of little avail therefore in protecting others.

Now however that Admiral George is precluded

from indulging in the exploits which so honourably dis-

tinguished the animation of his youth, and the vigor of

his manhood, he is compelled to be satisfied with the

retrospection of pleasures that he can no longer enjoy,

and to be gratified with the semblance of a once loved

reality. Instead therefore of the thunder of cannon, the

flashes of destruction, and all the bustle and grandeur of

real engagements, he has employed his Lillipution

neighbours, in constructing upon one of the rivulets that

run through his park, a kind of Naumachia in minia-

ture; an assemblage of vessels corresponding in all the par-

ticulars of number of guns, name, and external form, with

those which he has commanded or boarded in the time

of his bodily and mental vigor. In watching these sights

from morning till night, the poor valetudinarian indulges
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himself with all the enthusiasm of a statesman negoti-

ating a treaty, or a warrior in the midst of battle. I here-

with transmit you a list of the chief vessels included in

this display, with the English names as they are painted

on the stern, and remain, &c. S.

The pinnace, Jrmsted, 32—in good condition, though

she has been frequently boarded, and hoisting co-

lours in distress, been taken in tow by the Cavendish,

the Sussex, and the Lascelles. She was at one time

christened by the name of the Bird of Paradise. After

remaining some time under the command of Admiral

George, she was hauled into dock, and having under-

gone thorough repairs, converted into a pleasure boat

for the use of Fox's Hill.

The vrow, Mary Robinson—a beautiful tight little

frigate; but not exactly to the taste of the admiral ; who
is much attached to the portly and the magnificent.

After taking her in tow for a few weeks, he sent her

adrift, and falling into the vortex of poverty, she was

lost on the quicksands of despair.

The Fitzherbert, 55—the lawful property of an officer,

by whom, being unskilfully manned, she committed

herself to the charge of Admiral George, who was still

less able to manage her; and had it not been for the aid of

one or two additional foremast men, would have been inevi-

tably lost for want of proper steerage. This vessel was the

long and peculiar favorite of the Admiral, who, as I

have before observed, was attached to the portly and mag-

nificent. Her stern was of great breadth, her upper

decks broad, polished, and elastic, and all her tackle

worthy of a first-rate.

The sloop of war, Hertford—The same description

that applies to the Fitzherbert will apply to this magni-

ficent specimen of art. Admiral George has honoured

her with particular marks of admiration, and though he

never took the formal command, is particularly attached

to visiting and carousing with her mate. She is rather

damaged by time, her forestays have been injured by fre-
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quent use, and her rudder has been long unmanageable ;

but she veers well from one point to another, will stand

a most formidable broadside, and is admirably made for

grappling. It is said that the Admiral's bowsprit has

been materially injured by inadvertently boarding her

in the night, but of this intelligence I shall be doubt-

ful, till further enquiry shall enable me to ascertain the

fact.

LORD COCHRANE.

In submitting to the public the statement of oui

correspondent, Mr. Mitford, we have before observed

that we were influenced by no disposition to prejudge

the question of Lord Cochrane's guilt or innocence, or by

any feeling of enmity to his political or private character.

His occasional impetuosity in the cause of justice and

humanity, was characteristic of his profession, and might

well be excused in consideration of the intrepidity, the

spirit of independence, and the hatred of oppression, by

which it was accompanied. It is not from our naval

heroes that we expect the observances of etiquette, de-

liberation of speech, or suavity of manner; and con-

sidering the opportunities of detecting fraud, and redress-

ing injury, which were exclusively accessible to Lord

Cochrane, we could have more willingly forgiven his

indiscretion than his silence.

Had we entertained, however, the most inveterate pre-

judice against the private character of Lord Cochrane,

it would have been impossible to witness the late in-

fliction of the law, and all the circumstances attending

it, without participating in that general feeling of asto-

nishment and indignation, which pervades every inde-

pendent rank of society ; which equally animates the

highest and the lowest members of the community ;

VOL. VIII. O
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which has only been counteracted in the House of

Commons by praiseworthy but mistaken delicacy, and

which has placed the highest personage in the kingdom

in a state of indecision between duty and etiquette. On
the guilt of Lord Cochrane we shall speak at large before

the conclusion of this article; but admitting him to be

guilty, it is impossible to review the whole course of the

proceedings, the nature of his crime, or his own peculiar

claims on the consideration of the British community,

and therefore of its judicial servants, without protesting

against his sentence in language which we will not, be-

cause we dare not pronounce.

The system of speculation upon the Stock Exchange,

has been conducted, for many years, under every variety

of form, and assisted by all the arts of insidious and

fraudulent depredation. Its very existence depends

on the fluctuation of reports ; and during a period of war,

the transactions of every day and every week are ma-

terially influenced by rumours of which a few are found

to be correct, while the rest are either totally fallacious,

or exaggerated for the purpose of the moment. Para-

graphs of false intelligence in the newspapers; foreign

letters, manufactured in an English counting-house;

fictitious consignments, and all the other artifices of

mercantile deception, have been repeatedly and avowedly

practised with the reciprocal understanding of mahy
members of the Stock Exchange, and with the most

perfect impunity. It is too notorious to be disputed

that the purchase and sale, the rise and fall of every

species of stock to an extent extremely advantageous

to one party, and injurious toanother, has been repeatedly

effected by the circulation of false or distorted intelli-

gence, which confessedly originated among the members

of the Stock Exchange, and was afterwards regarded as

a fair and fortunate act of deception. 7
A

he number of

letters, paragraphs, and pretended telegraphs quoted and

circulated in the course of the day, for the purpose of

influencing the price of the stocks, was so great, as to

vitiate the daily sources of public intelligence, and so
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common as to excite but little surprize or censure from

any class, however rigid in principle, or cautious in be-

haviour, of the British community.

The very idea, therefore, of a stock-jobbing hoax, con-

veyed a very different impression from that which ac-

companied any other description of imposition on the

mercantile world. It was supposed and understood

that in the arena opened to the Bulls and Bears, each in-

dividual was justified in taking advantage of any rumour

that might be circulated ; and it was seldom doubted that

a fortunate purchaser or seller, had himself some share

in the fluctuation of the prices. Every visitor of the Ex-

change depended not on the honesty, or disinterestedness

of his friends, but on his own wariness and sagacity. To
become acquainted with an article of good intelligence,

and to buy in, with the expectation of selling as soon

as that intelligence should be known ; to conceal unfa-

vorable news till your bargains were completed; and

to exhibit papers and journals which you knew to be fic-

titious, though you might not have been actually impli-

cated in the infamy of their fabrication, were acts of dupli-

city or of management so common as to preclude surprize,

and so consistent with the principles of stock-jobbing as

to demand no punishment. So little was the criminality

of injustice towards others on the Stock Exchange under-

stood or regarded, that men of exalted stations have

been known to take advantage of their official facilities

of intelligence to improve their bargains ; arid the author

of the ingenious forgery by which the funds were so enor-

mously and unexpectedly raised in 1802* was laughingly

recommended to appear in his own person, and claim the

reward of his discovery.

For the commission of a crime, therefore, on which

public opinion was so lax and unsettled-; which had ne-

ver been visited with the penalties of legal vengeance ;

which bore in the opinion of all classes the character of

gambling rather than of fraud ; it was utterly inconsis-

tent with every consideration of moral justice that the
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first of the alledged delinquents should be treated with

any further severity of punishment, than was absolutely

necessary to mark the decided opinion of the judges, and

to testify in a manner not to be mistaken their reproba-

tion of the crime. It surely will not be asserted by the

members of the Stock Exchange and by the advocates of

the sentence, that fraud is only to be punished accord-

ing to the skill with which it is conducted and to its

extent; that to steal twent}- guineas is always less criminal

than to steal a thousand, or that the stock-jobber who ob-

tains one hundred pounds by inserting a fabricated pa-

ragraph in a new paper, is less culpable than he who by

a bolder effort obtains a more considerable sum; nor

would a plea of that nature, if it could be admitted, in any

degree atfect the case of Lord Cochrane, It is sufficient

in examining the justice of the sentence to be aware, that

fraud upon the Stock Exchange was so frequent and so ex-

tensive as to lose the name of guilt, and be conducted by

men of wealth and eminence in open day without any

serious imputation on their characters; that the first

victims of insulted law should have obtained all the in-

diligence that might be demanded by men seduced into

a crime by its preceding laxity, and by the unchastised

example of the society by which they were surrounded.

But if Inese feelings of indulgence would have been

just, decorous, and generous, to the most practiced mas-

ter of every artifice employed on the Exchange, how
much is the duty of their observance enhanced by a con-

sideration of the character and services of the distinguish-

ed individual whose first false step, or whose misfor-

tune, subjected him to the sentence of a judicial tribunal.

No ev dence was adduced to prove that he ever perso-

nally engaged in the squabbles and intrigues of the Ex-
change; the time which his colleagues occupied in the

pursuit of gain and the arrangement of deception, was

devoted by him to the pursuit of science, and to the ex-

tension of those naval resources which have rendered his

country the dread oftyrants,and the admiration of Europee
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He liar! fought with intrepidity and valour the battles of

hra ountry ; he had acquired the attachment of the navy

by his liberality, his benevolence, and all the qualities of

the hero and the warrior; he had obtained from his so-

vereign the highest honors that are bestowed on worth

and btavery, and was preparing to atchieve once more

i he laurels of skill and valour, when he was called to

defend his character against the charge for which he is

now sentenced to the infliction of the pillory.

It was attempted by Mr. Gurney to convert the honors

and reputation Lord Cochrane had attained, into- addi-

tional pleas for severity of punishment. It is usually un-

necessary to expose the sophisms of a pleader ; but it is

impossible not to observe that character always has been,

and always is taken into the favorable consideration of a

court of justice, as a sufficient and powerful plea for the

mitigation of the sentence. The high rank of Lord

Cochrane, and his elevation of character, are the very cir-

cumstances which, while they do not aggravate his guilt,

render the punishment with which he is threatened ten-

fold more severe. To some of those who -have commit-

ted with impunity the very crime of which he has been

found guilty, imprisonment, disgrace, and perhaps, the

pillory,would only be the objects of derision and defiance.

The nerves and habits of some men are easily accommoda-

ted to the dungeon and the insults of the populace ; but

the remembrance of former honor, the sympathy of his

friends, the habits of his profession, and his own ardent

and enthusiastic temperament, must all contribute to

render even the entrance of his prison doors a scene of

excruciating agony, and exasperate him to spurn

the earth on which he stands degraded, accused, and in

fetters.

Within the last year it is probable that more than fifty

new trials have been granted, and that of these the ori-

ginal sentence has been reversed in more than thirty. Let

us suppose, then, that on the second appeal to the laws of

his country Lord Cochrane might possibly have been
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acquitted : it appears by that law which has been called

the perfection cf wisdom, that he is precluded from substan-

tiating his innocence, because being involved in a con-

spiracy, he cannot move for a new trial but in conjunc-

tion with his companions in the indictment ; and two of

them have thought proper to abscond. It is the law of

England, therefore, that the more guilty are your supposed

accomplices, and the more likely they are to have en-

trapped you unwillingly in the appearance of guilt,the less

probably are you enabled to make a second appeal to that

judicial tribunal,by whose decision you must stand or fall.

It is impossible toconceive any principle more inconsistent

with justice, morality, or common sense. The judge

observed, that the guilty individuals ould wait till he

learned the issue of the innocent one's application. But

why not decide on the application of each person con-

victed, singly, and in the order of that application, all

the parties paying their own costs?

The refusal of the House of Commons to renew the

investigation from respect to the verdict of a jury, might

have been regarded as consistent with justice and pro-

priety, had the case of Lord Cochrane exhibited on its sur-

face no features of hardship and uncertainty; but who can

investigate his statements, the evidence, and the defence,

and afterwards declare that there is not room for great

and serious doubt? and that many of the circumstances

which influenced the decision of the jury, might be plau-

sibly and rationally accounted for in a manner perfectly

consistent with his lordship's innocence?

The public has already determined on the improbabi-

lity that Lord Cochrane, if aware of the artifice, should

be contented with the gain of o£1200, by the sale of his

stock early in the morning, when by waiting a few hours

longer he could have obtained four times that sum.

It has been proved that at the time he received the

almost illegible manuscript of De Berenger, he expected

the arrival of a messenger from his brother, and there-
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Tore hastened back to Green-street. He is willing to

justify the correctness of his affidavit respecting the uni-

form worn by De Bereuger ; and on other points of his

defence has testified a fearless defiance of scrutiny, re-

sembling the intrepidity of innocence more than the

audacity of guilt. The statement of his case, divested

of its connection with that of his associates in the indict-

ment, is simply this.—Several unprincipled characters

conspire to defraud the Stock-Exchange; and the princi-

pal actor in the business proceeds diiectly on his return

from his expedition to the house of Lord Cochrane, where

he changes his dress. If Lord Cochrane, therefore, and

the public can account for this latter circumstance, he

must be declared innocent. Now, he says himself, that

Berciiger called upon him for the purpose of obtaining

a passage in his vessel from England ; but finding that

his request could not be acceded to, and unwilling to

return into the King's Bench, or unable to escape in his

uniform, changed his habiliments for those furnished

him by Lord Cochrane's humanity. Can any thing be

more, probable than this statement ? Would not the idea

of obtaining refuge in Lord Cochrane's ship, wr here his

uniform would be no objection, and in which he would

be conveyed from the shores of Britain soon enough to ef-

fect a landing on some other shore, immediately occur

to the ingenuity of Berenger, and on being disappoint-

ed, would he not endeavour to render his disguise as per-

fect as possible ? Those who do discredit a story so

simple and so probable, and believe Lord Cochrane to

be Sfuilty, strain at a gnat and swallow a camel. For our

own parts, were even this ground ot defence completely

disproved, we should hesitate to express our decided con-

viction of Lord Cochrane's guilt, till we are acquainted

with all the intrigues of Cochrane Johnstone, and have

been able to determine how far it was likely that he might

foresee the possibility of escape from punishment unde,

the sanction of a popular name, clandestinely abated.
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THE PROGRESS OF BANKRUPTCY.

Letter II.

From Jonathan Crump, Tallow Chandler and Soap Boilers

to his Brother.

So you think, after all, your condition's the best,

And that life you enjoy with more exquisite zest,

Because far remov'd from the follies of town,

Your labours with health, peace, and plenty, you crown.

Well, each man to his taste. You inhale the fresh breeze,

Watch the growth of your cabbages, turnips, and peas,

Arise with the sun, go to bed by the moon,

Drink your ale, smoke your pipe, and whistle a tune;

While I breathe the fogs of this pestilent city,

Learn to dance, play the fiddle, and sing a new ditty,

Watch the growth of my ledger, adjust its accounts,

Well pleas'd with the hundreds to which it amounts;

For hundreds make thousands, and thousands a plum ;

Out of grease to extract, what a delicate sum !

But a plum to amass far exceeds every hope ;

As soon should I think of becoming a pope,

A bishop, a judge, or a minister of state,

To be either of which is I'm sure not my fate.

No—my wishes are bounded. A few simple things

Would make me as great as the greatest of king*.

Sufficient to purchase a snug country box,

With a few hundreds left to sport in the stocks;

A larder well filled, and a cellar well stor'd,

And some half dozen friends to sit round my board ;

A gig to drive down on a Saturday night,

And moreover a wife to complete my delight,

With children as many as heav'n shall send,

For what heaven gives it will surely befriend.

Oh ! a word or two now that I mention a wife,

That plague, blessing, curse, and that joy of one's life;

1 believe when I wrote you my former epistle,

^ I said nothing about Miss Emily Gristle,
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The daughter and heiress of Gristle the tailor,

And a fortune to him whose good luck 'tis to nail her,

A charming young girl, full of beauty and grace, 1
Were it not for a waddling see-saw in her pace, ^
And a cauliflower wart that disfigures her face* J

Then her air ! Oh, a painter might call it divine,

Did her longitude stretch beyond four feet and nine

;

While her shape would outvie even that of the graces,

If its plumpness were always bestow'd in fair placeso

To possess her, what amorous youth would not sigh,

Inflam'd by the glance of her single black eye !

Or eagerly bend, all enraptured to sip,

The moist dew of love that impearls her sweet lip e

That dew which I've heard an impertinent fribble

Declare was nought else but her slaver or dribble,

DistilPd 'twixt her teeth, neither many nor clean,

Like the water that drips from a filt'ring machine

;

But I care not what envy or jealousy swears,

Bating these, like a goddess, my charmer appears.

Nay, had she a thousand such blemishes more,

They'd be trebly redeem'd, for her fortune is four

;

And with four thousand pounds to embellish her hide,

I'd take Endor's witch or her dam for my bride.

For in truth, my dear brother, when money is plenty,

Fine girls may be had, and by scores, to content ye.

Let a wife bring the cash, and she brings you the means,

To forget her (if ugly) in pleasure's gay scenes;

Leaving her to take care of the children at home,

While in quest of those pleasures you wantonly roam,

But without it, a Venus would soon cease to please

;

The pangs of the purse, all her smiles would not ease

;

The knock of a dun would excite such alarms

As she could not soothe by the glow of her charms ;

Nor with cresses and water could you think yourself blest,

Though you eat them while lulled on her beautiful breast.

But you must not, because of this freedom I take>

Suppose me transformed to a dissolute rake

;

For should Fortune vouchsafe me the exquisite bliss

Of wedding my Gristle, I would ne'er keep a miss.

What I've said, is the sportive effusion of wit,

Which I cannot resist when I am under the fit

;

roh, viu, p
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My practice, thank heav'n, is moral and good,

And has always such wicked suggestions withstood.

Much sooner I'd fry in the flame of my fires,

Than give a loose rein to unlawful desires

;

Nay, were Cupid, in spite, to exhaust his whole quiver?

And scorch, like a cinder, my midriff and liver,

* A martyr to love I'd remain at my post,

And sigh forth her name as I gave up the ghost.

So much for a virtue which libertines jeer,

And now for a word or two more ofmy dear.

Though I've hope* of success with the charming Miss

Gristle,

Do not think she may therefore be had with a whistle

;

She's stubborn and proud, she's disdainful and coy,

And a lover's distress knows how to enjoy;

Can toss up her noddle and fidget her rump
When she listens to vows at which others would jump.

'Twas but last week as I press'd my soft tale,

In such terms as I thought might a virgin assail,

Shew'd the white of my eyes, and then fell on my kneess

While her fat lilly hand I was just going to seize,

That she started~(I thought 'twas to fall on my breast)

And exclaim'd, " See the cock has turn'd round to the west t

>?

" The cock in the west,'' I replied with chagrin,

" A cock and the west,—what is it you mean ?"

With composure she answer'd, while I was on thorns,

" A westerly wind always eases my corns."

Enraged I got up, in a chair flung me down,

Bit my lip, and put on a most terrible frown ;

But she heeded my anger no more than my love,

For she grunted a tune as she pulled on her glove.

Thus you see she can act the coquette when she chooses*

And languish and long for the thing she refuses.

Like a chit with the linnet that's tied to a string,

Who now keeps it close, and now gives it the wing

;

Still secure while she wantonly holds it in play,

That the captive, tho' willing, cannot fly away*

As a secret, tho' Ben, may horns be my curse,

But I'd fly away were it not for her purse.
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I love her, 'tis true; but the guineas—sweet things

—

Tis they form the bird-lime that sticks to my wings.

And she too loves me, or I'm greatly mistaken,

For the rest of her suitors she has wholly forsaken.

There's young Billy Perkin^ and sawney M>WALTER,

Joe Iiiggins the grocer, and Haines the dry-salter,

With Cleaver, the butcher, who lives in the shambles,

And Gammon, the broker, and Gubbins, who gambles

;

Nor must 1 forget that spruce Jessamine beau,

Tommy Tape, who so tastily trips on his toe,

Like a little cock sparrow, or cat in the snow.

All these flutter round her, each hoping to be

Blest with those smiles she bestows only on me.

But with them she ne'er goes to the play or the park*

Nor at forfeits ere hides for a kiss in the dark :

While onSundays, not minding their wishes asouse^

She always takes me to the White Conduit House,

Where I pay for the tea, hot rolls, and fresh butter?

Devour'd by ourselves and her cousin, Miss Nutter
And contented I pay, while I hope to be repaids

Which I call making love in the spirit of trade

;

Having always an eye most attentively bent

In what you lay out, to the interest per cent.

Only think, my dear brother, if I should succeed,

How many more thousands four thousand would breed

What a charming nest-egg ! and how few now-a-day

Are the wives to be found, who such nest-eggs can Iaj

'Tis lucky her father approves of my suit,

(For really old Gristle's a horrible brute !)

But he thinks me a diligent, sober young man5

And anxious to make all the money [ can ;

Which indeed is the truth, or else, on my life,

I should never much think of Miss Em, for a wife.

But its time to conclude, dear brother adieu

;

Remember me kindly to Bridget and Prue.
When you send up to town, don't forget, if you pleases

The bacon you promis'd along with the cheese.

I hope, in my next, if I'm not left in the lurch,

To tell you I've led dear Miss Gristle to church.

And to bring me good luck, pray bid mother Skeggs,

Either find an old horse-shoe5 or sit with cross d legs
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P. S.

Permit me by way of postscript to send,

Some stanzas I lately to Emily penn'd ;

The thought in my head just happen'd to pop

One evening last week after shutting up shop.

I sent them next day, and was delighted to find,

When I called there myself that my love was more kind,

Bo they had their effect : but no wonder (between us,)

For who can resist both Apollo and Venus ?

STANZAS.
Why, oh Rosa, tell me why,

You my plaintive suit deny ?

Why, oh Rosa, pretty creature,

Beauty's queen in form and feature,

Do you thus, perversely cruel,

Feed my flame with constant fuel ?

Can you see me sigh and languish,

And refuse to soothe my anguish ?

Can you see me pale and thin,

Wasted to the very skin,

And not one tender look bestow

To ease my bosom's mighty woe?

Have I not assiduous strove,

To win, sweet nymph, thy virgin loves

Us'd each art of soft persuasion,

Seiz'd on every apt occasion,

When to plead my amorous tale ?

Ah, Rosa ! tell me why I fail ?

Is it because I candles sell ?

Ah ! would the candles were at hell 2

But still my Rosa must confess

I never fail to change my dress,

And guard from every squeamish nose

Those smells that might my trade disclose*

Then why, my Rosa, be so cruel ?

Why let me dwindle, peak, and pine?

1 live on milk and water gruel,

As if I were in a decline.
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Ah Rosa, Rosa, when I'm dead,

And nothing but a lifeless lump,

Perhaps you'll wish, in vain, to wed

Your faithful, loving, sweetheart CRUMP !

VERBAL MORALITY.

Sir,

The power of language in heightening or mitigating

the character and quality of any action is no less singu-

lar than important. It was sagaciously observed by

Mirabeau, that " words are things ;" and there are few

things in this world, perhaps, which exercise a more

potent dominion over the mind of man than words. In

the hands of a skilful orator, they become either the

means of truth, or the artifice of fraud, according as he

chances to employ them, for great and honourable, or

for mean and unworthy purposes. There is no action -

t

being in itself wrong, which may not be aggravated into

enormity, or softened down to a mere venial offence, by

the manner in which it is represented. It is of some

consequence, therefore, that we should accustom our-

selves to examine the conduct of others, by a strict course

of investigation, unwarped by prejudice, and uninfluenced

by declamatory invective.

I was led into this reflection the other day by hearing

the conduct of a person, whom I happened to know,

alternately palliated and condemned by two of his

friends^ who took opposite views of it. In my way
home I could not help meditating upon the very diffe-

rent aspect which that conduct bore, according as it was

painted by these contending artists, and I began to try

the experiment upon several of those offences against

morals which the daily intercourse of life obtrudes upon
our attention. I took in the first instance the imaginary

case of an individual who had seduced a young girl, and
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considered how variously that single act might be repre~

sented by a man of the world, a moralist, a philosopher,

and a sentimentalist. Their different modes, Mr. Editor,

with your permission, I will exhibit, as an illustration of

the general observations with which I commenced this

letter.

The Man of the World.—I see nothing so very repre-

hensible in the affair of Mr. A. What is it after all?

—

He met a pretty girl in company, who very soon filled

his bosom with warm and resistless desires. He paid his

addresses to her ; perhaps intended to marry her. In

the mean time a propitious moment presents itself; love

prevails; and a fine chubby boy appears a few months

after as a proof that his parents were happy. The girl

was old euough to know what she was about: no vio-

lence was employed : consent preceded, and approbation

followed :—what blame ought to attach to a man who
seizes such a golden opportunity? Life is made up of

accidental good: and when a female is disposed to make
the surrender of her person, I see no more reason why
the proposal should be rejected, than if she offered to

bestow a ring or a seal as the token of her affection. Per-

haps it will be urged that persuasion was employed on

the part of the lover. Very likely ; but she had discre-

tion to know the amount of that persuasion. I am quite

confident, that if he bad persuaded her to jump off

a precipice, break her leg, or run a knife through her

hand, she would have had sense enough to withstand

such persuasion. The same sense might have been

excited to resist the other : and I really think it folly to

visit all the consequences of an intrigue upon the man
alone, when he has no other responsibility properly

attaching to him, than that of having asked a favour, and

accepted it when offered.

The Moralist.—Every act that involves consequences

injurious to society at large, or to individuals, is an act

which we were notjustified in performing. Reason was

given to us for no other purpose but as a check upon our
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passions, and a guide to our conduct. The abuse of this

reason when working prejudice to ourselves carries its

own punishment along with it; but when it is abused for

the purpose of entailing misery upon another, in a greater

proportion than upon ourselves, it ought to be stig-

matized with augmented severity, because the evil is ex-

tended. It has been said that when a girl, arrived al

years of discretion, consents to surrender her virtue, the

party accepting it commits no very great crime. It

must be remembered, however, that we cannot lawfully

or honorably accept that which it is neither lawful nor

honorable to give. The virtue of a woman is not, strict-

ly speaking, her own property: it constitutes a part of

the public virtue of the state, and when destroyed, a direct

injury is inflicted upon public morals and decorum. The

virtue of a woman also constitutes a part of the virtue

and honor of her family, which she cannot diminish or

corrupt without infringing upon the rights of others.

When, therefore, the libertine argument is employed

that a man, in acceding to the profligate desires of a

lustful girl, merely accepts that upon the propriety of

which the party giving ought to reflect, I hope I have

shewn, in opposition to that argument, that no absolute

"liberty of action is vested in any individual so as to con-

travene the great original privileges which belong to so-

cial nature. It is an axiom of moral and political law,

that no man can lawfully receive what it is unlawful to

give ; for it is an absurdity to suppose contradictory

rights. So much for the negative criminality of the deed.

But what shall we say to him who actively stimulates

and excites another to bestow that which reason, honor,

and religion alike demand should be withheld; who en-

deavours to weaken the distinctions of right and wrong,

and to throw down the defences of virtue which custom

and education have reared. He becomes doubly a par-

ticipator in the offence. He at once provokes and en-

joys the commission of it. He uses the influence which
a superior understanding, or a superior station in society,
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perhaps, gives him, to debase and corrupt the innocent

and the unsuspecting. It may be true, that the woman
ought to exercise the same discretion in this, as she

would in any other affair nearly affecting her personal

safety. But in the latter, it should be remembered, the

danger would be obvious and positive, while in the other ?

it is partly concealed from the view by those clouds of

passion, which it is the interest and object of the be-

trayer to excite. Besides, it commonly happens, from the

intellectual character of a woman, that she is mentally

as well as physically the weaker being. How base then,

to employ our own superiority of mind, not to enlighten

the ignorant, or to confirm the doubtful, but to increase

the darkness of the one, and aggravate the perplexity of

the other. Whether, therefore, the act of seduction be

considered as an offence against the fundamental rights of

society, or as an injury pertaining immediately to the

party seduced, it becomes equally an object of moral

reprobation.

The Philosopher.—The legislature ofany country would

confer an invaluable boon upon that country, if it could

successfully devise the means of preventing seduction.

The nature of this offence, as it respects individuals, is

much less, perhaps, than as it affects the community.

Distinct from the latter consideration it might be difficult

to shew that in following the most necessary, as well as

the most powerful appetite of our nature, any crime is

committed against the author of it. In stating this pro-

position, I of course do not mingle any considerations

of theology with it ; being more anxious to argue it as a

matter of civil and political importance, and in that

point of view alone, it will immediately appear that the

regulation of our passions is necessary to the well-being

of society. The evils sustained by the community from

the practice are numerous and severe. In the first place

it affects the population of the country, by introducing

the necessity of various schemes for preventing the dis-

closure of the criminal intercourse; and by being alsc*
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ihe fruitful source of that contagious distemper, the

brand of infamy as well as punishment, of the promiscu-

ous intercourse of the sexes. Depopulation ensues in

various ways from this intercourse, the intercourse itself,

be it remembered, proceeding entirely from the original

sin of seduction. The ravages committed by that pesti-

ferous disease, which prostitution at once creates and

communicates, have been estimated at not less than

£0,000 persons annually. Then, in consequence of the

iear of detection, the dread of shame, or from mere

natural depravity, how many infanticides are committed,

thus destroying the sources of population in their very

outset. Many dreadful practices are likewise resorted

to, in order to prevent child-birth at all, when a spuri-

ous offspring is to be brought into the world. If all these

various modes by which the population of the country is

positively diminished be considered, and if it be also con-

sidered that every one of them takes its rise from the

simple act of seduction, who can hesitate to pronounce

that act a civil offence of the greatest magnitude ? But

this is not the only injury inflicted upon society. The
diffusion of immorality, inconsequence of the augment-

ed number of harlots, whose daily, and especially whose

nightly study it is to seduce the unwary of the other

sex into the commission of various offences, and who
lend themselves to the base office of qualifying their

own sex for the same degraded avocation as they them-

selves pursue. Consequent upon this is the check upon

marriages ; for, as men find easy and cheap ways of

gratifying their passions, they are less disposed to undergo

the burden and cares of a matrimonial life. Now the

best citizen is commonly he who ha* the greatest interest

at stake in the prosperity of the commonwealth. Hence

husbands and fathers, and they who are held to the so-

cial compact by the various ties of kindred, are the most

industrious, the most virtuous, and the most respectable

part of the community: whatever therefore promotes

the promiscuous intercourse of the sexes diminishes the

VOL, VIII. Q
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motives to marriage, and consequently diminishes the

aggregate amount of good and useful citizens. It is esti*

mated that the prostitutes of London alone amount to

50,000. Suppose each of them to retain within the circle of

unlawful pleasures only three individuals, either per-

manently or successively, that will make 150,000 ; and if

we further suppose each of these 150 s000 to have b^en

married, and reared a family of four only, then the whole

loss to the commonwealth, ofan active and efficient po-

pulation, would be 600,000 persons. This is a calcula-

tion that applies to the metropolis only: if extended

throughout the country it might, I apprehend,be doubled.

Let every person, therefore, who is about to commit the

crime of seduction, reflect that he is lending additional aid

to the accomplishment of such extensive and enormous

evils to that society which he is bound to protect and

succour.

The Sentimentalist.—Shame on the destroyer of female

innocence; shame on the remorseless wretch who brings

to rum, indigence, and shame, the loveliest work of crea-

tion. Oh thou who art meditating so black a scheme,

pause but for one moment, think calmly of what thou

art intending, and conscious horror will repel you from

your unhallowed purpose. Picture to yourselves the

scene of joy, contentment, and virtue, into which you are

about to bring desolation, agony, and woe. Behold that

timid, spotless, and confiding virgin, whose yet untar-

nished name you would sully, making her the victim of

your own lust and her affection ; behold her in the bosom

of her family receiving and reflecting honor ; behold the

prompt officious zeal with which she discharges all the

filial duties, and the generous emulation with which she

undertakes those of humanity. With unoffending sim-

plicity of heart and manners she pursues her blameless

course through life, cheered perhaps by the gladdeniug

hope that one day she may become your wife, preside

with virtuous dignity at your social board, and rear with

fond sedulity the offspring of your mutual love. This
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secret hope, which she cherishes in the. silent ecstasy of

thought, too fearful to disclose it, and half afraid even to

recognize it in the impenetrable solitude of her own
mind, you wait to blight for ever. Secure in her most

unbounded love, you own a title that might confirm

your happiness and hers in this world ; but you pervert

it from its honest and manly purpose to accomplish her

ruin and your own infamy. Yet in some moment of

unguarded passion, in some disastrous crisis of her fate,

some fatally auspicious occasion, when every tender feel-

ing of her heart, like traitors, press around it only to be-

tray; when forgetful of the imminent peril that threatens,

unconscious of the awful brink on which she stands, be-

cause led thither by the hand that has sworn itself her

protector, a thousand times perhaps, she surrenders up her

destiny to thy guidance, full of complying wishes, of ob-

scure but ardent sentiments, you, like a ravening monster,,

pounce with fell and greedy purpose on your victim, and

strike her into utter, hopeless, irremediable misery and

ansfuish. She wakes from her dream to brood over her

fallen fortune, in all the unmitigated horror of guilt, de«

spair, and treachery : you rouse yourself from your base

ignoble scheme, to triumph with malignant and savage

exultation over the hapless object of your perfidy and

lust. To triumph! Mournful as the spectacle is whicli

your unawed and licentious passions have produced, I

wTould not exchange her forlorn condition for thy mo-

mentary and hollow triumph. The victim of vice is

pitiable : the perpetrator of it is odious.

Thus, Mr. Editor, you may perceive how differently

the same will shew itself according to the colouring;

and thus we may all learn the necessity of divesting any

offence of that delusive glare which exaggeratory de-

clamation may throw around it.

I remain, Sir, yours,

July \Qth. Pkoteus,
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FURTHER LIST of the LILLIPUTIAN NAVY,
Navigating Ike Serpentine River ,

BY ORDER OF THE REGENT OF LILLIPUT*

Where'er thy navy spreads her canvas wings,

Homage to thee, aud peace to all she brings ;

The French and Spaniards, when thy flags appear,

Ibrget their hatred, and consent to fear.

Should nature's self invade the world again,

-And o'er the center spread the liquid main ;

Thy pow'r were safe, and her destructive hand

Wculd but enlarge the bounds of thy command.

Thj' dreadful fleet v ould style thee lord of all,

And ride in triumph o'er the drowned ball f

The Queen, a first rate foreign built ship, figure bead

and breastwork ornamented with diamonds; the net work

and rigging Mecklenburgh lace: her commander, long

an honour to his profession, and worn out in the service,

is now laid on the shelf. This vessel has been so

man}' years in commission, that it is thought to be in a

crazy condition, owing to some of her interior materi-

als having been taken out to assist in constructing the

ship moored close to her stern, as well as- some others in

the fleet : was lately employed in the gold dust and

Strasburgh snuff trade; and though long possessing a su-

perabundance of stores, has been seldom known to afford

relief to vessels in distress.

The Prince George, also a first rate, but English built,

from a Dutch design; a dull, heavy sailer, better calcu-

lated for a victualling store ship, or the Oporto trade, than

a man of war : is generally taken in tow by the Queen, and

a black-sided lugger, known by the name of the Chance-

seller.- It is supposed to have sustained considerable

damage in the bull and bowsprit, from encountering a

squadron of fireships, as well as being water-logged.

The Caroline,?, line well trimmed frigate, intended as a

constant consort to the last-mentioned vessel ; they sailed

some time in company, but were unfortunately separated

by the Jersey brimstone ship, which ever after kept the
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Caroline from joining company, the purity and delicacy of

her colours not permitting lier to come within hail of such

a foul magazine.

The Elizabeth, a strong frigate of the first class, launch-

ed from the Queen's slip about forty-four years ago; is

remarkably broad on her beams, handsomely rigged and

painted, well found in stores, but was never regularly

manned.

The Mart/, Sophia, and Augusta, launched in succes-

sion from the same slip as the last, and of a similar rate, but

longer in their keels, and not so broad on their beams ;

their fittitigs-up and decorations are of the most expen-

sive kind. It was thought there would have been no diffi-

culty in procuring hands to man them; but if any have

volunteered, it does riot appear that they have yet been

admitted between decks.

The Frederick, a ship of war, English keel, but princi-

pally finished by foreigners, was constructed by the

master builder of the Prince George, and on the same

slip ; has frequently been on foreign stations, under the

command of petticoat captains.—It is a very taught-mast-

ed vessel, carrying more sail than ballast, and was lately

run down by the Mary Anne and Mother Cary bomb
ketches, and the Wardie lumber ship.

The Clarence, a stout sea-worthy first rate vessel, bear-

ing an Admiral's flag, and lately in chase of the Tilney

Long, a rich merchant ship; on which occasion it aban-

doned the Little Fickle schooner, and her convoy of family

vessels, to the rude elements.—The Tilney Long escape

ed during a heavy fog, but was afterwards captured off

Point Wanstead by the TVelkshy Pole, a gaudy swift sail-

ing man of war, mounting a long twelve in the poop, who
gave her a rough handling, driving in one of her ports, and

otherwise damaging her dead lights.

The Little Charlotte yacht, lately launched into the

ocean of life, and constructed out of the spare materials

selected from the Prince George and Caroline, intended

to carry a royal personage, and fitted up , accordingly.
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The Orange, a Dutch-built ship, was to have sailed in

her company, on a foreign station, but the yacht not

readily answering the helm, the former was obliged to

sail without her. She has a strong likeness to the Caro-

line, and is powerfully attracted towards that vessel when-

ever it heaves in sight. According to etiquette, a thing

much observed in modern times, this yacht should be

under the command of the Prince George, but having

lately exhibited symptoms of mutiny, it is expected fo>

be put out of commission;

.The Gloucester, a British vessel, of the same class with

the Prince George, Frederick, and others, built by a bro-

ther architect, but launched from a common slip ; one of

the best ships in the Lilliputian nav}', answering the

helm, and performing every nautical manoeuvre with

correctness.—It is truly an example to the whole fleet.

The Mecklenburgh, a foreign built vessel, by the same

country artist as the Queen, sent here merely for the pur-

pose of catching up one of the rich prizes with which the

Serpentine coast particularly abounds.

The Sheridan, an Irish built vessel ,classicalty rigged, but

never well found in stores ; has stood several sharp engage-

ments with the Chatham fleet, without sustaining any

material damage ; but being now very much decayed in the

upper works, and having for sometime been employed

as a guardship, it is expected to be shortly cut down,,

and converted into a sheer bulk.

The Lord Castlereagh, ballast-lighter, of Irish construc-

tion, and formerly fitted outasa political steam-engine for

forcing a junction between the Thames and the Shan-

non, but since taken up for the Slave Trade. It is con-

siderably strained by its early occupation, and in its new
undertaking will most likely founder.

The Liverpool, formerly one of the Chatham fleet, de-

signed and built by a schoolmaster, and intended, so long

back as the year 1793, to go upon wheels to Paris; but

the project could never be carried into execution, and it

was generally believed that this vessel and the Lord
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Castkreagh would have been dispatched by their owner*

{on his coming to unrestricted power) to Bottomless Bay.

The Doctor, a long narrow vessel, built by an apothe-

cary, and placed in the Pigmy, or Lower House fleet,

as a signal ship; has since altered its name to that

of Prime Minister, and was intended to take the lead

and direction of the whole, but found inadequate to the

task, and has been attached to the grand fleet under the

name of The Sidemouth, and employed in guarding the

home trade.

The Yarmouth, a stout British ship, lately employed in

the Russian service, distinguished by its figure head

having a large pair of whiskers; was often seen hovering^

in sight of The Qldenburgh, a handsome rich vessel be-

longing to its owner, but not being permitted to come

within gun-shot, could not make any attempts to board her.

It has now resumed its former situation as a repeating

frigate to the Prince George, in company of which ship

it will most generally be seen.

The Eilen Bergha, an ill looking, black-sided ship,

with black rigging and white streamers, figure head

of wood and wig, beam and knees curiously constructed

of lawyers' bones covered with vellum, and the interstices

stuffed with indigested and misconstrued legal apho-

risms ; can sail without compass or rudder, and makes

the most way in a storm, having more than once run

down several fleets of Jury boats, and forced others

into dangerous and unknown navigations. Under cover

of an impeachment tempest, not very frequent in the

Serpentine seas, it is said formerly to have taken out

of The Hastings, a rich eastern trading vessel, great part

of its valuable cargo. The little patriotic navy of

St. Stephen's island are under considerable apprehension

lest this ship is introduced for the purpose of acting as

a torpedo against them, having on board a considerable

quantity of law gunpowder, compounded of ex officio in-

formations, conjectures, surmises, and muendos from the

Oarroztlous laboratory.—Two of the St. Stephen's fleet,
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the Westminster and the Grampound, have already suffer*

ed great damage from an attack of this powerful vessel,

and were driven out of harbour; the commander of the

former having been consigned to a prison-ship, and that of

the latter, after abandoning his crew, escaped to the

coast of France.

The Van Sourtart, a ship of Dutch origin, and em* „

ployed by the Regent of Lilliput in raising money out

of the ocean.

THE REVIEWER.

Lettersfrom a Lady to her Sister, during her Tour to Paris,

in the Months of April and May, 1814. Longman and Co.

The influence of tyranny, not only on the empire

and population immediately subject to its despotic sway,

but on the general intelligence of mankind, has been

strongly and deplorably realized by the history of the

reign of Napoleon ; and the most cursory review of the

state of Europe, as it is now exhibited, compared with

its apparent character and situation, when we were

compelled to form our ideas of the greater part of the

continent from the representations of the French govern-

ment, and of its subordinatejournalists, must awaken the

astonishment as much as it gratifies the curiosity of the re-

flecting observer. Several years have elapsed since the in-

terior administration, the local peculiarities, or the general

manners of the French could be examined with mi-

nuteness; even the visitors during the peace of 1802 were

cajoled and enchanted by the pre-arranged attractions of

the metropolis, and by the appearance of momentary

wealth, either attracted by curiosity, or compelled by

mercenary purposes, to line the road from Calais to the

interior of the kingdom. The desolate cross-roads,

the ruined edifices, the dilapidated tombs, and the ex-

hausted population, which ever at that period evinced
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the injurious and destructive tendency of military des*

potism were eclipsed by the splendour of the court, and

were in all probability the objects of secondary enquiry

to the patriotic Holcrofr, the philosophic Carr, and the

classical and abstemious Pinkerton. For the last twelve

years, such is the baleful influence of arbitrary govern*,

ment, the people of England and the French nation

itself appear to have been equally ignorant of the actual

state of France ; to have entertained the most erroneous

opinions respecting her resources and civilization, and to

have doubted between the declarations of the established

government and the dictates of common sense.

One of the principal means by which the attention of

the French people was diverted from their internaL

miseries, and the curiosity of the other European powers

was defied or eluded, consisted in the pompous enun*

ciation of chemical discoveries, sculptural acquisitions,

and unrivalled attainments in the arts. The name of

David was exalted above that of every modern painter ;

the museums were recorded and eulogized with all the

eloquence that Gallic vanity could accord to the purposes

of its ruler; the mathematical discoveries of Laplace

himself were adduced by the government as evidence

of the zeal and liberality with which it fostered and

encouraged the arts and sciences ; and even the public

works, many of which remain only to testify the extra*

vagance, insanity, and utter disregard of common pru*

dence, in their projector, filled the columns of the

Moniteur and the Journal de l'Empire, and were copied

with patriotic exultation into the columns of Lovell and

Sir Richard Phillips, as exhibiting a striking contrast

between our own destitution of taste and incurable

Vandalism, and the love of art, the attachment to science,

and the universal genius of the great nation.

As:
far as the encouragement of art or science could

assist the military enterprizes of Bonaparte, or promote

the extension and the glory of his name, so far and so

far only did he diffuse his patronage, or employ the pe*

VOL. Villi R
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cuniary resources of the nation. In works of mere

utility, and destitute of show, he neither exercised his

own talents, nor employed the means within his power

of conducing to the happiness of the community. At

the moment when his engineers were engaged in con-

structing the canal ofOurcq, the common and necessary

highways between that town and the rest of the province

were utterly impassable.

Three hundred thousand old men, women, and chil-

dren have been employed during the last three years on

public works ; yet it is extremely difficult for a pedes-

trian to travel twenty miles without the protection of a

guard ; and such is the ruinous and barbarous state of

the country, that an artist observed in sketching the

ruins of an edifice, or taking a landscape, is immediately

suspected of some sinister design, and subjected to the

cognizance of the police. To take a walk in a cross-road

after engaging your bed at an inn would be little better

than an act of madness. The conscription having ex-

hausted the country of every individual capable of carry-

ing arms above a certain age, and not possessed of some

office sufficiently important to render his person fami-

liar to the village: the same prejudice still continues;

and a well-dressed Englishman, enjoying the climate and

the prospects of France in an evening walk (not amongst

hedge-rows, for in France such luxuries are unknown}

would be seized as a spy, or maltreated as a vagabond.

To an Englishman the venerable relics of ecclesiastical

antiquity are the peculiar objects of interest and enquiry.

An English painter, engraver, or lover of antiquities,

hastens, therefore, with all the anticipations of enthu-

siasm, to some magnificent and celebrated edifice, with

the purpose of embodying its beauties, and deriving from
its contemplation new sources of improvement and de-

light He enters the structure after many evasions of

impertinent enquiry, and finds that the interior is a heap

of ruins: that during the fervour of the revolution every

image and everv work of art that bore the sanction of
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the cross, or so far insulted the advocates of equality as

to retain the vestiges of nohle descent and courtly

honour, have been defaced or utterly destroyed: that the

founts have been converted into drinking troughs, and

the brazen ornaments of saints and chevaliers have been

melted down into the helmets and cannon of revolu-

tionary warfare.

It is one of the most degrading circumstances to the

government of Bonaparte, not that he caused these evils,

but that he did not attempt their remedy : that perceiv-

ing the state of barbarism and ignorance to which France

had been reduced, he should have endeavoured to de-

ceive the observation of Europe by the ostentation of

extensive science, profound philosophy, and exalted art

;

by the exhibitions of an institute tutored for the purpose,

and the continual annunciation of new inventions, rather

than prepare for a time to come of discovery and exa-

mination, when the substantial blessings of the people

would have formed his best foundation of appeal to the

forgiveness of his enemies, and to the avowed admiration

or secret attachment of his political partizans.

To delineate, therefore, the more interesting features of

the national character as they are exhibited in the seclu-

sion of rural privacy, or to communicate those vivid and

diversified pictures of scenery and manners, which

strike the eye, and awaken the sympathy of the travel-

ler in England, on the most casual and hasty excursion,

will for some time require a greater share of intrepidity

and self-denial than the majority of our tourists are wil-

ling to display, and will be nearly impossible to the most

curious and indefatigable traveller. The utmost that can

be expected for many years from the literary purveyors

to the curiosity of the public, will be a general descrip-

tion of the appearance of the roads, the accommodation at

inns and houses of entertainment, the expences of post-

ing, and the general contour and character of Parisian

society. We do not include among the other topics of

antertaiamejit or instruction that will soon administer to
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the gratification of the public, the unrivalled treasures

of art and nature, that attest the predatory violence of

the French nation, while they contribute to sooth its

mortifications and cherish its ambition. They are worthy

of more elaborate description, and more accurate and

philosophic examination, tban the writers of travels pos-

sess the leisure or the talents to bestow • and may here-

after tend by the general diffusion of a love for the

arts, and the cultivation of that chastity of taste which

so powerfully contributes to purity of morals, to yield

some small atonement to injured Europe, for a long

career of murder and devastation.

The profligacy and corruption of the French cha-

racter; the utter destitution of morals that pervades every

rank and every description of society ; the absorption of

every generous feeling and every social sympathy in the

sense of personal interest; and the general diffusion of

cunning, meanness, and hypocrisy, are too forcibly deli*

neated, and too accurately reported in the late expose,

submitted to the French people by the ministers of state,

to require additional proof, or more strong and appro-

priate colouring: and when it is considered that the ex-

ternal appearance of the people of Paris accords with their

moral and intellectual character as thus vividly and lament-

ably described, it will easily be conceived that few objects

of cursory attention are likely to meet the eye of the pass-

ing traveller, on which he can gaze with pleasure, or of

which the portraiture would contribute to the gratification

of his readers.

Yet we think that, granting to the fair writer of the

sketch before us every allowance for the shortness of her

visit and the general monotony of the streets of Paris, she

has trespassed too unmercifully on the good-nature of

her correspondent, and on the curiosity of the public. The
Palais Royal, the Boulevards, the Theatres, and many
other objects which present themselves to the notice of

the most unobserving passengers, and exhibit many singu-

lar traits of character and manners3 might surely have
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been distinguished by something more than a passing

notice. But the greater part of the volume is occupied

With dates and personal memoranda; with amiable ter-

rors lest she should write a very stupid letter, terrors

which it must be confessed are usually just, and with the

important information that she has this moment partook

of a hasty dinner. We strongly suspect indeed that the

volume has been compiled from the newspapers, and

from some compendium similar to the Tableau de Paris.

Eighteen pages (59 to 7<3) are copied from the Moniteur,

and the description of monuments, and the hasty notices

ofSacken and Blucher, might be collected in a London

parlour, as easily as at a Parisian table d'hote, and the

routes and places of posting are collected verbatim from

the common itinerary. Yet as the casual observations

on the Parisian costume are evidently written by a female,

and may have been transmitted to this country enclosing

a card of lace or a pattern of silks, we shall do the fair

writer the justice to extract it. " We partook of a hasty

dinner, and then determined on losing no time ; we went

to the Theatre Feydeau, where I was vastly entertained,

particularly with the dress of the ladies which was so

totally opposite to all my ideas of propriety or elegance;

so entirely different from any thing you meet with even in

the caricature shops in England, that my attention was

much more ri vetted on the boxes than on the stage.

The Parisian evening costume is a gown certainly, but

of such a comical form that I should rather imagine it

was thrown on by mistake, than actually made for the

person who wears it. Their waists are frightfully short,

and the back of the gown crossed like a half handker-

chief leaves too much exposed to please my taste: very

short petticoats, with five or six flounces of blonde, which

added to the fullness of the dress, make them lo.ok as if they

wore hoops; their hair a la Grecque, as they call it, is drawn
tight to the top of the head, and then plaited, and a large

comb, ornamented with pearls or coral, placed over the

whole front of the hair. The hair is generally flat on.
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the forehead, excepting one ringlet on each side of the

face. If they tried to disfigure themselves, the pretty

women of Paris could not more effectually do so than

by dressing in this outrageous manner. Their walking

costume is even more absurd, as their bonnets are so

ve?y laughable, that were I to attempt sending you a

sketch of them you would accuse me of following Ba-

ron Munchausen's plan ; they are of an uncommon height,

and surmounted by an immense bunch of artificial flow-

ers or feathers, and when they walk I have really trem-

bled for them, since every moment I expected they

would be overbalanced, and a fall be the consequence,

particularly as the French ladies do not walk in our de-

cided John Bull manner, but seem to tremble with sen-

t isne at every step the)7 take ; what would the towering

madam say, could she rise from the tomb of her fore-

fathers and see herself so much eclipsed ?"

It is impossible fur an Englishman to contemplate the

Jisclo "res which have been lately made of the actual

&tati -which the morals and resources of France have

been reduced, without feeling all his natural enthusiasm

in the cause of liberty confirmed and invigorated by the

melancholy prospect before him. It has been in the

power of one man to demoralize the character of a mighty

nation,, and to retain its respective departments in inpene-

trable ignorance of the collective misery occasioned by

liissway. To the advocates of the liberty of the press

no stronger argument can be afforded than by the degra-

dation and distress to which France bus been subjected

from its restraint. It is better that enthusiasm should

sometimes degenerate into licentiousne.-s, than that all

the sources of human happiness should be destroyed,

and all the sources of human morality be corrupted.
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VINDICATION of Mtt, WHITBREAD.

Sin,

In admitting the letter of Publicus, in your last num-

ber, (p. 3(5) I am willing to do every justice to the impar-

tiality of your motives, and especially when I connect

that admission of the article with your declaration in the

notice to correspondent?, that you have no coincidence

with the writer's opinion, and express a hope that some

of Mr. Whitbread's advocates will give a satisfactory re-

ply to the arguments adduced against him! In calling

the sentences of Vublicns arguments, I beg to be un-

derstood as applying that term only according to the

common courtesy of polemical discussion; for in truth

I never read any thing which more felicitously abstained

from every symptom of sound argument than the letter in

question; and I rely therefore upon your professed can-

dour, to admit this refutation of what may be of more

correctly designated as a tissue of sophistieal declamation,

Pablicus commences by paying a just tribute of applause

to the manly and philanthropic sentiments uttered by

Mr. Whitbread, in depreciating the revival of the slave

trade, and then, with a species of confident inconsistency,

which I cannot sufficiently admire, he proceeds to ar-

raign the proceedings of Mr. Whitbread's whole life, as

being one "series of crude, undigested sentiments, con-

flicting with immature practice."—I own I do not ex-

actly comprehend the force of this last sentence, " imma-

ture practice!" Does Publicus mean to say, that the

parliamentary conduct of Mr. Whitbread has in every

instance, been marked by that precipitant rashness

which denotes him to be rather the child of passion than

the pupil of reason ? If he does, let him produce his in-

stances to prove the assertion. Was the impeachment of

Lord Melville a vague and undefined proceeding? Did

the public reap no substantial benefit from an inquiry

into enormous abuses, which, though it led not to condign

punishment upon the titled offender, at lust roused the
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suspicion of government, and awed other officers of the

crown from committing similar peculations ?— Will

Pufjlicus contend that the laborious exertions of Mr.

"YVhitbread to produce an ameliorated system of edu-

cation for the poor, the great and universal specific for

national prosperity and true national elevation of

character, were merely the crude and visionary schemes

of a dreaming theorist, who obscurely beholds a pro-

blematical good, and vaguely strains to accomplish it r

He will hardly, I think, be so bold as to maintain this;

lie will hardly stigmatise the man who so nobly endea-

voured to impart knowledge, and with knowledge vir-

tue, to the great mass of the community, as one " who
never thought one hour before he acted, how he would act,

ov ever remembered one hour after he had spoken, what

he said.'* The comprehensive plan which Mr. Whit-

bread submitted to the legislature for securing a regu-

lar ard efficient system of instruction to the labouring

and indigent classes of the people, received even from

those who .opposed its introduction, upon principles to

them satisfactory and convincing, the most unequivocal

testimonies of applause and congratulation. It exhibit-

ed a deep and a philosophical view of the whole subject,

a profound knowledge of its political importance,

and a sagacious acquaintance with the best practical

means of carrying it into effect. Of all men living, surely

the epithets of reproach which Publicus has adopted can

least be applied to him whose labours have uniformly

had for their object the improvement and happiness of

mankind, either by repressing positive evils which dis-

turbed that happiness, or by devising positive schemes

which might promote that improvement.

It is true, Mr. Whitbread has uniformly expressed his

abhorrence of the French war upon the principle on

which it was originally undertaken ; but was he alone in

that? A great proportion of the wisest and ablest men

who then sat in parliament concurred with him in that

abhorrence. It would be idle now to revive the ques-
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tion for which Fox contended, ami from which Burke

apostatised ; but in this country, where the maxims

of a wise and enlarged liberty are at least acknow-

ledged, if not always enforced, it is surely no political

heresy to maintain that every nation has an undoubt-

ed right to regulate its own interna! policy free from

thecontroul or mandatory influence of any other state.

It is true, also, that Mr. Whitbread has constantly ad-

vocated the necessity of peace, and unceasingly urged

the propriety of attempting it, whenever it could be done

without any compromise of national honor. Does this

denote a man totally devoid of principle as Publicus insi-

nuates ? Are the enormous evils of war, both remote

and immediate, of that neutral and insignificant de-

scription that no anxiety need be felt -about their termi-

nation ? The wretched waste of human blood, the ac-

cumulating pressure of taxation, the increasing habits of

military ascendancy, the profuse and lavish expenditure

of public money, the various abuses that grow out of

a state of warfare, the augmented spirit of hostility be-

tween rival states, and the neglect of domestic encroach-

ments upon constitutional practice, being among the

sad catalogue of dangers and difficulties wdiich accom-

pany protracted war; is he who incessantly solicits a

termination of them to be branded as one who would

ruin his country by pusillanimous councils? In what

code of public or private morality has Publicus studied,

that he should venture to cast such broad imputations

upon the motives of a man whose end and object are so

wise, liberal, and defined ?

As far as I can now recollect these transactions form

the leading features of Mr. Whitbread's public life, ex-

cept the last great occasion on which he nobly stepped

forward in support of injured innocence and oppressed

royalty. I allude to his firm, undaunted, and manly

conduct with respect to the Princess of Wales. Is there

a man in the kingdom who does not cordially admire

and approve his proceedings on this delicate and trying

VOL, Till. S
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occasion? Unawed by the clamors of a ministerial fac«

lion ; unchecked by the supposed obligations of party

feeling ; unsubdued by the attacks of venal advocates^

and unimpeded by any considerations of personal ag-

grandisement, he braved them all in the conscious exe-

cution of a great public duty. The voice of the nation,

has stamped its according suffrage upon the arduous but

noble enterprize. Standing alone in the commencements

he finds himself encircled at the conclusion with the

unanimous applause and concurrence of the people,

What would have been the situation of the Princess of

"Wales if Mr. Whitbread, disentangling himself from all

the shackles of political connexion, had not stepped for-

ward and raised his single voice in behalf of a persecuted,-

suffering stranger, and that stranger a woman and a

princess ? She might still have pined in unmerited ob-

scurity, shadowed over with the doubtful veil of guilt,

and abandoned by that public sympathy which Mr.

Whitbread has awakened, and which will prove her sur-

est bulwark and defence so long as a blameless conduct

on her part shall deserve it. She might still have been

the victim of secret inquiry and open insult; she might

still have remained dependent on the precarious support

of the only individual whose sentiments were most avow-

tdly hostile to her. She might still have been debarred

the common privileges of the land she lives in ; cut off

not only from the allowed and proper endearments of the

conjugal state, but cruelly interdicted from that solace

in her retirement which the affectionate duty of an only

child could give, and which might almost counterbalance

the privation of every other enjoyment. To reinstate her

in those rights; to interpose the strong arm of popular

feeling in her defence; to vindicate the power and digni-

ty of parliament, by making it the check upon undue

severity in the crown itself; and to rescue a forlorn and

helpless stranger, from the desolate misery into which

sue had been unworthily, unjustly precipitated: these

were tue noble objects of Mr. Whitbread's exer-
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tions, and their success has been the no less noble reward

of them. And will Publicus say, that achievements like

these stamp Mr. Whitbread as a man, " the plaything

of his own passions, a political bubble inflated by vanity

and sustained by confidence, or as a machine, blindly

acting from impulses, of whose origin or tendency he

knows nothing?" We may indeed aver such an absurdity,

because any thing is possible in the way of folly, to him
who submits wholly to prejudice; but in averring it, he

will only have the unenviable gratification of saying

what no one believes and every one despises.

Publicus, however, further contends that Mr. Whit-

bread is inconsistent in lamenting that peace was con-

cluded, because he had always been desirous of

peace. I admit he was always anxious for peace but

what sort of peace did he desire? One that should

be compatible with the honour and dignity of the coun-

try. Was the peace just concluded, compatible with

that honour and dignity, in reference to the article which

permitted the revival of the slave trade ? If it was, then

we betrayed that honour and dignity in abolishing a trade

which we may sanction in others, without a violation of

them. If it was, then every one of those innumerable

petitions, which load the tables of both houses of parlia-

ment, are a gross libel upon the past decisions of the

legislature, and a seditious obstruction of the legitimate

operations of government. But who will contend that our

national honor has been consulted in that part of the

treaty ? No one, but your correspondent Publicus ; and

he discovers the secret by a mental process which looks

with more anxiety to the inculpation of those who op-

pose the article, than to the exculpation of those who
introduced it. Wishing him every benefit of such'a dis-

covery.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant^

July \th
t 1814. W,
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HOAXES.

Mr. Editor,
Sir Francis Burdett, in his late address to his con*

stituents, was extremely severe on the inconsistency with
which the friends of ministers and dependants on the
court, express their indignation at the hoax of the stock-

jobbing conspirators, while they themselves are commit
ted the most gross and infamous tricks of the same de«

scription with the most shameless impunity. He dwelt
with much risibility on the assurance of the Morning
Post that the Princess of Wales was impressed with the

deepest feelings of gratitude and contrition ; and adduced
the Naumachia ou the Serpentine as a striking evidence

that hoaxing may be practiced in parks and palaces, as ea-

sily as in the lobby of a gaming-house, or on the floor of

an exchange.

The honorable baronet, however, in his attempts to

divide the infamy of hoaxing between his political friends

and political opponents, and to show that the greater

weight of shame and responsibility devolves on the latter,

appears to have attributed to the influence of party spirit,

or to the prevalence of corruption, a propensity that is

common to all mankind, and is apparently instinctive ta

our nature. It is not to the palace, to the House of Com*
mons, and to the stock exchange, that its practice is

confined— it equally pervades every class and profession

of society. Hoaxing is the first qualification of the law-?

yer, and the primary business of the votaries of Escula-

pius: to hoax is the first object of the statesman's elo-

quence ; and to hoax the last purpose of the most upright

diplomatist. The poet's quartos are circulated by the

art of hoaxing; and but for an occasional hoax what en-

couragement would remain for the manufacturers of news?

Ofanartso universally practiced, and so generally un-

derstood, it is to be lamented that no succinct and authen-

tic history has yet been committed to the world ; and that

while the bricks of Babylon and the Sarcophagus of Alex-

andria are the themes of laborious research, and indefati-
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gable elucidation, an a't more ancient than the time of the

Macedonian hero, and equally intelligible to all the labour-

ers at Babel, even after the confusion of languages, should

have been left to the casual illustration of its practical

professors. It might at least have been expected that

those gentlemen, who in their writings have practiced it

with frequency and success, would have been stimulated

by common gratitude to adorn and elucidate a science so

beneficial to their own pecuniary purposes and so gratify.

ing to their ambition. After hoaxing the town with a

quarto pamphlet, professing to contain a few hundred

lines of poetry, which is found by the reader to be nothing

more than a plagiarism from the gazette, Mr. Southey

might surely have devoted a few notes as valuable as

those appended to the Carmen Triumphale, on the na-

ture, history, and advantages of an art, with which for

many years he has been conversant ; and Dr. Busby, after

charging five guineas beneath the auspices of the Chan-

cellor of Oxford, for an imitation of Creech, under the title

of a translation of Lucretius, should devote, in common
gratitude, another series of Noctes Attics, to a course

of lectures delivered by his son, on the nature of things, as

they relate to the art of hoaxing.

In the expectation that some regular historian of this

noble art, equally qualified by experience, and stimulated

by gratitude, will shortly appear to record its origin and

progress, and to enumerate its various recommendations

to the reverence of mankind; permit me, Mr. Editor, in

the mean time to advance a few cursory remarks on the

probable bistory of hoaxing, during various periods, and

on the present modes and extent of its diffusion.

The devil was beyond a doubt the inventor of hoaxing.

He hoaxed Eve by a fictitious and plausible tale into eating

the apple; and as women are always prone to imitation

where tbe example is evil, she hoaxed her husband by art-

ful smiles and persuasive words into a participation of

her crime. The next hoaxer ofwhom any particulars are

recorded was Jacob, who hoaxed Esau out of his mess of
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pottage and of liis birthright. Sampson was hoaxed out

of his head of hair by the machinations of Delilah ; and
the great men and warriors of the Philistines, in return,

were hoaxed but of their lives by Sampson's stratagem,

Uriah was hoaxed out of his wife by the intriguesof David;

and Holofernes lost his head by the hoax of Judith on the

credulity of his servants. On the ground that hoaxing is

mentioned in the Bible, the modern pretenders to inspira-

tion practice the science with religious fervor. The seer

of visions and the dreamer ofdreams at the House of God,

hoaxes his hearers with tickets of admission at the ga-tes

of Paradise; a rigid disciple of Joanna Southcote, after

hoaxing an unfortunate worshipper out of his property,

endeavoured to hoax the executioner, but was hoaxed in

return; and finally Joanna herself endeavours to hoax the

public by widely circulated tales of virgin pregnancy.

The greatest hoaxer that the world ever saw, a hoaxer

who bears the most evident marks of his descent, and

who will always be regarded by the practicers of that

noble science as the great and almost perfect model of

reverential imitation, is Napoleon Bonaparte. Having

hoaxed the French people into the persuasion that he

was the most eligible protector of their lives and liberties,

lie hoaxed them into the belief that to sacrifice the flow-

er of their youth, and ail the blessings of domestic peace,

to themu frier and destruction of their enemies would ex-

tend their glory and secure their felicity : he hoaxed the

greater part of Europe into a conviction of his brotherly

and virtuous intentions, and had he not carried the ambition

of hoaxing to an extreme, might have continued to the pre-

sent day to hoax us through the medium of the Moni-

teur, by splendid accounts of the internal prosperity, do-

mestic happine.-s, and inexhaustible resources, which his

paternal government had secured and extended. Unfor-

tunately he was tempted to try a hoax too many; and

bis antagonist having had the wisdom to be instructed by

the example of his enemy, hoaxed him in return by allur-

ing him to Mostovi s and detaining him amidst the snows
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of a Russian winter. On his return he found that not*

withstanding his expertness, he had nocommon hoaxers

to contend with in knowledge of the game. The ma-

noeuvre ofBlucher, by which lie marched to Paris, was a

final and masterly hoax on the first hoaxer of his age ; but

it cannot be denied that even since his fall he has done

full justice to his former reputation, and proved himself,

by hoaxing the continental powers into a guarantee of

the title of emperor, and an income of ()00,000 franks, to

be as great an adept in the art of money bargains as the

most skilful hoaxers of the stock exchange.

To enumerate the names of all the hoaxers who have

flourished during the last twenty years in this favoured

country of credulity, among the most thinking people

in the world, would of itself occupy a volume of the

Scourge. Yet it may not be entirely useless to com-

memorate the pretensions of several notorious individuals

in this popular science, as presenting some criterion of

the extent to which it has been diffused through every

department of the state, and every class and profession

of society. On the hoaxers of the P R , whe-

ther at Newmarket or in Pall Mall, the suavity of man-

ner, and urbanity of temper, that so peculiarly charac-

terize the present attorney-general shall not hoax us to

expatiate; nor shall we presume to examine in detail,

since the law of libel is a hoax, the hoax of an exalted

individual, on the friendship and hospitality of a reverend

and honourable gentleman. We shall say nothing of the

hoaxes daily and hourly committed by a celebrated ba*

ronet, high in the confidence of an illustrious personage;

nor draw any invidious distinctions between the acqui-

sition of twelve hundred pounds, on the part of De Be-

renger, by deceiving the public, and the application of

twenty times that sum to her own use, by a venerable

old lady, under fictitious pretexts. We shall insti-

tute no invidious comparisons between the fraudulent

attempt upon the public purse, attributed to Lord Coch-

rane, and the conversion to their own use of more than
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with the apparent approbation of the higher classes of

society ; nor shall we depict the contrast between the

latter of these delinquents, and the more exalted indi-

vidual who squanders the treasures of the nation, and'ex-

hausts the public purse, in the purchase of baby's toys,

and the exhibition of infantine amusements. We re-

member that hoaxes may be practiced on the bench

as well as in the alley; that a packed jury is a hoax ;

that Law personified, when inconsistent with justice, is

itself a hoax ; and that no luckier hoax can be imagined

by the lawyers of the crown, than to catch an inadver-

tent but well-meaning writer in the commission of an

inuendo that may subject him to the jail and the pillory.

We shall therefore proceed to adduce some examples

of hoaxing, which if not distinguished by the rank of the

individuals from whom they have proceeded, have tended

in no inconsiderable degree to corrupt the virtue,

destroy the happiness, and pervert the taste of society

;

to discountenance and discourage the honest pretensions

of talents, integrity, and worth ; and to counteract the

natural progress of the present generation to that perfec-

tion in morals, arts, and learning, which but for the arti-

fices of pretenders, the obtrusion of vanity, and the

perseverence of knavish cunning, wrould have been equally

rapid and satisfactory.

At the same time, Mr. Editor, you must not mistake

me so far as to conclude that I wish to stigmatize all

hoaxes as dishonorable or deserving of reprobation. I

am not acquainted, for example, with a greater hoaxer

than my Lord Wellington. He hoaxed the French ge-

neral to some purpose in the lines of Torres Vedras, and

impressed on the enemy an equal conviction of his skill

at the battle of Salamanca. One of the most successful

hoaxers of the present time, as I have before had occa-

sion to observe, is the Emperor of Russia; and if steal-

ing without violence be included in the definition, the

Duchess of Oldenburgh, who stole the heart of every in-
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dividual who experienced the honor of introduction to

her society, must be regarded as a female hoaxer of the

first class. The Princess Charlotte has stolen the sym-

pathy of every man of honour or feeiing in the kingdom.

The hoaxers for amusement, if they do not incur

the censure that is demanded by the individuals who sa-

crifice their principles and pervert their talents in the

pursuit of gain, must yet be numbered among the

most mischievous and dangerous members of society.

The principal member of this class has displayed, it must

be confessed, a degree of dexterity in applying the results

of his various stratagems to his own pecuniary advantage

that might almost justify his degradation to the level of

mercenary professors. He has hoaxed the ministry into the

graut of a snug sinecure of <£2000 per annum, of which,

like other great little men, he receives the salary without

performing the duties. How little did the warmest friends of

the author of Tekeli, the Siege of St. Quintin, and Killing

no Murder, anticipate at the commencement of his theatri-

cal career, thai: the time was not far distant when his puns

and inuendoes, his tricks on apothecaries, and his

stratagems on the good-nature of the lord mayor*

should elevate him to a responsible and profitable situ~

ation in the government of the Isle of France ; that the

Man of Sorrow should become a joyful possessor of the

loaves and fishes; and an hereditary composer of airs be

appointed to a situation where no wind is heard, no ze-

phyr whispers through the breeze? In one respect, in-

deed, he may be consoled for his absence from the adu-

lation of the Green-room, the friendship of Matthews,

and the enmity of Lord Hawke. He may indulge his

juvenile propensities without incurring the legal visita-

tions that have followed his eccentricities in England;

and arrange his seraglio undisturbed by the approaches

of law and decency. But I have already trespassed, Mr.

Editor, beyond your limits, and must postpone the re-

mainder of my observations to a further opportunity.

VOL, VIII, T
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LORD NELSON *nd LADY HAMILTON

Agis, the Spartan king, rode upon a hobby horse with hb
children—Hercules spun at the distaff—Seipio gathered shells

and joked with Terence the player—yet they were all heroes

in battle.—Zenobia fought the Romans by day, and engaged
with her secretary Longinus in a softer combat by night—Boa-
dicea was not more cruel to her foes than kind to her lovers :

Joan of Arc headed armies, saved France, and went to bed
with the Dauphin. v

Are not these piecedents sufficient to justify the conduct of
a Lord Nelson and a Lady Hamilton ?

In your last number, I was gratified by a perusal of some
few extracts from a recent notorious publication of letters, and
other nonsense, that passed betwixt the late Lord Nelson and
the justly celebrated Lady Hamilton. My gratification arose

not from any merit, or indeed any thing I could see to admire
in the extracts themselves, but the manner in which you held

up to public reprobation a work which reflects disgrace and
dishonour both upon the living and the dead, and displays

(thank God in colours only fit to disgust !) such scenes of pro-

Higacy, immorality, and vice, as perhaps have not issued from

the press since Aphra Behn, with her Atalantis, threw off com-
mon decency, and set the pernicious example so happily fol-

lowed in the present instance.

The biographers of Lord Nelson are entitled to praise for the

adroit manner in which they glossed over that part of his life,

unfortunately tarnished by his connection with Lady Hamilton ;

but sooner or later, truth will break from concealment, and a

few years would have given to the public, what Lady Hamil*

ton, or as she avers, her deceitful friends at present have done.

No man ever more enthusiastically admired the public charac-

ter of Lord Nelson than I have done—no one more truly

deplored his private failings, as no one had better opportunities

of forming a trne judgment of both.—I have witnessed him in

the height of his glory, spreading desolation and death amidst

his country's foes, and I have beheld him in his degradation,

led by the petticoat-strings of Lady Hamilton.

The vices of Lady Hamilton are certainly not overbalanced

by her virtues, though of the latter she certainly had a consi-

derable portion: and I do believe what Lady Hamilton asserts
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to be truth, that but for her exertions to have the fleet supplied

at Syracuse, the battle of the Nile had never been fought.

Sir William Hamilton, the nominal ambassador, was in a state

of mental imbecility at that time, (and had been so for years)

which totally disqualified him for public business: Lady Ha-

milton, with uncommon ability, ruled the court of Naples, and

even the prime minister Acton bent at her frown and rose at

her smile. The populace looked up to her on all occasions;

I have seen (when at the temporary restoration of Ferdinand to

his throne) he appeared in the stern gallery of theFoudroyant,

(Nelson's flagship) after some trifling applause Lady Hamilton

was called for, and upon her appearance greeted with thunders

from ten thousand voices collected in boats round the vessel

;

at the motion of her hand all was quiet, universal silence pre-

vailed, and in the style of an Amazon would she address them,

for two hours without ceasing, and dismiss them happy ; voci-

ferating " long live the ambassador," so they always termed

her ladyship; whilst the king and queen and ministers stood

insignificantly by, and no one cried " God bless them." If

bread was not to be had for the fleet, a note from Lady Ha-

milton made it instantly appear. If live cattle were scarce, her

fiat instantly made them plenty. Nothing, in truth, was wanted

which her zeal did not procure ; she was everywhere, early and

late, from the store-houses and rope-yards, to the watering

places and shambles ; and deemed no service troublesome or

beneath her attention, which tended to the advancement of

her country's interest, to which she made every thing in

Naples and Sicily subservient. She was beloved by the Bri-

tish seamen, and was the constant advocate of the humblest

who applied to her : with the Admiral, she was profuse of her

labour, time, and money, wherever they were required, and

in every action deserved well of her country. Had Lady Ha-

milton been of the opposite sex, I make no doubt but she would

at this time have been laden with honours and employments :

Asa woman, her services entitle her to protection and reward in

her declining years which government would do well to bestow.

The faults of her private career, be they all upon her own head ;

the benefits flowing from her political firmness the nation at

large has felt. Her private character is not more reprehen>ible

than her public one is meritorious. Unfortunately for her

the name of her deceased friend never carried a recommenda«
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tion with it to court. He who himself was rewarded for unpar-

ralleled services with a niggard bounty* in his life, could not

when dead leave a name likely to serve others.

Thus far f have done justice to Lady Hamilton on the bright

side of her character. I shall briefly do the same to that which

appears less brilliant.—When things less important than the

immediate pursuit of an enemy's fleet were the object of Lord

Nelson's care, he was but too often diverted from his duty by

the blandishments and smiles of Lady Hamilton. The scene of

dissipation, feasts, shews, balls, illuminations, which she caused

Palermo to represent, bewildered a brain never famed for its

strength; and, " lulled to rest in the lap of love," he forgot all

but the scene passing around him,

It is well known that previous to the action of the Nile, the

British fleet had been placed on short allowance of provisions.

After the battle, the Zealous, Swiftsure, and Lion, were selected

to remain and blockade the port of Alexandria, and the re-

mainder of the fleet proceeded to Palermo. Before parting com-

pany the ships abovementioned divided their provisions amongst

the whole, reserving to themselves only what would serve for

six weeks, the admiral promising that the first thing he did

on arriving at Palermo would be to send a fleet of transports

"with supplies for the blockading squadron.

At Palermo the admiral totally forgot his promises, and his

squadron led from pleasure to pleasure, and from place tor

* The niggard manner in which government bestowed honours and reward on

Kelson is worthy of remark. After a long series of meritorious actions, end.'

jng with the capture ©f two Spanish three deckers on the battle near Cape Sti

"Vincent, he had to write a long and tedious memorial of his services to ob-

tain a paltry pension for the better supporting the title of baronet which, was

then conferred upon him. A fter the Bailie of the Nile he was created simply a

Baron ; after that of Copenhagen a Viscount ; after Trafa'gar, after his death,

he was made an Earl. Re'uctantly thus were his titles and honours drawn

from an ungrateful and selfish ministry. Contrast this with the liberality

shewn to a man for having atchieved a victory chiefly through the prowess of.

Nelson, and not to bear comparison with the least of his three immortal tri~;

umphs. This man was advanced at one slip to the dignity of an Earl, and

highly pensioned, although rich from the plunder of the West Indies where he

SO long figured with Sir Charles Grey. Orders were showered upon him, and

now in his dotage slumbering into oblivion on his hoards of wealth, the lucra*

tive post of General of M has been lately given to him. These two in«.

stances of profusion and meanness are alike disgraceful to our national annals*
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place by Lady Hamilton, it wasin vain that others (more thought-

ful) reminded him of the starved state the ships at Alexandria

must be in, and the necessity they would be unde. of raising the

blockade for want of provisions. lie again promised—again for-

got ; the appearance of Lady Hamilton put every idea out of

Lis head but that of obedience to her will ; and for weeks no

one could approach him upon business, Immerged in a whirl-

pool of dissipation, which like the Maelstrom of Norway, drew

every thing, and every person within its vortex, the distresses

that the squadron of Sir Samuel Hood at this time suffered were

extreme—the crews subsisted three months upon six weeks

provisions; and but for small supplies of rice and fruit got from

the Pacha of St. Jean D'Acre, and now and then a turn of

brackish water from the Nile, the blockade must have been

raised and the enemy's squadron in Alexandria suffered to

escape. In fact, at last Sir Samuel Hood was compelled to

leave the coast from absolute want, and on the day his ship,

(the Zealous) anchored in Lamosel in the island of Cyprus, the

last provision on board was served out to the officers and crew.

From stating this allowance some judgment may be formed of

three months suffering in a scorching climate on such fare,

—

half a pint of wine, thick as treacle, and sour as vinegar,

—

three pints of water, brackish and muddy, one biscuit, two

ounces of rice, and a few raisins—this was the daily quantum,

the commander had no more—most of the men were afflicted

with the scurvy, and worn to skeletons through severe bowel

complaints by using the Nile water.—Such were the miseries

endured by people who had so recently fought and bled, whilst

their admiral, steeped to thelips in luxury neither thought of

or pitied them. At length upon the strong remonstrances of

Sir Thomas Trowrbridge a supply was sent, when it was not

wanted. We had heard from various quarters the manner in

which the admiral spent his time. I myself have heard Sir

Samuel Hood blame Lady Hamilton for all, execrate her name,

and avow his intention of telling her his sentiments before the

admiral' at Palermo; but there is a something in woman capa-

ble of making fools of the wisest of us.—When the Zealous came

to Palermo, Sir Samuel Hood became one of Lady Hamilton's

greatest admirers, and added to the fooleries which everyone

was anxious to exhibit in honour of Lord Nelson and the fair

ambassadress.
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1 well remember at a time the French fleet had escaped

from Brest, and were expected in the Mediterranean, the fleet

had orders to compleat for sea with all possible dispatch, to

cruise off the island of Maritime near Sardinia in order to in-

tercept the enemy. After the ships were all equipped, they

•were kept three entire days in Palermo roads before the ad-

miral could summon resolution to part from Lady Hamilton.

The Foudroyant was the last ship that left the anchorage ; and

words cannot express thejoy felt by all atthe ideaof Nelson being

again restored to himself and his proper element. The following

morning the Zealous ranging up under the Foudroyant's quar-

ter, Sir Samuel Hrod, and in fact all ou board were surprized

to see Lady Hamilton and the admiral billing and cooing to-

gether in the stern gallery, she had been on board all night

(Sir William where wert thou ?) and a signal was soon made for the

whole fleet to lay by, whilst the admiral returned to Palermo

with the Foudroyant to land her ladyship. Fortunately for

the admiral's fame, the enemy's fleet came no higher than

Carthagena, or by this delay they might have passed with ease ;

nor should we have been acquainted with the circumstance till

they had effected the object of their cruize.

The weakness of the admiral was now more serviceable to

our foes than his courage had been detrimental, and many

stations cf importance were left without a single ship to guard

them.

These are unquestionable actions which detract much from

Lord Nelson's former well earned fame, and at the time deprived

Lady Hamilton of much popularity, which she had acquired

by her late zeal for the interests of the fleet.

Lady Hamilton had a peculiar knack at winning the sailors'

hearts. Delicacy she never pretended to possess, and she always

addressed them in their own language, nor ever seemed

to feel offence at their rude applause. A loud cheer issued one

day from the Minotaur, 74, which at first startled the

other ships of the fleet, but it was soon explained. Her lady-

ship going with her admiral to visit Captain Louis, had got

down to the lower deck, where she made the tars a speech, de-

claring that she would rather have been a foremast man

under Nelson at the Nile than Queen of Great Britain.

Sir Samuel Hood, on board his ship in the Mole at Palermo,

gave (in his turn) a grand dinner to the admiral, Lady Hamilton.,
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tend most of the officers of the fleet : of course it ended in

drunkenness, as all the Palermo feasts did. No man was more

vain, or might be more grossly flattered than lord Nelson

when a little elevated with wine; 'twas then " he fought all his

battles o'er again," and gained the same victory in twenty dif-

ferent ways, all foreign to the manner in which it had really

been effected

On this day Lord Nelson's health was drank with three times

three in thirty bumpers, acccompanied by fulsome compliments,

which Lady Hamilton always returned in a speech for her

friend ; the mirth became riot ; the conversation, whilst it

could be heard, any thing but decent ; and at twelve o'clock

Lady Hamilton, the only female in company; the queen bee

of the hive, ordered the boats for departing. Sir Thomas Trow-

bridge boasted of having a famous new gig, which he engaged

should beat all the other boats to the landing-place at Palermo.

Lady Hamilton immediately said she would go in it with her

admiral ; Sir Thomas politely went into the boat to receive her

ladyship, who, seated in the chair, waited for his orders to be

lowered over the ship's side. In a few minutes Sir Thomas

called out, "lower away, all's ready," and instantly ordered his

boat to push off and row as quick as possible. The sailors,

obedient to command, lowered away briskly, and her ladyship,

instead of being received into the arms of the gallant captain,

and having her petticoats smoothed down by the midshipman

in waiting, went souse up to the chin in water, to the merri-

ment of every one but her admiral and herself.

Such were the scenes Lady Hamilton was engaged in at Pa-

lermo ; such the refined pleasures in which the hero of the

Nile partook. I shall leave her ladyship up to the neck in wa-

ter until the next publication of your Magazine, when with

your permission, Mr. Editor, I will extricate her from so un-

pleasant a situation, to exhibit her in others, no less strange and

surprizing. I am, Sir, yours 9 &c.

July 2lst9 1814. John Mitford.

EPIGRAMS.

A Seaman's Addition to the Litany.

" Good Lord* ! deliver us, we cry,

u From Bulls, Bears, Stocks, and Pillory !°

* Probably Lord E-

*MM
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On the Serpentine Fleet,

Altho* the Admiralty-Board hath spent

So mrteh to float this mighty armament,

Their greatest difficulty seems behind

;

That is, as seamen say, to raise the wind /

Comfortfor John Bull.

Although thy pockets P rifle,,

Consider, John, 'tis but a trifle ;

So be not in thy choler rash,

For "he that steals thy purse steals trash /"

CASH-IG.

Tempora Mutantur.

Before specialjuries and spies came in season,

The law was declar'd the "perfection of reason P*

But all such old maxims are quite out of fashion,

For LAW now appears the perfection ofpassion I

A Hint to the Rocketteer-General.

While you, Sir William, dive in John Bull's pockets*

To find the paper for your Patent Rockets,

What if some fireworks spoil the Regenfs quiet,

Since Squibs may hiss, and. Crackers breed a Riot L

Forbidden Fruit.

Eve, as we're told, in secret hidden,

Lov'd apples,, 'cause they were forbidden ;

While Charlotte, pouting as they teaze her.

Declares an Orange ne'er will please her :

The reason is—upon my honor,

They tried to force the Orange on her*

The Civil List.

While of Park-Puppet-Shows and Rockets,

Poof Nich'las Van* doth drawl and drivel ?

John Bull, who feels him in his pockets,

Swears that such doings ar'nt quite Civil I

* The CA- r of-the Ex r probably,-
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ROYAL HAND BILL.

$j> express dCommanfc of tjje ^tinee Regent.

This day will be presented, in the Royal Parks,

Being the first time these G() years,

For the entertainment of all the metropolitan masters and
misses, their superannuated maiden aunts and bachelor

uncles, and a long train of nursery attendants,

A Grand and Superb Display of PYROTECHNICS

;

Consisting of a large exhibition of puerile Squibs, Crackers,

Blue Candles, Sky Rockets, &c.

Upon a plan entirely unique, and of incredible magnitude, sur-

passing every thing of the kind yet attempted,
In the immediate presence, and under the direction of the above

august Personage,

And a numerous body of able assistants.

The architectural designs will be upon the most magnificent
scale, suited to the importance of the event, and calcu-

lated to excite wonder and astonish the natives.

Care has also been taken in the erection of numerous Refec-
tories, which will be amply supplied with curds and whey,
bow-wow pies, Banbury cakes, &c.

The whole to be preceded by a splendid Naval Spectacle, ex-
pressly got up for the brilliant event, entitled,

NAUMACHY,
Or a mock Aquatic Fight, on the River Serpentine,

For the amusement and instruction of the family of the Bulls;
in which the whole art and mystery of manoeuvring a fleers

forming the line, bringing-to, grappling, boarding, and all

the arcana relative to nautical engagements will be scientifi-

cally displayed,

In right-earnest ships and boats, with bona-fide men and gun-
powder, and on real water

;

Peculiarly calculated to surprize those ladies and gentlemen
whose fondness for nautical affairs may be truly estimated
by their frequent voyages to Chelsea and Battersea.

The whole of this department to be under the command and
superintendance of that old veteran in seamanship,

Sir Billy Biscuit, Bart.

The justly celebrated Walcheren Admiral,

Whose consummate skill and superior knowledge in naval
tictacks, render him admirably qualified for so important an
undertaking.

N. R. In the course of the exhibition several Vocal Performers
of the first eminence will be grouped in various parts, and
sing many appropriate and loyal songs.

Vivant Rex et Regina,

VOL. VIII, U
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THE HYPERCRITIC*

THE BRITISH CRITIC.

The old series of the British Critic was distinguished,

at the outset of its career, by the bigotry of its religious

and political opinions, the general dullness of its mis-

cellaneous criticism, and the occasional splendor and

profundity of iis articles on Grecian and Roman litera-

tuie. It was edited with care, but not with talent; and

its Monthly Catalogue, if seldom remarkable for bril-

liance of remark, or elegance of language, seldom exhi-

bited on topics unconnected with politics or theology,

wantonness of ridicule, or vehemence of animadversion.

Unfortunately for the reputation of the editors, and for

the pecuniary interests of the publishers, it has exhibited

for the last, five years only the negative qualities which

characterized its early numbers. Its classical contribu-

tors, no longer animated by the barren ambition of unarm-

ed praise, either refrained from contributing to its pages,

or wen1 content to exercise their talents in frivolous and

cursory remarks. In proportion to the decline of Jacobi-

nism, the zeal of its opponents was abated : to the alarm

and irritation of the aristocratic and orthodox readers

of publications, succeeded the security and indifference

of success ; and when the readers of the British Critic

were no longer attracted by the vehemence of its animad-

versions on political and religious free thinking, the ardor

of the editors subsided, and gave place to the dull quies-

cence of scholastic drudgery. For a few years, therefore,

its circulation was confined to the libraries of lethargic di-

vines and collegiate literatuli; till at length its utter des-

titution of learning, wit, or eloquence, combined with

the gross and offensive negligence and injustice with

which it was conducted, many articles being reviewed

two or three times, and receiving opposite and inconsis-

tent characters, disgusted even the most fastidious of its

readers, and rendered expedient the establishment of a

new series.
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If the present volume display neither extent of research

or profundity of remark, it must be admitted that in

fluency and animation of language, in selection of subject,

and in the discussion of general topics, it is much more

convincing and amusing than any successive numbers of

the old series. Yet the articles taken collectively in-

dicate the possession of talent, rather than exhibit its

full developement. They display no minuteness of re-

search, or profundity of argument, but are too fluent to

be dull, and too ingenious to be utterly despised. We
should suspect ev^ry number of the review was written

by some one person of respectable talents, and varied at-

tainments, whose necessary distraction of mind amidst

subjects so multifarious, precluded that intensity of ap-

plication, which, instead of being devoted to one object,

is dissipated among many. The criticisms on general

subjects are evidently written currente calamo ; and if an

occasional article be inserted, displaying laborious re-

search and original investigation, it only tends more

strongly by the face of contrast, to mark the absence of

these qualities in the essays by which it is accompanied.

Our attention has been attracted to the sixth number

of the first volume of the new series by a review of three

rival works on the law of libel, which strikingly displays

the artifices and misrepresentations to which the enemies

of rational freedom are prone to have recourse, in their

opposition to every argument which may counteract

the progress of intolerance. While they display the ut-

most partiality in their comparison between the three

works, and eulogize the production of Mr. Holt, in terms

of unmeasured praise, because he has espoused the ortho-

dox side of the question, they pass over with only a casual

mention the most important arguments in favor of the

liberty of the press, and against the law of libel. The
abuses in the administration of justice, so notorious in

our courts of law, are studiously excluded from the ar-

gument; and the question of officio informations is

discussed as if the people might always be happy to

confide, as the security from the infliction of unjust se-
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verity, in the wisdom and humanity of the crown law-

yers. " To those laws," says the reviewer, " and to the

authorities by them constituted, he is responsible for

the integrity of his publication ; and if it be of mischiev-

ous tendency, by them he is punished. His liberty

therefore consists in this: first, that his authority is

lodged with those who are likely to use it impartially,

and, secondly, that it is called into action on proper oc-

casions only. As to the first point, with whom can such

authority be more properly lodged than with a jury of

twelve men indifferently chosen? In cases of life and

death no objection is made to such a tribunal."—The
reviewer has forgotten that in cases of life and death the

crown itself is seldom an actual party ; that in cases of

theft or murder there is seldom reason to fear the exer-

tion of ministerial influence, and that in such cases even

a corrupt jury might be expected to pronounce a con-

scientious verdict. But the question of libel is, in the

majority of cases, and of its very nature, a question be-

tween power and freedom, between the court and the

people, between the attorney-general and an obnoxious

individual. That mode of procedure, therefore, which

may be impartial between man and man changes its cha-

racter in a proceeding directly instituted by authority

against individual guilt or innocence. Now it is too

well known to be disputed that the majority of special

jurors, who usually sit on a question of libel, are in some

manner or other dependant on the court and the mi-

nistry ; that if they have not obtained some profitable

contracts, nor be possessed of advantageous situations

in public offices, as was the case with the majority of

those who brought in their verdict against Hunt, they

are removable at pleasure from their office of jurymen,

which they have usually purchased, and on which they

depend for subsistence as much as the soldier on his pay,

or the clergyman on his benefice. Again :
" It is to no

purpose to urge the certainty of such a tribunal, or to

adduce an instance in which one acquitted the original
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publisher of a libel for which another jury found the re-

publisher guilty ; unless those who make use of this ar-

gument will engage to frame a law that shall compre-

hend every possible case of libel or slander, and draw the

lines strictly between that which shall be punished and

that which shall not." Now it is the very uncertainty

of the nature of libel, and the probability that the

doubts and uncertainties of the jury will usually be de-

cided in favor of the prosecuting power, that renders it

so dangerous to the liberties, and so injurious to the in-

terests of the people. If the bias in cases of considerable

difficulty were always in favor of the defendant, the un-

certainty of the nature of libel and slander would rather

be a source of congratulation than of complaint. The
selection of special juries renders it a matter of proba-

bility in every trial of this kind, that where the question

of guilt or innocence is nicely balanced, the equipoise

will at last be found on the side of government; more
especially if the'influenceof the judge be added to the de-

pendent feelings of the jury, and their doubts be relieved

by an intelligible and animated oration. Who can doubt

that the speech of Lord Ellenborough on the trial of the

Hunts, produced by its eloquence a considerable in-

fluence over the verdict ; and if eloquence be permitted

on the Bench, what limit shall be put to its exertions ?

It is net sufficient for the purpose of the reviewer to

assert that because the judge is independent of the king
5

as far as respects his pecuniary resources, he is equally

independent on matters of opinion : An involuntary bias

towards the side of power ; an instinctive defence of what-
ever conduces to the exaltation and supremacy of the

higher orders of the nation ; a sensitive abhorrence of all

that tends to resist authority, or dispute the infallibility

of the legislative power, on judicial decisions, becomes
insensibly the object to the majority of the bench of

alarm and reprobation. It is too well known to be dis-

puted that the most celebrated lawyers who have filled

the highest offices of the law for the last fifty years
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have been vehement and sometimes illegal defenders of

every arbitrary act; partial interpreters of the equivocal

expressions of the law ; decidedly hostile to every appear-

ance of freedom in opinion; vehement in their harangues

to juries; the enthusiastic counsellors of the prosecutor,

whenever the offence appeared to involve the most trivial

circumstance of disrespect to the higher powers ; and

the outrageous but frequently impotent rebukers of every

appearance of firmness or intrepidity on the part of the

defendant's counsel. : To admit, therefore, even supposing

a common jury instead of a special jury to be chosen,

that the judge should express his opinion fully and de-

cidedly on the merits of the case, under circumstances

in which it is impossible that he should be free from bias,

and upon a crime of which the nature is so little under-

stood that the jury are unable to detect the fallacies

which may be included in his reasoning, is to create a

superintending advocate who revises the proceedings of the

courts, and decides the verdict in a final speech which

is always inimical to the liberty of the press. It is easy

to ascertain what is theft and what is murder ; but who
shall determine what is libel ? Of theft and murder, as

they do not interfere with the prerogatives, the wishes or

the convenience of the government, it is probable that

no inOuence will be exerted, or unwarily indulged to the

just determination of the verdict; but in a case of libel

who can compute the extent to which innocence is sacri-

ficed in favor of the existing powers.

The British Critic dwells with great complacency on
the opportunities afforded to the defendant of producing
affidavits. Certainly if the defendant will consent to

sacrifice all the rights of manhood, and all the obligations

of conscience, to the declaration of repentance which he
does not feel ; and to the supplication of forgiveness,

which he ought not to have been placed in a condition

to claim, he may entertain some hope that his affidavits

will not be entirely disregarded ; but if he endeavours to>

prove that his statements are correct, that he has been
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deeply injured, and has spoken in the spirit of just re-

sentment, he can only expect the reproaches of the judge

and the aggravation of his punishment. Of what uti-

lity is the subsequent opportunity of defence, if all that

has been rejected in the course of a regular trial be equally

inadmissible in the subsequent affidavits? The very

object, of these affidavits is to afford the defendant an op-

portunity of advancing statements that could not have

been received on the trial consistently with the rules of

court. Look at the case of Peter Finnerty (not that we
adduce it from any admiration of that man's character,)

and observe tiie manner in which his affidavits were re-

ceived.

The fallacy of supposing that the proceedings of the

judges are always free from the influence of passion, in-

terest, and prejudice, pervades every part of the re-

viewer's reasoning. He asserts that (i by giving the discre-

tionary power to the court, which is a fixed and per-

manent body, the legislature has rendered the punish-

ment constant and defined, and every man knows what

risk he is incurring when he publishes a libel." For a

refutation of an assertion so bold and groundless, we need

only appeal to the sentences which have been passed on

various individuals convicted of libel, within the last

six years. The enemies of government have sustained

the most intolerable hardships, and have been condemned

to confinement, poverty, and privation ; while the libellers

in the cause of the minister themselves, or of their party,

have been visited with a trivial and almost nominal pu-

nishment. Compare the sentences of Cobbet, Agg, Hunt,

and Finnerty, with those of Eugenius Roche, and George

Manners, and then decide on the assertion that " every

man knows what risk he incurs when he publishes a li-

bel."

The reviewer endeavours to convince his readers that

" the satirists of the reigns of Charles, Anne, and George

the first, dealt only in general invective against misrule

and corruption." Is Absolam and Achitophel then a
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series of general- invective ? Is Macflecknoe distinguished

solely by indiscriminate and inapplicable abuse? Is Pope's

delineation ofA tossa intended to apply to the female world

at large ; and are Sporus and Sappho fictitious characters ?

Had the law officers of the crown during the two last

centuries displayed the same inquisitorial spirit, which is

recommended and justified by the British Critic, Dryden

would have lingered during the greater part of his life in

prison, arid Pope would have been sentenced to the pil-

lory. The female against whom the bard of Twicken-

ham warns his readers

i( From furious Sappho scarce, a milder fate,

bjT her love, or libelled by her hate ;

would have triumphed inflicting the pains and penalties

attaching to his retort ; and the exquisite delineation of

the character of Rochester, would have entailed upon

himself by his exquisite portraiture of the " chymist,

fidler, statesman, and buffoon," many years of unpitied

solitude, and unalleviated distress. Churchill would

have expiated his offences by a fine equivalent to per-

petual imprisonment; and Johnson have passed a misera-

ble life, unknown to the world, and useless to society, be-

cause in the early part of his literary career, he betrayed

at once his inexperience and his indiscretion by the com-

position of Marmor Norfolciense.

The influence of the French revolution on the minds

of men, so far from conducing to the stability of the re-

viewer's arguments, demonstrates the advantages of free

discussion in a country subject to the government of a

limited monarchy, and has taught us by experience that

the stability of a government cannot be overturned by

unmeaning calumny, and that satire and reprehension are

only successful in proportion to their justice. He will

scarcely assert that the liberty of remark and of decla-

mation should only be permitted to one side; or that if

the governmentbe corrupt, arbitrary, and unconstitutional,

it should not be subjected to the animadversion of the

people. The philosophers and satirists of France might
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have continued to reason, to declaim, without exciting

the disaffection of the populace, or the enthusiastic emo-

tions of the enquiring and educated classes, had not

their satire been enforced, their tenets elucidated, and

their sophistries embellished by the habits and practices

of the court, and the universal diffusion of that spirit of

immorality and licentiousness which originated in the

court of Lewis the 14th, and diffused its poison through

every class of society and every succeeding generation,

So long as our court and our nobles abstain from the

same vices, and carefully observe the duties of religion

and morality, and domestic love, so long they may bid

secure and triumphant defiance to the calumnies of the

libeller.

Miscellanea,

Protest of the Swans in St. James's Park,

Since every Swan is deem'd a poet,

And when he's dying sings to shew it?

Thus, in our hour of peril, we

Protest against the Jubilee.

Firstly, because this preparation

Destroys the quiet of the nation,

And all the noise of nails and hammers.

Is echoed bacl^ by public clamours.

And secondly, another race

Of Blacklegs will usurp our place,

Who, with the crackers, squibs, and rocket^

Will he! p to empty people's pockets.

Thirdly, because the mode of treating

Js copied from our stile of eating-,

Since we are not allow'd to swill,

Nor eat, without -a fang black MIL

Lastly, we deem this Chinese bridge

A shameful breach of privilege,

And we would sooner seek the grave

Than wave our right, the right of wave8

(Signed) The fwa%
?OL

? YI|I e X
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There is more liberality in the following whimsical notice^

which is posted up in a turnip field , near Stafford, than is usu-

ally to be found in such cautions—

il Take one. take two.—Take three

" And I'll take thee."

On a certain Fashionable Converzatione, recently instituted

in D—n street, Soho.

While Dames ofFashion crowd to view

The Raree Show of sage Carpuc,

The learn'd professor they perplex

With questions 'bout its age and sex ;

But w hat most puzzles querists fair,

Is—"Aom> the deuce it could get there?"

Vindication of the Title of "Jessamy Hunt's Feast of th-

Poets:'

While toiling to get through this six-shilling stuff.

The critics all cry out—enough, sir, enough !

And even the critics must own that, at least

In such case, " Enough is as good as a feast !"

Caution copied from a Board stuck up near the Serpentine^

River.

Xo Ladies are suffered to windward to be,

Lest their robes should the breeze intercept from the sea,

And the fleet be becalm'd, in a petticoat's lee !

(Signed) G. P. R,

Counter-signed by the Secretary to the Admiralty,

'The Soliloquy of a Sailor with one eye, one arm, and one legy,

as lie limped through St James's Park.

Blind as I am, methinks a camp I view

—

Many the tents, but faith, the contents few.

Who pays the piper ?—who d'ye think }—-John Bull,

While for his wife and babes he wants a belly full.

For this I lost an eye, an arm, a leg,

For this poor Nan too is comeplled to beg;

Illumination !— the shame and scandal,

GodJ
s light they grudge^ and tax myfarthing candle.

All my Eyb.
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"Copy of a Letter addressed to Sir Pigmy Lilliput, Secretary

to the Admiralty, by Capt. George Fribble, Purveyor of

Park Puerilities, and Commodore of the Canvas Cockboats

in the Serpentine.

H. M. S. Prince Regent, off the Doathouse,

July, 1814.

"Sir,

"It is my painful duty to communicate to you the parti-

culars of a signal and complete overthrow, sustained by the

fleet under my command, in two desperate attacks made upon

the enemy's squadron, which was led in a gallant style by the

Princess, foreign built ship of war.

" After running before the wind in the commencement of

my cruize, without chart or compass, I found myself in shoal

water—(although my draught of it is remarkably small),

—

and to avoid the breakers, 1 was compelled to throw all my
metal overboard, notwithstanding which, I still continued to

drift towards the shore, without being able to raise the wind,

so as to haul off into smooth water, in this emergency, I hoist-

ed false colours, made signals of distress, and, the Princess

heaving in sight, I gave her a salut-e, which she returned, when

the Union flag was displayed, we were lashed together, and,

by her assistance, I was towed to a safe anchorage. So soon,

however, as I had gained my point, I struck the Union, cut

and run, cleared ship, and immediately prepared for action.

** I need not inform you, Sir, that my vessel, though by no

means old, is very crazy from the hard service she has seen,

the courses she has kept, and the effect of grape shot to which

she has been perpetually exposed. She has an unwieldy hull,

with a broad stern, but very poor head ; is slow in answering

the helm, and requires a good deal of ballast to give her any

degree of steadiness.

" The fleet being drawn up in line of battle, I ordered the

Spite, an old Royal fire-ship, the Teizer and Growler gun-

brigs, supported by the Lynx, Fox, Spit-fre, Footman, and

Liar doggers, to advance to the attack of the Princess ; while

I used every device for blowing her up bj- means of torpedos,

catamarans, stinkpots, and other secret engines, of destruc-

tion ;—but, for reasons of which I only am the judge, I avoided

every opportunity of boarding or coming to close quarters.

" The enemy, notwithstanding the severity of the attack,

was so well supported by the Royal Sovereign* that she re~
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pulsed every effort made by the fleet under my command, with-

out sustaining the smallest damage herself. My own ship, I

am sorry to say, was considerably injured by the explosion of

the torpedos and other contrivances.—I therefore hauled of£,

and ordered the whole squadron to lay to, for the purpose of

refitting for a fresh attack.

" The Royal Sovereign, after having rendered the country

the greatest services, was, from a damage received in its head

works, obliged to be carried into dock, where this gallant old

ship was at last to be laid up in ordinary. Availing myself of

this advantage, I again ordered the fleet to advance in the

same order as before—directing that no quarter should be gi-

ven.—Observing, however, that the enemy had sent forward a

cutter to take soundings, with a Broom, the signal of defiance,

at the mast-head, I felt the necessity of being wary in employ-

ing the secret engines,—relying on being enabled by my station,

superior weight and power, to run her down at once. On
advancing for this purpose, I found that the place of the Roy~

al Sovereign had been supplied by the John Bull, a formidable

looking three-decker, which, whenever I approached, emitted

so terrible a hissing sound, that I apprehended combustibles

were at the bottom, and instantly sheered off for fear of an ex-

plosion.—In this dilemma I took a position for raking,—a ma-

noeuvre to which I have all my life been devoted, but had the

mortification to find that none of my shot would reach the ene-

my, while she hulled me most alarmingly at every broadside.

«—From the number of spars between us, I fear I must have

suffered considerably, and, although no lives were lost, I am
sensible that, in point of character, I have sustained a most

irretrievable injury.

" Of my officers I can only speak in terms of commendation
\

all seemed anxious to carry my wishes into effect; they evinced

considerable address in trimming, and when got into shalloiv

and dirty water, and it became necessary to take soundings,

they were all eager to let themselves down for the purpose.

The ship was abundantly found, especially in blocks, and I can

only attribute my want of success to my going, in every in-

stance, upon the wrong tack.

(< I am Sir,

" Your most doleful

" And defeated servant,

" George Fribble.
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New Alphabet for 1814.

A—Stands for August, the month for the shews,

B—For the Bridge built to frighten the crows

;

C—For the Colonel, with genius so rare,

D—For the day when he makes us all stare

;

E—For the English who see this fine sight,

E—For the fire-works let off at night

;

G—For the grandeur those works will display,

H—For the hundreds we for them must pay

;

J—For John Bull, just as blytheas a lark,

K—For the kick-shaws built up in the Park

;

L—For the long-boats our gala to crown.

M—For the men who conveyed them to town ;

iV*—For the noise which seems never to stop,

O—For the oil-skin o'er each Temple top ;

P—For the powder that's used by the fleet,

Q—For the queer ones that planned such a treat

;

R—For the Regent of all this the giver,

S—For the ships in the Serpentine River;

T—For the temples of all town the talk,

V—For the vessels afloat in the Park

;

W—For the winds ; and, Oh I may they prove fair,

X—For the crosses these vessels must bear ;

Y—For the youngsters this sight keeps from school,

Z—For the zeal with which we play the fool.

An Epigram on a Diagram ofEuclid, called " Pons Asininns"

I overheard a silly Cambridge clerk

Thus mutter, as he paced St. James'-park:

What's this? A Bridge ? How hard got over!

O, 'tis the Ass's Bridge, 1 now discover.

X)ne of the Ships of the Serpentine hauled on shore by accident,

A simple Angler throwing flies for trout,

Hooked the main mast, and lugged a first-rate out.

The Green Park—A sentinel on duty there being asked what

he was placed there to do, replied, " he was put there to keep

the cows from eating thefire works"
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The Royal Example,

A plain country hob, rather crusty one day.

To Susan his consort, did jokingly say,

If you do not mind I shall put you away

;

And do it from royal example.

Now Susan was touch'd, and. quick made a reply ;

i( Then I'm sure you've another somewhere in your eye.

Who is better belov'd and esteemed than I,

If you're going by royal example.

In my eye ? said the rustic, you mean in my mind f

But I'm sure I've no serious thought of the kind ;

'Twas nothing but joke as you will soon find,

Though
}
tou know it's a royal example.

Such royal examples, quoth Sue, with disgust,

Are certainly nothing but licentious lust!

And were you to do so, repent it you must,

Though you follow a royal example.

Be silent, my honey, I'll ne'er divorce you,

To live with another, it never will do,

While you're in existence ; believe me it's true,

Although it's a royal example !

And if I'm allow'd to comment on the thing,

I think it's disgrace to peasant or king ;

For nothing but evil from it can e'er spring,

So I'll scorn such a royal exmple;

There is a commandment in scripture we read

Which adult'ry forbids, which the great seldom heed ;

So perhaps many others commit the foul deed ?

Because it's a royal example.

1 wish from this evil the great would refrain,

That the progress may stop, of that wide-spreading bane:

And from their black character wipe off the stain,

And set us some better examples.

For were but the great, who are well educated,

To shew a good life to th' uncultivated ;

They'd all be beloved— not hissed and hated,

And copy such better examples.

But such, I'm afraid, are too old for to mend,

To counsel, though good, they will never attend ;

And only with life will their sins have an end.

And this is an awful example.
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Theatrical Review.

Covent Garden.—This theatre closed on Friday the 15th,

after a season, in which the liberal and unsparing exertions of

the managers had received, we trust, a correspondent liberality

of support on the part of the public. The continued indis-

position of Mr. Kemble prevented him from re-appearing, but

Mr. Young's elaborate study in some measure supplied the

deficiency. The house, we understand, is to undergo various

decorative repairs, but we hope no attempt will be made to

alter the elegant simplicity of its ornaments, which has excited

the uniform admiration of all whose taste is too refined to de-

light in mere splendour of obtrusive glare.

Drury Lane.—Though the attractions of Mr. Kean had

considerably decreased within the last two months, and the

vague applause of uninformed curiosity begau to subside into

the sober examination of critical and calm enquiry, yet, as he

still continued to draw better houses than could be obtained

by any other species of entertainment, the managers very

wisely played him to the last. The theatre closed on Saturday

the 16th, and Mr. Kean played for the last time this season on

the 15th. He has gone to Dublin, where, no doubt, he will be

eulogized with the characteristic extravagance of the country, for

we remember the Irish papers elevated Conway into a Roscius,

though now, on the London boards, he has found a level very

different. An attentive observation of Mr. Kean's whole series

of characters, since he has been at this theatre, has confirmed

in the opinion we originally formed, that not only is he a limited

actor, with respect to the parts he can assume, but even in

those where he is avowedly best, he is inferior to some of his

predecessors. To this opinion, if we mistake not, the public

mind is rapidly returning from some significant facts, which

have come to our knowledge. Of Drury Lane theatre, however,

he has been the pecuniary saviour; and so singly indeed, has

he supported the whole machine, that scarcely any other sub-

ject for remark was obtruded upon the public from the moment
of his first appearance.

Haymarket Theatre,—After much litigation, many squabbles.,

and various hearings, the affairs of this theatre have been so

*ar adjusted as to permit of its being opened this season. >To
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striking novelties, however, have as yet been brought forward.

The company consists of a few provincial recruits incorporated

with the regular theatrical corps. Terry, Matthews, and

Dowton, are engaged. Matthews has played Falstaff

with great success, and Terry Hotspur ; but the latter per-

formance, upon the whole, is an inferior one, when compared

to Kemble, especially in that scene where the fiery Percy

is impatiently striving to recollect the name of Berkley Cas-

tle. We regret to add, that a serious accident, in being

thrown from a gig, is likely to deprive the town for some time,

of both these meritorious performers.

The Lyceum.—This theatre has commenced its summer
campaign of English operas : but nothing has yet been pro-

duced that deserves the notice of criticism.

Royal Circus.—The Surrey theatre has descended from its

nominal dignity and re-assumed its former appellation, having

also returned to its former kind of amusements. Part of the

pit is now converted into an area for the exhibition of eques-

trian performances : but if the horses act no better in the ride,

than the bipeds do on the stage, they may change and change

again, before they'll change the dismal appearance of their

treasury accounts.

Astley's Amphitheatre.—-This elegant resort of fashionable

company continues its performances with increasing popularity •

and the patronage of the public is but the fit reward of that

unwearied anxiety to please, and that taste in devising the

means, which mark the whole series of amusements. It is de-

cidedly the first of our summer theatres.

Vauxhall.—The serene and settled weather which has pre-

vailed for some weeks past, gives a powerful attraction to the

enchanting beauty of this place, so justly the exclusive boast of

the British metropolis. The proprietors, stimulated by an ho-
nourable desire to merit the support they receive, have spared

no sort of expence which can at all contribute to augment
the general appearance of elegance and taste that impresses the
spectators on every side : And the crowds of fashionable vi~

sitors sufficiently attest the success of their liberal efforts.

Wo N„ Jones
?
Printer, No, 5, Newgate-street, London
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

For a description of the circumstances represented in our

Caricature, we beg leave to refer our readers to No, XXXVI.

page 510, of the Scourge,

We have received a long and incoherent letter from Mr.

Bradley, of Digbeth-street, Birmingham, in defence of Joanna

Southcott, and have been much amused by the violence of his

enthusiasm. As soon as he has learned the rudiments of spel-

ling and grammar, we may possibly indulge his inclination to

appear in our pages ; till then he must be content with the

admiration of the good people of Digbeth-street.

Further anecdotes of Lord Nelson and Lady Hamilton, by J,

Mitford, in our next.
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JOANNA SOUTHCOTT'S PREGNANCY.

The beginning of the 19th century has been distinguish-

ed by more singular anomalies in the practice and theory of

the English government than the long and varied inter-

val between the signing of Magna Charta and the

accession of William to the throne. An unfortunate

journalist, who attributes to his superiors, on indisputable

evidence, the commission of obtrusive follies, and the

devotion of their time to effeminate or gross indulgences,

is sentenced to a fine of =£200, and condemned to a long

and strict imprisonment, while the hoary and impudent

professors of spiritual obscenity, individuals who cor-

rupt the morals, and deprave the habits of the community

under the sanction of the holy scriptures, evade the

punishment awarded by positive and specific statutes,

circulate their blasphemies with impunity, and menace

the advocates of rational piety, and the enemies of im-

posture, insanity, and folly, with the punishment that is

due to their own obtrusive and transcendent infamy.

Many years have elapsed since Johanna Southcott ob-

truded her gifts, and her prophecies on the world ; the

old and the young, the weak and the wicked became

the dupes or associates of her delusions, to an extent

as profitable to herself, as disgraceful and injurious to

the public. Since that period she has been permitted to

repeat her blasphemies, to propagate her absurdities, and

to rob the victims of her imposture of their present com-

vol. vnr. Y
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fort and their future hope. In the preface to her produc-

tions, equally destitute of grammar, metre, and common
sense, she has declared that they are written from the

dictation of an angel, admitting, of course, that angels do

not understand the language they adopt ; are unacquainted

with versification ; and are much addicted to the deli-

very of nonsense.

Nor has she merely circulated her predictions and

deluded her disciples in contented security, satisfied with

the inactivity of the law, and grateful for her repeated

escapes from the severe penalties and exemplary pu-

nishments, which had visited her unfortunate predeces-

sors in the eareer of prophecy. On more occasions than

one she has assumed the rights of an injured and virtuous

individual, has appealed with an impudence only equalled

by her blasphemy to the laws of her country ; and em-

ployed as her messengers of insulted honor, a Colonel in the

service of his Majesty, and a man of virtue and of let-

ters, whose fortune, and whose reason had become the

equal sacrifices to her infamous machinations. While

the petty thief, and the timid or occasional swindler, are

condemned to the house of correction and the pillory,

this profane and systematic depredator on the public

credulity, this blasphemer of her God, this propagator

of every description of indecency and impiety, is permit-

ted to circulate her pamphlets and her tickets, to ca-

jole the dupes of her cunning into the gift of valua-

ble presents, to delude the poor, and cheat the rich,

and to become the indirect instrument of fraud and

murder.

Whether trespasses like these be attributed to the

folly or the wickedness of the pretended prophetess, is a

question of little importance, if the circulation of her

pamphlets be productive of misery, and accelerate the

progress of atheism and licentiousness. Insanity uncon-

nected with superstitious imposture, has been hitherto

subjected to the discipline of the bandage and the waist-

coat, and why should the religious delusions of an in-
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sane or depraved old woman and her coadjutors be

regarded by tbe legislature with undue forbearance?

The prophet Brothers, was only secured from the

infliction of exemplary punishment by the proofs adduced

of his insanity; while Joanna is at once permitted to

defraud, and to corrupt the public, by the most out-

rageous falsehoods and the most gross indecencies.

One hundred guineas have been expended by her deluded

followers on a superb cradle intended for the reception

of the second Messiah : all the mysteries of procreation

are recorded with the most scrupulous luxuriance in her

own publications, and the advertisements of her friends;

and the only distinction which she has condescended to

admit between her own character and that of the Virgin

Mary is in favor of her own pre-eminent chastity, virtue,

and intelligence.

It appears from the various prophecies of Joanna, that

the numberless individuals who are now awaiting with

exemplary fatuity the accouchement of this mistress of

Jehovah have been repeatedly deceived by similar but

less important predictions. She prophecies in one of

her pamphlets that in the next year she shall be tried

and sentenced by the twelve judges; in 1792 she informs

her disciples that only seventeen years would be added to

her life; she has repeatedly asserted that in IS 11 England

would be fully redeemed and made completely happy.

In the year 1810 the kingdom was to be visited with

awful judgments ; Bonaparte was to land in England,

and be " put to death by her sealed people." In 1 SOT

she is commissioned by the Deity to lead the people

from their own homes in London to a place of safety in

the country, where their houses and property would be

left to the providence of God, and remain unmolested till

their return. Not one of these prophecies was ac-

complished, yet her deluded followers, who have beer,

thus frequently and openly deceived, await with anxious

expectation the parturition of the beloved, divine, and

prophetic Shiloh, the third representative of divinity, tbe
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infant monitor of the Prince Regent, in whose palaces

heaven has determined that he shall pass the first six

years of infancy, and from whose superintendance he is

expected to derive his first ideas of virtue, religion, and

morality. What Englishman can contemplate such an

arrangement, without being elated by the most ardent

feelings of virtuous exultation? Every one must be aware

that Carlton-House is the abode of goodness, decency,

modesty and benevolence; that vindictive passions and

indecent habits are excluded from its walls with exem-

plary strictness; that the old are impressed with reve-

rence, and the young imbued with virtue! If Shiloh be

educated beneath the auspices of the Prince Regent, and

initiated in the principles and practice of Carlton-

House, how sincere and enthusiastic must be his love of

virtue, how decided and how vehement his abhorrence

of adultery, intoxication, indolence, and folly !

But Joanna has not been merely inaccurate in her

dates and delusive in her prophecies. It might have

been expected indeed that the credulous victims of her

cunning, after being so frequently and so grossly deceived,

would have regarded her future proceedings with resent-

ment or distrust. But they have unfortunately yielded

so far to the conviction of her omnipotence, and her pro-

phetic powers, as to regard her crimes with the same

enthusiasm as her follies. If any evidence were required

of the total perversion of understanding and of principle

that distinguishes her followers, it would be found in the

history of Mary Bateman, who was executed on Satur-

day the 18th of March, 1809, for the murder of Mrs.

Perigo of Bramley.

If Joanna be permitted to circulate her prophecies, and

proclaim her own inspiration with impunity, it is not im-

probable that a numerous race of imitators, rivals, acd

disciples will rise up; that every unfortunate wench

conducted before the magistrates will attribute her preg-

nancy to celestial intercourse ; that new Shilohs will pop

vp their heads in every quarter of the town; and Mr.
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Tozer, and the other advocates of Joanna's prophetic

powers, will affect the gift of seeing into futurity, and

as St. Paul and St. John are supposed to have written

their gospels under the immediate influence of the

Deity, will lay claim to the same privileges, and under

the pretence of being filled with the holy spirit, circu-

late every description of blasphemous eulogy on the

infant by-blow.

It is evident that the deception now practiced by

Joanna cannot long be continued without the assistance

and co-operation of many skilful, designing, and profli-

gate persons. Having accomplished so much with perfect

impunity, they will be tempted to stiLl more bold and ex-

tensive intrigues, unless the magistrates, in whose hands

are vested the power of detecting imposture, and chas-

tising profaneness, come forward to fulfil their duty,

Detection will become more difficult the longer the pre-

sent delusion passes without observation. If the child

should really appear, and be once imposed on the multi-

tude as of celestial origin, no future explanation of the

knavery that may be committed will dissipate the fan-

cies and superstition of her dupes. Pamphlets will be cir-

culated, sermons preached, anthems sung, and medals

struck in confirmation of the miraculous birth, and in ful-

some and profane rhapsodies on the heavenly Shiloh.

Religion itself will be degraded by the repetition of such

mummeries, independant of the danger to which they

subject the establishment ; and when neither Joanna nor

Shiloh are longer permitted to corrupt the morals, and insult

the feelings of the community, there will remain among us

a permanent sect, confiding in all their predictions, plac-

ing implicit credit in all their impostures; a sect more

dangerous and more numerous than the followers of

Swedenburg, in proportion to the more familiar applica-

tion of Joanna's doctrines, and the enthusiastic zeal of her

active ministers and advisers.—Some of our readers may
be disposed to conclude that we regard the impostures of

Joanna in too serious a light, and that the interference of
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the magistrate would elevate her pretensions and her pro-

phecies into notice rather than secure the public

against her impostures, or repress the enthusiasm of her

followers. In this opinion we ourselves coincided a

year ago, but the experience of the last twelve months

has convinced us that she has become too important to be

despised, and too obtrusive not to be dangerous and dis-

gusting. Her pamphlets a, 3 circulated to the amount of

thousands, her disciples, among the ignorant and unculti-

vated members of society, daily multiply, her name is

placarded at every corner of the streets, and the curiosity

of striplings and virgins is excited, and their morals per-

verted, by the introduction into common conversation of

topics connected with her pregnancy, It becomes the

paramount duty therefore of the individuals to whom the

power of investigating the circumstances of the present

imposture to proceed to that important object with

a zeal, a promptitude, and a sincerity, adequate to the

extent of the injury which it threatens to the com-
munity, and to the claims which it presents on the piety

and patriotism of every Christian Englishman.

CROSS READINGS.

Extractedfrom the public Prints.

Yesterday the Prince R 1 paid his usual morning

visits to Manchester-square—the case being clearly made

out, the court passed sentence of a penance, and the

defendant was ordered to stand in a white sheet in the

parochial church of St. Martin in the Fields.

It is confidently rumoured that the present administra-

tion will shortly undergo several material changes—con=

sisting of upwards of five thousand grandsire cators and

treble-bob majors.

Whereas ray wife, Kitty Crumpet, has eloped from

me without any just cause, this is to caution all per-
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Sons—to beware of damaging the premises, or they will

be prosecuted according to law.

The Regent has lately been pleased to confer the dig*

nity of a Baronet of the United Kingdom on John Sil-

vester, Esq.—which he bore with exemplary patience

and christian fortitude.

The fascinating Countess Dowager of— has

taken a house in Piccadilly—for the admission of a

limited number of pupils.

Yesterday the Lord Mayor, after attending St. Paul's,

and hearing an excellent discourse delivered by his chap-

lain—was convicted of keeping a disorderly house, and

sentenced accordingly to three months imprisonment.

The amount of the subscription for the poor sufferers

in Germany goes on with a spirit of liberality truly ho=

nourable to this country—the Queen and Princesses,

very condescendingly contributed their share towards

the pleasures of the day by their august presence.

To be let, and entered on immediately—a healthy

young woman, with a fine breast of milk.

Yesterday the Recorder made his report of the pri-

soners under sentence of death in Newgate—the morn*

ing was ushered in by ringing of bells, filing of guns,

and other demonstrations of joy.

Any lady whose situation requires temporary retire-

ment—will be safely delivered in any part of the town.

Hyde Park fair is said to have recently boasted the

population of the metropolis—the supply of horned cat-

tle was very numerous, and beyond any former instance.

On Tuesday last was examined before the sitting

alderman, a well known civic knight—the complaint

appeared to be a consumption in the purse, which he

had long laboured under.

At his house in May Fair, the lady of G——eW——s,

Esq, of—two surprizing large elephants, male and fe-

male.

On Sunday last, by special licence, Miss Letitia Jones,

aged 16, to Captain Hercules Yardly, aged 55—when
VOL, VIII* %
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the court were unanimously of opinion that this was z

forcible entry w thin the meaning of the statute.

We understand that Lords Liverpool and Castlereagh

left town yesterday, for the seat of the former—after a

minute investigation they were committed to the house

of correction as rogues and vagabonds.

A few days since Lady F s W——-e to the no-

small relief of her ladyship's pocket, was safely delivered

of—two physicians and an apothecary.

In consequence of the bad state of the pavement,

the Hon. Miss E L , had an unfortunate slip in

Piccadilly—medical assistance being procured she was

shortly after delivered of twins.

Under the patronage of his Royal Highness the Prince

Regent—a number of pickpockets, thieves, and prosti-

tutes.

Last night a most terrible fire broke out—and the even-

ing concluded with the utmost festivity.

The Key in Chandos-street is open-^-price 5s. in sheets.

Lost, between Pall Mall and Manchester- square—his

Royal Highness the Prince Regent.

The Princess Charlotte has taken a short trip to Cran-

bourne lodge—and wasr immediately committed to the

custody of the jailor.

We hear that the festivities of the park were designed

by—a gang of pickpockets, fire-eaters, and mounte-

banks.

We are sorry to learn that Lord E—— is afflicted

w?ith—fifteen notorious commoji prostitutes.

Lately came out of the country—several new squares

in the neighbourhood of Bloomsbury and Somers Town.
The magnanimity, wisdom, and virtue of an exalted

personage—Fudge, a poem, or the Sorrows of Servility.

Carlton-house has been lately the scene high words
arose, and they proceeded to blows,
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REFINEMENTS of the AGE,

Sir,
The present era has been generally designated the

age of improvement ; and whoever but cursorily consi-

ders the advantageous and progressive changes that have

taken place in the various branches of the arts and sci-

ences, as well as in every department of mechanics, will

have no reason to dissent from so just and popular an

opinion.

But there is another circumstance which has its pro-

portionate share in characterizing the age, though not

perhaps so generally noticed, which I shall take the li-

berty of expressing by the term refinement. And here I

wish to be understood as literally meaning <s the act of

purifying, by clearing from dross," and not the " affec-

tation of elegant improvement," which Swift on another

occasion has thought proper to term it This refinement

lias been carried to an intolerable pitch of extravagance*

in all the varieties of trades and callings, as well as in

many ether instances; and any one that will take a

slight glance at the metropolitan part of this " island

of shopkeepers," must soon be convinced of the truth

of the assertion. Indeed it was long ago predicted,

" that in a few years, so strong was the rage for refine-

ment among the middling ranks of the community, that

there would scarcely be such a thing as a shop, or such a

class in society as tradesmen.'' Not that I conceive this

was intended to imply the decay of trade; but that

every huckster's hovel would probably be termed a

zcarehouse, and its owner assume to himself the title of

merchant.

This strange perversion of terms ( I beg pardon, this

refinement) is so prevalent in the present day, that you

cannot go into the most insignificant street or obscure

lane, without meeting with many and striking instances.

For example—you may observe in one place a " North-
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amp ton shoe warehouse," with so trifling a' stock that \i

might he packed in a hand-basket, the major domo of

which bas two shoes on, 'tis true, but scorns to be seen

with a h^el to either of them ; and in another part have

a " Nottingham warehouse" attract your notice, in all the

pomp and shew of gilt letters, with their whole mass of

goods exhibited in a window, and the occupier's children

pacing the neighbourhood with apertures in their hose

through which might be riddled a bull dog ;—you may
also frequently find " snuff and tobacco warehouses,"

with scarcely a pinch of the one in their canmsters, or a

pipe of the other in their jars. Nor is it at ail uncom.

mon to observe a" Norwich crape warehouse," for want

of trade, <{ sunk deep in grief and pining with despair;"

or to have the eye directed to more than one " Medicine

warehouse," the occupier of which is extremely disgusted

with the pecuniary operation of his own physic.

With respect to the merchants, they have wonderfully

increased within the last thirty years, if we may judge

from the bills of parcels, or brass plates, which in every

part of the town meet the eye. Before that period a

merchant was considered, and very truly, not only to

be * e one who trafficked to remote countries," but

who also maintained that rank in society superior to a

tradesman. Now, thanks to the generous condescension

of the times, every old-clothes-man is occasionally dub-

bed a " rag-merchant," and every slop-seller in Rose-

mary-lane considers himself a " merchant-tailor;" nor

is there scarcely a dealer in black diamonds throughout

the metropolis, though his whole stock be compres-

sed into a small room, but expects to be hailed as

a * coal-merchant." Nay, the very pig and tripe sellers

must be addressed as " hog and tripe merchants," and

have all the consequence attached to them in bu-

siness, as if their names had graced the peerage of their

country with a long ancestry, and themselves were

styled Viscount Offal or Baron Griskin from inh§.

ritance

!
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But it is not only in the assumption of zcarehouse for

shop, or merchant for dealer, that this modem folly is

apparent. Several callings have also arrogated to them-

selves new designations, and those so extremely foreign

to the origmal terms, that it is not without difficulty

they can even be guessed at. For instance, a manufacturer

of matches, though cooped up in a four-feet garret*

now terms himself a " carver and gilder;" and a brick-

layer's labourer, though daily ascending from a cellar in

St. Giles's, must be set down as •' Mr. Macebearer.%

The very cutting-butchers also, (whether from pride,

or from disgust at the low estimation they unjustly bear

in the opinion of some, cannot here be determined) have

entered into these refined notions, and class themselves

as " anatomists," or " dissectors," in the modern glossary;

while their first cousins, the marrow-bone and cleaver*

meOj " catching the manners living as they rise," as-

sume the title of 4i professors of ancient music." Nor
has refinement, in this instancej been confined to the

metropolis; for on enquiry we shall find, that the
* f country bankers" of the new school are nothing more

than the hedgers and ditchers of our fore-fathers; and

that a " surveyor of the plantations" will ultimately prove

to be only a domestic gardener.

In short, Mr. Editor, there is hardly any department

in which this singular failing has not made its appear-

ance, as may be further evinced by the ter*ns applied to

several signs of public houses. How long, permit me
to ask, would a person but a few years since have en-

quired for the Pig and Tinder-hox, without meeting with

any one to inform him, that he wanted the Elephant

and Castle ? How many miles might he have traversed

after the Brinneij in Trouble, and never have run his head

against, the old and familiar sign of the Bull in the

Pound ? Or how often have passed the Union, or the

Swan, devoid of interest, when ardently in pursuit of the

Splice^ or the Swimmer ?
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But enough of these refinements for the present. At
a futufe period, perhaps, I may furnish you with some
further observations. In the mean time permit me to

subscribe myself,

Yours, &c.

A Calm Observer.

THE P U L P I T.—Mr. Robertson.

Shane Chapel, Sunday, August 7th.

That every exertion ought to be used to encourage

the virtuous and restrain the vicious ; and that those

•who are employed in drawing mankind from irreligion

to piety, ought to be chosen only with regard to their

qualifications or abilities, are propositions of which the

truth immediately convinces the mind, and were we un-

acquainted with the real state of pulpit eloquence, we
should naturally imagine that they would have some

influence upon our selection of those who are entrusted

with the guardianship of the morals of their fellow-

creatures, and that none would be distinguished by the

title of a priest but those who were eminent for their

accomplishments, and their usefulness, as well as their

learning and their talents.

But we are afraid, that on a strict examination, it will

appear too evident, that those who exercise the duty of

a preacher, can seldom prove that they have been se-

lected for their merit or their worth; but that some

other motive than zeal for religion has been the sti-

mulus by which the patrons of church preferment have

been actuated in the selection and institution of incum-

bents. We shall perhaps discover that the office of

priest is too often sported with, like that of an exciseman,,

and that those who are appointed to fill the latter are
%

admitted with greater difficulty, and are more circum-

spectly examined than those who are candidates for the

former,
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It has come within the sphere of our own observa-

tion that the candidates for admission into the church to

receive their orders under every disadvantage of general,

theological, and lingual ignorance. We are acquainted

with many instances of individuals, who from indolence

were never able to master the Pons Asinorum in Euclid,

and who were indebted for the composition of their

themes at the examination for orders to the kindness of

some more learned friend, who conveyed the slips of Latin

as fast as they were written to his next neighbour, who
gave it in his turn to the third person in the circle, till it

arrived at its place of ultimate destination. I have heard

a candidate for holy orders derive the verb twtw from

to tup 3 the action of a sheep, and am acquainted with

the incumbent of one of the largest livings in England,

who during his examination in the senate-house at Cam-
bridge, asserted that Orion was in boots; and that in

the commission of sin, mankind in general were insti-

gated by improper motions, I have now in my posses-

sion the letter of the brother-in-law of a Marquis, who
being solicited by his parishioners to preach a sermon

on occasion of the last thanksgiving, stated his incapa-

city to a literary friend, in terms of the utmost humilia-

tion, and assured him that unless he could himself sup-

ply him with a sermon, or purchase him one appropiate

to the occasion, he must be obliged to decline the honour

intended by his flock, and incur their displeasure or

contempt.

The better class of clergymen is composed of decent,

domestic, gossiping gentlemen of all ages, fond ©f poli-

tics and fire-sides, and at least, as much attached to

punch as to polemics. The Sunday sermon is a simple

performance, and requires nothing but the trouble of

turning over a certain number of pages, as they come up
in their turn throughout the year. Bishop Berkley, in

answer to a troublesome sceptic, who asks, what is the

use of a set of parsons, who understand nothing but

their acres, retorts the question from his own knowledge
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of the fact, and asks, what is the harm of having so

many country squires, in black coats, rather than in any

other colour? We agree in opinion with the bishop,

that these squires in black coats are useful beings, and

nothing impresses us more strongly with feelings of a

certain order, to see lusty and laborious men, forced

away from the lucrative amusement of breeding pigs,

and fattening sheep for shews., to rhe profitless investiga-

tion of inexplicable texts, or that series of laborious and

unintelligible commentary entitled a sermon. To all this

he may be adequate, but a peculiar day, a feast or a fast,

a day on which something must be said or sung, that is

not said or sung on any other day, comes with most

unhappy visitation on these industrious labourers in the

vineyard.

We have occasionally conversed with seceders from

the establishment, and we almost without an exception

found their first spirit of cnange to have arisen from

disgust at the indifference and ignorance of their pastors.

Among the sectaries they beheld a spectacle extremely

different; zeal, industry, and scriptural knowledge. The
sermon of the dissenter might be vulgar, but it was vi-

gorous; its allusions might be coarse, but they were

unaffected ; its phrases might be singular, but they were

the phrases of scripture. These circumstances wTere

unperceived or disregarded by our clergy tiii their ora-

tory began to be wasted on empty pews, and their re-

maining spirit was employed in futile declamation

against the ignorance and enthusiasm of their adversaries.

The missionary and the evangelist smiled at their exer-

tions, declaimed at their declamation ; carried off the

multitude, and left the clergy victorious and alone.

There is nothing which can afford a stronger evidence

of the want of discipline in our religious institutions

than the number of clergy who are by some impediment

in their utterance prevented from convincing or per-

suading us by their eloquence. When a preacher can

speak his native language with correctness and fluency
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the artifices of rhetoric, and the grace of action, are but

secondary assistants; and it ought surely therefore to be

required, that every messenger of religious truth should

possess at least a distinct and intelligible delivery, and

display no peculiarity of speech which may affect the

minds of his congregation with lassitude or derision.

Yet a person unacquainted with our manners would,

when he entered our churches, naturally conclude that

our priests were chosen for their singularities and

absurdities, and that he was the most honoured who could

display the greatest inproprieties of language. Of the

dignitaries of the church, even those who require the

most satisfactory testimonials of the learning of the can-

ditates for orders, are seldom inquisitive or scrupulous

respecting their natural talents ; they forget that a

man may be learned without being intelligent, and

that he may be qualified to explain the properties

of a Greek article without being able to expound a pre-

cept of Christianity o If no inferior power will, the le-

gislature ought to pay attention to a grievance so enor-

mous. It ought to be remembered that the future hap«

piness of millions of human beings depends on their being
5

by persuasion, incited to virtue, and by argument deter-

red from wickedness, and that an easy elocution is equally

necessary to the force of persuasion and of argument.

This strictness indeed, and this rigor of selection, may
have its inconveniences, and some may consider the exa-

mination of a man's enunciative powers as without deli-

cacy, but the violation of mistaken delicacy is of no im-

portance when placed in competition with the happiness

of nations, and want of convenience is but a poor excuse

for neglecting any effort which may conduce to the feli-

city of the world.

It ought to be considered that by the facility with

which we admit men into the church we increase the

number of candidates: for when it is perceived that

every failing is overlooked, and that our churches are

frequently governed by men who are totally destitute of

VOL. Till, A A
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the graces of delivery, no one is checked by the consci-

ousness of his defects from aiming at the same eminence j

but were we to observe with fastidiousness the peculiari-

ties of every one who aimed at the dignity of a clergyman,

bo one who suspected his own deficiences would ha-

zard going through a course of study which might be

ultimately useless. We should find that theological en-

quiries would only be cultivated by the possessors

of other acquirements, and have the satisfaction of wit-

nessing those who, were we less rigorous, might be useless

or injurious to the community, acting in spheres appro-

priate to their qualifications and attainments.

The man who attempts to leave any impression on a

religious audience, ought to have an elocution melodious

but not effeminate, bold but not coarse, energetic but not

violent; he ought not to disgust by affected vehemence,

nor to dissatisfy by coldness or. insipidity. His action

ought to display the confidence of a man who is conscious

of the dignity of his office and the importance of his

mission.

But the common class of preachers present a striking

contrast to this outline.

In voice coarse and unintelligible—sometimes by their

sing-song, mimicking the drone of a bagpipe, and at

others approaching to the bellowing ofan Egyptian deity.

In their manner imitating the behaviour of a criminal at

the bar of justice, who, conscious of guilt, dares not look

in the face of his judges, or looking upon their congrega-

tion with the eye of indifference, and the countenance of

stupidity, producing by their dullness or their apathy the

effects attributed to the elder tree, of lulling all who sit

beneath its shade to sleep or forgetfulness.

Should our religious policy be regulated by the prin-

ciples deduced from experience, we may hope for some

success without the aid of fanaticism, in amending the

hearts and correcting the vices of mankind, but should it

continue to be more and more neglected, we may antici-

pate, unaided by the spirit of prophecy, that before the pre*
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sent generation has passed away, the one which succeeds

it will return to the infidelity or idolatry of heathens;

that our public places will be ornamented with images,

and our churches be converted into temples, dedicated

to the worship of Priapus. Such forebodings as these are

usually regarded as the creation of romantic enthusiasm, but

we surely are not in any danger of exaggerating by any re-

presentation we can give, the consequences which may
arise from the indifference and incompetence of the minis-

ters of religion. Nor can we pretend to estimate the changes

which may be caused by the absence of exertion or

ability in our spiritual teachers, when we perceive that the

rise and fall of nations, and the revolutions ofempires, have

been frequently occasioned by causes comparatively tri-

vial—causes of which if any one had possessed the power

and inclination to foretel the effects, he would have been

considered as deluded by the fervor of his own imagina-

tion, or as one who loved to sport with the fear and cre«

dulity of his fellow creatures.

Mr. Robertson is an example by no means singular of

the indifference and incapacity to which we have allud-

ed. With folded arms, and vacant countenance, he ad-

dressed his congregation in a mumbling, languid mode
of delivery, at once monotonous and inarticulate. His

sermon was intended to impress his auditors with a due

sense of the importance of the late political events, and

of the advantages to humanity in general, and to the Eng-

lish people in particular, likely to accrue from its con-

clusion. He adopted for his text the language of St.

Paul, " Let us therefore follow after things that make for

peace." We shall say nothing on the strange perversion

by which a sentence referring exclusively to spiritual

peace should be selected as the foundation of an harangue

on temporal or political tranquillity, but shall enable

our readers, by an extract from the peroration, to

deduce his own conclusions respecting the other portions

of the discourse

:

fC The great and glorious monarehs of Europe, famoy*
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princes, nay the Prince Regent himself, our virtuous and beloveo!

sovereign, for so he may justly be called since the unfortunate

malady of his father took place, all had a hand in this great and

wonderful, and surprizing, andnever-to-be-sumciently-admired

work. Yea, the Crown Prince of Sweden himself ! even the Po-

pish sons of Spanish superstition ! and the inactive Hollander t

all pushed on to one great and glorious point, with burning

souls, and the utmost zeal and rapidity. These splendid and

gracious persons ever to be regarded in this universal nation with

joy and gratitude. We have arrived, my brethren, at the acme

of glory. Peace be unto those who have projected and com-

pleatedthis glorious peace! They have erected unto themselves

a monument of righteousness. France ! rejoice—Prussia ! liftup
thy drooping head !—Russia ! braid thy frozen locks !—Ger-

many ! liberate thy puissant eagle, for the shadow is past, the" sun

shineth ; taxes are left off, more especially the income tax, and

we are all in a fairway of living comfortable. Hear this ye

hills of Zion! skip ye mountains of Lebanon! rejoice ye

towers ! and dance ye little rills, for the glory of God, and the

renown of Alexander! !
!"

If this specimen of Mr. Robertson's eloquence be not

sufficient to giatify the taste or curiosity of the reader,

we recommend him to peruse the volume itself, which

is about to be published in quarto in a splendid type*

with a portrait of the author, and on a scale of magni-

ficence commensure with the learning, elegance, and

modesty which it is destined to embody.

VERBAL MORALITY.
Sir,

Your admission of my former article induces me to

trouble you with one more upon the same subject as a

further illustration of the pliancy of language in depict-

ing the virtues or vices of mankind ; and I cannot help

remarking that I really think a display of this kind

possesses an absolute value from the forcible manner

in which it directs our attention to the fallacies that
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often lurk under the fervor of elocution, or the insidious

reasonings of a cold calculating head. All those ma-

lignant excesses, and unintentional severities into which

we fall from a perverted or a negligent estimate of hu-

man conduct, would be avoided were we careful, in

every instance, deliberately to ascertain the exact qua-

lities of an action : but while, instead of this cautious

process, we surrender our judgment to our feelings, and

decide from sensibility instead of reason, it is impossible

but that much and serious mischief must result to the

general interests of society. In my preceding essay,

for example, can it be doubted that many would actually

form their judgments upon the particular crime there

illustrated, according to the various views exhibited of

it : yet, of all crimes, it should be remembered, the main

feature cannot be altered by circumstances.

I shall not, however, detain you by any extension of

moral commentary upon this point, but proceed to

exhibit one or two more instances of the mode in which

offences may be aggravated, extenuated, or perverted.

I will take in the first place filial affection, and con-

template its character and obligations through the ficti-

tious medium of the same interlocutors.

The Man of the World.—I know but two good pur-

poses for which fathers are useful; the one is to get

money for us while they are young, the other to die and

leave it to us while we are young. It was to please my
father and mother that they got me, and not from any

desire to do me a service. I was to them a non-entity,

but when, for their own amusement, they gave me a

being, they contracted from necessity the obligation to

rear me. In all this, what merit is there on the one side,

or what duty on the other ? A man who plants a tree
s

builds a house, or sows a cabbage, might as well expect

to find an adequate return from the things thus produced

by him, as from that other two-legged thing called a

child. To talk of filial affection as a moral obligation,

arising out of feelings which nature herself has implanted,
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is an absurd sophism ; for, take an infant away from its

parents, and when he arrives at the age of maturity, he

would as promptly knock his father down if he offended

him, or lie with his mother, were she still a personable

woman, as any other man or woman, provided he had

not seen or known any thing of them since his birth.

If nature, however, pointed out the duties we owe our

parents, no lapse of time, no distance of place, no

change of circumstance, could wholly obliterate our

sense of those duties. Nature points out the necessity

of eating when we are hungry, of drinking when we
thirst, of sleeping when we are weary, and at all times,

in all situations, this necessity operates with correspon-

dent force. These therefore, are natural instincts or

feelings, because not destroyed by adventitious circum-

stances, and because antecedent to the influence of

custom and society. But it cannot be affirmed that

what is called our duty to our parents is of that descrip-

tion. What we do for our children we do in the ordi-

nary course of events, and with so little freedom of

agency in some respects that our actions become a sort

of instinct. Our kindness towards them is not exerted

as a special act of benevolence or good-will arising from

any profound reflection on our parts, that we ought so

to act: it is, in truth, a mechanical impulse, as much
so as that which impels the hen to watch over her in-

fant brood, or the cat to nourish her kitten. This me-

chanical influence afterwards grows into habit from its

lengthened exertion, because man is an animal that

requires a longer time to develope his physical and in-

tellectual faculties than a pig or a dog : but the moment
he arrives at that state in which he can do without the

vigilant superintendance of his pro-creators, I see no

more reason why he should remain linked with them by

any ties of duty, than that a full grown bull should

love the cow that bore him, and cherish the old bull

that got him. We observe throughout the whole animal

creation, that the young of every species neglects its
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parents the moment it is able to do without them : and

man, by nature, would do the same if he were not fetter-

ed by habits that impede the free exercise of his ratioci-

natlve faculties. Besides, it is more consonant to the

general harmony and course of Providence that youth

should prevail than age. Young men are commonly in

the full vigor and maturity of mind and body; they are

alert and active, capable of forming great designs, and

of achieving them : they are qualified to contend

with all the bustling scenes of this life, and give to so-

ciety a tone of animation, and a plenitude of action,

which would redeem it from the dull, icy, and stagnant

calmness which the feeble, withered energies of age

diffuse over it. As therefore they are more calculated to

carry on the great business of existence, it follows ofcourse

that they should possess the means by which all its

springs are set in motion and regulated, and of course

they ought to succeed to whatever property their fathers

may have accumulated during their pristine vigor and

buoyancy of spirits, without waiting for their death.

The Moralist.—The reciprocal duties of parents and

children are among the most sacred obligations of social

life. They have their origin in the very constitution of

our nature, and are so intimately blended with every

other honorable and virtuous feeling, that I believe it is not

possible to find an instance of a man estimable for his other

qualities, who is deficient in filial affection. Yet, strange

as it may seem, this virtue, the consciousness of which

God has stamped so indelibly on our hearts, requires,

like all the other moral perfections of man, to be stimu-

lated by precept, and enforced by the dread of punish-

ment Flagrant violations of it, (such as parricide)

have, in all ages, been the subject of municipal regu-

lations : and its minor aberrations have been condemned

by religion and morality. The son of Sirach, in his

Manual of Wisdom, says " the relieving of thy father

shall not be forgotten, and instead of sins, it shall be

added to build thee up; he that forsaketh his father is
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a blasphemer, and he that angereth his mother is cursed

of God."—The moralists of Greece and Rome inveighed

with undisguised bitterness against the neglect of our

parents, and in modern times it has formed the fruitful

theme of exhortation and reproof from the pulpit and

the press. Ingratitude, even when shewn to an ordi-

nary benefactor, is a sin of such heinous character that

few persons can be found who would not indignantly

repel the accusation however justly it might be made:

but that ingratitude which requites a life of tenderness

and love, of unceasing solicitude and unasked bene-

volence, with scorn, neglect, and contumely, partakes

of such villainy, of such unmingled profligacy, of such

depravity of heart, that language would seek in vain to

discover epithets that might correctly characterize it,

Love and veneration for our parents are feelings not

simply of nature, for I would not degrade them so in-

tensely as to regard them merely as instinctive ; they own
a nobler lineage; and though their roots strike indeed

deep into the heart, yet in the full maturity of their

growth, they repose beneath the awful and approving

smile of reason. She stamps her fiat, and invests with

dignity and grace what else would be, at best, but caprice

and chance virtuously co-operating. Any man who re-

flects upon the nature and value of those cares which

from our birth we receive from our parents, must ac-

knowledge that among the objects most powerfully de-

manding gratitude from us none, after the Great Creator

and preserver of our being, can equal the claims of a

father and mother who have conscientiously discharged

their duties to their offspring. To deny this would be

to confound the distinctions of virtue; for wherein

consists the superior merit of the careful parent above

the lawless profligate, but that the one watches over

the beings he brings into the world, while the other,

selfishly confined to mere animal gratification, basely

abandons them. All virtues have their correlative ones.

If it be meritorious in a father to discharge his duty by
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his child, then it is meritorious in a child to make an

adequate return for the discharge of that duty. And
what lit return can he make but that of affection and

obedience in youth, and in manhood to support, if neces-

sary, the author of his being? I am unwilling to believe

that any one can need arguments to convince him that

this is his duty : but supposing there may be some who
so laxly comprehend what are the obligations imposed

upon them by the filial condition, I would suggest, as

one reason, why they should support their parents, if

they be indigent as well as aged, that probably their

indigence is partly occasioned by that outlay, during

their youth, which was necessary to clothe, educate,

feed, and put their children forth in the world. In this

sense, therefore, it becomes a sacred debt to be repaid

when required, and punctually repaid, not by an appro-

priation of a part, but a full participation of the whole.

Where, however, the affluence of a parent renders this

call upon the affection of a child unnecessary there still

remains an equal necessity to smooth the passage of de-

clining years by every blandishment which love and

veneration can testify.

The Philosopher.—Little can be said in support of the

discharge ofour filial duties as matters of positive obliga-

tion. That they do not spring from any universally recog-

nised feelings of nature may be inferred from the fact that

they depend, for their existence, altogether upon the cul-

tivation of the social virtues, and the constant intercourse

of domestic life. There is no innate, no inherent, no ele-

mentary principle of affection for our parents, distinct

from that which is nurtured by reciprocal connexion-

Remove a child from its mother while yet an infant, and

place it under the care of another woman, it will grow

up with all the filial affection for its foster parent which

it would have felt for its natural one if not removed.

This transfer, however, could not take place if the senti-

ment were innate, in which case, also, we should find it

universally diffused among the human species, which in

VOL, VIII, 3 R
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is not the fact, for there are many savage nations where
it is held a virtue to destroy a father or mother when they

are too old to provide for their own subsistence. I admit

that this species of parricide flows from the necessity

in which uncivilized and wandering tribes find them-

selves, not to be incumbered with any unproductive

members : but as the concurrent testimony of travellers

proves that they commit it without any compunction,

that it costs no struggle, that they work themselves to

the horrible energy by no maddening sense of its neces-

sity, we may suppose that they consider the sacrifice

as one made to virtue, as violating no feelings which nature

may have implanted, or custom cherished.

This virtue therefore having no foundation in any ori-

ginal and primitive sentiments of the human character^

we have only to consider it as one which grows out of the

social compact, like many other relative duties of life.

And in that respect, it is confessedly a virtue of the first

magnitude, and most important character ; for without

it the great frame of society would be unhinged and dis-

jointed. The ties which connect themselves with t^e

domestic state are intimately united with those of the

civil compact ; and it would hardly be possible for a

man who had freed himself from the one to endure the

other. The interest which we have in society, and

which makes us solicitous for its preservation, springs

from our individual stake in the general good: it is be-

cause we have something personally affecting us that we
learn to connect our separate enjoyments and privileges

with the more complicated privileges of the community

at large. Now there Is nothing which so forcibly binds

a man as the reciprocal duties of husband, father, son,

brother, and kinsman. The poet has justly observed—

" No bandit fierce, no tyrant mad with pride,

No cavern*d hermit rests self-satisfied?

Abstract what othersfeel, what others think,

AH pleasures lessen, and all glories sink*'*
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If a man stood wholly disunited from the general weal,

if his condition were so forlorn and single that what-

ever he undertook began and ended with himself, if he

had no one to rejoice in his good fortune, no one to weep

in his calamities, no bosom to gladden with his prospe-

rity, no offspring to perpetuate his name, to share his

wealth while living, and to inherit when dead, what mo-

tive could he possibly have to exert himself? He would

remain sullenly content with such a condition as merely-

secured existence to him, but he would never penetrate

into futurity: he would never act for posteritv, and

without that prospective operation, the state of man
must remain fixed and unalterable. Now the basis of all

the social virtues is in the fdomestic ones : good fathers,

good sons, good husbands, make good citizens : but strip

the domestic state of all its blandishments and endear-

ments, remove that solace and consolation which glad-

dens the decline of life in finding ourselves surrounded by

an affectionate and dutiful family, and you at once strike

to the earth every incentive to active zeal. The ag-

gregate good of society however results from the indivi-

dual contribution of each of its members ; and if, there-

fore, you diffuse torpor and languor among the latter by

removing ail stimulus to exertion, you necessarily impair

the general sum of human happiness and virtue. Filial

affection, consequently, if regarded merely as the band

and strengthener of the social compact, is a quality which

should be sedulously cultivated, unless we would relapse

into a state of barbarism and confusion.

The Sentimentalist.—Can there possibly exist a wretch

so lost to every sentimentof manly and virtuously feeling,

so corrupt, so base, so destitute of honor, as to negiect

the discharge of that duty which nature herself points

out as the sweetest and most endearing of all—love and

veneration for our parents. The depravity of his heart

who can despise this duty is beyond description, and be*

yond amendment. Gratitude alone whispers to our

bosom the vast debt we owe, and the impossibility of
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discharging it by any perseverance in obedience, by any

exuberance of tenderness and love. When we were

helpless, they watched over and guided our infant steps;

when we pined in sickness they tended our pillow and

ministered the healing draught: forgetful of themselves,

unmindful of all their own comforts, they lived but for

us, and toikd but for our enjoyments ; patiently they

have endured our froward petulance, gently they have

admonished us in our faults, and tenderly they have stri-

ven to win us from the paths of error: with anxious

solicitude they have studied how to procure us all the

little enjoyments we desired ; and when, as we advanced

in years, our minds hungered for the food of knowledge,

with ready zeal they stood to present the means of at-

taining it. How many self-denials they have endured in

order to bestow upon us the education and instruction

which might fit us for passing through life ; how liberal-

ly they imparted the means, (which unwearied industry

perhaps had acquired) of establishing us in society ; and

when, by this tender improvidence, they have left them-

selves destitute, when, by the common destiny of na-

ture, they are trembling on the verge of the grave, pi-

ously looking towards a future state, yet fondly clinging

to the remembrances of their children, and still watch-

ful for their welfare, shall we, like merciless monsters,

sow the path that leads them to eternity, with thorns,

shall we leave them to struggle, in the remnant of their

days, with want and misery, shall we fill their breaking

hearts with bitterness, and dash from their trembling

hand the little remaining comfort which this life has for

them. Look on their grey hairs fluttering over an anti-

cipated sepulchre ; look at the quenched ardor of their

beamless eyes ; mark that tottering step, that feeble

Toice, and bending form; think what they have been to

you; what they still are to you: think of the honored

being who bore you, now fast hastening to decay; re-

member how they have watched, and prayed, and toiled

for you, and if you have a heart, ask yourself whether
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they ought to descend to the tomb unblessed by that

which sustained them in the hour of peril and adver-

sity, the zeal, affection, and duty of their children.

Man! Man! As you hope to find consolation and love

in your own offspring, shew it to thy parents; and as

you expect mercy and forgiveness at the hand of God, at

least merit them by the exercise of that virtue which he

has himself pronounced to be his commandment.

I remain, Sir,

Yours obediently,

August l%th, 1814. Proteus.

THE REVIEWER.

Histoire de France, pendent le dix-huiteme Siecle, par Charles

Lacretelle, (Just imported.

J

It has seldom been our fortune to examine a produc-

tion so replete with singular and interesting anecdotes,

with important political truths; and with the most vivid

pictures of courtly intrigue and princely immorality as the

work before us. The vices of all modern monarchs, it is

to be hoped, fade into insignificance when compared with

those of Lewis the Fifteenth, and we trust that the time

is yet far distant when we shall be enabled in our own
persons to witness the undivided ascendancy of vice in

the presence of the monarch ; to contemplate the ba-

nishment from courtly society of all who are distin-

guished by virtue, decorum, and integrity, and at once to

resent and to regret the obtrusion of the adulterer, the as-

sassin, and the fratricide, into the destined abodes of ex-

alted rank and exemplary virtue.

M. Lacretelle, in endeavouring to deduce the origin

and progress of the revolution from the profligacy of the

French court, and the utter destitution of decency and

conscience in its courtiers, has only coincided in an obvi-

ous and irresistable conclusion with his literary predeces-

sors. But his narrative is distinguished by good sense
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embellished by many striking and original observations
;

and his anecdotes will be read with irresistable interest

by all who delight in the contemplation of the human
character, or who combine the ability to draw conclu-

sions from the past to the present, with the courage that

may enable them to dissect and secrutinize the loathsome

subjects of contemplation that will be occasionally exhi-

bited to their view.

It would be equally inconsistent with the limits and

the object of our work to trace the circumstances and

gradations of courtly immorality from the reign of Lewis

the Fourteenth to the destruction of the monarchy. M,
Lacre telle demonstrates more minutely and systemati-

cally than any of bis predecessors that the personal inde-

cency, the profligate habits, and unbecoming propensities

of the prince: the elevation to his favour of individuals

distinguished for adultery, peculation, and the utter dis-

regard of external observances; the admission to his

countenance and society of the illegitimate kinsmen of

his family; an indulgence in extravagance and ostentation;

and an indifference to domestic ties, will sooner or later

undermine the foundations of the monarchy, and render

the country that is doomed to witness his indiscretions

the scene of profligacy, disaffection, and distress. Lewis

the Fifteenth indeed had the good sense to foresee the pro-

bable result of his own improprieties, but every profligate

sovereign is not endowed with equal self-knowledge and

sagacity, and it becomes therefore the more necessary

that they should be occasionally admonished of the dan-

gers they incur by narrations of which the spirit and the

tenor must through some medium recal them to occasio-

nal reflection.

We shall now proceed to collect from M. Lacretelle

some of those singular anecdotes of the court which

elucidate its influence on the morals of the people, oc-

casionally referring for the completion, or the authentica-

tion of the anecdotes, to the Duke de Richelieu. Con-

fining ourselves in a great measure, as the reign of that

monarch was chiefly promotive of the revolution, to
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the character and actions of Lewis the Fifteenth. The
prime minister, the Duke de Bourbon, was the passive

slave of Madame de Prie, a woman systematically profli-

gate. Devoted beyond the limits of decorum or pru-

dence to the indulgence of sensual appetite, it asserted

that in the promotion of several of the regiments the suc-

cession of the favored officers was determined by their

willingness and ability to administer to her propensities,

and the health and constitution of the Duke of Bourbon

became after a few short months, the sacrifice of her

adulterous licentiousness. A lady of the court had shared

in moments of caprice and intemperance the favors of the

Duke. Madame de Prie so far prevailed on her ambi-

tion, or her generosity, that she voluntarily incurred the

blame of this disgraceful circumstance, and was rewarded

for her complaisance by the promotion of her husband to

a post of consequence.

On the arrival of the daughter of Stanislaus, who was

intended to share the nuptial bed of Lewis, it was feared

that the latter, who had not attained his sixteenth year*

would be found too modest or too ignorant for the per-

formance of conjugal duties. The Bishop of Flerus

therefore, his minister, commanded a female artist to

excite his dormant passions by libidinous representations,

and selected the most obscene and licentious sculptures

for the furniture of his private apartment?* A dozen

pictures, representing the amours of the patriarchs, were

placed in a situation to attract the eye of the young

monarch in a moment of solitude. The first of the pic-

tures represented the innocent endearments of a shepherd

and shepherdess, but as the series advanced, the progress

of licentious passion was gradually developed, and ex-

hibited in the last delineation ail the obtrusion of ingenious

and voluptuous obscenity.

The close of the monarch's licentious life was distin-

guished by many singular and affecting circumstances.

Afflicted with a nauseous and disgusting disease, which

his physicians endeavoured to persuade him was the
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small-pox ; harrassed by the intrigues of his courtiers,

and the disputes of his spiritual attendants, he sent for

Madame de Barry, and addressed her in the following

words: " My dear, I have the small-pox, and my situa-

tion is extremely critical on account of my age, and other

distempers, I must not forget that I am the Most Chris-

tian King, and the oldest son of the church. I am in my
64th year. In a very short time, perhaps, we must be

separated for ever. I wish to guard against a scene si-

milar to that which took place at Metz " The favorite

retired, and the priests supplied her place. During the

eighth and ninth days the disorder increased ; the king

saw every part of his body fall to pieces, or in a state of

putrefaction, forsaken by his friends, and by the croud

of courtiers who had so long administered to his plea-

sures. Death became his onty prospect, and he spoke of

nothing but the abyss of fire which he exclaimed was on

the point of being opened. He lived to contemplate the

dissolution of his handsome frame. His arms and thighs

were converted into puruleut matter. He was chilled

with fear at the remembrance of his habitual vices, and

vowed anew to edify his subjects should his health be re*

stored. He was seen to beat his breast, was heard to

call for a crucifix and for holy water, which he sprinkled

upon himself and on his bed for the purpose of expelling

imaginary demons. He sent money to the churches, and

every day caused the shrine of St. Genevieve to be

opened. He had lived surrounded by mistresses and
parasites, proud of a handsome person, which no means

were neglected to adorn ; the dupe of the most licentious

and unprincipled of the nobility, who sacrificed their wives

and daughters in the pursuit of ascendancy at court:

the affairs of state and the interests of his people, were to

Louis the objects of comparative indifference. The
blandishments of aged voluptuousness, or the infantine

caresses of immature, but initiated beauty, were to him

more attractive and more interesting than the happiness

cf Europe, and the extension or encouragement of the
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national prosperity. Even when some momentary

gleams of triumph and good fortune pervaded the general

gloom so visible in the countenances of his ministers,

and in the habits of the people, he could claim no praise,

and command no popularity for measures in which he

had acquiesced, but which he had not suggested or pro-

moted. He was contented to leave the cares of domestic

management and foreign policy to the creatures of

Madames de Pompadour, or de Barry ; to seclude himself

with a prudence, it must be admitted, unusual to princes,

from the observation of his subjects, when they were dis-

pirited by misfortune, and to share the triumph of victo-

ries and successful negociations in which he had no share.

The urbanity of his manners, and the persuasion that the

errors of his government were unaccompanied by malig-

nity of disposition, commanded the forbearance of many
who deeply lamented the general profligacy which sur-

rounded him, and predicted the ultimate consequences of

the system of intrigue, immorality, and corruption, which

occasioned the destruction of the monarchy, the subse-

quent miseries of France, and the desolation of Europe.

Inglorious and calamitous, as had been the period of the

regency, it was still preferable to the period that suc-

ceeded it. During that period what calamities did not

Louis the Fifteenth inflict on his devoted people. To them

wTar came attended with all her horrors, and peace with

none of her blessings. Ali the sinews of society were rent

asunder by the monarch and his minions. All the prin-

ciples that bind man to his species were violated, and the

most infamous means were adopted to exhaust the re-

sources of the nation. Edicts were issued, destructive

of all laws, and all privileges, and the fatal decree of lettres

de cachet became the source of thirty years of despon-

dency and misery. Prostitutes, and favorites as weak
and wicked as prostitutes, directed the business of state,

and involved the natio i in the most deplorable cala-

mities. Letters de cachet were obtained by purchase ;

ruinous speculations introduced into the administration of

vol, vii r. c c
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the finances occasioned a bankruptcy, taxes were impose

ed of the most oppressive nature ; remonstrances were

disregarded, and at length forbidden. The source ofjus-

tice was polluted, and finally, the parliament of Paris,

whose members in every period of French history had

merited the praise of being the virtuous but feeble guar-

dians of the rights and privileges of the nation, and all the

other parliaments of the kingdom, were dissolved. At

the commencement of his reign, France, always under the

dominion of prostitutes or of tyrants, was governed by the

profligate mistress of the Duke of Bourbon. Deaf to the

miseries of the people, she lavished with a prodigal

hand, the revenues of the kingdom, and encouraged the

imposition of the most oppressive taxes. The dismission

of the Duke de Bourbon, and the elevation of Cardinal

Henry, checked this torrent of prodigality; but the close

of his administration extirpated eyery principle of eco-

nomy, and surrendered the people to all the miseries ofun-

limited prodigality. Averse from the toil of investigating

the situation of the finances, Lewis signed, without en-

quiry or remorse, every decree that could add to the bur-

thens of his drooping and dejected people. Anticipations

of the revenue and immense loans, contracted to liqui-

date the debts of the prince, swelled the sum of public

debt to so large an amount,that the greater part of the reve-

nue was absorbed in the payment of the interest. Arbi-

trary imposts were imposed at the mouth of the cannon,

and collected at the point of the bayonet. Private pro-

perty was violated, and personal liberty sold. Monopo-
lies of the most necessary articles were sanctioned by the

government, and promoted by the king, who did not scru-

ple to avow that the revenues of the kingdom were

devoted to the flagitious purpose of purchasing, on his

own account, that corn which was to preserve the exist-

ence of his people. To complete the calamitous ac-

count the annual expences of the kingdom exceeded the

income by 70,000,000 of livres.

Of the levity with which even the characters of the

most exalted personages were regarded by the court, and
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of the indifference with which the grossest violations of

decency were committed and regarded, the following

anecdote presents us with a striking illustration:

"After supper the king paid a visit to Madame Vic-

toire : he called one of the pages of the Chamber and

gave him a letter, saying, ' take this letter to the Duke

de Choiseul, and tell him to dispatch it immediately to

the Bishop of Orleans/ James hastens to the Duke de

Choiseul, and finds that he is engaged at the Duke de

Psmthievre's. Thither he repairs: M. de Choiseul is

informed of his arrival, and receives the letter. Cadet, the

first lacquey of Madame de Choiseul, issent in search of

the bishop, and is ordered to return immediately with in-

formation where he may be found. Cadetreturns at the end

of an hour and a half, says that he has been at the apart-

ments of his lordship, that he has knocked repeatedly

and loudly at the door, that no one returned an answer,

and that he has rambled from one part of the city to the

other without discovering where the bishop may be

found. The duke himself immediately proceeds to the

apartments of his lordship, ascends one hundred and

twenty eight steps, and knocks so furiously at the door,

that one or two domestics awake and open it in their

shirts. * Where is the bishop ?' * He has been in bed since

ten o'clock.' * Open his door.' The bishop awakes and

exclaims,' Who is that ?'—
' It is I ; a letter from the king,'

1—A letter from the king ! Good God I What o'clock

is it ?' ' Past two/ £
I cannot read without my glasses

{talcing the letter)—-Where are they?—In my breeches/

The duke went to find them, saying to himself as

he searched round the apartment, i what can this let-

ter contain ? Is the Archbishop of Paris suddenly

dead ? has some bishop become the prey of the hang-

man ?' Neither the bishop, nor the duke were without

anxiety. The bishop took the letter ; the minister

offered to read it to him ; the bishop thought it more
prudent to read it to himself: before, he had finished it

lie returned it to the duke, who read as follows :
' My

Lord Bishop of Orleans ; my daughters long for some
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marmalade of quinces ; they would wish to purchase

three little boxes; send them: if you have not them, I

request {here was a draining of a sedan, and below the.

sedan) to send immediately to obtain it in your episcopal

city, and purchase three boxes ; and for this, my Lord

Bishop of Orleans, God preserve you in his holy keeping/

(Signed) Louis.

" In the postscript was conveyed the following intima-

tion. ' The drawing of the sedan signifies nothing. It

was sketched by my daughters upon this loose paper that

I have laid my hand upon.'

" The astonishment of the two ministers may be con-

ceived: they immediately dispatched a courier ; the mar-

malade of quinces arrived in the morning, and all parties

were satisfied."

With examples so striking of the utter and incorrigible

turpitude of the monarch, andofevery individual connect-

ed with the court, the people of France must have been

lost to every feeling of human nature had they not che-

rished the secret hope of ultimate and effectual resistance.

Their first attempts to limit the power of the crown

were honourable to their sympathies as men, and their

principles as patriots, nor can the subsequent horrors of

the revolution be attributed to the enthusiasm, and virtu-

ous ardor of those who first endeavoured to circumscribe

the progress of despotism. Whatever may be thought,

however, of the motives and principles of the early revo-

lutionists, nothing can be more obvious and instructive

than the lessons which are inculcated by the history of

France for fifty years preceding that important event;

and if any individual be inclined to doubt the influence

of the personal character of the prince on the stability of

government, we recommend him to examine with atten-

tion the pages of M. Lacretelle,
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JOANNA SOUTIICOTT.
Sir,

The numerous calumniators of the celebrated Joanna

Southcott, who circulate their satires and animadver-

sions in so great a variety of forms, and with such unre-

mitting assiduity, appear to be unaware of the advan-

tages that are likely to accrue to the world in general, and

to tins country in particular, from the publicity of her

statements, Yet the singular and important event for

which so many preparations have been made, and which

has elicited the prospective charity of clergymen, heir-

esses, and the wives of public secretaries, may hereafter be

regarded as peculiarly beneficial to the morals, and the

prosperity of the country. Have we not been governed

for a long series of years by the heaven-bom Pitt, and was

not the divine Plato, the idol of antiquity, and why should

not the sacred prophetess Joanna be as able to bring-

forth the youthful and the gifted Shiloh, as the Countess

of Chatham, or the female disciple of ancient philosophy?

To enumerate all the advantages that would accrue to

the nation from the appearance of the expected Shiloh,

would require all the eloquence of a Tozer, and all the

paper collected in the warehouses of the Evangelical

Magazine, or consumed in the publication of Joanna's

prophecies. One advantage, however, is great and obvi-

ous. The present degenerate race of clergymen will

sink into neglect and insignificance before the prophecy

of Shiloh ; virgins who have unfortunately contributed

to the population of the country without the help of

man, will no longer be sentenced to do penance in a white

sheet for an act, which they may have unconsciously

committed with a red-cuffed image; the married ladies

of high life, when convicted of contributing to the po-

pulation of the country under suspicious circumstances,

may boldly and truly assert, in imitation of Joanna, that

they are pregnant by their Lord; and the price of

spirits will doubtless be enhanced to the equal advantage

of the manufacturer and consumer
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As the gift of procreation, at the age of 70, must be

supernatural, it may be presumed that the power of con-

ferring so valuable a privilege will be hereditary; that

the friends and patrons of Shiloh will be enabled to re-

plenish the fashionable world with the dear, delightful,

and dignified offspring of the antiquated friends of the
#e finest Gentleman in England," [see Morning

Tost, August 10, 1814.) It will no longer be regarded as

an objection to the licentious amours of a certain Mar-

chioness that they are barren and unproductive ; the

touch of Shiloh will convert the mortification of anti-

quated sterility into the exultation of prolific, but anti-

quated plumpness. The touch of Shiloh's wand will

act like the rod of Moses, and render the serpents of the

temple of licentiousness, in a certain quarter of the town,

the parents of a numerous progeny of vivacious vermin.

In short, Sir, barrenness will no longer be heard of in the

families of the great, nor chastity in the habitations of

the virtuous. Spirits, light as air, can penetrate through

the key-hole, or descend from the chimney-top, and the

nursery maids will no longer be restrained from the in-

dulgence of their young master's wishes, by the dread

of an accident, which may vcsit the most chaste and vir-

tuous of the sex, in the form of a conflagration or a

cloud. If the procreative spirit can penetrate the chaste

and sacred habitation of a Townley, it may surely per-

vade the recesses of a palace.

If Shiloh be in reality enabled to propagate the means
of procreation, without the usual intercourse between the

sexes, how many barren wives and unfortunate husbands

will be rejoiced in the course of another year, by the

most decisive indications of conjugal affection? The
antiquated batchelor of seventy-two, who is tempted by
the inclinations of the flesh, to engage in holy matri-

mony with some seductive female of twenty-one, will

no longer be afraid that his labours may prove unproduc-
live ; the widow may be equally blest with the married mo-
thers who formerly excited her wonder and her envy j
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and the soprano singers of the Operathouse may enjoy

the prospect of a numerous family undisturbed by the

dread of human cuckoldom.

'I'he necessity of extending the national population

has always occurred to the statesmen of Europe, as a

powerful reason for the encouragement of matrimony.

But the oppressive measures by which celibacy has been

discouraged and incongruous and ill-concerted marriages

promoted, are now no longer necessary. The spirit

which has accomplished the pregnancy of Joanna South-

cott, is doubtless qualified to produce a thousand chil-

dren as easily as one : and to render the growth of a fa-

mily as natural and as easy as the luxuriance of a furze-

bush, and the growth of a mushroom.

In every former period of the world mankind were re-

garded as weak, imperfect, and ignorant of futurity.

But since Shiioh is a prophet, and no reason can be

given why the other progeny of the red-cuffed spirit

should be destitute of the gifts and privileges which his

mother so boldly claims, we may look with confidence

to the speedy arrival of a period when ignorance, uncer-

tainty, and error, shall be no longer known: when all

men shall be as perfectly acquainted with futurity as with

the street in which they live ; when the results of domestic

management, the future progress, and occurrence of do-

mestic events, and all that can affect the fortunes and

happiness of the existing generation, will be as perfectly

familiar to the cobleras to the nobleman. The descen-

dants of the R will be enabled to foresee how
many years of indulgence in Curacoa,. in visits to the

plump and portly beauties of Manchester-square,

and in the conception of designs for the indulgence

of public revelry, will be permitted, before they

fall a sacrifice to the indulgence of the passions ; a fu-

ture H will be able to compute, before he adven-

tures on deliberate adultery* the quantity of damages

which he must pay for the gratification of his licentious

propensities; the Random de Berengers will ascertain
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"before they embark in dangerous and infamous conspi-

racies, the extent and nature of the punishment to which

they will be subjected; the publishers of new editions of

Swift and Dryden by Walter Scott, Esq. will be able to

prophecy how far the public may be gulled, and to

what extent they themselves may be outwitted: and the

public will be enabled to determine when ma}?- be expect-

ed the termination of courtly intrigue and political dis-

honest}7
.

Such are a few of the blessings which will probably

succeed the expected pregnancy of the modern prophet-

ess. Whether they are of a nature to compensate for

the general corruption of public morals, and the diffusion

of blasphemy, may perhaps become the subject of fu-

ture examination ; and in the mean time,

I remain, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

P. P.

SPECIMENS and PROPOSALS for a NEW
DICTIONARY.

Sir,

There is nothing morejixed, as an aphorism, than

the fluctuation of languages.

" Mortalia facta peribunt;

Nedum sevmonum stet honos, et gratia vivax

Multa renascentur quae jam cecidere : cadentque

Quse nunc jimt in honore vocabula ; si volet usus

Quern penes arbitrium est etjus et norma loquendi.'"

Horace.

New customs introduce new modes of thinking, and

words gradually lose their primitive meaning by their ap-

plication to different objects. The refinement of man-
ners produces a correspondent refinement in language, as

may be proved by referring to to the familiar treatises on

medicine and surgery in the reign of Elizabeth, when
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diseases and the parts of the bodies liable to disease were

not veiled in the obscurity of technical terms, or the learn-

ed languages. At a later period the language of conver-

sation, even among ladies, was much less chaste (as we

should think) than at present, though it should not be

forgotten that all chastity is in the mind, and not in the

word* A virgin may be very meretricious in delicate

language, or very delicate in sensual terms. Hence

when we charge our early dramatists with obscenity we
should remember that the audiences for whom they

wrote did not attach such libidinious and revolting sen-

timents to certain expressions as we, who are more refined

and corrupt, now do. In Spain, for example, where female

purity is carried to as great a height as it ever was in any

country, under the auspices of chivalry itself, Bourgoing

says, that he was repeatedly lost in confusion at the sort

of conversation which prevailed, unrepressed, in the com-

pany of females. The grossest double entendres, and

the most intelligible voluptuousness, are tolerated, with-

out any shame, because they are not in fact ministrant to

vice or immorality ; but an English prude would be

shocked to hear what she would feel little compunction

in performing,

I shall not urge, by any copiousness of illustration, the

fact that languages change. I shall assume, as granted,

what I am sure no one will deny, and being granted, it

will also follow, that our existing lexicons must be con-

siderably obsolete. It becomes therefore necessary that

new dictionaries should be compiled to accompany the

progressive mutations of language, and as I have paid

some attention to this subject, I intend forthwith to pub-

lish a dictionary, which shall careful iy and perspicuously

note all these changes. I have made considerable pro-

gress with my labour, but as I am anxious to derive all

the benefit I can from gratuitous assistance, I wish to

submit a specimen of my plan through the medium of

your miscellany, in the hope that it may engage the at-

tention of some of your readers, and procure me their

VOI,. VIII. D D
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aid and patronage. I have selected my examples at

random, but they will serve to shew the spirit and plan

of my undertaking.

I remain, Sir, yours,

Abecedarian,

Pillory.—A state machine. It was formerly used as an
engine to punish rogues ; but is now appropriated to the use of

members of parliament, patriots, and statesmen. It is some-*

times disgraced by being employed for notorious offenders,

(t Exalted on thy stooi of state,

"What prospect do I see of sovereign fate !"

" Tliou art no shame to truth and honesty,

Nor is the character of such defac'd by thee."

Defoe's Hymn to the Pillory,

Poet.—A manufacturer of lines consisting generally of eight

syllables; but sometimes of ten. These are paid for by the

gross; but should be used immediately as they will not keep.

Parson.—A person paid by the state to cram the people with

prayers and preaching, to drink heel-taps at the squires, play

at six-penny whist with old maids, talk bawdy with young

lords, and get drunk with a patron in order to be rewarded

with a bishopric.

Humbug.—A sort of bug peculiar to this country. It is

sometimes used for making wise men look like fools* but more

commonly for braying fools in a mortar to make them wise.

Patron.—A man who feeds needy dependents with moon-

shine ; a huge promiser : a specious tyrant who kills his vie=

tims by the slow poison of " hope deferred."

Author.—A sort of intellectual spider who eviscerates from.

his brain the power of living ; a drudge of opulence, and jest

of fools ; a day-dreamer : one who pampers rich knaves with

flattery and yet dies poor : a man who thinks aloud, that

others may do without thinking.

Bookseller.—A dull laborious species of ass which fattens

upon genius and learning, as the worm diets upon an emperor,

unconscious of the dignity and value of the thing that feeds it?

Woman.—A play-thing used by men.

Patriot.—A stalking-horse, bought by the people to fright

ten a minister, and bought by the minister to amuse the

people : a thing to be let to the highest bidder^ but of no use
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to the owner till it is paid for. It sometimes signifies a yelping

cur, which barks at a beggar, but is always quiet when a rich

man throws a sop to it.

Hoax.—A scheme by which a man may suddenly grow rich

without industry, virtue, or inheritance. A dirty job when

practised by an indigent knave, but only an ingenious trick

when used by legislators. Sometimes it means innocent fun,

by which a hundred persons are made fools that one fool may

laugh at them.

Gentleman.—Any body.

Blush.—The ambiguous livery worn alike by modesty and

shame : more commonly by the latter ; in the most approved

societies it signifies only an index to the heart of a voluptuous

woman.
Love.—A contagious disease, which mostly rages in the hot

months, when women are in great danger of catching it. It

may be cured by a very simple process if the remedy is in hand ;

but it is always administered in secret.

Husband.—A sort of fuller's earth, used to takeout stains

from female reputation.

Cuckold.—A married man.

Wife.—A thing kept for the convenience of one's friends;

sometimes gratuitously ; but it often happens that the owner

of the utensil makes a rich acquaintance pay for the wear and

tear of all the rest.

Gratitude.—The art of forgetting favors.

Ingratitude.—A quality which we see in all men except

ourselves.

K—g.—A person hired by the people at high wages for dirty-

jobs. The office is hereditaiy, in order to prevent the possibi-

lity of any interruption to the chain of regal idiotcy, so that*

" Fool the second, reigns like fool the first."

Prime Minister.—A state carpenter, paid by the king, to

keep the constitution in good repair; but the labourer is sel-

dom worthy of his hire. Like a tinker, he generally makes

more holes than he mends.

Courtier.—A man so weak in the hams that he can never

stand upright ; supposed, by some naturalists, to be of the

same species as the laughing hyena, being, like that animal, ra~

pacious, subtle, and always most to be feared when mo.

smiles.
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Owl.—A species of bird, by some called a common-council**

man.

Virgin.—Ripe fruit, ready to be plucked ; if much handled

the bloom will be lost, and if long kept, the flavor is impaired.

Its relish is derived chiefly from the imagination.

Virginity.—A sort of philosopher's stone, which is frequently-

dug for without being found; and when supposed to be found,

is lost in the same moment.

Truth.—A libel. It was formerly supposed to be hid at the

bottom of a well, but is now frequently concealed in Newgate,

the King's Bench, and other prisons.

Libel.—Unwelcome truth.

Adultery.—An obsolete word for a kind of dance now called

the Prince's favorite, or the Hertford waltz.

Freedom.—The liberty of getting into jail ; and the privi-r

lege of staying there.

Parliament.—-An auction room for the sale of votes to the

best bidder. The competition among buyers is sometimes so

great, that the highest prices are often given for the dirtiest

services.

Law.—The rich man's patrimony, and the poor man's curse*

The art by which knaves thrive at the expence of fools.

GILES AND HIS GUINEA.

Said Giles to his grandmother, chatting one day,

" I am going to Lunnun to-morrow."

"Ah! lad, thee'lt repent it," his grandmother said*

" And leave it with sighs and with sorrow.

" If I might advise thee ne'er ramble to town,

" But e'en as a pestilence shun it,

"The rogues there will steal the teeth out of thy hea<!>

" And laugh at thee when they have done it."

However, friend Giles to the capital went,

Resolving to guard against plunder,

Till passing St. Paul's in the midst of the day*.

The fabric attracted his wonder*
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A sharper observed him, and instant turn'd out

His pockets quite bare to the lining
;

Giles knew what the fellow was at, and turn'd round

Quite cool, without care or repining-.

*' My lad, it won't do, I am not such a fool,

" To be rifled by such a poor ninny,

*' What money I have, boy, Ise clapp'd in my mouth,

" And that, master Sharp, is a Guinea /**

The rogue he retir'd, and soon met a boy

Brought up to the thieving profession ;

" The guinea," he told him, " some scheme must remove
*' To get it in rightful possession."

** Enough," said the boy,

—

t5 That's the man in the frock,

" His cunning shall quickly be humbled,"

Then rattling some halfpence along on me stones,

Fiat down before Giles the lad tumbled.

*' O dear !—where's my money ?" the urchin roar'd out,

* { My mammy will make me deplore it."

The crowd gather'd round, to pick-up the loose cash,

And Giles lent a hand to restore it.

"There, there is thy money," said simpleton Giles,

" Hold it faster—nor more be a ninny."
€S Yes, here are my halfpence, young Hopeful reply 'd;

But where, you old thief, is my guinea ?"

" Good people, he put it just now in his mouth,"
e< A lie, I detest beyond measure."

The people drew up, and with resolute gripe,

Brought forward the glittering treasure.

Then gave it the boy, who Tight joyful ran off,..

And turning to Giles all their fury,

They pelted with mud, but he took to his heels,

And escaped to the regions of Druiy.

ci Of Lunnun," said Giles, " I believe what she said,

" When my grandmother waru'd me to shun it;

ei For zartainly thieves here in town steal your teeth,,

*' And laugh at you when they have done it,"
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A CHARACTER,

There is a numerous class of beings in the world who
wonder at the imprudence, the weakness, and the guilt

of others, who lament with outward but with real since-

rity, the failings and the vices of mankind: are sorry

that the number of those who are influenced by rational

motives, should be so few, and expatiate on the immora-

lity and impiety of the age; but who forget that they

themselves are frequently guilty of the follies for which

they so readily condemn their fellow creatures, and

which so powerfully excite their astonishment and regret.

But though this practice may justly be regarded as

some proof of weakness, it ought not to render satire or

admonition useless, since whatever may be the neglect

which any individual displays for maxims which he en-

deavours to impress upon the minds of others, they must

still stand or fall by their intrinsic truth, without being

rendered less forcible or just by his want of consistency.

One of the most remarkable instances of his self-love

with which I am acquainted, is my friend Jack Maggot,

who has lived to the fiftieth year of his age, in direct oppo-

sition for his own maxims and complaints : and who sel-

dom spends a day without performing in the evening

some action which he has condemned in the morning, or

violating in the morning some duty which he has in the

evening endeavoured to enforce.

If Jack has been introduced into a family in which he

perceives that the boys are idle and the girls impertinent,

he breaks out as soon as he is seated with his companions

into a very gloomy description of the imprudence and the

folly of the system of modern education ; he descants

with much warmth upon the effeminacy and profligacy

ofouryouth, and recommends the use of severity, tem-

pered with moderation, as the oily means of training a

chad in the patti of obedience, of learning, or of virtue.

He observes with great severity, the laxity of discipline,

the destitution of learning, and the neglect of merit,
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which are visible in our public academies; and is asto-

nished that any one could send their daughters to those

abodes of ignorance and vice, commonly called boarding

schools, where their minds are debased by trifling, and

their hearts corrupted by immorality.

If the subject of marriage be introduced, the lamenta-

tions ofMaggot are immediately excited by the haste and

the indiscretion with which such indissoluble connec-

tions are so frequently formed. He points out with all

the eloquence in his power the folly of selecting a com-

panion for life, without regard to the ornaments of the

mind, or merely captivated by those graces of person

which disease may destroy, or ill-nature render disagreea-

ble. Can any one observe without astonishment and

sorrow, with what readiness mankind are allured by
superficial attractions ? How easily folly, coucealed un-

der the semblance of wit, can enslave the mind of the

fair sex; or affectation, beneath the form of modesty,

seduce the affection of the men ; and how little attention is

paid by either, to good sense, good nature, or virtue,

while the graceful ease of a salute, the skilful applica-

tion of flattery, or elegance of dress, will be preferred to

chastity in the one sex, or sincerity in the other. How
many instances of unhappiness and discord do we witness

in the marriage state, which a little timely considera-

tion might have prevented: and how much of irreme-

diable infelicity has derived its origin to the selection of

those who have allured us by the attractions of external

beauty. With what levity the matrimonial contract

is considered, must be evident to every one who sees

with what utter want of reflection thousands are engag-

ed in it, and how frequently the individuals whose

hands arejoined at the altar are unacquainted with the ha-

bits and characters of each other.

The absurdity and infamy of those men who violate

the secrecy of friendship, and betray the confidence

which has been obtained by real or pretended affection

,

faave always been to Maggot a copious theme of rhetg*
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rical display. " With what reason (he exclaims) can any

one expect to gain the esteem of mankind who betrays

the trust reposed in him, and employs the arts of insi-

nuation as a means of contributing to the inconvenience

and imhappiness of his friends." Nor is he less eloquent

in his recommendation of the choice of companions.
ei How much superior (says he) are the pleasures of real

friendship to those of that intimacy which is formed from

a similarity of vice and folly. How much it is to be re-

gretted that the world prefers the society of igno-

rance to that of virtue: that deceit should be courted

under a disguise of politeness, and merit neglected un-

der the garb of modesty. Were every man to select his

friends in proportion to their understanding or integrity,

how much more exalted and permanent would be the

felicity of life, when our griefs or our cares might be

communicated to one who would sympathise with our

joys and our sorrows, alleviate the pressure of calamity,

and share our happiness."

Jack never perceives the quarrels of a master or a

servant without expressing that any man can expect to

be obeyed who knows not how to command. What
folly, he exclaims, must that man be guilty of, who
imagines that a look of severity will excite respect,

or that a wanton abuse of authority will produce

any other effects than contempt or hatred. It is easy to

perceive how much more faithfully that man is served,

whose discretion and mildness of temper excite the love

of his domestics, than he who disgusts them with his

anger, and loads them with reproach. The former is

revered and obeyed with diligence, he perceives at his

approach a smile on every countenance, and is obeyed

with cheerful alacrity ; the latter is feared and despised,

is obeyed with unwillingness, and ridiculed by those in

whom he endeavours to excite respect and fidelity.

Nor do the less personal follies of mankind pass unre-

garded. Jack wonders what infatuation can induce any

-one to waste his time in sloth and inactivity, when
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exertion might contribute to bis bealtb, and to bis

intellectual improvement : what motive can influence tbe

world to remain in ignorance when the moments which,

are spent in unhappiness might be productive of self-

knowledge? or why pursuits, which experience has con-

vinced us only yield vexation and disappointment, are

preferred to occupations which might render us happy

and contented ?

It will no doubt be imagined that Maggot has always re-

gulated his own conduct by maxims and opinions which he

endeavours to inculcate with so much enthusiasm ; that

he proves himself in reality a friend, a husband, and a

father ; that his children are models of obedience and

piety ; that his wife is distinguished by modesty and in-

telligence, and that his house is the abode of felicity and

peace. But Maggot, like more distinguished moralists,

forgets to enforce his precepts by his own example, and

to teach the world that practice is not less easy than

conviction : he was never entrusted with a secret which

he did not betray ; he never acquired knowledge but by

compulsion ; his servants are dishonest and insolent : his

son is ignorant and profligate, and his wife a scold, a

slattern, and an idiot.

Mr. Maggot, indeed, might defend himself from the

charge of inconsistency by asking a bishop whether he

has not hurried over a sermon on temperance, that he

might prepare to do the honors of a turtle-feast ? or pro-

voke the anger of a physician by enquiring whether he-

does not kill his patients by the same death-warrants

which he condemns in his rival brethren? he might

affect to believe that there are some who delight in the

practice of charity, who live upon the property of orphans,

and that many recommend the virtue of honesty who
would have no objection to over-reach each other in a

bargain ; he might rally his pretty neighbours on the

frequency with which they accuse their friends of slander

while they practice it themselves, or remark the artificial

bloom on the check of a rival, while their own is tinctured

VOL, Vill, £ B
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with rouge : he might shew that a statesman does no

always obey the laws which he has enacted for the pu-

nishment of others, and that a moralist may descant on

the vanity of fame whose mind is tortured by ambition i

but as I so far differ from him as to hold a bishop in very

great veneration, that I fear the medical revenge of a

physician, that I love the ladies too much to put them to

the blush, and that the anger of a minister is to me a

very terrible thing, I shall not enter into a minute detail

of the apologies by which his conduct may be excused^

but shall hasten to subscribe myself

Your obedient servant,

Observator*

INSANITY;

To the Editor of the Scourge.

Sir,

The Retreat at York for the reception of insane per-

sons of the Society of Friends has lately excited so much
curiosity in the medical world, and such earnest and

pleasing sympathy among the friends of benevolence

and humanity, that I have observed with equal surprize

and regret the inattention with which so important a

subject is regarded in a work professedly devoted to the

popular and interesting topics of the day. In the hope,

therefore, that your silence has arisen from the necessary

application of your time to subjects more immediately

within the sphere of your personal observation, permit

me, as qualified forsuch a task, by means of local observa-

tion, to communicate to your readers a few singular and

important details respecting this humane and novel esta-

blishment.

It is well known to every one that in both public and

private establishments, the most unparalleled barbarities

have been inflicted on the insane, under the plea of neces-

sity. They are deprived of light and food, and loaded
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with chains. Bedlam and St. Luke's are perhaps the most

extensive establishments in Europe, yet we are furnished

by their reports with a melancholy instance of the ina-

dequacy of the present system to the care of the insane.

The numerous private establishments for the same pur-

pose are equally ineffectual; and notwithstanding the

occasional interference of the legislature and the magis-

trates, disclose the most afflicting scenes, and which in

the majority of instances, serve rather to confirm than to

cure the disorder.

It is refreshing to turn from scenes like these to those

under similar circumstances, but marked by the exer-

cise of the finer affections, instead of treatment the most

appalling to humanity—men suffering under a bereave-

ment of reason, in the paroxysms of ungovernable fury

—

naked, starved, chained, and beaten—we see them under

the influence of a milder system, and with an equal vi-

rulence of disease, enjoying many of the comforts of life :

their disorder mitigated or removed by judicious kindness,

and a skilful direction of those powersof the mind which

even in the most distressing instances remain unimpaired !

enjoying society and liberty in all the stages of the disease,

and gradually introduced to the world as they approach

convalescence.

A young woman of the Society of Friends having in

1791 been placed in a house for the reception of the in-

sane near York, and her family residing at a distance,

they requested some of her acquaintances to visit her : but

they were not allowed to do so on the ground of the pa-

tient not being in a situation to be seen, and in a few

weeks death put an end to her sufferings. This affect-

ing circumstance excited considerable attention in the

society, and it was suggested by William Tuke, that an

establishment for the insane of their own society, and un-

der their own direction, was highly desirabfc, as the pa-

tient might then enjoy the society of those of his own
persuasion, and free from the inconveniences which
were attendant on indiscriminate association in the exist*
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ing institutions: The Retreat, which was soon cam-
pleated in consequence of this benevolent suggestion, is

situated on an eminence about half a mile from the east-

ern gate of the city of York, commanding a fine and ex-

tensive prospect over the surrounding country, and in a

very healthy situation. It is buiit of brick, and the gar-

den in front being inclosed only by a neat common
hedge, relieves it entirely from the aspect of a place of

confinement. The garden on the north side of the

house contains about one acre, which furnishes an ample

supply of fruit and vegetables, and being divided by

gravel walks, interspersed with shrubs and flowers, fur-

nishes to the patients an agreeable place of recreation or

employment. The boundary wall is about eight feet

high, but as the ground lulls from the house its apparent

height is not so great. In furnishing the apartments

particular attention has been paid to the feelings of the

patients. There are no iron-gratings in the windows,

but the necessary degree of security is obtained by mak-

ing the sash-frames of cast-iron, and glazing them

with small panes. The general size of these windows is

three feet by three feet six inches, but the most intelligent

of the benafactors are convinced there is no occas ion for

these precautions, and that a most beneficial effect would

result from placing them in such a manner that the pati-

ent might obtain a view of the surrounding country.

The door of each room is secured on the outside by a

small brass spring mortice lock and bolts: but these are

seldom used as their sound is irritating to the patient.

I shall not enter into a detail of the medical treatment,

which has decidedly proved the advantages of the nourish-

ing over the reducing system. The moral treatment of

the insane may be divided into three heads ; first, the

adoption of means to strengthen and assist the power

of the patient to control the disorder ; secondly, the selec-

tion of modes of coersion, when restraint is absolutely

necessary : and thirdly, the means of promoting the gene-

ral comfort of the insane. The power of self-restraint is
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possessed in a high degree by maniacs, and many, al-

though they cannot be rendered sensible of their irrati-

onal conduct, are aware of the reasons for which they

are secluded from society. Many also of the patients

wno have been described as furious and ungovernable

when at home, on their admission to the Retreat, have

controled their own propensities so completely as to

baffle the sagacity of the physician. This circumstance

may be occasioned by a knowledge that their confine-

ment and treatment will depend on their behaviour.

When coersion is necessary it is done in such a manner

as not to irritate the patient. It is to the improper ex-

citement of the principle of fear, that the small number

of cures which have been effected in melancholic, com-

pared with maniacal patients, must be attributed.

Furious mania has been excited at the Retreat by the

mode of management: and in some instances, by the

privations necessary on relapse. Patients have been ad-

mitted from other houses, and reported to be furious:

but kind treatment has superseded any great degree of

coersion. A man of almost Herculean size and figure

was brought to the house. He had been so constantly

chained that his cloathes were taken off, and put on

by means of springs without uncovering his manacles.

They were, however, taken off when he entered the Re-

treat, and he was ushered into the apartment where the

superintendants were supping: he was calm: his atten-

tion appeared to be excited by his new situation ; he

was requested to join in the repast, during which he be-

haved with tolerable propriety: after it was concluded,

the superintendant conducted him to his apartment, told

him the circumstances on which his treatment would
depend ; that it was his anxious wish to make every

inhabitant of his house as comfortable as possible, and

that he sincerely hoped the patient's conduct would ren-

der it unnecessary to have recourse to coercion. The
maniac promised to restrain himself, and succeeded so

completely, that no coercive measures were ever em-
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ployed towards him. He was frequently very vocife*

rous, and threatened his attendants, who, in their defence,

were very desirous of restraining him with a jacket.

The superintendant went, on these occasions, to his

apartment, and though the first sight of him, seemed to

increase the patient's irritation ; yet, after sitting some

time quietly beside him, the violent excitement subsided,

and he would listen with attention to the arguments and

persuasions of his friendly visitor. After such conver-

sation the patient was generally better for some days, or

a week, and in about four months he was discharged com-

pletely recovered. From the view usually taken of the

principle of fear, has arisen the false idea that it is neces-

sary to commence an acquaintance with lunatics by an

exhibition of strength, and an appearance of austerity.

Much familiarity as tending to lessen authority, is not

adviseable, but a distant and somewhat important man-

ner is all that is necessary. Even a different mode is

found successful, and patients are sometimes best ap-

proached with mild and soft persuasion : but this persua-

sion is generally confined to those circumstances which

affect their liberty and comfort: for no advantage has

been found to arise from reasoning upon their particular

errors. They are usually irritated by the attempt, which

rivets the false perception more strongly on their minds,

and where, in some instances, the maniac has been rea-

soned out of one absurdity it has been succeeded by

another equally irrational. Conversation on the sub-

ject of their despondency, is found to be highly inju-

dicious with hypochondriacs. Every means is em-
ployed to reduce the mind from its favourite but

unhappy musings by bodily exercise, walking, conver-

sation, reading, and other innocent recreations : and the

female patients- of this class are employed in sewing,

knitting, or domestic affairs. Regular employment
being found most efficacious, that kind of it is always

preferred which is accompanied by considerable bodily

exertion.
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The desire of esteem is considered at the Retreat as

operating much more powerfully than fear, and it is

found to enable the patients entirely to resist the strong

and irregular tendencies of their disease; and to assist

many to confine their deviation within such bounds as do

wot make them obnoxious to the family. The patient is

treated as much in the manner of a rational being-

as the

state of his mind will possibly admit; such topics are

introduced into conversation as the superintendant

knows will excite their interest, and at the same time

allow them to display their knowledge to the greatest

advantage. " I have heard," says Mr. Tuke," one of the

worst patients in the house, who had been a considerable

grazier, give very sensible directions for the treatment of

a diseased cow." Persons who are unacquainted with

the habits of the insane, are apt to converse with them

in a childish or domineering manner, and it has been fre-

quently remarked by patients at the Retreat, that a stran-

ger who has visited them has frequently appeared to re-

gard them in the iightof children. The influenceof religion

in soothing the mind is not neglected at the Retreat, but is

considered as ofgreatconsequenee to the acceleration of the

cure. Many of the patients attendtbe meeting of their own
society in the city, and most of them are assembled on

the Sabbath afternoon, when the superintendant reads to

them several chapters in the bible; a profound silence

generally ensues, during which it is very gratifying to

observe their orderly conduct, and the degree in which

those who are much disposed to action, restrain their

different propensities.

Of the modes of coercion those which irritate or de-

grade the feelings are unknown at the Retreat. Chains

have never been permitted. The most violent patients

who are not disposed to injure themselves are merely

confined in a gloomy apartment: but in those despe-

rate cases of melancholy, where there is a strong bias to

self-destruction, the patient is confined during the night

in a recumbent posture. The ingenious arts of the su-
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perintendant have been singularly successful In overcoming

the distressing symptoms of the patient refusing to take

food. Some patients who refuse to partake of the family

meals are induced to eat by being taken into the pantry *-

and allowed to help themselves: others by having it

left in their rooms, or an opportunity given them of

taking it unobserved by the attendants. Others again,

whose determination is stronger, by repeated persuasion,

are induced to take a small quantity of nutritious liquid,

and it is found that every draught weakens the power of

resistance. Sometimes, however, persuasion appears to

eon firm the unhappy determination. In one of these

cases the attendants were completely wearied with their

endeavours, and on removing the food, one of them took a

piece of the meat, and threw it under the grate, exclaiming

at the same time, that she should not have it. The poor

creature, who seemed to be governed by the rule of con-

trarieties, rushed eagerly from her seat, seized the meat

from the ashes, and devoured it. For a short time she

was induced to eat by the attendants availing themselves

of this contrary disposition.

The female superintendant, who enjo}rs an uncommon
share of benevolent activity, occasionally gives a general

invitation to the patients to a tea-party. All who attend

dress in their best clothes, and vie with each other in po-

liteness aud propriety. The best fare is provided, and

the visitors are treated with all the attention due to stran-

gers; the evening generally passes in uninterrupted har-

mony and enjoyment, and the patients controul, to a won-

derful degree, their different propensities. The scene is at

once curious and gratifying. Female visitors are appoint-

ed every month by the committee to pay visits to their own
sex; and the visitors frequently take tea with the patients,

who are much gratified with the attention of their friends,

and generally behave with propriety. To convalescents, the

conversation of judicious friends is highly beneficial,

and on this account they are gradually introduced into

the rational parts of the family. They are also allowed to
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sit up till it is the usual time of the family to go to

rest.

The means of writing are often withheld from the pa-

tient, as it would only tend to produce continual essays

on his peculiar delusions, and rivet his errors more firmly

in his mind. Such an indulgence, however, is occasion-

ally admitted, and the following is an extract from the

poem of a young woman, who while composing-it was

labouring under a considerable degree of active mania.

Address to Melancholy.

Spirit of Darkness ! from yon lonely shade,

Where fade the virgin roses of the spring

;

Spirit of Darkness ! hear thy favorite maid

To sorrow's harp her wildest anthem sing.

Ah ! how has love despoiled my earliest bloom!

And thing my charms as to the wintry wind ;

Oh ! how has love hung o'er my trophied tomk,

The spoils of genius and the wreck of mind.

High rides the moon the silent heavens along,

Thick fall the dews of midnight o'er the ground*

Soft steals the lover when the morning song

Of wakened warblers through the woods resound.

Hail, Melancholy! to yon lonely towers,

I turn and hail thy time-worn turrets mine,

"Where flourish fair the night-shade
1
s deadly flower.

And dark and blue the wasting tapers shine.

O come with me, and hear the song of eve,

Far sweeter, far, than the loud shout or* morn,

List to the pantings of the whispering breeze,

Dwell on past woes, or sorrows yet unborn.

The next we shall extract is of an opposite description,

and exhibits a striking instance of another peculiarity of

insanity: that lunatics, although blind to their own ab-

surdities, are feelingly alive to those of others, and are

quite as ready to laugh at them as their more rational

brethren. A patient afflicted with melancholic and hy-

pochondriac symptoms, described himself as having no

soul. " I have neither," he exclaimed, " heart, liver, nor

¥0L VIII. F F
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lungs, nor any thing at all in my body, nor a drop of

blood in my veins ; my bones are all burnt to a cinder,

—

I have no brain, and my head is sometimes as hard as

iron, and sometimes as soft as pudding." A fellow pa-

tient, also an hypochondriac, amused himself in versify-

ing this description, at once so ludicrous and so affecting,

in the following lines :

A miracle, my friends, come view,

A man (admit his own words true)

Who lives without a soul

;

Nor liver, lungs, nor heart has he,

Yet sometimes can as cheerful be

As if he had ihe whole.

Eis head (take his own word along)

Now hard as iron, yet, ere long

Is soft as any jelly :

All burnt nis sinews and his lungs ;

Of his complaints, not fifty tongues

Couid find enough to tell ye.

Yet he who paints his likeness here,

Has just as much himself to fear,

He's wrong from top to toe ;

Ah ! friends ! pray help us if you can,

And make us each again a man,

That we from hence may go.

The following case is extremely curious. A young
woman who was employed as a domestic servant by the

father of the relater, when he was a boy, became insane,

and at length sunk into a state of perfect idiocy. In this

condition she remained for seveial years, when she was

attacked by a typhus fever, and the relater, having prac-

ticed some time, attended her. He was surprized to ob-

serve, as the fever advanced, a developement of her men-

tal powers. During that period of the fever, when
others were delirious, the patient was entirely rational.

She recognized in the face of her medical attendant the

son of her old master, whom she had known so many
years before; and she related many circumstances re-*

cepting his family and others which had happened to
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herself in her early days. But alas ! it: was only a gleam

of reason. As the fever abate?!, clouds again enveloped'

Ihe mind: she sunk into her former deplorable state, and

remained in it till her death, which happened a few

years afterwards. Of 79 patients it appears that

12 went mad from disappointed atfections

2 from epilepsey

49 from constitutional causes

8 from failure in business

4 from hereditary disposition to madness

2 from injury of the skull

1 from mercury

1 from parturition.

Such, Sir, is an imperfect, but I trust not, uninteresting

outline of an establishment which does credit to the hu-

manity of the age, and more particularly to the benevo-

lent and philanthropic class of Christians, under whose

superintendance it has been supported. Should the

present communication be regarded as worthy of inser-

tion, you may expect from me at an early opportunity a few

general and impartial observations on the us ualtreatmentof

insanity, and some useful suggestions to the legislature,

to families, and the charitable world, on the discipline and

management of private and public mad-houses.

I am, Sir, yours, very respectfully,

York, Aug. £th, 1814. A Friend.

Thefollowing Epitaph, written by a Gentleman who ordered a

Dial to be placed over his Grave.

No marble pomp, no monumental praise,

My tomb this dial-—epitaph, these lays;

Pride and low mouldering clay but ill agree;

Death levels me to beggars, kings to me.

Alive, instruction was my work each day ;

Dead, I persist instruction to convey-
Here, reader, mark (perhaps now in thy prime)

The stealing steps of never-standing Time :

Thou'lt be what I am ; catch the present hour

;

Employ that wdl
3 for that's within thy power.
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ORIGINAL JEUX D'ESPRITS.

A Word of Advice to a once ingenious Writer of Plays.

If not firmly resolved, George, damnation to merit,

In your water put less, and your pieces more Spirit.

Juniper Hall. A Cordial Friend.

Suggested by the two last Lines ofa Prologue to Hocus Pocus.

Hear what an Author-MxnAger may say,

But don't depend on't ;—

.

For, though damn'd out and out his stupid play,

Still there's no end on't.

Hint Corner. Fudge,

A Remedy against Hissing.

On the first night of Hocus the pit running riot,

George swore that, in future, he'd keep the folksquiet^

As good as his word, now, all's still as a mouse,

And the piece is perform'd to an orderly house.

Paper Buildings. Two Box*

On the Grand Jubilee.

For the eye, not the stomach,

This was a grand treat

;

There was plenty—to look at,

But nothing—to eat.

The two Congreves.

The Congreve of a former age

Fill'd many a sheet with wit,

In lieu whereof, our modern sage,

With gunpowder fills it

:

Thus while, the works of one endure

As long as things have names,

T'other's are only made to be

Committed to theflames I
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On Mademoiselle—-— , the famous Fire-eater

of Bond-street,

While lovers, hov'ring round her with desire,

May without metaphor become on fire,

She, the fair, fervent, creature, in her turn,

May for her lovers well be said to burn

:

How happy he, that weds this fiery dame,

To have—what so few have—a constant flame t

On the same.

To take this fair lady for better for worse,

Might be dang'rous—pr'ythee don't scoff;

Since being so combustible, Sir—a mere spark

Might make such a mistress go off.

On his Royal Highness the Dulee of C— 's intended

Marriage,

This pious prince, with David's qualms,

Shews his devotion to the altar ;

And, join'd unto the Queen of Salms9
Will doubtless make a royal Psalter,

To Johannah Southcott, on her reported Pregnancy*

A " piousfraud " you know's, no sin,

So pray, prepare your lying-in ;

And thou'rt a shrewd, old jade, I swear,

If thou can'st bring the thing to bear !

On the Report of a Coal-merchant paying his Addresses la

the French Female Fire-eater,

Should this coalman wed this jewel,

As should seem his courtship's aim;

She'll bringfire to hisfuel-
He1

]! bring fuel to her flame*
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STOCK GAMBLERS.

Sir,
The proceedings against Lord Cochrane, "both judi-

cial and parliamentary, have been defended by the par-

iizans of government, upon the necessity of holding up a

great delinquent as a public example, and of pronouncing

what are the provisions of the law with regard to of-

fences of that description. It is certainly the boast of this

country, that neither station, nor title, nor wealth, can

shield its possessor from the jurisdiction of the courts;

but whether, like many other boasts, this vaunting springs

from presumptuous ignorance rather than from esta-

blished practice, I shall not pretend to determine. It is

enough for my purpose that the principle is recognised,

and that the inference can be fairly deduced that no crimes

can escape punishment unless they escape detection.

In the case of Lord Cochrane, the King's Bench de-

clared what was the penalty of the law upon fraudulent

transactions: and the House of Commons, following up

the decision of the court of King's Bench, proceeded to

vindicate its own character by excluding from its body

a man who had been found guilty of a crime which in-

volved an infamous punishment. Whether the sentence of

the court was disproportionate to the offence, or whether

the House of Commons exhibited more fastidiousness

than virtue, are questions which still divide the judgment

of the public, and which can never be answered so as to

comprehend the views of all parties. But there is a con-

clusion deducible from the whole transaction which

spontaneously presents itself to every mind, and which

does so, because founded upon the consonancy of ab-

stract justice to the innate sentiments of rectitude im-

planted in us. If Lord Cochrane was justly convicted,

and justly punished, then the offence is of that nature

which demands a similar punishment whenever, or by
whomsoever committed. The law speaks only to be

obeyed, and never speaks but when it can enforce obedU
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ence. No one will attempt the disgusting sophistry of

maintaining that the station or political connexion of an

individual should operate to his benefit when he stands

accused of a notorious delinquency.

These premises being admitted, we may expect a

curious proceeding in the House of Commons next session.

A member of that assembly, a ministerial member too,

one who lately filled the high situation of Chairman of

the East India Company, aye, and a modern saint, a

promoter of bible societies, and a sanctimonious ex-

pounder of the gospel, has within these few days been

guiity of a gross breach of honor in a gambling specula-

tion. It would have been a nice point of casuistry to

determine the relative degrees of guilt between Lord

Cochrane and Mr. R. Thornton, supposing, for the

sake of argument, the former to be guilty of the alleged

crime. In both, the dignity of a senator, and the honor

of a gentleman, were contaminated by the practice of

mean arts to acquire money; and though, perhaps, there

may ex st no legal means of visiting upon the latter that

sort ot punishment which would await a breach of con-

tract in any other case, yet the moral delinquency is the

same; for in both cases, positive injury is committed.

The turpitude of the one is indeed greater than that of

the other, because, as a gambling contract, it is not cog-

nizable in a court of law, and becomes therefore more im-

mediately a principle of honor in the individual to be spon-

taneously just where he knows he cannot be so corupul-

sorily. Upon the faith of such spontaneous justice de-

pends the security of all similar transactions, and howe-

ver much a rigid moralist may condemn obligation which

have no sanction in morals, nor any guarantee in

law, yet, he who undertakes them cannot be relieved

from his responsibility mforo comcientitE. The baseness^

consequently, of deception in contracts of this kind, has

betn visited with a degree of opprobrium and indignation,

-proportionate to its immunity from all other penalties.

But how will government and parliament act in this case?
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Will the former still continue the delinquent in his situa-

tion as Marshal of the Admiralty ? and will the latter de-

cide that a gambler, who speculates beyond his means,

and incurs at once the disgrace of avarice and falsehood,

is, notwithstanding, a fit and worthy person to sit among

them, merely because the verdict of a jury has not re-

corded his offence ? For the sake of their own consis-

tency, for the sake of public opinion, for the sake of

their own feelings, they surely must express their cen-

sure of such conduct in one of their members. It has

been triumphantly urged by the friends of .Lord Coch-

rane that had he been a ministerial member he would

have been equally shielded from judicial and parliamen-

tary enquiry : I hope this is the language of resentment;

but if the notorious transaction I now allude to is suffered

to slumber, or is carefully suppressed, should it be agitated

by some independent member, there will be too much
reason to conclude that it is the language of truth. Nei-

ther rank nor political connexion, however, should in-

terpose between a culprit and the award of justice.

I remain, Sir, &c.

T. B.

P. S. At the moment of writing this, I perceive by

a paragraph in the Morning Chronicle that Mr. R.Thorn-

fcori has left the country* It is understood, however, that

be sold his magnificent library, pictures, and other pro-

perty before he went. It is said he gained 50,000/. by

his gambling speculations in the stocks last year. It was

too little, however, for the boundless love of magnificence

that characterised him. Like a certain great personage,

he was childishly fond of gaudy splendor, but did not

happen to possess the same means] of gratifying it. His

library at Ciapham, where he had a villa, is built on a

Greek design, given him by Sir W. Gell. H.s books,

which he never opened, were bound in the most costly

manner. He was delighted with their backs. It may
be remembered by your readers that when he entertain-

ed the Queen at his villa, his display of exotic plants was

unrivalled. His flight only imposes an additional ne«
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eessity of expulsion, for I suppose ministers will hardly

be so shameless as to move a new writ, he having accept-

ed the Children Hundreds. Severe, impartial, inflexible

justice in his case can alone justify the proceedings

against Lord Cochrane.—As he has always been the ready

tool of ministers, there will be nothing novel in their

desertion of him, now he can no longer serve them.

THEATRICAL EPISTLE,
From an Itinerant Player to his Friend, describing his

Country Excursion.

Dear Tom,

To let you into Secrets worth Knowing, my last Trip to

Scarborough afforded me a fair opportunity of turning

Dramatist, and obtained me some small portion of Noto-

riety; the Critic called me the Child of Nature, and I

was said to have merited the appellation of a Humourist.

I afterwards sustained a principal character in Love, Law,

and Physic, and the Wedding Ring and assisted in Tame-

ing of a Shrew, by means of Matrimony. But this proved

nothing better than a Tragedy Rehearsed; for notwith-

standing we lived as Man and Wife, it turned out before

the Honey Moon was consummated, that she was the

Wife of two Husbands-, of course there was the Devil to

Pay, although you, perhaps, may think it, Much Ado
about Nothing. But as Every one has his Fault, I deter-

mined to leave her, like a Choleric Man, in spite of her

sighing Heigho for a Husband, without calling in the

Village Lawyer, or any one to Hear both Sides ; and as

Love laughs at Locksmiths, broke open the door, and per-

formed the part of a Runaway.

After this Duplicity on the part of my wife, and re-

garding such Cabal and Love as the mere Follies ofa Day,

I turned Doctor and Apothecary and Deaf Lover, forming

strong resolutions, while thus a Prisoner at large, to fol-

low the advice of My Grandmother, who always said to

VOL. VIIlo G G
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me, Look before you leap, and be sure to Know your own

Mind. Being reduced, however, by this Chapter of Aecu

dents, to the Manager's lasl Kick, it was soon with

me Who wants a Guinea, and Turn Out soon followed a

Home to be Sold. Indeed it might have truly been said

that I was the Manager in Distress, which, to tell you

another Secret, brought on the Blue Devils, and I ap-

peared to be in a complete Doldrum, insomuch, that I

even contemplated Suicide, had not a Recruiting Officer

prevented it by taking me to see a Review at Hartford

Bridge.

It was here I saw the World in a Village, and entered

into a new Speculation, by personating the Heir at Law
to the Votary of Wealth', by which stratagem, Knave or

not, I had nearly succeeded in eloping with an Heiress,

but for the sudden interposition ofthe Man of the World,

her Guardian, assisted by theMiller and his Men, who stop^

ped us at the Turnpike Gate. I considered myself now
completely in the Road to Ruin; but favoured by the

darkness of the Midnight Hour, which was certainly

Darkness Visible, I escaped to a Woodman s Hut, and

next morning, Just in Time, commenced my Journey to

London in the Stage Coach, to devise Ways and Means

for Raising the Wind, but not as a Provoked Husband,

Fortune's Frolic having deprived me of my intended, but

now, Mourning Bride,

My fellow travellers were a Fair Quaker ofDeal, a Be"

nevolent Tar, a Citizen, a Poor Gentleman, and a Monk.

The citizen seemed contriring How to grow rich, and was

very careful of a small Iron Chest. The benevolent tar

and the monk were emblems of False and True, and as

I looked in the face of the fair Quaker, I could not but

conclude that she was thinking more of the Way to get

married, than of those about her ; for notwithstanding

I by no means conceived her to be a Romp, yet her

beautiful eyes seemed alternately to say She would ana]

she would not ; and you need not be informed, Tom, that

§e$ing is believing. The poor gentleman who was aoj
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attentive, yet a silent observer of all that passed, re*

minded me of Days of Yore, though his countenance

indicated that he wanted a Cure for the Heart Ache

;

while the spare form and lank visage of the monk had

the appearance of the Castle Spectre, and I very naturally

concluded that many a Tale of Mystery lay hid in the

Secret Mine of his dark bosom, which was perhaps burn-

ing with all the raoe of Revenge.

I was awoke from these Trances of Nourjahad, as the

coach stopped opposite the Haunted Toiver, by the pres-

sing solicitations of an interesting Country Girl, (who

was a Sailoi's Daughter,) in behalf of a Distressed Mother.

The benevolent tar emptied his Purse—the monk gave

her his benediction,-^the fair Quaker a tear or two—the

citizen some sage advice she was not capable of follow-

ing,,which is too often the Way of the World,—and the

poor gentleman administered Sighs, those envoys of the

heart Which he would fain have repressed, and which be-

spoke him a Man of Ten Thousand.

The company here separated—I took up my abode in

the First Floor of a Boarding House, resolving to adopt

Cheap Living, as our theatre is not yet opened. And as I

am not certain but you will set all this down as the Lie

of the Day, or consider me as acting the part of Harle*

lequin Hoax, I shall, without wasting any more Christian

ink, subscribe myself, Dear Tom, Yours truly,

Jug. 28, 1814, T. P,

JUNIUS.

Sir,

The enquiry into the author of Junius has, in all pro-

bability, excited more discussion, and a greater waste of

time and paper than any other subject merely literary,

which has come before the public within the last fifteen

years. Pamphlets without number have been lately

circulated by a multitude of authors, who appear to have

every requisite for the discovery of Junius, but a
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knowledge of his writings; the magazines have been oc^

cupied for the last twelve months with a great variety of

desultory correspondence on various parts of the contro-

versy ; and the more portly publications of Boyd, Almon*
Chalmers, Woodfall, and the Editor of Glover, have be-

come the necessary furniture of every library.

Before I arrive at the principal object of my letter *

permit me to hazard a few observations on three of the

most prominent publications that have lately appeared on

the subject. Mr. Roche is firmly convinced that Burke

and Junius may be indentified through the medium of

their style, though the general character of their diction,

their imagery, and their modes of reasoning, are diame-

trically opposite; and the casual coincidences of thought

or expression are such as one of these writers might easi-

ly or inadvertently, adopt after reading the other. The
style of Glover approaches nearer to that of Junius, but

is uniformly destitute of the spirit and the animation of

the celebrated satirist, and contains no licentious pecu-

liarities of expression, no verba ardentia, no exquisite fe-

licities of diction, which, when they occur in public pa-

pers, and in private letters written before those papers

were published, are decisive of identity. Of Mrs. Olivia

Wilmot Serres, and her life of Junius, it is impossible to

speak, without mingled feelings of derision and indigna-

tion. It appears that this lady was so fortunate as to

discover in an old book, which had been tossing up and

down in various parts of her house, dirtied and neglected,

several memoranda, proving beyond the possibility of

contradiction that her uncle was the identical Junius.

These memoranda are of this description :
—" Sent J -n-s."

Now, either Dr. Wilmot supposed his memoranda to be

private, or he did not : if he did, of what use were the

blanks in his mode of noting down J— s and J - n - s ; and

if he did not, how happens it that he should make his

erasures so light and conveniently clear that the word

Junius should peep through the erasure, while the rest of

the memorandum is involved in impenetrable obscurity,
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-On this solitary evidence, however, does this discreet,

and modest lady come forward with two pompous octa-

voes, abounding with nothing but vapid remarks, and

uninteresting letters, which tend to a conclusion directly

opposite to that she wishes to draw, and entitles it " The
Life of Junius." In one respect certainly she must be

pitied—her bookseller's bill will be the severe and ap-

propriate punishment of her fault.

It appears to me, Mr. Editor, that much superfluous

dispute might have been spared on this subject had the

following propositions, which seem unsusceptible of ob-

jection, been once admitted. If it can be proved that

in the private letters of a particular individual addressed

to various correspondents, and on various occasions, the

same turns of thought, the same allusions, the same com-
bination of singular and arbitrary phrases ; the same

grammatical mistakes, and the same sentences similarly

connected, are to be found, as characterize a long series

of correspondence with a particular individual: if these

detached letters be published, before the series addressed

to one individual, W'ho can testify the dates of both, but

were written about the same period ; the writer of one

must he the writer of the other. If, for instance, it can

be proved that a writer A. in confidential correspondence

with B. transmits him in 1772, a letter agreeing not only

in all its political sentiments, but in its eccentricities of

thought, in singularities of phrase and of allusion ; and

contains a series of sentences, almost precisely the same,

with another letter sent by him to B. in the subsequent

year: A. must be supposed a priori; in the absence of

all other evidence, and even in opposition to the external

evidence in favor of any other claimant, as the writer of-

both letters.

If these propositions he admitted it is obvious that all

enquiry into the claims of any other candidate till those

of General Lee be finally determined must be as nugatory
as it is unjust. The style of the private letters of Lee.

written before the publication of Junius^ not only reminds
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• ms strongly of his polished and labored writings, but

agrees still more exactly with that of his private letters

to VVoodfall. How is it possible that any individual but

Junius himself could write, in the year 1767, with so

perfectly resemblance to his own style and praseology,

as is exhibited in the second of the following extracts.

From the Letters of Junius.

" When the constitution is openly invaded : when the first

original right of the people from which all laws derive their

authority is openly attacked, inferior grievances naturally lose

their force, and are suffered to pass by without punishment or

observation."— Oct. 17th, 1769.

" The same House of Commons who robbed the constituent

body of their right of free election, who gave thanks for repeat*

ed murders, committed at home, and for national infamy in-

curred abroad, who screened Blansfield, who imprisoned the

magistrates of the metropolis for asserting the subject's right

to the protection of the laws, who erazed a judicial record, and

caused all the proceedings in a criminal suit to be superseded^

&c. &c."—Oct. bth, 1770.

" When the guards are called forth to murder their fellow

subjects it is not by the ostensible advice of Lord Mansfield.

That odious office his prudence tells him is better left to such

men as Gower, and Weymouth, Barrington, and Grafton.

Lord Hillsborough wisely confines his firmness to the distant

Americans."

—

Oct. bth, 1771.

" The mistakes of Lord Granby in public conduct did not

arise either from want of sentiment or from want of judgment,

but in general from the difficulty of saying no to the bad people

who surrounded him."

—

March 3d, 1769.

From the Letters of General Lee.

" Is not every one of your boasted laws trampled upon or

eluded. Is not perjury, desolation, and murder, encouraged^

and rewarded with the national money ? Are not your magis-

trates from the sole merit of being declared enemies to the lavr

become factious partizans? It is not the choice of your people

in their representatives treated with contempt and annulled ? Are

not your citizens massacred in the public streets, and in the

arms of their houshold gods, by the military, and the military

thanked for their friendly alertness ?

If these things are borne with by the people who possess sen-
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timents ofliberty we have lost the meaniug of words. Such,

my dear Lord, is the language of these people, and it is fortu-

nate for me that they are ignorant of the state of our American

politics. They can have no idea of our carrying our abominatious

so far as to disfranchise three millions of people of all the rights

of men for the gratification of the revenge of a blustering, knav-

vish secretary, and a scoundrel attorney-general, an Hillsbo-

rough and a Barnard."

—

[Lees Letters to Lord Thanet.) " As

to the army that served in Germany it is true that they have

not been so very grossly treated as the Americans. There

were moments when Lord Granby would not cede to our gra-

cious* secretary at war. There were moments when as ourf

ingenious court termed it, he was obstinate and impracticable;

that is, there were moments when he insisted upon some regard

being paid to those who had deserved of their country. But

these moments occurred but too seldom. The facility and com-

pliance to the wickedness of the court preponderated over his

natural love of justice. In short, the patronage of the army

was left to a Barrington, by whom valonr, sense, and integrity,

must naturally be proscribed as he must suspect that no man
can possess them without being an enemy to those contraries

which are the undisputed attributes of his lordship." [Lee's

Military Conversatiorit written in 1767).

There is scarcely a peculiarity of sentiment or expres-

sion in the writings of Junius that may not be traced in

those of Lee. While the published productions of both

are highly polished, and display the same examples of

rhetorical skill, their private letters abound in the same

vulgarities, the same violation of grammar, the same ad-

jurations, and similar witticisms. The body of the people,

the size of the understanding, and similar phrases

;

are common to both. An attempt at punning, in

which the name of Cato is coupled with the word
Macaroni, occurs in the private letters of Lee and in

those of Junius. They both refer in language nearly

identical and on the same occasion to the sentiment of

Seneca, that a great man struggling with adversity is a

* This use of the ironical adjective is almost peculiar to Junius, and

Lee's opinion of Lord Granby bears a singular coincideac* with that ex-

pressed by Junius in his letter to the king.
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sight worth}'' of the gods. The grammatical errors, and

peculiarities of Lee, and the mode adopted by Junius of

combining the adverb with the adjective, are observable

in the private correspondence of Lee, previous to the

appearance of Junius under any signature. The lan-

guage and metaphors of Junius are those of a soldier.

Deserters, sieges, lines of circumvallation, masked bat-

teries, dykes, summer quarters, outposts, and detach-

ments, supply the materials of his allusions, and his si-

milies. General Lee himself served under Lord Town-
send, and says of him, " This man who served or rather

disserved under General Wolfe, is loaded with the highest

preferment and the greatest honors;" and Junius, in the

faithful monitor, (See WoodfalPs edition, says, " I have

served under one Lord Townsend, and been forty times

promised to be served by the other." Can any proof be

more decisive that Junius was a soldier than this decla-

ration ?

But as if to preclude the possibility of doubt respect-

ing the identity of Lee and Junius, Paterson the go-

vernor of the island of St. John, Newfoundland, acknow-

ledges in November 1772, the receipt of a letter from

Lee, advises him to take possession of his estate at that

place, and thus addresses him, " You will find your gall-

bladder decrease in size very much, without writing

strictures on any thing or even abusing a king, or a Bar-

rmgton." Now it appears from the testimony of Mr.

Woodfall, that Junius transmitted to the Advertiser an at-

tack upon the King and Lord Barrington at the beginning

of the year 1772, under the signature of Veteran, so that

Lee is Veteran, and Veteran is Junius,

The observations I have thus advanced will be suffi-

cient to excite the candid enquiry of the impartial mem^
bers of the literary community; and I shall therefore

reserve my observations upon the other parts of the evi»

dence, and more particularly upon the identity of the

hand-writing, to another opportunity.

Alpha*
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LIFE of JOANNA. SOUTHCOTT.

The indignant good sense of the people of England
seems at length to be awakened by the boldness and ex-

tent of the impositions by which its feelings are insult-

ed and its simplicity defrauded. The Reverend Mr.

Tozer has been compelled by the expression of popu-

lar resentment to close his sanctum sanctorum till the

20th of October, the day appointed for the accouchment
of the prophetess, and has resigned for a few weeks the

honours of the pulpit in expectation of the genial de-

lights of gin and caudle. When we formerly expressed

our opinion of the urgent obligation imposed on the ma-
gistracy to repress the exhibition of the gross and infa-

mous nuisances which assail the ear, and offend the eye,

on the subject of Joanna's pregnancy, we were inclined

to pity her as the victim of lunacy rather than as the

deliberate perpetrator of secret fraud and licentious cri-

minality. But a circumstance has just transpired which,

places her character in a widely different point of view-

She now appears in all the deformity of a female con*

verting the shameful result of her profligate habits into

the means of extending the delusion of her votaries, or

practising the arts of lasciviousness with the intention of

giving to the world a proof of her infallibility. She
either unwillingly becomes pregnant from repeated inter*

course with man, and is endeavouring by falsehood auyi.

imposture to conceal her shame, or has positively pre*

meditated the event which has occurred, and had re-

course to the best method of effecting it The fact to which
we allude is, the publication of a letter from Dr. Richard
Reece, containing a copy of her register, by which it

appears she is sixty- five years of age, and a statement
that he has himself examined her, and tkat she is preg*

natit / He declares that he thinks, in a professional

point of view, it an extraordinary case, but of course re-

gards her as an impostor. That this is only a solitary

example of her cunning out of many others which have
occurred in the progress of a long and singular career,

the following narrative will evince:

In the year 1790 Joanna was employed as a work woman at ati

upholsterer's shop in Exeter, the shopkeeper being a Methodist^
his shop was frequently visited by ministers of the same persua-
sion ; and Joanna Southcott, possessing what they termed a se-

rious turn of mind, did not pass unnoticed. She had frequent
discussions in the shop with these ministers, and was regarded,

as a prodigy. Indeed, so much was she sensible of her own im-
portance and superiority, that with the aid of a few dreamy

JOL, VIII & H
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and some extraordinary visions, she began to think herself «?*

spired. But what confirmed her in this belief, was the realiza-

tion of a circumstance which she had been forwarned of in a vision

—it was the miraculous seal. One morning, in sweeping out
the shop (it is not stated whether or not she had a miraculous
broom,) she found a seal, with the initials I. 8.: this could not
possible mean any other person than Joanna Southcott. From,

this moment she bid adieu to the shop, and commenced a pro-

phetess. In her first prophecies, she states that in 1792 she

was visited by the Lord, who promised to enter into an ever-

lasting covenant with her, and told her that a vision would be
shown to her in the night, it accordingly appeared, sometimes
m the shape of a en . then like a cat, which she kicked to

2s, but ..as very uneasy, until she was told that it was no-

thing more than the tricks of Satan with a view to torment her.

On the appearance of her first prophecies, the Methodist prea«

chers, already adverted to, endeavoured to convince her of the

diabolical nature of her attempts ; and attributing their origin

to Satan himself, She then appointed an interview with as

many as might choose to attend, in order to put the question

to rest. The day arrived; the discussion was warm ; and she

adopted the argumentum ad kominem with such effect, that it

terminated in the following valuable document subscribed to by
all parties present

:

' ;
I, Joanna Southcott, am clearly convinced that my calling

is of God, and my writings are indited by his spirit, as it is im-
possible for any spirit but an ail-wise God that is wondrous in

workings, wondrous in wisdom, wondrous in power, wondrous
in truth, could have brought round such mysteries, so full of

truth, as is in my writings ; so I am clear in whom I have believ-

ed, thatall my writings came from the spirit of the most high God,
Joanna Southcott."

Signed in the presence of 58 persons (including the Me-
thodist preachers) who assented to the truth of the state-

ment.

From this period her converts increased surprisingly, so that

•he could not furnish seals sufficient to answer all demands*
'I he sealed papeis contain a text of Scripture (nut uniformly the
same} promissory of beatitude hereafter, stamped with the
seal found in the upholsterer's shop. The sealed person is for-

bidden to open the paper, lest the charm should be destroyed,

That money has been given for these passports to Heaven,
I do positively assert, but they are publicly or openly sold,

I am not prepared to affirm. Those who would wish to form
an opinion of Joanna Southcott from her writings, need only
purchase a Is. bd. number from Mr. Sharp, the engraver, o*

Mr. Tbzerr (one of her preachers,) of the Westminster-road,
.to be fully persuaded that she either deserves to be Hogged at

a cart's tail, or sent to Bedlam. Her Seven Days' Dialogues
with Satan, I have been at the pains to epitomise ; but it is

jeally too blasphemous to submit to your readers.

preachers were 3Ir. Carpenter (whs
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preaches at the "House of God,'* Newington Butts) Mr. S. P„
Iulcy (btfici to be a relation to Lord Foley) and Mr lozer; the

former (Mr. Carpenter) has receded from his mistress, and after-

wards employed a young man to see visions for him, on his own
account, but provided for by one of hj&Jioek. The two latter

preachers hold forth in Joanna's interest at a chapel near the
Surrey Theatre.

In 18Q:J she published some remarks on the Church Prayers
(dictated, as hhe professes all her writings to be, by the Holy
Spirit) to which was prefixed an introduction by Mr. Sharp:
in which he states, (in confirmation of Joanna's doctrine of a
second redemption of mankind by her means) that in conse-
quence of the purity of the Church Prayers, England would be
the first redeemed, and then the whole world, by means of
Joanna's writings.— He gave it as his opinion, that the grand
work ofsealing might end about the 12th of January, 1804.
We are now arrived at July 1814, and sealing still goes on,

which proves Mr. Sharp uo prophet, whatever Joanna may be.

He asserts, that by reading her writings, and comparing them
with the 12th chapter of Revelations, her character will be
found at the first verse. I have read and compared her writings

with the first verse of the 12th of Rev. which runs thus :
—" And

there appeared a great wonder in Heaven ; a woman clothed

with the Sun, and the Moon under her feet, and upon her head
a crown of twelve stars :" but I really cannot perceive its ap-
plicability to Joanna Southcott. I have known it applied to

the Virgin Mary, but how does it apply to the Virgin Joanna?
With respect to the wonder being seen in Heaven, I am convinc-

ed Joanna was never seen there, nor do I think she ever will

be, unless she repent heartily of her practices. How far her
clothing may resemble the sun, I know not, as I never was
honoured with a sight of her ladyship ; but 1 must deny that

the moon was ever at her feet, an (antipodean moon excepted,)

howsoever it might affect her head. In the 5th verse of the
same chapter (for the whole of the chapter relates to the same
woman,) it states that she is delivered of a male child, who is

" to rule all nations with a rod of iron." This text, no doubt,
very aptly coincides with the Virgin Joanna's pregnancy at

this moment, and next October, we are told, the promised
Shiloh is expected. What an age do we live in ! The 6th verse

states that the woman fled into the wilderness, where she should
be fed a thousand, two hundred, and three score days, in a
place provided by God. She is then stated to have two eagle's

wings given her to aid her flight to the wilderness, whilst Satan
stands ready to swallow up her child. But as these things do
not happen until after her accouchement, next October must
decide the truth of its application 1 But it appears that Mr.
Tozer has either sworn, or is ready to swear, that Joanna is a
Virgin! Far be it from me to impeach the chastity of a maiden
near 70 years of age ! Doubtless Mr. Tozer has not acted the
part of the eunuch with Miss Southcott, and been the guardian
of her chamber from the years of her discretion to the present

period. Admitting, however, for the sake of argument, that she
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never had a private conference with a human gentleman,

!Mr. Tozer appears to forget that we have her own account iu

writing of seven day's dialogues, held with his Satanic Majesty,

and who knows, who knows, 1 say, but that at this very mo-»

merit there is a Devil' s imp in embryo !— I must confess that

this is much more probable than the blasphemous tales which
herself and followers are endeavouring to impose upon the cre-

dulity of the illiterate and unenlightened of the present day.

With regard to the doctrines of Joanna Southcott, it is no
very easy matter to arrive at a knowledge of them. They are

not to be found iu her works ; for they are all of a prophetic,

mysterious, ambiguous, blasphemous, or illiterate description.

All that I have been able to collect from her preachers or ad-

mires, relates to a second redemption of mankind, through the

medium of her writings and deeds ; that her coming is called

the Second Advent ; that when the number of her followers

amounts to (we believe) 300,000, then the objects of her mis-

sion will be for the most part accomplished—then all who admit
the truth of her writings will be blessed, and those who deny
them condemned to everlasting torment. She also asserts that

the salvation of mankind would not be complete without a se-

cond redemption wrought in her person, How far the Chris-

tian religion is to be disturbed, and how far we are patiently

to submit to be told, that the sufferings of Jesus Christ were in-

complete in their effect, is a question for the bench of Bishops

to decide upon ; but of this I am fully persuaded, that it is the

duty ofevery individual professing Christianity to have a watch-
ful eye over the minds of those of his fellow-creatures who either

from the aberrations of an uncertain belief, or a natural im-
becility of intellect, become the victims of an arch-imposing
hypocrite under the mask of a religionist. But much as this

female upholsterer may be deserving of execration, much more
do I deprecate the conduct of those who, possessed of some
pretensions to common sense (and I am told she has some fol-

lowers of this description), who having education, reputation,

and property, lend their hands to strengthen a belief in this

most scandalous of blasphemies, or the most ignorant of su-
perstitions, when it ought to be their pride and ambition to

detect imposition, to expose fallacy, and to support the long
established and enlightened doctrines of the primitive faith,

whenever, wherever, and by whomsoever it may be menaced
ct attacked. I do not mean to assert that Christianity is likely

to be endangered by such a pitiable creature as Joanna South-
cott ; but is it nothing that the human intellect should be de-

graded in the persons of some thousands of followers which I ant

told she boasts ofS Is it nothing, at a time when measures are

adopting against the African Slave trade, to submit to the

rising progress of a still more lamentable slavery at home,—

a

slavery which enchains the human mind, perverts the best of

religions, and stifles the noblest pursuits of nature, and the

most laudable efforts of human action ?—Is it nothing, Sir, to

witness all this, and- that afc a time too when every effort is
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making throughout every nation in the world, to circulate

that Bible, the authenticity of which is now to be questioned,

and absolutely quoted to its perversion, whilst the infidel is

furnished with additional arguments to treat the doctrines of
Christianity with contempt. A. It.

Theatrical Revie

llaymarlcct Theatre.—Since our last two novelties have"

been produced at this theatre, which still continue to be per-

formed. The first came out on Friday, the 12th, and was
entitled " An anomalous, mutiloquacious, ludicro-magico,

absurdo-ratiocinatico, pantominical entertainment, yclept Dr.
Hocus Poeus, or, Harlequin Washed White." The author of

this strange medley is George Coleman S Its objects, if it have
any, we confess is incomprehensible to us. Without ridiculing

any thing, it is itself ridiculous, and without wit or humour,
it aims incessantly at both. The characters are denominated
in a manner intended to produce a sort of verbal burlesque:
but the intention alone is visible. For example: "Dr. (Jon-

jurocos, a magician in a bush wig."—"Harlequin, squab and
black."—" Criboats, an ostler."—" Soot-ho, ayoung gentleman
who cleans chimnies,"—&e. &c. «$c. Such foolery as this,

vulgar as it must be from its facility, ought never to have dis-

graced the pen of the author of John Bull. Nor is the dialogue
any thing superior to these nominal effusions of genius. The
piece is neither more nor less than a bad pantomime, in which
some speaking is introduced ; Matthews, who yet limps severely

from the effect of his accident, plays the part of " Harlequin
white and hobbling;" but, except as it affords, him an oppor-
tunity of displaying his inimitable powers of mimicry, the part

is utterly unworthy of the writer and the actor. Any effect

that might be produced by the agility of Matthews is neces-

sarily impaired, as he cannot walk without the assistance of a
crutch. On the first night this was humorously apologised

for, and the evident incongruity was forgotten in a thing so

entirely absurd as the whole piece is. A song, called the Royal
Visitors," is introduced by Matthews. It is nothing in itself:

but derives all its power of pleasing, which we allow is great,

from the astonishing rapidity of utterance with which lie reca-

pitulates the burden ofeach verse, exhibiting, at once, no ordi-

nary volubility and memory. A few venerable jokes and
awkward tricks are scattered throughout the piece, and the
wholejumbled together, constitutes a dramatic performance of

inconceivable dullness and folly.

Tuesday 2'3d.—Love and Gout, or Arrivals and Mar-
SIAGjes. (1st time,)—a Day after the Wedding, and Hocus Pq~
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cus.—The author of this drama is a Mr. Jamieson, the unsttC*

cessful writer of several other plays. In a summer theatre,

criticism seems to suspend the severity of her office, and be-

nevolently permits dullness to succeed, provided its influence

be not too narcotic. Mr. Jamiesoii's style of writing reminds

us of the worst extravagancies, the least tolerable absurdities,

of O'Keefe. All his broad and unnatural caricatura, his

insipid witticisms, and abortive puns, have descended upon

Mr. Jamieson, and to this bequeathed property is added a

little private estate of his own, consisting chiefly of vul-

gar indecorum, grammatical inaccuracy, and contempt of

probability. The prospect of future lucubrations from

the same pen becomes, therefore, peculiarly delightful. We
would gently remind him, however, that burlesque is not hu-»

mour, that manual jocularity is a poor substitute for wit, and

that a series of facetious blunders will never compensate for

the absence of plot and character. The incidents of the pre-

sent plaj- defy analysis. They are so delightfully jumbled to-

gether, that he who can disentangle them possesses more sagacity

than we aspire to. Probability is violated in every scene. All

the characters are made to know each other just as their mu-

tual acquaintance may happen to suit the convenience ofthe au-

thor. A private lodging is no more sacred than an hotel :

whoever likes enters, and whoever enters finds an old friend for

the first time. It is the same with the drawing-room of a ba-

ronet. Every thing is free and easy: no impediments, no ob-

structions : the forms of social life are destroyed or changed at

the will of the writer, and whatever is monstrous and absurd

thrust upon the scene as the picture of living manners. The

motley whole is 'yclepd a Comedy. In the better times of our

dramatic history it would have been held too gross and impro-

bable for a farce, and barely tolerated in a pantomime.

The characters, without novelty, glitter with perpetual efforts

after it. Matthews plays a gouty lover : and we suppose he was

so qualified, because without it, his lamenes would have been

out of character. He has nothing to do but to hobble about,

giid that he does most naturally. Terry represents a patron of

literature; he is respresented as an egregious fool, and in the

moral adaptation of things, would have been a fit patron for

such a comedy as 3Ir. Jamieson's. Wewrere glad to meet with

Mr. Bruuton again. We will not inquire what were the causes

that produced his return to the stage ; we are happy to see him,
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there, and think he has much improved himself during

his retirement. Mr. Tokeiy plays a surly Englishman, who

has travelled to find a better country than his own, and returns

at last to grumble at it. Sterile as this piece is, in character

and sentiment, this one appeared to us tolerable good, and Mr.

Tokeiy s acting was not without merit. Jones was condemned

to bustle about in all the fluttering emptiness of a busy body,

with nothing to provoke a laugh except his own gaiety. The

rest of the characters are more insignificant even than these. The

performers exerted themselves, and the piece was announced

for repetition with a due mixture of applause and censure.

Lyceum Theatre.—The novelties at this theatre have not been

very numerous, but they have been successful. On Thursday

the 4th, an Operatic Anecdote (we copy the play-bill) called

" Frederic the Great, or the Heart ofa Soldier" was perform-

ed. This trifle is not wholly without merit. -The incident

upon which it is founded exhibits the character of the great Fre-

derick in one of its most usual lights, that of eccentric justice;

and Mr. Arnold has worked up this incident with a judicious

attention to stage effect. We cannot greatW commend the

spirit of the dialogue, but the general effect of the piece is

that the attention of the spectator never languishes. Occasi-

onally there are gleams of humour : we only wish they had

been more frequent. The opera w-as strongly cast. Liston, who
played a sleepy centinal, produced no small degree of mirth;

and Miss Kelly charmed us, as she always does, with that

sprightly, unaffected, and faithful display of nature which is the

perfection of acting. Raymond gave all due dignity and pomp to

the character of Frederic, but Mr. Cooke spoke of warlike ardor?

and heroic zeal with a countenance so quietly inexpressive,

that apathy herself might have owned him. The music of the

opera is composed by this gentleman. It is pretty.

Is it the ignorance of the actor, or the author, that so fre-

quently introduces the term " old veteran ?"—And why do

Mr. Cooke and Mr. Oxberry so often grate upon our ears with
* ;

it is me" and "you teas" Mr. Arnold could nut write

thus ; and his actors should be taught not to speak so.

On the 16th, a new comic musical extravaganza, called Har-
lequin Hoax, or a Pantomime rehearsed," was produced. It h
written by Mr. T. Dibdin, and may therefore be supposed not

to abound with excellence. Its chief attraction consists in the

amusing novelty of exhibiting to the public the presumed
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economy of a green-room and a rehearsal, and in the per*

formers calling each other by their respective names. There

is some whim in this conception, and it may easily be supposed

that it loses nothing of its original humor in the hands of

JListou, Miss Kelly, Knight, and Mr. Raymond. Knight re-

presents the author, who has a pantomime to offer: Mr. Ray-

mond the manager : and the other performers represent them-

selves. The pantomime is rehearsed, and many ludicrous si-

tuations are introduced. Liston vows he will not play Har-

lequin, and Miss Kelly protests she will not represent a mer-

maid half seas over. Mr. Raymond, in quality of stage ma-
nager, endeavours to propitiate them, and the rehearsal com-

mences. Knight, in the character of Patch, was excellent :

and we could not but admire the simplicity with which Ray-

mond sutlers himself to be laughed at. To be sure, as he urges

to Liston, it is for the benefit the concern, and therefore we
suppose lie does not feel concerned about it ; but we thought

it had rather au original effect to see a man laughing so cor-

dially at satire levelled against himself. As a part of the panto-

mime the procession to St. Paul's, the sea flight, the balloon,

pagoda, temple, &c. are introduced ; and with regard to the

last two they really convey a very distinct and brilliant resem-

blance of the originals. Real fire-works are also let off, we
should fear, to the risk of the building. Upon the whole, it is

an amusing performance, and continues to draw crowded

houses.

We rather suspect an allusion is intended is one part to our-

selves, where the porter delivers to Mr. Raymond, the last num-
ber of a theatrical work, with the " Editor' s compliments and

as he had abused the performances last month, he hoped to be

favored with a free-admission. We remember something like

this were it was intimated to us that free admissions were pre-

sumed to prohibit free opinions, and that in helping to fill vacant

boxes, that would otherwise be empty, we were to consider our-

selves as sent there to praise it, not to pay. That we rejected

such conditions, our readers need not be told : and if managers

do indeed consider the criticism which censures their preju-

dices,partiality,or dullness, as abuse, they only prove its justness

bv their sensibility to its attacks. That liberality in the dis-

tribution oforders, which looks to a hireling's applause for its

reward, deserves only such praise as a hireling can bestow,

W\ N- Joaes,, No. 5. Ne^vgate-vtreetj London
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We cannot but admire the mingled modesty and vehemence

with which Mrs. Olivia Wilmot Serres at once requests and de-

mands the name of the author of the article on Junius. She

declares that she has numerous and unequivocal proofs of the

justice of her uncle's claims. It is to be lamented that she

did not condescend to submit them to the public, when she did

it the honor and gratification of asking sB\. Is. for a combi-

nation of folly, stupidity, and extravagance.

The letter of a veteran correspondent, and the communica-

tions of several other individuals, on the subject of Junius, have

t>een anticipated by Omega ; but they shall be regularly no-

ticed, and if possible, admitted at the earliest opportunities.

Medicus, on the foetus ofa young man, will gratify his curio-

sity more appropriately by attending the anatomical lectures,

at which the object is exhibited, than by consulting the editor of

the Scourge.

The work of Mr. Colquhon, on the resources of the empire,

thall meet with early and adequate attention.
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SCOURGE.
OCTOBER 1, 1814.

HOCUS POCUS;
OR,

CONJURORS RAISING THE WIND,

A New Interlude,

Offered to the Proprietors of a Summer Theatre.

Scene.—A Green Room.

Sir George Ray-you-all—solus—reading a M. S.—By Sh

George, this new-speaking pantomime of mine is one of

the brightest ideas that ever entered into the brain of ge-

nius, and need enough I had of something bright to dis-

sipate those d—d clouds which have so long beset me.

[reads). "Enter HarlequinV Go it, my boy; go it I

D—n me, but we'll draw all the world from the east to

the west. Oh ! how this cursed Chancery business has

enthralled me. If I had not wits to live upon, and wits

superior to the common resources of mankind, by G—

d

I should not live at all, and that's poz. Obliged to bor-

row money of my friend W. to pay for my day-rule to

attend the rehearsal of my new piece. Never mind,

George ; cheer up, my boy ! Life's an April day, and

this is one of the cloudy intervals ! [Reads) " Harlequin's

Soliloquy." D—n me, there's an idea, it is of itself suf-

ficient to make me immortal. Oh, by St. George, and

here comes Harlequin himself—now to instruct him how
to speak it.

Enter Harlequin.

Harlequin. Good morrow to our illustrious M. P.

VOL. Till i i
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Have you seen the box-keeper's report ? eight and forty

front, thirty-nine second, forty-one third, and eight and

thirty fourth seats, and only just opened this morning ;

a dollar to sixpence, Sir George, we have three hundred

places taken before three o'clock. Great idea ! Novel

performance ! Strong cast ! Must take, d—n me

!

Sir George, You make me happy, Harlequin. So

you think it will take, eh ? The spirit of the author, my
dear fellow, you must catch that, you know ! So listen,

{reads) " Enter Harlequin." Now, instead of entering

in the ordinary way, as I wish this to be an extraordinary

performance; suppose you were to come in a ... a ... .

a ... to come—to come—viz. to make your entrance

—

you understand."

Harlequin. Can't say I do immediately, Sir George!

Pretty sharp too, m general, at catching an idea ; but

really you have scarcely yet put yours in an intelligible

shape. Do you mean to descend-

—

Sir George. Just so, my dear fellow, I knew you un-

derstood me. It must take, d— n me ; and then, as to the

speaking part—slow, rapid, distinct, indistinct, whisper,

thunder, tittle-tattle, devilish rattle, sharp, shrill, deep,

sonorous ; Go it, my dear boy,' it must take, d—n me!
Harlequin. Oh, perfectly comprehensible, Sir George!

I never heard instructions more clearly and intelligibly

delivered. Harm let's to the players was nothing at all in

comparison. But here come Scrub, Pantaloon, Colum-

bine, Necromantino, and ail the rest of the characters.

Enter a Motley Groupe, followed by two IVomen with a

Tub of White-wash,

Omnes. Hail to our glorious M. P. ; and hail to our

all attractive Harlequin.

Harlequin. Enter, ladies and gentlemen all, and re-

ceive all your various cues. Here, you Necromantino,

with your stuff 'd crocodile, take your stand here. Co-

lumbine, my dear, come here.

Sir George, (aside.) I hope I shall have no d——d duns

here to-day, to interrupt this harmony, Zounds, this
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speaking pantomime shall be beard and seen to some pur-

pose. But I must turn my thoughts to business. Well,

Necromantino, are you perfect ?

Necromantino. Yes, Sir, {raising his crocodile and spout*

ing.) " I can call spirits from the vasty deep."

Enter Taylor, Butcher, Coal-merchant, and a string of

'Tradesmen.

Sir George. Oh, gentlemen, gentlemen! you are come

in vain. But I have a delightful prospect. My Hocus

Pocus Conjurocus, is sure to succeed, and then d——me,

I'll pay you all.

Taylor. Oh ! Sir George, Sir George ! For these two

years and a half that has been your cry, but it won't do

any longer ; and I have been fool enough to trust some

of the company. Gentlemen, I hope you will raise the

money for Falstaff *s breeches, three pounds two and six-

pence only: for by G-d, if I go on trusting to the suc-

cess of some new piece, I shall never get one farthing

from master nor men.

Sir George. Go it, my boys, go it; to night will fill

my treasury; call on me to-morrow, and by the merits

of Hocus Pocus Conjurocus, you shall all be paid by the

help of God.

Coal-merchant. Pay me mine, master, at once, it is but

six-pence only, for a peck of coals to roast the mutton
for Petruchio's supper, and I have been three score

times after it.

Butcher. And I have been as often after mine, five and
sixpence for a leg of mutton for Katherine and Petru-

ehio. I wish to God they had waited for the mutton as

long as I have for the money. This comes of my
master trusting genius and vagrants.

1st Woman. Come, Sir George, you may be well

white-washed in half a dozew minutes.

Sir George: Why, you bussey, you are not to put me
into the tub.

1st Woman. La, Sir, didn't you say you should like to

be white-washed if you could afford soap.
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Columbine. Let him alone, hussey. I say be has not a

spot aoout him.

2d Ifoman. Oh, we can white-wash him presently;

why, here's plenty of soap, Ma'am. But if he won't be

washed, why lud then, we may as well go about our bu-

siness. [Exeunt Women.)

Sir George. Now then, my worthy creditors, take

yourselves off; Mr. Coalman, I have not a sixpence on

the face of the earth ; you as well as I must depend upon

the treasury to-night. Come to-morrow, and I will try

bard to collect the money for you. And for you, also,

Mr. Beef-skirt, and for all of you, gentlemen, so pray

grant me a respite for the present.

Necromautino. Aye, aye, don't be so clamorous there,

you must take orders till we can raise the wind. How
the devil can you expect to get money out of flints ?

Sir George. I'll pay you ail. D—n me, have patience,

I say, and I'll pay you all.

Harlequin. Sir George Pay-you-all ! that will be a

first appearance in a new character.

Butcher. Weil, if I can't have my money I can't. Its

ad d shame, that's all I say. Exit.

Coal-merchant. It's a d—d rum company. Can't mus-

ter sixpence amongst 'em, by G—d ! Exit.

Taylor. Mind, gentlemen, d—n me, if you tear your

breeches, I won't set one single stitch in them until I

have got my three pounds two and sixpence. Exit.

Sir George. Thanks to the Lord, I am rid of this cursed

troublesome setof fellows. Oh me ! oh me ! They stick

to me like so many leeches, but they stick to a bloodless

trunk, for the devil a drop has any one got from me for

these many months. But times are altering ; my Hocus

Pocus will work a miracle for me, and then farewell, a

long farewell to debts and dunning creditors.

Enter Dilborodrozesy, on a Ponej/,and Conjurocus.

Conjurocus. Sir George, by all the powersrof inspira-

tion, conjuration, conjugation, and copulation, I must

have ten pounds before I can venture to appear to night.
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Bill clue two days ago, dishonoured—writs out—name in

the play-bills—bailiff in the pit—and Conjurocus in the.

spunging house; think of that, Sir George—think of the

disgrace to the theatre— think of the consequences.

Sir George. I shall go mad, d—n bills, writs, bailiffs,

Conjurocus, and spunging houses—theatres and conse-

quences. I could as soon give you ten thousand as te«

pounds.

Conjurocus (to Dilborodrozcsy.)

Hubble bubble! toil and trouble 1
.

I hope your poney will carry double.

Dilborodrowsy . Oh ho, Mr, Conjurocus in the bush wig,

you are forgo it; so I'll be off for Covent Garden, and

try what I can raise upon my painted poney. I have

played too long without pay, and d—n me, my motto

henceforward shall be " play and pay."

Sir George. Gentlemen, for Heaven's sake, listen to

me. Play to night, dear Conjurocus, for my fortune

depends upon to night. To-morrow, I will pay you all.

Dilborodrowsy also, give me credit, for four and twenty

hours longer, and you shall be rewarded.

Enter Box-keeper.

Box-keeper. All the places taken, Sir George; first,

second, third, fourth, fifth rows—all but the two boxes

you ordered to be reserved for your most particular

friends.

Sir George. Hurrah! Let the two boxes go! My
friends can come to-morrow night, get all the money you

can together, and never mind about friends. [Exit

Box-keeper.'] Now what say you, Conjurocus and

Dilborodrowsy, will you give me credit, my friends, un-

til to-morrow—you see how propitious the dawn opens

upon us; be assured I will pay you all.

Conjurocus. Be it so, Sir George, I will perform to

night, provided you will also make yourself responsible

for any consequences which may result to me.

Sir George. I agree, my dear fellow, I'll bail you, give

you twenty pounds for ynqr tea, write a d—d severe
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satire upon spunging houses, and drive all the race of

bailiffs to the devil; and what says my dear Dilboro*

drowsy ? shall I have the benefit of your talents and

your poney ?

Dilborodrowsy. Aye, Sir George, we will both go
though our parts to-night on the faith of your promises.

Sir George. Hurrah ! Hurrah ! Go it, my boys ! Run
to rehearsal ! Perfect yourselves in your parts ! I'll pay

you all ! By G—d and St. George, I'll pay you all

!

Qmnes. Hurrah ! Hurrah ! Hurrah ! Hocus Pocus

for ever. Exeunt Omms.

TO A IsUN.

Were it not better, pretty Ruth,

Instead of telling beads, forsooth.

To number burning kisses ?

And 'stead of kneeling at yon shrine,

To have me fondly own thee mine,

And pay my vows with blisses ?

Indeed it will be better sport

To sweetly mix in pleasure's court,

And yield to her emotions ;

And whatsoever now you feel,

Trust me you'll glow with greater zeal*

Engag'd in such devotions.

TO

I love thee much, had rather die,

Than thorns thy path should spread ;

And yet, by this heart-rending sigh,

And yet I wish thee dead.

I know to see thee in thy grave,

Would drive me to despair

;

And yet, nor think I idly rave !

And yet I wish thee there.

Oh, Heav'n ! what madness in each line!

Dear girl, the crime forgive ;

Tho' I can never call thee mine,

Yd have thee ever live.
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LORD NELSON and LADY HAMILTON.

Every day, Mr. Editor, brings with it some new
proof of the truth contained in an observation of John

Dryden's, that ' men are but children of a larger growth ;'

I will affirm further, that the most serious transactions

of the former may bear a strong resemblance to the play

of the latter. The boy who ventures his halfpence at

hustle cap, and chuck farthing, acts from the same mo-
tives with his guardians and relatives who are risquing

their estates at the hazard and card table. The boy at

school who endeavours to march before his playfellows

with a wooden sword and a paper cockade in his hat, acts

from the same motives as the commander of a fleet, or an

army fifty years his senior. Thus, in the same point of

view, when I look back to the time on which I am writing,

when all the powers of Europe were playing deep to get

possession of each other's territories, and in the Mediter-

ranean, Naples, Sicily, Malta, &c. furnished the game of

P^^ss in the Comer for so many potentates, what were the

people on whose actions so many hopes and. fears were

placed doing—what were the employment of the sage

Ferdinand, King of the two Sicilies—the great minister

Acton—the British ambassador, Lady Hamilton,—the

hero of the world, Nelson of the Nile, and his gallant

confederates, who had shaken the pillars of Hercules and

the pyramids of Egypt with the thunders of the British

empire— what, I say, werethey doing, on whose very looks

the fate of a kingdom depended, groping in the dark,

and playing at Blindmaris Buff, in the holes and corners

of Palermo.

No man ever was a hero in private life—none ever less

so than Lord Nelson ; as a proof of it, when Lady Ha-
milton was rescued from the salt water bath wherein I

have been obliged to leave her pickling since last month,

a scene ensued on the quarter deck that would require

an Aristophanes to do justice to. The Admiral did not

VQi. VIII, e, &
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weep, but he danced, swore, laughed, and stamped, alter*

nately for ten mmutes, his countenance as well as his ac-

tions exhibited even/ passion but the one he really felt—of

that, likeall other knowledge Nelson could boast, he under*

stood the practical part, but was ignorant of all its theoreti-

calr beauties ; Lady Hamilton bore her ducking with much
sang-froid, and if she was rather too en bon point to appear

like Venus risen from the flood, in form and shape, she cer-

tainly smiled with ineffable grace, and said, " she was too

well used to a sailor to mind a wet jacket," Lord Nelson

leaned upon her breast for three good reasons—the first was,

want of an arm made him want support—the second, be-

cause he liked the pillow—the third, because * * * *

However, his lordship led her, in a dripping state, to a

couch in the cabin, where gentle reader, hast thou

ever in thy boyish days peeped into a Jew's shew box, at a

sea-port town, and seen for thy penny, Neptune taking a

nap on the bosom of Amphirite, with a hundred Tritons on

watch, half seas over, whose rosy faces implied a some-

thing not to be defined but by those who have studied

Lavater through the aid of a prefatory book of instruc-

tions, written by one John Cleland if thou hast seen

this, thou mayest imagine the picture I am unable to de-

scribe. Capt. Hollowell, oftheSwiftsure, whose very face

lighted up a smile in that of others, tendered his services

as lady of the bedchamber, which were accepted. Lady Ha-

milton was soon attired in a sort of amphibious dress, over

Which was flung a large red and white cotton boat cloak,

a covering whimsical indeed, and not very elegant, but

highly valued by her ladyship (to whom it was presented

by Captain, then Lieutenant Webley,) as being part of

the spoils of a day of glory ever dear to her recollection ;

it was made of the hangings which the shot had spared

of L'Guerrier's cabin, the van ship of the French

line at the battle of the Nile.

This trifling incident, with the high spirits arising on an

escape from danger, served as excuses for prolonging the

mirth until day-light. Mr. Harrison, secretary to Sir Wm.
Hamilton, and a shoeing horn to her ladyship, favoured
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the company with a number off songs, all ready prepared,

in order to give Lady Hamilton an opportunity of play-

ing off her wit against so useful a butt. Although Lord

Nelson had heard the same songs sung, and the same vile

wit passed fifty different times, he laughed and applauded

as heartily and loudly as if they were the instantaneous

effusions of her ladyship's luxuriant fancy. There is a

servile flattery in this not excusable in a far less man than

Nelson, even had the object been to gain a finer woman
than Lady Hamilton ; but his lordship, in youth, was not

tutored by goddesses of health, and lull'd to love on ce-

lestial beds; his mind was rough and unpolished as the

profession he pursued ; delicacy of sentiment was to his

lordship as unintelligible as the world before the flood ; a

double entendre puzzled him; a single one, in English,

delighted ; and by stooping to this, Lady Hamilton

stooped to conquer, and did conquer a man who, in any

other shape, would have "defied the world in arms."

It may naturally be asked, was it love that caused

Lady Hamilton to act thus ? I answer no ; at her age the

hey-day of blood should have been tame, but the climate

of Italy forbad it to be so. Nelson had no music of love

in his soul, and his body was not formed to gratify the

more gross desires of passion ; a woman could only have

been attached to him from vain ambition or sordid inte-

rest. Of the latter no one that ever knew Lady Hamil-

ton would suspect her; to the former, she must plead

guilty; it was that made her follow Nelson with the

spirit of an Amazon through all his scenes of glory ; it

was] that made her lead him, in the attire of a Messalina,

through all his scenes of weakness and degradation. She

has linked herself to his name for ever, as firml}' as Cleo-

patra to Caesar, or Thais to Alexander; she is the mill-

stone that will hang about his neck, and as his name
goes down to posterity, when his virtues and vices are

scrutinized with freedom, unrestrained by the voice of the

living, or the blaze that hovered round the early dead;

she will sink his character to a level that could feeling

rouse for a moment the hapless tenant of the dust, would
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cause his mouldering bones to rattle with indignation in

their sepulchre.

I am now speaking with the necessary severity o^

truth, but I will be as zealous in praising a good action as

I am in condemning a bad one. Lady Hamilton, before the

ducking party separated, made some very severe remarks

upon the bodily state of Mr, Harrison, who appeared

reduced to a skeleton by his imprudencies ; this called forth

a reply from him, which the party well merited. " As
to my bodily imbecility," said he, " can it be wonder-

ed at when I have been seven years in the same house

with such a doctor as your ladyship. My mental pow-

ers are, thank God, unimpaired, for it was not your lady-

ship's interest to make me a fool, or else I see plainly,

you could have done that too." The objects at whom this

was addressed did not chuse to understand it, though

all others in company did, and a bumper, with three

times three, was proposed to the admiral's health by

Captain Louis, as" a turn off," and signal for dispersing.

The admiral and (as the sailors termed Lady Hamilton,)

the broad bottomed ambassador, led thevan, with upwards

of ten boats laden with heroes of the Nile, following, cheer-

ing, singing, and vociferating "the admiral forever."

Yet reader, this was a man of the strongest mind in

an hour of emergency, a man of the most decided temper,

of the most consummate prudence, of the most rapid

thought, who could give birth to the grandest plans, and

put them into execution with the rapidity of lightning,

whose very ideas electrified his hearers, and gave vigour

to despair; all under his orders felt themselves confident

of victory. Yet he was not eloquent in his delivery, but

his tone was decisive and inspiring. I have fought many
a hard tight under his eye, and it is impossible for lan-

guage to describe the sort of enthusiasm borrowed from

his smile; I can compare it to nothing in my recollec-

tion but that holiday-joy I felt when a child in vieing

with my brothers to do what we knew would give a

fond father pleasure ; even now, when many a year hath

passed since my sun of ambition sank beneath a wave of
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glory that rolled in gloom over every hope and wish of my
life, I feel a joy at merely reflecting upon the hero's deeds,

which makes my pen run lavish in his praise ; he was in-

deed the greatest and weakest man I ever knew ; he had not

a virtue but was sullied by some vice ; nor a vice but what

was embellished by humanity. To behold such a man the

puppet ofawoman, her mere plaything, mingling in scenes

of intemperance and low debauchery, swallowing the most

gross flattery, and herding with fools, is truly lamentable

;

but to know that by thus acting he in a great measure forgot

that duty he in sober moments would have gloried toper-

f@rm towards his country, is beyond measure reprehen-

sible ; but until human nature composes heroes of a dif-

ferent mould this will ever be the same. Caesar, at once

the glory and curse of the age he reigned in, spent nine

months in the polluted embraces of Cleopatra at Alex-

andria, in a similar way that Nelson did at Palermo with

Lady Hamilton.

But in his own times the conduct of Nelson met imi-

tators in every captain that fought with h<im at the Nile.

We shall see, in the sequel, how well they aped their mas-

ter in both his bad and good deeds. Captain Hollowell,

wbom I have mentioned above as a principal actor in the

Bacchanalian orgies of Palermo, is an officer celebrated in

every part of the world for his valour and discretion. The
dispatches from Bonaparte to the Directory, which were

intercepted off the Nile by the Zealous, contained some

thousands of letters from his army, that were opened and

read by our officers, in order to discover if they contained

aught but private correspondence.

Captain Hollowell met with one that affected him ex-

ceedingly, it was from an ensign, relating that his wife had

been taken by the Arabs, who murdered her two children,

and after a scene of brutality, of a nature too shocking to

relate, left her covered with wounds in a pit at Rhamania,

where he had found her, and restored her to life. The
officer stated he had lost an arm, was wounded in three

places, and was by slow journies coming down the Nile

to be stationed in the Castle of Damietta, with a fa'mt
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hope that if any exchange of prisoners took place with

the English, he and his wife might be included, but that

he had not a farthing of money to bribe the commissary

to put down his name. The Swiftsure was then stationed

to blockade Damietta, and Captain Hollowelitook several

prisoners, who informed him the officer and his wife

were in the fort, and much pitied, no exchange of

prisoners being allowed. Captain Hollowell found

means to send this unfortunate man by an Arab (who

effected his mission with a courage and zeal few Chris-

tians would have done,) the sum of forty dollars, and an

intimation, that if he could point out any place on the

coast where an English boat might come in secret, and

bring away him and his wife, one should be sent ; and

pledged his word as a British officer, to have him con-

veyed in safety home to France.

The faithful Arab returned with an account of the

man's utter astonishment at finding a friend in such a

place, and that friend in an enemy ; but that if a boat

could be sent on a certain night to a fig plantation near the

mouth of the Nile, he and his wife would there await their

generous deliverer.

Captain Hollowell determined, and did go in the boat

himself; the officer and his wife were hid in the wood, and

obliged to be lifted into the boat,in the act of doing which,

a picquet guard surprized them with a volley of musque-

try ; the boat was aground, part of the crew returned the

fire, and part launched the boat with great difficulty;

Capt. Hollowell was the last who embarked,up to the neck

in water, and his coxswain was shot dead at his side; but in

spite of the sharp fire of the enemy he persisted in getting

aboard the body of his dead and humble friend, and not till

then retired. The scene on board the Swiftsure, when the

poor Frenchman and his wife knew their deliverer was no

less than commander of a British line of battle ship, cannot

be described; their grateful astonishment knew no bounds,

when they were informed who had personally ventured in

the boat to save them. To shorten my story,care and atten-

tion on board the Swiftsure restored to good health both
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the officer and his wife, who, liberally supplied by their

benefactor, were sent to Genoa, where twelve months

after he had the satisfaction to hear they were comfortably

settled, and prospering in life through his bounty.

The generosity of such an action may appear to some

readers romantic or mad, but I can assure them, amongst

British sailors they are so common, that no one thinks it

worthy to record them.

With this anecdote, Mr. Editor, I shall conclude. In

my next I will give you one of Lord Nelson himself, and

another of Commodore Trowbridge, which, though on a

far different occasion, are equally to be admired by every

one who has a heart to feel for an enemy in distress.

There is a saying common in Port Mahon Island of Mi-

norca, that " All good Englishmen get drunk, get a

wench, dance, swear, and give money."—" All bad Eng-

lishmen keep sober, look sour, hate a wench, and kick

you when asked for money."

A little reflection makes me inclined to believe that

what I deemed an interested observation of the Mahonese

peasant is a real truth.

John Mitfohd.

HISTORICAL CHARACTER OF BONAPARTE.
By Charles Phillips, Esq.

He is fallen !—We may now pause before that splendid

prodigy, which towered amongst us like some ancient

ruin, whose frown terrified the glance its magnificence

attracted.—Grand, gloomy, and peculiar, he sat upon

the throne, a sceptered hermit wrapt in the solitude

of his awful originality. A mind bold, independent,

and decisive; a will, despotic, in its dictates; an energy

that distances expedition, and a conscience pliable to

every touch of interest, marked the outline of this ex-

traordinary character, the most extraordinary perhaps,

that, in the annals of this world, ever rose, or reigned,

or fell.—Flung into life in the midst of a revolution,

that quickened every energy of a people who acknow-
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ledge no superior, he commenced his course, a stranger

by birth, and a scholar by charity ;—with no friend but

his sword, and no fortune but his talents, he rushed into

the lists where rank, and wealth, and genius had ar-

rayed themselves; competition fled from him as from

the glance of destiny. He knew no motive but interest

—he acknowledged no criterion but success—he wor-

shipped no God but ambition, and with an eastern de-

votion, he knelt at the shrine of his idolatry. Subsidiary

to this, there was no creed that he did not profess,

there was no opinion that he did not promulgate ; in the

hope of a dynasty, he upheld the crescent ; for the

sake of a divorce, he bowed before the cross ; the or-

phan of St. Louis, he became the adopted child of the

Republic; and with a parricidal ingratitude, on the

ruins both of the throne and the tribune he reared the

tower of his despotism; A professed catholic, he im-

prisoned the pope; a pretended patriot, he impove-

rished the country ; and, in the name of Brutus,* he

grasped, without remorse, and wore, without shame,

the diadem of the Caesars!

Through this pantomime of his policy, fortune played

the clown to his caprices. At his touch crowns crumb-

led, beggars reigned, systems vanished ; the wildest

theories took the colour of his whim, and all that was

venerable, and all that was novel, changed places with

the.rapidity of a drama. Even apparent defeat assumed

the operations of victory—his flight from Egypt con-

firmed his destiny; ruin itself only elevated him to

empire.

But, if his fortune was great, his genius was transcen-

dant; decision flashed upon his councils—and it was

the same to decide and to perform. To inferior intel-

lects, his combinations appeared utterly impossible, his

plans perfectly impracticable; but, in his hands, sim-

plicity marked their developement, and success vindica-

* In his cant after liberty in the commencement of his

revolution, he assumed the name ofBrutus.—Proh Pudor.
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ted their adoption. His person partook the character of

his mind— if the one never yielded in the cabinet, the

other never bent in the field. Nature had no obstacles

that he did not surmount—space no opposition that he

did not spurn ; and whether amid Alpine rocks, Arabian

sands, or Polar snows, he seemed proof against peril,

and endowed with ubiquity ! The whole Continent of

Europe trembled at beholding- the audacity of his de-

signs and the miracle of their execution. Scepticism

bowed to the prodigies of his performances—romance

assumed the air of history ; nor was there aught too in-

credible for belief, or too fanciful for expectation, when

the world saw a subaltern of Corsica waving his impe-

rial flag over her most ancient capitals. All the visions

of antiquity became common places in his contempla-

tion—kings were his people—nations were his outposts

—and he disposed of courts, and crowns, and camps,

and churches, and cabinets, as if they were the titular

dignitaries of the chess-board !

Amid all these changes, he stood immutable as ada-

mant. It mattered little whether in the field or the

drawing-room—with the mob or the levee—wearing the

Jacobin bonnet or the iron crown—banishing a Braganza

or espousing a Lorraine—dictating peace on a raft to the

Czar of Russia, or contemplating defeat at the gallows of

Leipzic—he was still the same military despot.

Cradled in the camp, he was, to the last hour, the

darling of the army. Of all his soldiers, not one forsook

him, till affection was useless, and their first stipulation

was for the safety of their favourite.—They knew well

that if he was lavish of them, he was prodigal of him-

self; and that if he exposed them to peril, he repaid

them with plunder. For the soldier, he subdued every

people—to the people he made even pride pay tribute.

The victorious veteran glittered with his gains, and the

capital, gorgeous with the spoils of art, became the mi-

niature metropolis of the universe. In this wonderful

combination, his affectation of literature must not be

VOL. VIII. L L
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omitted. The gaoler of the press, he affected the pa-

tronage of letters—the proscriber of books, he encouraged

philosophy—the persecutor of authors, and the mur-

derer of printers, he yet pretended to the protection of

learning !—the assassin of Palm—the silencer of De
Stael—and the denouncer of Kotzebue-—he was the friend

of David—the benefactor of De Lille—and sent his aca-

demic prize to the philosopher of England.f

Such a medley of contradictions, and, at the same

time, such an individual consistency, were never united

in the same character. A royalist—a republican, and an

Emperor—a Mahometan—a Catholic and a patron of the

synagogue—a subaltern and a sovereign—a traitor and a

tyrant—a Christian and an infidel—he was, through all

his vicissitudes, the same stern, potent, inflexible ori-

ginal—the same mysterious incomprehensible self—the

man without a model, and without a shadow.

His fall, like his life, baffled a!l speculation. In short*

his whole history was like a dream to the world, and no

man can tell how or why he was awakened from the

reverie.—Such is a faint and feeble picture of Napoleon

Bonaparte, the first (and it is to be hoped the last) Em-
peror of the French. That he has done much evil there

is little doubt— that he has been the origin of much
good there is just as little. Through his means, inten-

tional or not, Spain, Portugal, and France, have arisen to

the blessings of a free constitution ; superstition has

found her grave in the ruins of the inquisition ; and the

feudal system, with its whole train of tyrannic satellites,

has fled for ever. Kings may learn from him, that their

safest study, as well as their noblest, is the interest of

the people ; the people are taught by him, that there is

no despotism so stupendous against which they have

not a resource ; and to those who would rise upon the

ruins of both, he is a living lesson, that if ambition can

raise them from the lowest station, it can also prostrate

them from the highestv

+ Sir Humphry Davy had the first prize of the Academy of

Sciences transmitted to him e
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THE GAY DECEIVER.

Chloe, a maid at fifty-five,

Was at her toilet dressing,

Her waiting maid, with irons hot,

Each paper'd curl was pressing.

The looking-glass her eyes engross'd,'

While Betty humm'd a ditty;

In fact she gaz'd so on her face,

She really thought it pretty.

Her painted cheeks and pencil'd brows

She could not but approve

;

Her thoughts on varied subjects turn'd,

At length they dwelt on love.

" And shall," said she, " a virgin's life

" Await these pleasing charms;
il And will no sighing, blooming youth

" Receive me to his arms ?

" Forbid it, love !"—she scarce had spoke.

When Cupid laid a trap,

For at the chamber door was heard

A soft and gentle tap.

Cry'd Betty, " Who the deuce is that ?'»

" Ay, tell," said Chloe, " true ;"

When straight a tender voice reply'd,

* ( Dear Ma'am, I dye for you."

*« What's that ?" she said, « Betty, say,

"A man !—and die for me?
" And can I see the youth expire ?

" no it must not be.

** Haste, Betty, open quick the door,"

'lis done,—and lo, to view,

A little man, with bundle stood,

In sleeves and apron blue*

" Ye gods 1" cried Chloe, " what k this

** What vision do I see ?

*'* Is this the man, O mighty love!

*' The man that dies for me ?"
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u Yes, ma'am, your ladyship is right,*'

The figure straight reply'd ;

" And hard ferme—it would have been

" If I had never dy'd.

" La, ma'am, you must have heard of me,
" Although I'm no high-flyer ;

<f 1 live just by, at number One—

•

I'm Billy Dip, the dyer.

i{ 'Twas me, ma'am, Betty there employ'd*

" To dye your lutestring gown ;

" And I not only dye for you,

" But dye for half the town/'

GENERAL LEE not JUNIUS.

Sir,

Your correspondent, Alpha, in the last Number of

the Scourge, has entered into some very ingenious ar-

guments to prove, upon the authority of Dr. Girdlestone,

that the late General Lee was the author of Junius's Let-

ters. If what he assumes to be true were really so, I

should consider the discovery as one of no small impor-

tance considered in a literary point of view ; but I am
afraid Alpha has drawn his inferences with more preci*

pitancy than precision.

I read Dr. Girdlestone' s pamphlet with considerable

attention, and as I am prejudiced in favor of none of those

numerous pretenders to the honors of Junius, believing

that the real author is yet unknown, I presume I was

not very likely to be misled by any partiality for a favo-

rite candidate. The general impression on my mind,

after perusing the remarks of Dr. Girdlestone was, that

-with respect to internal evidence of style and sentiment,

there existed much in his favor ; but that whatever con-

clusions favorable to his theory might be deduced from

those fallacious testimonies, they were completely over-

thrown by the fact that Lee was out of England, and tra-
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veiling on the Continent, at the very period when Junius's

Letters were publishing in London.

It is true that Dr. Girdlestone endeavours to explain

this contradiction by an hypothesis not very ingenious

nor probable. He affirms that General Lee was bonafide

in England at the time certain letters from him, purport-

ing to be dated Warsaw, Vienna, Florence, Lyons, &c.

were addressed to hisfriends in England, and which let-

ters are published by Langworthy, in his Memoirs of

Lee, Some of these letters are dated within a day or

two of those which Junius addressed to Woodfall, or to

the public ; and yet Dr. G. maintains that Lee was in

London, or its vicinity, and that these letters were fabri-

cated the better to conceal his identity as Junius.

Certainly it is not impossible nor improbable that such

a scheme for concealing Junius might be projected and

executed ; but then, before we are required to acquiesce

in its truth, something in the shape of credible and con-

clusive testimony ought to be offered in its support.

What is the nature of the evidence brought forward by

Dr. Girdlestone ? Certainly not conclusive, because it still

leaves the question open to doubt, and not credible, be-

cause it is of an unknown witness.

The letters in question were chiefly addressed to Lord

Thanet and Sir C. Davers, two friends of Lee's, and, ac-

cording to Dr. G. in the secret of his being Junius. They
were fabricated therefore, and put into their possession,

as if they had come from Vienna, Florence, &c. in order

that they, by shewing them to their friends, might re-

move any suspicions which should attach to General Lee

as the writer of Junius. But is there any proof that Ge-

neral Lee was ever suspected of being Junius ? and if such

a suspicion did exist, was it ever so prevalent as to ren-

defIt necessary that Lee should resort to this expedient

in order to lull or mislead it? Among the numerous
persons who were publicly insinuated as being Junius, I

do not believe that Lee's name was ever mentioned ; at

least, if it was, I should like to see the proof of it.
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If, however, there did exist a strong rumour, identify-

ing Lee and Junius, (which I will suppose, for the sake of

the argument,), it might reasonably be supposed that Ge-

neral Lee would find it necessary to live in cautious se-

clusion, while his friends, Lord Thanet and Sir C. Davers,

were handing letters about from him, which testified his

being abroad. He either had or had not reason to fear

detection. If he had not, then the precaution he is sup-

posed to have taken, was a foolish one, and needlessly

imposed upon his two friends the office of propagating a

direct falsehood ; if he had, then it would be incumbent

upon him to secure every means of preventing any clue

that might lead to the knowledge of his residence in Eng-

land. But Dr. Girdlestone, in his zeal to prove that

General Lee was in England, while he professed to be

abroad, proves too much for the support of his other hy-

pothesis. He proves that General Lee was, at one and

the same time, securing means for concealment, and

openly exhibiting himself in companies ; and he does not

prove, which it was material for him to do, that he lived

screened from every eye except those of his two friends,

while those two friends were imposing upon the town by

collusive documents of his absence. Such a statement

supposes in General Lee either folly or treachery; he

was either foolish enough to defeat his own projects, or

treacherous to betray the device which he had entrusted

to the management of his friends.

Let me consider, however, for a moment, the intrinsic

value of that testimony which Dr. Girdlestone relies upon
for the support of his main theory, the actual residence

of Lee in England, though his letters declare him to

have been abroad. I apprehend it will be found singu-

larly futile and inconclusive. It consists merely of an

equivocal sort of hear-say testimony. Thus Dr. G. in-

forms us, that ** a person who is still living recollects

perfectly well that Lee was a great deal with Sir C. Da-
vers in the years 1768, 1769, 1770, in London, during

the winter season, and at Rushbrooke, in Suffolk, during
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the summer of those years. Who is this person whose

memory is so £ood ? What is his name ? Where is his

residence?. What declaration has he signed of this fact ?

What were his opportunities of knowing it at all ? The

same nameless person also recollects that M General Lee

stood sponsor to Sir Charles Davers's eldest son in the

church of Rushbrooke, about May, 1770 ;" and yet there

is a letter from General Lee to Sir Charles, dated" Flo-

rence, May 24, 1770," apologizing to his friend for the

length of time that had elapsed before he answered Sir

Charles's letter to him. Aye, but says Mr Girdlestone,

who sees in all this nothing but the developement of that

grand plan of fictitious letters, this was done on purpose

that Sir Charles might be able to produce this letter as a

proof that Lee could not be the author ofJunius, because

he was at Florence and not in London ; that is, General

Lee was publicly standing as sponsor to a child of Sir

Charles Davers at the very time when Sir Charles was to

produce a letter from the General, dated at Florence, lest

it should be supposed he was the author of Junius 1 I

am really astonished how Dr. Girdlestone could believe

in the possibility of collusion so bungling, and so mani-

festly unfit to answer its alleged purpose.

We are to receive this fact as incontestible, however,

because this aforesaid, nameless witness remembers it so

distinctly, because the copy of the baptism shews that

Sir C. Davers's son was baptised in April, 1770, though

no such copy is produced, and also because this still invisi-

ble and unknown witness likewise remembers that Ge-

neral Lee when at Rushbrooke " always wrote in the

kitchen to the great annoyance of the cook." This highly

satisfactory and resistless evidence Dr. Girdlestone con-

siders, or affects to consider, as " a decided proof that the

letters of Genera Lee, dated Warsaw, &c. were fictitious

with respect to place." In our opinion such testimony

might, with equal facility, be made to prove that General

Lee wrote Gibbon's Roman History, if its publication had

been contemporary with his alleged residence at Rush-

brooke.
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The two parts of Dr. Girdlestone's theory, however,

are at variance with each other, as I have already shewn,

and many other strong contradictions to it might be ob-

tained. For instance, Junius approved of the stamp act,

and supported the British right against the American

claims, while General Lee abandoned fortune, friends,

country, fame, and honor, even to outlawry, to maintain,

what he conceived to be, American rights against British

claims. There is another point also to which I will

allude. One of General Lee's letters is dated Vienna,

Dec. 24, 1769, addressed to Sir C. Davers, and gives a

minute and animated account of a battle which took place

in Moldavia, at which General Lee was present; but

then, because on the 19th of the name month Junius's ce-

lebrated letter to the King appeared, and on the 26th of

the same month there is a private letter from Junius to

Woodfall, we are to suppose this letter from Vienna, so

full and so circumstantial in its details, was a mere fabri-

cation, or else it is impossible to believe that Junius and

General Lee could be the same individual

!

I think when your correspondent, Alpha, reflects upon

these circumstances, he will find them of sufficient weight

to counterbalance that most fallacious of all kinds of

testimony, when unsupported by any other than the inter-

nal evidence of style and sentiment. Should General Lee's

residence in London, during the publication of Junius, be

clearly made out, I admit there would then be some plau-

sible grounds for supposing him the author of those cele-

brated letters.

Omega.

On a REPORTED TRAFFIC in PLACE and PEN-
SION in the GREAT WORLD.

Some five and twenty years since, a certain right re-

verend member of the spiritual aristocracy, doubtless

from an intense and exclusive devotion to the appropri-

ate studies and duties of his order, was so politically ig=
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riorarit as to pronounce openly in parliament that the
" people of England had nothing farther to do with the

laws than to obey them." Had his Right Reverence

decided merely that a law once enacted by the proper

authority was obligatory upon every Englishman, no

Englishman in his right mind could have controverted

so self-evident a proposition, But the difference is pre-

cisely of co-equal extent, between the acknowledged ne-

cessity of submission to enacted laws, and having nothing

to do with their nature and enactment, as between the

privileges, immunities, and powers of remonstrance and

controul resident in the people in a state of national

freedom, and the slavish submission enforced hy arbi-

trary and tyrannical authority. This power of remonstrance

and controul, both within doors and without^ exercised

in such a multitude of instances, and through so long a

course of time in this country, occasionally with a success

demonstrative of its high consequence, is, in.fact, absolute-

ly necessary to the conservation of popular freedom. The
lust of encroachment and addition is natural to all the

^depositaries of power and privilege. The simile is per-

fectly appropriate

—

amor pecuniae cum ipsa pecunia crescit*

Hence, too, the equal benefits, as well to the aristocracy

itself as to the people, of those public investigations, and

monitory warnings through the press, which necessarily

compose a part of the popular powers ofremonstrance and

controul. In all governments composed of privileged or-

ders, and at the present moment we can reckon but one

upon the face of the whole earth otherwise composed,

the aristocracy, temporal and spiritual, has from the

original foundation of the system, been laudably solicit-

ous to support and perpetuate itself by hereditary ho-

nours, and those againj by immense hereditary portions

of the common soil, assuring a magnificent and impos-

ing independence, with a vast gratuitous share of all the

good things of this life. Thus a country is parcelled out

by its conqueror, or by the great chieftain or king, by
what means soever he may have attained that dignity

^

vol riii, m- k
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among his subordinate chieftains, who may have assisted

in the attainment of his elevation, and must be sup-ported

in order to insure their support of the throne. But it is

obvious that naked lands would be a barren, therefore

useless gift ; thence, serfs and vassals were also givea

with the lands, which they were bound by the law of

the sword to cultivate for the exclusive benefit of their

lords. Thus, in dark and ignorant ages, the great body or

the people were enslaved, and their labour extorted, for

the maintenance, in luxury and idleness, or in pestilent

activity, of privileged bodies of men, erroneously sup-

posed under such conditions to be absolutely necessary

to the due government of a country. Such was the de-

plorable situation of our own country in the early periods

of the monarchy.

The all-improving influence of time, and peculiarly

the general diffusion of property, in proportion as this

country became commercial, have by degrees, introduced

among us somewhat more of the natural equality of the

human race. We have commuted slavery and personal

services for legislative, and so far, voluntary taxation.*

We yet thus still" labour with the sweat of our brow,

to support the privileged orders, the aristocracy of rank ;

and although no man in this fortunate country is actually

enslaved by such a system, yet so oppressed are the la-

bouring classes by the grinding weight oC taxation that

they are obviously condemned to a state o'r virtual slavery,

and their situation pronounced both by foreign and Bri-

tish writers to be far worse, in respect of every comfort

and solace of existence, than the adscripte glebie, or feu-

dal slaves, in many of the continental states. This im-

portant view should be constantly before the eyes of the

great, in a country where nothing can be hid ; where the

nature of every system, and - the character and conduct of

every individual without ex«ception, even in favour of the

monarch and his family, a re open to the bold and un-

sparing discussions of a fre* 3 press. Individuals, the most

exalted, should never, amir 1 the blandishments of fortune*
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luxury, and command, forget that they owe all to the

people—that the people have given, and the people have

taken away. Never should the aristocracy of any coun-

try forget the tremendous example of France. They

may, at the same time, cherish the consoling reflection,

that moderation and justice will be their sheet-anchor,

the perpetual security of their privileges; for there is a

natural tendency in all mankind, to homage and protect

their superiors, which absolutely swallows up the sense

of their own rights. Such is the grand support of royalty

and aristocracy, such the source of their strong, and, as

it should seem, eternal hold upon the affections of man-
kind.

I was led into the above reflections by a late paragraph

in the newspapers, which my respect for the parties con-

cerned induces me to hope may be premature, and ul-

timately groundless. In substance, that the Princess

Elizabeth, having accepted a deputy-rangership in Wind-
sor Great Park, Lady Mansfield, who in consequence va-

cates, is to be compensated with an adequate pension!

Now I do not pretend there is any thing unprecedented or

enormous in all this, which insulated and considered sing-

ly, indeed, would scarcely weigh the weight of a common
newspaper squib. But this is to be taken conjunctively,

and as part, however small and inconsequential in itself,

of an enormous whole. It is to be considered how great

apart of the people of this country, with the highest

possible claims to the independence of freemen, since

they earn and merit it by unremitted labour from infancy

to old age, are with their families pauperized and reduced

to the state of beggars, whilst the privileged classes find

in our system of policy so material a part of their sup-

port. The last ounce breaks the back of the over-laden

ass, and the addition oftrifles may prove matters of

consequence in an overcharged and bloated system.

Some reasoners are so wilful and sophistical as to

urge that these pensions and gratuities bestowed upon

the upper ranks can have no sort of effect upon the cjr*
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cumstances of the labouring classes, since it is evident*

such public property, if withheld from the former, would

at no rate be bestowed upon the latter. To this the re-*

ply is obvious. The amount of such gratuities must be

supplied as an item of taxation, of which the labouring

classes of the community bear a most burthensome part,

collected from every article they eat, or drink, or wear.

The amount too is sufficiently great to expel pauperism

from the country, and to that degraded state no just go-^

vernment should expose its people.

Every enlightened and liberal people will most cheer-

fully reward those who administer their government, and

fight their battles ; affording them also an ample provision

on retirement, for past services of an actual and honour-

able kind. On services of a different description they

will demur, and if their remonstrances be not loud, they

will be deep and earnest. Such also will be the nature

of those, on services greatly overpaid to favoured indivi-

duals, which must ever be attended with the injustice of

slighting the claims of others, perhaps equally merito-

rious. To come close to the report of the paragraph

above stated, we hope the post was originally bestowed

upon Lady Mansfield for some actual public service per«<

formed by her family, and viewing the matter in that

light, we sincerely wish her ladyship had kept it. With
respect to her Royal Highness the Princess Elizabeth, an

amiable member of our most opulent royal family, and

one according to report, not at all in the back ground in

that important respect, it seems to be the general wish

that she should not accept this in question, or any pub-

lic office, which might be rendered the needful support

of some hoary veteran, whose constant and active services

to his country may have precluded the most necessary

services to himself. The princess can neither have any

such claim, nor the shadow of a plea of necessity. In

her virgin state, and consequently without any family to

maintain, and with the certainty, on changing that state,

of the most splendid provision for herself and family, to
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accept any place, pension, or emolument, will be deroga-

tory to her real dignity, and subversive of that general

estimation, which it ought to be her highest ambition to

preserve inviolate.

The above remarks I have addressed, with the sole

view that they may have a beneficial effect, of which

they cannot fail, if perused with a candid and unpreju-

diced attention, and the sincere desire of acting with jus-

tice and decorum ; and I have made choice of the

Scourge for their vehicle, because I know, on the best

authority, that it finds admission into the highest circles.

Libertas Lex Grex,

NAVAL BIOGRAPHY.

Such Rodmond was, by learning unrefin'd,

That oft enlightens, to corrupt the mind.

Falcone*,

Memoirs of Captain John Stockham, JR. N.

I have heard it frequently remarked, that the best

officers in our naval service are those who have risen,

progressively from the lowest station to the highest,

whose merits, in spite of poverty and all her concomitant

attendants, have proved so conspicuous as to fix upon a

durable foundation their fortune and fame.

The remark holds good in particular instances, but is

pot to be admitted as a general truth. Many ofour most

shining naval characters commenced their career " be->

fore the mast." Courage, ability, perseverance, and, above

all, discretion, properly applied, raised them to honoured

pre-eminence ; but it must be confessed that the rise of

such men would have been more rapid, their talents

much earlier called into action, and their path to rank

and command rendered smoother, had they been favoured

with that education which is in the power of every gen-

tleman to bestow iipor$ his offspring, and which qualifies
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the possessor for a situation above him, whose unculti-

vated mind has to struggle " before the mast," for that

improvement which he must attain, before he can hope

to be noticed amongst his companions in obscurity.

Far be it from me to cast any reflection upon those

who, self-raised, have not " the boast of ancestry." But

I have heard it remarked by naval men, that ships com-

manded by young officers of family are generally cele-

brated for mild discipline. It will naturally be supposed

that commanders whose talents and bravery have ad-

vanced them, may have felt punishment, in their own
persons, and are therefore capable of feeling for others

in the like case ; but here—too often the feeling ends.

Humanity, taught in the school of adversity, may heal

pains itself has suffered, but is not alive to all those ten-

der and delicate impulses of the heart, acquired from

infancy in polished society, ripened and expanded by

education, which powerfully plead for all the weaknesses

of a nature less refined, and whose benign influence

spreads its emanations in charitable compassion from the

noble and cultured mind on the parade or quarterdeck,

to the same, though less informed being, that trembles at

the gang-way or the halberts.

Upon the whole, I should be inclined to think with

the honest sailor, that a real gentleman is really the best

commander. Many make ample amends in mature age

for the deficiences of youth. Captain Westcott,* who
gloriously fell at the Nile, Sir Samuel Hood, and many
others, are examples of what may be surmounted by lau-

dable perseverance, and the object of the present me-

moir, uneducated and unfriended, is a conspicuous proof

that the path of integrity, firmly trod and assiduously

pursued, will terminate successfully, in spite of the dis*

abilities the adventurer labours under, and which for a

time must necessarily obstruct his advance to eminence.

No storied urn or animated bust ever rose in vaia

Captain Westcott was the son of ;* baker at Honitoiw
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memorial over the mouldering bones of Mr. Stockham's

ancestors; no epicmuse, in living lays, ever recorded their

dreadful daring ; he was the first, and may be the last of

his family, whose fame ever extended beyond the limits

of the neighbourhood in which he was born.

The parents of Mr. Stockham were servants to a re-

spectable farmer in the vicinity of Exeter; the father

superintending the husbandry, and the mother having

charge of the dairy. Earning their bread by daily labour,

it is not to be wondered at that little could be spared

towards educating their son ; he was taught to write and

read indifferently at an evening school, where the terms

were five pence per week ; at the age of twelve years

he was removed from this by his parents, who evidently

never contemplated his rising to any condition superior

to their own. Devonshire has given birth to a large pro-

portion of naval heroes ; its local situation inviting

every aspiring mind to encounter the perils of the ocean

in quest of riches and honour—amongst them the family

of the Hoods hare become uncommonly famous ; Lord

Hood,the present veteran governor of Greenwich Hospi-

tal ; Lord Bridport, recently deceased ; Captain Alexander

Hood who fell in the moment of victory on the deck of

L'Hercule of SO guns, which had just surrendered to the

Mars of 74, after a severe and gallant contest ;f Sir Samuel

f Captain Alexander Hood, brother to the present Admiral

Sir Samuel Hood, commanded the Mars of 74 guns ; he engaged

the Hercule of 80 guns, near Brest so closely that the ports of

each vessel were unhinged by those of the other, the British sea-

men stood outside of the port-holes to load the guns, and knock-

ed down theFrenchmen with their rammers and spunges ; in con-

clusion the British, led by Captain Hood and Lieutenant But-

terfield, boarded the enemy, who after being driven from the

quarter deck, struck his colours. Captain Hood was in the

moment of the colour's descending, shot by a French midship-

man from the poop of the Hercule, who was immediately run

through the body by one of his own officers. Captain Hood's

death was deeply lamented by the navy.
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Hood, commander in chief in the Indian seas, were all

natives of Devonshire.

In the year 1795, Lord Hood had his flag on board

the Victory ; most of his lordship's servants were from

Devonshire, and amongst them one who was related

to young Stockham's master, and was on a visit to him,

when he remarked the lively, active disposition of the

contented labourer, and advised him to try his fortune at

sea. The mind of Stockham caught fire at the idea,

he was sparingly fitted out by his poor parents, and

received on board the Victory, then at Spithead, in the

humble capacity of a servant to the admiral's servants.

In this menial station he never was employed ; as he had

to wait for the admiral's approval. In three weeks' time

Lord Hood came on board, and sending for his new ser-

vant, was so much pleased with him, that he said, " he

was unfit for the station he held ;" and presenting him

with a small sum of money, ordered him to do duty as a

forecastle midshipman, a situation next in rank to a

midshipman on the quarter deck, and where young men
of rising merit are commonly placed until they earn

sufficient money and experience to qualify them for the

latter more respectable place. In this new element and

new situation Stockham acquitted himselfwith a diligence

that met the approval of his superior officers; his rude

country manners gradually began to wear off, and under

the eye of Mr. Biggs, the boatswain, he soon gave proofs

that he would be a seaman. To Mr. Biggs, who instruct-

ed him with a father's care, he often in his more pros-

perous days declared himself indebted for his rapid pro-

gress through the various gradations of seamanship.

His evenings were occupied in learning navigation from

any one who had the kindness to teach him. In

twelve months he was qualified to do his duty as an able

seaman, and would have been placed on the quarter

deck, had not his want of the necessary apparel present-

ed a formidable barrier to his wishes ; on this point he

suffered many mortifications. In every profession are to
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be found illiberal spirits ready to exercise their malignant

wit and unfeeling sarcasms upon those already bent by

the storm of reckless poverty—but Stockham was en-

dowed with a patience which rendered him superior to

insult, and a soul conscious of its own rectitude that

armed him against low persecution.

Perhaps the future fortunes of Stockham all sprung

from what he then deemed his greatest misfortune, his

poverty. If he had possessed apparel fit to appear on

the quarter deck, and in the cockpit, amongst young

men of family and fortune, he would have become a par-

taker in all their pleasures and amusements, and had no

time to devote to intellectual improvement, as in

the obscurity of the forecastle, and without which he

never could have become qualified to hold a commission

in the navy.

In the battle of the 13th of July 1795, between the

French fleet and the British commanded by Vice-admi-

ral Hotham, near Toulon,£ Admiral Mann had his flag

on board the Victory, under whom served as captain the

present worthy Admiral Knight. Stockham had charge

of the forecastle guns. The Victory was engaged on

both sides with three line of battle ships, and a frigate of

X This battle would never have been Fought but for the

gallantry of Admiral Mann, whose division alone sustained the

conflict, the rest of"the fleet, with the commander in chief, being

nearly hull dowii astern. Admiral Mann at last unwillingly

complied with the signal to leave off battle, and the enemy (af-

ter the loss of one ship, L'Alcide of 80 guns, which blew up
along side of the Victory with nearly all her crew on board) es-

caped first into Frejus, and finally into Toulon. The gallant

Nelson on this day, in the Agamemnon of 64 guns, passed to

windward of the whole French line, bore up, wore and repassed

them to leeward, receiving and returning broadsides with them

all. My friend who furnished me with the materials of this short

memoir, assures me that this exploit of Nelson's was then cal-

led a madman's action ; how many mad actions did he commit

of a similar complexion afterwards !

VOL. VIII N N
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the enemy together. One of them lay in a raking posi^

tion across her bows, thus rendering the forecastle a situa-

tion of the greatest danger, and requiring the greatest

exertion in repelling the enemy's assaults. Most of the

shrouds and rigging were shot away; Stoefcham alter-

nately spliced ropes, fired the guns, and encouraged every

one by a brave example, which was not unnoticed by

Captain Knight, who at the conclusion of the battle com-

mended him for the spirit he had displayed in a first en-

gagement.

The mate of the hold being killed, left a vacancy in

that department, which to the satisfaction of every body

was filled by Mr. Stockham; this place next in rank to

the lieutenant, is one of great charge, the stowage of the

hold ; consequently the good or ill sailing of the vessel

depends principally upon this officen all the stores of

water, spirits, wine, &c. are beneath his care, and Mr,

Stockham performed its duties with an integrity which

did him honour, and a knowledge few ever acquired in

so short a space of time.

Sir Edward Hamilton, since honoured with a gold

medal for capturing the Hermione Spanish frigate, under

the batteries of Porto Cavallo, was then a lieutenant, and

noticed Mr. Stockham in a way more substantial than by

mere praises; Lieutenant Colonel Flight, of the Marines,

became, and ever after continued, his steady friend.

A variety of services succeeded this promotion of Mr.

Stockhani's, in all of which he behaved with zeal and

prudence; indeed he always bore in mind, that courage

without conduct is like fancy without judgment—all sail

and no ballast; and he appears to have been blessed with

a penetration suitable to his other qualities.

Sir John Jervis (now Earl St. Vincent) arrived and took

command of the Mediterranean tleet, his flag being

hoisted on board the Victory. This officer brought with

him a numerous train of followers, rich from the spoils-

of the West India islands, but at the same time a
liearty dislike to all who claimed Lord Hood as a friend
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snd protector ; this can easily be accounted for. Lord

Hood demanded, previous to the sailing of the Victory

and fleet from England in 179-3, a reinforcement of ten

sail of the line, without which he declared himself inca-

pable of keeping command of the Mediterranean sea, in

case the Spanish and French fleets should form a junc-

tion. This demand was refused, and Lord Hood indig-

nantly struck his flag. Sir John Jervis, who had long

been at variance with Lord Hood, accepted the com-

mand, and undertook to rule the Mediterranean with ten

soilless than his predecessor, whose advice the ministers

too late had to deplore not having followed. This anec-

dote, I am aware, is quite new to the public, and I derive

it from a source which defies contradiction. How far did

Sir John fall short of his boasting? The Spanish fleet did

join that of France, and compelled Sir John to raise the

blockade of Toulon. The overbearing pride of the com-

mander in chief made him send away Admiral Mann, who
brought him a reinforcement of six sail of the line down
the Strait again, because forsooth he had come without,

order. Had he retained these ships he might have given

the foe battle, and prevented the long train of disasters

which ensued. The enemy, amounting to forty sail,

chased Captain Nelson in the Agamemnon, who exchang-

ed broad sides with their whole van, into San Fiorenzo;

troops landed from Toulon unmolested in Corsica, at-

tacked the towns, cut off all supplies, and the whole

island was abandoned to them. The island of Elba also

was evacuated after destroying the dock-yard, &a and

the fleet slipped from the gulph of San Fiorenzo in the

night, and under favour of a heavy gale arrived at Gi-

braltar, leaving the enemy in uncontrolled possession of

the Mediterranean, This digression is necessary^s it marks

the character of the man whose peculiarities Mr. Stock-

bam had to contend with, just on the turn of his fortune

in life. The commissioned officers who had served witti

Lord Hood were dismissed from the ship, and left to find

their way to England by land along with their old com-
Miander Knight. The petty officers who had not recom*
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mendations were distributed in smaller ships, and Mr."

Stockham, after a long admonitory lecture, was permitted

to remain as mate of the hold, through the influence of

his friend Lieutenant Colonel Flight. At the evacua-

tion of Corsica the watering parties were much harrassed

by the enemy, and Mr. Stockham was constantly employed

on that unpleasant service. After much trouble, and from

afortunate discovery which lam not permitted to record,

Mr. Stockham was placed on the list of young men to

pass their examination for lieutenants.

He alone had no recommendation to his passing cap-

tains—he was no follower of the admirals—he was

known to have been picked up almost in a state of want

by Lord Hood. His reserved manner, arising from conti-

nued oppression, had been construed into unbecoming

pride, and it was generally hinted that he could not ex*

pect to pass, being one of Lord Hood's friends.

These were discouraging circumstances to be placed

in ; as a seaman Mr. Stockham had confidence in his own

abilities—as a navigator, confined in his education, and

not well versed in accounts, his calculations were slow ;

though in conclusion always correct, and he dreaded

that his examiners would deem that his slowness arose

from incapacity, and consequently dismiss him.

Fortunately for him, Captain Coilingwood (one of the

best men and officers that ever breathed) had Mr. Stock-

ham assigned to his care, and after a patient examination

of three hours he not only granted him a certificate of

his ability, but wrote a letter recommending him to the

admiral as a young man whose talents deserved encou-

ragement. The consequence was, Mr. Stockham was

soon promoted to the rank of first lieutenant of the Sar-

dine frigate.g

§ This frigate and her consort, the Rosignol, were cut .crat of

the neutral port of. Tunis by Admiral Waldegrave, now Lord

Kadstock, of bible society fame, as a return for their having as-

sisted in capturing the Nemesis, Captain Hood Linzee, in the

neutral port of Smyrna, Though my friend says the Nemesis
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Colonel Flight had not been idle at this eventful period

of his friend's career.

Corsica was finally evacuated when Mr. Stockham held

his situation on board the Sardine, and in conducting the

service at Ajaccia, where he was stationed, he merited

and received thanks for his conduct.

A circumstance at this time occurred which shews the

necessity for all young people who are anxious to rise in

life,to keep a proper guard on their tongues even in pri-

vate com ersation ; by neglecting* this precaution, a termi-

nation had nearly been put to all Mr. StockhanVs hopes

in the navy.

In the action of the 1st of June, by Earl Howe, when
the Sans Pared was taken possession of after she had

struck, many dollars were found sticking in her sides,

which had been tired by the British ship opposed to her.

This strange circumstance led to a minute enquiry, and

it was discovered that the grape shot had been emptied

from some of their tin cases, and dollars substituted in

the place. The boxes contain. ng these cases were traced

to have come in the course of service from the Victory,

and as money had been missing when that ship was

employed at the evacuation of Toulon, and some people

were observed to become suddenly ricli after it, it then,

and since, occasioned a variety of remarks, in which the

characters of many were not spared ; that the money had

been improperly placed there none ever doubted, but who
derived benefit from the transaction, and how any of it

-came to be overlooked, is likely ever to remain a mystery.

This story formed the subject of conversation one

evening in the mess-room of the Sardine, and as Lord

was outside of the castle of Smyrna, and consequently not enti-

tled to protection when captured, I should think there was

some truth in this, as it appears the British made the Bey of Tu-
nis a present of an armed transport qs a quietus to his con-

science forbreaking his promise ofprotection given to the French,

But Lord Radstock is one of those saints incapable of beiirj

concerned in an improper action,
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Hood had his flag on board the Victory, the names of his

officers were brought forward, and their integrity ques«

tioned. Mr. Stockham sided in their favor, which pro-

duced sharp words, and at last terminated in a dispute

Respecting the abilities of Lord Hood and Sir John Jer-

vis. The anecdote I have already stated, of the cause

from which originated the abandonment of the Medi-

terranean, was discussed by Mr. Stockham with more zeal

for his first friend than prudence towards himself. There

are tale-bearers every where ; Sir John Jervis was made
acquainted with the circumstance. Mr. Stockham's com-
mission was only an acting one, its confirmation was

stopped, and he himselfremoved to command a paltry boat

mounting one gun at Gibraltar ; this was a blow for which

Mr. Stockham was not prepared, and never expected

;

however, he bore it manfully ; he wrote and expostulated

in vain ; Colonel Flight interceded, and was given to un-

derstand that the confirmation of Mr. Stockham's com-

mission depended upon his behaving in future with more

discretion.

After a severe servitude of twelve months, and in a

constant series of engagements with the Spanish gun-

boats belonging to Algesiras, in which Mr. Stockham

greatly distinguished himself, he was at length confirmed

and appointed to a line of battle ship. He had not been

long on beard before his activity and resolution raised

him to the rank of first lieutenant, in which station

he gained the friendship of his equals, and the esteem of

all below him. I pass over services of minor importance

to arrive at the engagement in which the brave, though

unlucky, Sir Robert Calder bore the chief command,

when the ship in which Mr. Stockham was placed, took

such a considerable part in that partial affair, that her

captain was ordered home as a principal witness on the

admiral's court martial.

The general character of Lieutenant Stockham was so

amiable,and his ability on that particular day so satisfactory

to his superiors, that Nelson continued him in command of
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the ship without (as is customary) appointing a captain />ro

tempore in the absence of him who had gone to attend

the trial.

Not long after this, it is well known, the ever-memo*

rable battle of Trafalgar closed the scene of Nelson's

glory and his life together, and Lieutenant Stockham had

the honour of contributing by his valour to the result of

that important day.

A very short time preceding the engagement, Nelson

was recommended to place a captain of his own in the

ship commanded by first lieutenant Stockham, which, with

his usual characteristic generosity, he declined doing, re-

marking " he is so excellent a first lieutenant, I am confi-

dent he will make a better captain." The actions of Lieu*

tenant Stockham proved that the admiral's confidence

in him was not misplaced, as none merited a greater por-

tion of the laurels that were won on this occasion than he

did.

Admiral Coilingwood, who succeeded his immortal

friend in the command of the fleet, had witnessed Mr»

Stockham's gallantry, and it is to-be presumed did ample

justice to it in the recommendations forwarded to England j,

as upon the promotions which took place the name of

Lieutenant Stockham was gazetted as post captain, pass-

ing over the intermediate step of master and commander*

which latter rank only was bestowed on the other first

lieutenants, who served under captains on that occasion.

The honor of a gold medal, which was awarded to the

captains, was also granted to Mr. Stockham, as a proof

when only a lieutenant, that his deeds had rendered him

worthy of being ranked with captains, and with them
equally distinguished and rewarded.

Arrived now at a height only one step from an admiral's

flag, from the humblest rank in life, and from an outset the

most unfavorable, the ambition and health of Captain

Stockham required alike an interval of rest ; not any thing

gave him greater pleasure arising from his unexampled

success than the means it afforded him of bringing com-

fort and competence to wait upon the evening of his be«
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loved parents* days, to whom from his entrance int#

the navy, notwithstanding his poverty, he had always

made shift to afford some little assistance. They did not

livelong to enjoy the blessings their dutiful son so libe-

rally bestowed.

The tears of Captain Stockham were yet damp on the

grave of his parents, when a liver complaint, which had

long troubled him, overpowered a constitution much
broken with a hard servitude of twenty years, and a life

was closed in which virtue and integrity had shone emi-

nently conspicuous.

He died at Exeter the beginning of this summer, with

the same resignation and fortitude he had lived, and bade

adieu to his friends when embarking on his last voyage

through the ocean of eternity, with the same serenity as

if it had been a voyage in life from which he expected

soon to return.

Such are the outlines of a man sprung from nothings

and raised by his own merits alone. His character requires

no comment—in every thing it was estimable* He was of a

serious and reflecting turn ofmind-*-he did not like raillery

—and could not bear a lie* There was no joking or fool-

ing before him* for he loved the plain truth, even though

it was to his own disadvantage—he was bold and coura-

geous, feared and respected—he had a clear and strong

understanding—sure in his conjectures, vigilant and active

wherever requisite, and unshaken in his resolutions. His

piety was that of a rational being, consistent with reason ;

he lived happy under its influence, and guided by its dic-

tates, died with a presaging hope of that supreme felicity

which we are taught to believe is the inestimable reward

of the virtuous in a future state of existence.

Bertram,
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The ADVENTURES of COLIN M'LOON
or, NEWSPAPER EDITORS.

I am a young man just come from the north; I

mean north of the Tweed ; and have travelled to

the south, like the rest of my countrymen, to improve

my condition. You may perhaps be inclined to sneer

at this: but I can tell you, Sir, that the geographical

progress of wealth, literature, and the arts, has always

been from south to north. My father, Heaven bless him,

I never happened to see, and this ignorance has saved

me from many brawls and squabbles, for I am always

fearful of quarrelling with a man I don't know, lest I

should be guilty of parricide. My mother having dis«

charged her duty by me, in bringing me into the world,,

left the world to take care of me, by going out of it her-

self: but she bequeathed me all mankind for my bro-

thers and sisters, and all nature for my patrimony.

With this ample provision, and with such numerous re-

lations, you may guess I wanted for nothing but an in-

troduction to my kindred, and a good title to my estates*

The first I always carry in my face, and the second in my
heart ; fori never see a rich man but I own him, if my
pocket is empty; nor an ample domain, but I enjoy it in

imagination.

In this way, Sir, I have been travelling through my
extensive property all the way from Johnny Groat's

house in Caithness up to London, Lcalled upon a great

number of my relations, as you may suppose, but did not

always find them equally glad to see me. I must except*

however, my jolly cousin at Dunstable, who keeps the

sign of the Stewpan. I paid him a visit late in the event-

ing. He regaled me sumptuously, and very kindly par-

took of what he laid before me. At night I slept in clo-

ver ; and in the morning, being always fond of early

rising, I thought of setting forth with the dawn. I am a

great lover of nature, and nothing delights me more than

an early walk, when the freshness of the air
?
the glories of

yql, riu, q o
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the rising sun, the warbling of the birds, and the glittering

splendour of a thousand dew-drops, beaming like liquid

diamonds from every bough and blade of grass, fill my soul

with raptures, and raise it to Heaven. Just such a scene

I was on the point of enjoying, when my cousin Grow-

ler, who heard me descend from my bed-chamber, arose,

and in the warmth of his love, swore, " by God I should

not budge." His arguments were so powerful, and his

desire for my stay so evident, that I did not like to dis-

appoint him, so I returned to my room; but I own I

was a little surprised, when I found his attachment

to me was so strong, that he actually locked me in for

fear I should escape. This appeared so much like a for-

cible way of shewing his love, that I, who would be as

free in all my motions as the air of my native mountains,

took it in dudgeon. Next to obliging an agreeable friend,

I love to disappoint an officious one : so I began to cast

about for the means of punishing Mr. Growler. They

soon presented themselves. The window was not more

than ten or twelve feet from the garden. I fastened a

sheet to a strong hook in the wall, and descended with

ease, resolved in my mind never more to renew my ac-

quaintance with cousin Growler. I wras sorry after-

wards, however, to reflect that I had not paid for my
supper or lodging ; but then I comforted myself by

thinking that if I had staid longer, I ^should have owed
more, and my conscience was appeased by the relative

proportion of evil I had committed^for I never pay upon
compulsion.

I soon reached London, and very naturally made en-

quiries for Scotland-yard, where I expected to find a

colony of my own countrymen ; but how great was my
disappointment at perceiving only splendid mansions at

one end, and coal-wharfs at the other. My next course

was to seek out my friend Murdock M' Slabber, who, I

was informed, lived next door to the Caledonian Oint-

ment warehouse. I had a strong itch to know where

this waSj both because I might perhaps scratch an ac-
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quaintance with the owner, and rub myself into his good

graces, and because it would conduct me to the abode of

my friend and countryman Slabber. After much and

diligent inquiry, I found him, and I must do him the

justice to say he was glad to see me, for he was just then

in great want of that assistance which I could give him.

Mr. M'Slabber is chief journeyman to an eminent book-

seller in Paternoster Row, and it is said he uses three

pounds of paste regularly every week. Without knowing

any one language, he translates from all ; and without

reading he writes upon every subject. I don't know how
he contrives to attain such intuitive knowledge : it may be

inspiration, but if it is, I am sure he derives it from gin

and beer, which are his Hippocrene. I had no sooner

set my foot in his room than he set me to work ; and in

less than two hours I had pasted together a sheet of a

Life of Wellington without knowing a word of what

it contained. When he had done the task he set him-

self, he asked me if I would dine with him. This is a

question to which a hungry man always says yes. I sig-

nified my assent, and we soon dispatched a sheep's head

and two pots of porter. As we sat regaling ourselves af-

ter dinner over a quartern of gin, I opened to him my
prospects and wishes in coming to London. He shook

his head ominously, and told me I should be disappoint-

ed ; but, added he, " ifyou wish to jump at once into pre-

sent employ and immediate payment become a repor-

ter.'* " A reporter," I echoed; "aye, a reporter," he re-

joined :
" the parliament is about to commence, and it will

be the easiest thing imaginable to procure an engage-

ment." " But how?" " I'll tell you. I have some interest

with a common council-man, and he shall give you a

letter to another common council-man, who is at the

bead of a morning paper, and ifyou provide for.the Dai/
9

depend upon it he will provide for the day that is pass-

ing over you."

I was mightily pleased with this proposal, and ur^ed

my friend Slabber to lose no time in procuring rne my
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credentials. "Fair and softly, "said he ; "take time thai

you may make an end the sooner, as the ancients say,"

and he drained off the last draught of gin and water ; " I

do every thing by method : let me see : it is now four

o'clock," looking at the sun on an opposite wall, which

served him for a dial, " at five I can pop upon Mr.

Gosling, at the Jowl of Salmon, in Cheapside, and while

he is lapping his turtle, I can do your business for you.

Here, do you meanwhile cut me out half a sheet of the

History of England, and get it ready for pasting. I will

slip on my coat and hat, and be back in the twinkling of

an eye."

Slabber set forth, and I sat down to my second effort

in literature. I was well pleased with my progress, for

I soon overthrew the Commonwealth, and restored

Charles II. and was just beginning to execute Strafford,

when Slabber returned. His countenance was an index to

good news. " I have it," said he ; "I told you I should

succeed ; here is your philosopher's stone," pulling a let-

ter from his pocket ; this shall procure you salt to your

porridge, and the porridge into the bargain ; here's

comfort.—G—-d d—n it! you've killed Stratford, and

I mean to prove that he was never beheaded, but

lived as under-butler to Charles for ten yea^s after his

sentence. That's new, is'n't it? but the work will sell

prodigiously ; however, never mind, I can alter what

you've done, so here, take your diploma and set up for

yourself."

I received the letter with joy. It was unsealed ; I

opened it, and read as follows :

"Dear Q—n,

<*The barer is a young Skotchman ; his name is Colin

M'Loon: a huge genus I am told: but I could not ask many

questuns as my turtle was cooling. He wants to report,, an4

if you can engage him, you will grately oblidge

Yours ever,

Jok of Sammon, 5 o'clock, Sjmqn Gosli jj q/'
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Whatever objections I might have to Mr. Gosling's

orthography, I could not possibly have any to his senti-

ments which I regarded as full of truth and originality.

I thanked Slabber for the promptitude of his endeavours

(though I afterwards found out it w;:s only because he

apprehended he should not easily get rid of rue) and de*

positing the invaluable record in one corner of my
breeches pocket, I sat down to tea with my friend.

Morning I understood was the tine fordoing: business

in London, so I waited till next day before I called upon

Mr. Q—-n. Slabber furnished me with a clean neck-

cloth, and would have lent me a shirt, but his washer-

woman refused to surrender the only one he had,

except what he was wearing, till her last week's bill

was paid. " D—n the b— h," he exclaimed, as he re-

counted to me this dilemma, " I told her I should be able

to settle all when I arrived at the Revolution, but she said

she did not care a curse for my resolutions; her resolu-

tion was to keep the shirt. You mu-.t know Mr. Fool's-

cap, the bookseller, owes me £3, 6s. and when I have

paid my milk-score, rent, and 17s. for bread, I have still

gl. J.Os. clear— so the la bagatelle-—while. I live I live

—

and as for to-morrow—egad to-morrow I promised my
friend Numskull an " Essay on the Diuretic Qualities of

Tea in Old Maids" for his next number of the Tom Fool

;

ft Haveyou seen Tom Fool ?" " No," I replied. " You shall

see him to-morrow," answered Slabber.—" What, Mr.
f'Q

—

n ?" " Mr. Q—n! No, a miscellaneous paper—full

of genius— breathing all the fire of poetry and harmony of

taste—replete with humour—sparkling with wit—pro-

found in erudition—classical in composition. Numskull
and myself are the chief conductors—but make yourself

happy—you shall see it some future time."

I was very happy without seeing it, and therefore did

not press Slabber tor a sight, at which I thought he

appeared a little chagrined. However he sat down to

save Strafford from the axe
f and seemed well contented

with himself.
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Next morning at eleven o'clock I waited upon Mr.
Q— n. I was introduced to a tall brawny Irishman, whom
I might have mistaken for a chairman or a coal-heaver,

but for an effeminate simper which illuminated his un-

thinking face, and a most officious air of courtesy that

made him frisk about in procuring a chair for me, like an

elephant at Exeter Change when his keeper shews him
his dinner. I was so overpowered with confusion at his

vast civility, that I did not observe all the various figures

lie was describing, so that as he was turning round in or-

der to invite me to the chair he had placed for me, I, in-

stead of advancing to my seat, stood stock still, by which

means his posterior projection came in contact with mine5

and so powerful was the concussion that I found myself

precipitated into a large flower-pot containing a myrtle-

tree* before I knew where I was; the pot over-balanced, and

left me with my heels elevated above my head : from

which awkward situation Mr. Q-—n hastened to relieve me.

As soon as I had recovered from my confusion I seated

myself, wr hile Mr. Q n, who was at breakfast, invited

me to partake of it. I assented ; but before I drew to

the table, I drew from my pocket Mr. Gosling's letter^

which I put into his hands. He received it with a

smirk, and lightly holding it between the finger and

the thumb of the left hand, applied the point of a carv-

ing knife, which happened to be lying on the table, (for

what purpose I know not) to the seal, with whose aid

he gently separated it from the paper. When he opened

it, he expanded his eyes to the true oval of astonishment

an4 delight, as he exclaimed with a winning simper;
" Ah ! my dear Gosling! is it from you?" Reflecting

on the name at that moment, methought it was a son

writing to his father; but I was. not goose enough to

give vent to my thoughts. He perused it with his mouth
half closed. He would have shut it, perhaps, but for a

slice of buttered muffin that was held in equilibrio be-

tween his teeth. When he had finished the reading h®

swallowed his muffin and began ;*—
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iC My dear Mr. M'Loon. I have a particular respect for

a gentleman of your country, and feel myself inexpressi-

bly obliged to my good friend Gosling for giving me this

opportunity of—of— Is your coffee sweet enough ? Pray

make free, and take some muffin. Would you like toast

better ?—In fact, with regard to reporting, it is like every

thing else you see, requires a little practice, but it is

very simple when once known. It has grown into a

sort of system; that is, the principal morning papers^find

it necessary, I mean the public taste is now so fixed

upon the subject that—I wish you would not stand upon

ceremony, but help yourself; that's my way, Sir, and

you'll find it the way of the world. Do oblige me by
eating immoderately."

I could not resist such pressing invitations, so I e'en sat

too, and crammed muffin after muffin, which I washed

down with cup after cup of coffee, till I actually began

to feel surfeited. During the whole of my operations

he continued to talk with such undiminished volubility

that I in vain attempted to speak.

" Now with regard to an engagement, the fact is, I am
rather peculiarly situated at present, for to tell you the

truth, the Day is declining, though it is yet only eleven

o'clock in the morning—excuse my punning," (I saw no
occasion for an apology, for I could discover no pun,)

" and the committee have not determined what they will

do in the way of reporters—we have plenty of vacan-

cies, God knows, for we have nobody on- the paper but

one sorry hack, who is as empty as a Bell. At'the close

of last session, Sir, we cleaned out the Augean stable—

-

swept it entirely out—did not leave one lump of filth

behind— it was a hard necessity, and I assure you my
heart bled for them; an Irishman, you know, is never

deficient in moral sensibility—really that is the only fault

I have to find with nature, she made me too full of sym-
pathy, gave me too much of the milk of humxm kind-

ness—Pray put a little more cream into your coffee—but9

however, Mr. Gosling's recommendation is a strong one,

and we must try what we can do for you :—were you
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ever a reporter," " Never, Sir, and I am afraid, lis-

deed—" " Afraid

!

" I would not hear your enemy say so,

Nor shall you do mine ear that violence

To make it truster of your own report

Against yourself.

"Ha! ha! ha! that's in Shakspeare; but it's apt*

is'ntit." " Shakspeare was an ingenious writer, Sir"-—
*-

•' Have you been long in London ? Perhaps you heard my
lectures at the Surrey Institution—I remember I gave a

fine character of Shakspeare one evening. After having

dwelt generally upon his qualities as a dramatist, I be*

gau— ' Shakspeare, that sly magician, to whom nature

gave the power of peeping into the hearts of men—

•

Shakspeare, that portrait painter, whose likenesses are so

much esteemed—Shakspeare, I say, that universal thief,

who steals away our tears and sighs—divine bard ofAvon,

(a river in Warwickshire) bred in the haunts of fancy-
bred
—

'
" At this moment the door opened, and a shrill

Toice squeaked out, " The baker's below, Sir, what

bread will you want to-day ?" My oratorical editor was

a Uttle disconcerted by this abrupt intrusion, but compos*

ing his countenance to a witty smile, he ejaculated,

" Give us this Day our daily bread— take two quarterns

and a threepenny brick." After this effusion ofhumour, and

its egotistic precursor, the conversation again reverted to

the object of my visit. Mr. Q—n, twiddling the note of

bis friend Gosling between his fingers, informed me that

he would venture, upon hisown personal responsibility,

to give me an immediate engagement. My heart beat

high with gladness, and 1 could hardly contain myself

from jumping up and seizing his hand in the extacy ofmy
delight. " I suppose," said he, " you can manufacture

;

you understand me : we now and then require a horrible

murder, a rape, or a suicide, a broken leg or two from

restive horses, a glazier's neck broke by falling from a

second-floor window, or a miraculous escape from a mac}

buil—a judicious assortment of these articles for the news
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of the day, forms a prominent feature of our plan ; and I

have no doubt you will be able to give us some valuable

assistance. As a sort of introductory school, you shall

begin by attending the police offices, and the Old Bailey

—

there you can study with as much advantage as a painter

in the Vatican. When the parliament begins you shall

attend there, and as you are no doubt a rapid writer you

will think nothing of producing three or four columns in

an evening, for we have plenty of room, because we do

not, like some of the inferior journals, fill our paper with

advertisements. Now, as to terms " Here I

was all expectationv-and—already revelled in imaginary

wealth—" for the first two months we'll say half a gui-

nea a week, and if, at the expiration of that time we
agree, it shall be raised to a guinea

—

"

My countenance fell at least seven inches ; and Mr.

Q—n, I suppose, perceived it, for he immediately added,

" However—you will take time to consider of this pro-

posal—meanwhile, allow me to express my happiness in

the opportunity thus presented by my friend Gosling, of

knowing so ingenious and learned a gentleman. Let me
know in a day or two whether I am to have the felicity

Of ranking you among our future establishment."

With this compliment of excessive politeness we
parted, and in my next, Mr. Editor, you shall know what

I did with Mr. Q—n, as well as some other gentlemen of

the daily press. I remain, Sir,

Your well-wisher,

Colin M'Loon -

,

ORIGINAL JEUX D'ESPRITS.

Doctors differ*

Says Doctor R—ce, I do declare,

A child or something like it's there ;

On which grave S—ms, with cautious hint.

Cries—" Trust me3 Sir, there's nothing m't.
v

vol. yiii, p p



&0 A Pair of Plague*:

Different 31odes of Seat-selling*

Seats in St. James's, Park, we know.

By public auction are let go,

While in St. St-ph-ns, we are told,

By private contract they are sold.

A Matrimonial Speculation*

Our most gracious Regent,

(Heaven bless his dear life ')

Has gained what he wanted

The loss of his wife /

On Joanna Southcott.

Some pious old ladies are said to grow wild,

When they hear so much talk of Joanna with child?

And swear, as they lift up the whites of their eyes?

That it can only be by the Father of Lies !

A Pair of Plagues.

Between love and gout, Sir,

What mis'ries men find.

For gout makes 'em lame, Sir,

And love makes 'em blind.

Epitaph on the famous 'Traveller rwho lately died at Paris,

Baron Munchausen—peerless peer !—

-

Who all his life lied, now lies here.

On the fashionable Poke Bonnet.

Said I, trust me, Chloe, without any joke,

You'll ne'er get a lover, with that ugly poke ;

So Chloe, her cheeks redd'ning high with a blush..

Soon left oft her poke, when it came to the push.

A Countryman's Obserervation on the Face of Pitt's Statue

in Guildhall being turned as looking asidefrom that of Lord;

Chatham, which stands directly opposite.

John Lump going into Guildhall, t'other day,

The Statue of Pitt quickly spied,

And after he ponder'd some moments away,

To his comrade thus archly cried v
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D'ye see, Will, this man, with his father in view,

Asham'd of the nation's disgrace,

And the various evils he's brought us all to,

Dare not look, his old Dad in the face.

On the Entrance of the Allies into France, a Professor of

the University at Dijon wrote thefollowing Acrostic,

N ihil fuit,

A ugustus evenit,

P opular reduxit,

O rbem disturbavit,

L ibertatem oppressit,

E eclesiam distraxit,

O mnia esse voluit,

N ihil eritt

Translation written after the Allies entered Paris*

Ex nihilo nihiljit.

N ap sprung from Nothing, so at least they say,

A crown imperial grac'd this Nothing's head ;

P eople and nations own'd this Nothing's sway,

O 'er half the world this Nothing terror spread :

L ov'd freedom sunk beneath this Nothing's blow,

E ager of spoil this Nothing robb'd the church,

O mnipotent our Nothing hop'd to grow,

N or ceas'd till left mere Nothing in the lurch ?

THE REVIEWER.

IVaverley, or 'Tis Sixty Years since. 3 vols. 12mo. Longman
and Co.

" Under which, King Bezonian ? speak or die."

The poetical character of Walter Scott is duly ap-

preciated, and generally understood. The fluency of his

verse, the beauty of his descriptive passages, the subli-

mity of his more vigorous efforts, and the pure and irre-

sistible pathos of his tender and amatory effusions, have

commanded the admiration, and awakened the enthusU
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asm of the most determined enemies to his frequent vio*

lations of the laws of criticism, and his obstrusive offen-

ces against good taste. But his character as a writer of

prose is yet undetermined and ambiguous. The learn-

ing and good sense which he displayed in the incidental

comments, contained in the Minstrelsy of the Scottish

Border, would have elevated a more prudent writer to the

highest eminence of criticism ; but the impression which
this display of judgment and erudition was so well cal-

culated to excite, was effaced and counteracted by the un-

fortunate publication of the Life of Drydem We cannot

prevail upon ourselves to believe that this ponderous

medley ofinaccurate narrative, erroneous criticism, careless

repetitions and prolix absurdity, was in reality the manu-

facture of Mr. Scott. So shameless an example of

book-making has been seldom committed to the public :

the notes in each successive volume were simple trans-

cripts from each other, or from the preliminary memoir;

and an inaccurate biographical sketch of the life of Shaf-

tesbury, occupying three pages of printed matter, is re-

peated in three different, forms nearly verbatim. The edi-

tion of Sir Ralph Sadler's papers tended but little to re-

move the impression produced by this preceding spe-

cimen of Mr. Scott's abilities as a purveyor to biblomani-

acs of the age ; and we are afraid that the edition of Swift,

lately announced, will contain more decisive evidence of

the opportunities of Mr. Scott than of his research or

bis industry.

Were we to deduce our opinion from internal evidence,

we should decide against the claims of Mr. Scott, to the

composition of Waverley. It abounds indeed with the pe-

culiar knowledge which characterizes the poetical effu-

sion of that gentleman ; and displays a minute and even

technical acquaintance with the scenery, the manners,

and the history of the Scottish highlands, but it is at the

same time pervaded by a tone of sober and rational re-

flection ; by a scholastic precision, and an aptitude for

classical comment and quotation, of which he has ex^
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hibiled no evidence in his former productions, and which

appears to be utterly inconsistent with his habits of study,

and the features of his mind. The poetry and the prose

of Mr. Scott have seldom been distinguished by the mi-

nute delineation of conflicting passions, by the skilful de-

velopement of character, or the felicitous portraiture of

individual habits. But the author of Waverley at once

delights and instructs the reader by the most exquisite

delineation of those peculiarities of temper, habit, and

intellectual power, which interest in proportion to the

difficulty of their execution. In one respect, indeed, Mr.

Scott, aud the author whose production we are now exa-

mining, bear a close resemblance, and are on the most

perfect level with each other. They both excel in their

description of local scenery, and their acquaintance witli

the general aspect of ancient manners. The description

of the architectural structures as they existed "sixty

years since," are only equalled in accuracy and beauty

by the rapid but vigorous and hasty sketches of the glen,

the mountain, the loch, the cavern, and various combi-

nations of sublime, beautiful, and picturesque scenery,

which, even at the present time, awake the astonishment,

and soothe the passions of the observer, and were then

to be viewed in all the grandeur of uncultivated magni-

ficence.

Edward Waverley, the hero ofthe novel, is a young Eng-

lishman, the favorite of his uncle Sir Edward Waverley,

an honorable old Jacobite, full of family pride, and a stre-

nuous advocate of indefeasible right. He regards Ed-

ward as his heir, though his brother, the father of our he-

ro, has apostatized to the Hanoverian family, holds a situa-

tion under the government, and has procured his son a

commission in the dragoons. The latter quits Waverley-

hall to join his regiment, which is quartered in the neigh-

bourhood of Edinburgh, and commanded by Colonel G.

who is probably intended for that devout soldier Colonel

Gardiner, whose memoirs are in great repute with the

religious world in Scotland, and who fell in an engage*
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merit with the rebels near Preston Pans. Waverley car-

ries from his uncle an introduction to the Baron of Brad-

wardine, who had " been out" for the Stuarts in 1715, but

had then escaped the legal penalties of his indiscretion,

and now lived in high-minded but reserved disaffection to

the government at Tully Yeolen, on the borders of the

Perthshire highlands. The young officer solicits and obtains

leave of absence to pay this faithful adherent to exiled roy^

alty a visit. The description of a Scottish village, and of

the house of Tully Veolen, is too characteristic and to$

singular to be omitted.

« It was about noon when Captain Waverley entered the

straggling village, or rather hamlet, of Tully Veolan, close to

which was situated the mansion of the proprietor. The houses

seemed miserable in the extreme, especially to an eye accus-

tomed to the smiling neatness of English cottages. They stood

without any respect for regularity, on each side of a straggling

kind of unpaved street, where children, almost in a primitive

^tate of nakedness, lay sprawling as if, to be crushed by the

hoofs of the first passing horse. Occasionally indeed when

?uch a consummation seemed inevitable, a watchful old gran-

dame, with her close cap, distaff, and spindle, rushed like a

sybil in frenzy out of one of these miserable cells, dashed into

the middle of the path, and snatching up her own charge from

the sun-burnt loiterers, saluted him with a sound cuff, and

transported him back to his dungeon, the little white-headed

vsrlet screaming all the while from the very top of his lungs a

shrilly treble to the growling remonstrances of the enraged ma-
tron. Another part in this concert was sustained by the inces-

sant yelping of a score of idle, useless curs, which followed,

snarling, barking, howling, and snapping at the horse's heels;

a nuisance at that time so common in Scotland, that a French

tourist, who like other travellers longed to find a good and ra-

tional reason for every thing fee saw, has recorded as one of the

memorabilia of Caledonia, that the'state maintained in each vil-

lage a relay of curs, called collies, whose duty it was to chase

the chevaux de poste, too starved and exhausted to move with-

out such a stimulus from one hamlet to another, till their an*

noving convoy drove them to the end of their stage.

11 As Waverley moved on here and there, an old man, bent as
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much 'by toil as years, his eyes bleared with age and smoke,

tottered to the door of his hut, to gaze on the dress of the stran-

ger and the form and motions of the horses, and then assembled

with his neighbours in a little groupe at the smithy to discuss

the probabilities of whence the stranger came, and where he

might be going. Three or four village girls returning from

the well or brook with pitchers and pails upon their heads form-

ed more pleasing objects, and with their short gowns and

single petticoats, bare arms, legs, and feet, uncovered heads,

and braided hair, somewhat resembled Italian forms of land-

scape. Nor could a lover of the picturesque have challenged

either the elegance of their costume, or the symmetry of

their shape ; although, to say the truth, a mere Englishman, in

search of the comfortable, a word peculiar to his native tongue,

might have wished the cloaths less scanty, the feet and legs

somewhat protected from the weather, the head and complexion,

shrouded from the sun ; or perhaps might have even thought/

the whole person and dress considerably improved by a plentiful

application of spring water, with a quantum suffich of soap.

The whole scene was depressing, for it argued at the first glance^,

at least a stagnation of industry and perhaps of intellect. Even

curiosity, the busiest passion of the idlers, seemed of a listless cast

in the village of Tully Veolan : the curs aforesaid alone shewed

any part of its activity ; with the villagers it was passive. They

stood and gazed at the handsome young officer and his attendant,

but without any of those quick motions and eager looks that

indicate the earnestness with which those who live in monoto-

nous ease at home, look out for amusement abroad," &c. &c.
" He paced his horse slowly through the rugged and flinty streets

of Tully Veolan, interrupted only in his meditations, by the

occasional cabrioles, which his charger exhibited at the reiter-

ated assaults of these canine Cossacks, the collies before men-

tioned. The village was more than half a mile long, the cot-

tage being irregularly divided from each other by gardens and
yards, as the inhabitants called them of different sizes, where

(for 'tis sixty jears since) the now universal potatoe was un-

known, but which were stored with gigantic plants of cole or

colewart, encircled with groves of nettles, and here and there

a huge hemlock, or the national thistle overshadowing a quar-

ter of the petty enclosure. The broken ground on which the

village was built had never been levelled, so that these enck^
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Sures presented declivities of every degree, here rising like ter*

races, there sinking like tan-pits. The dry stone walls which

feuced or seemed to fence, for they were sorely breached, these

hanging gardens of Tully Veolan, intersected a narrow lane

leading to the common field, where the joint labour of the

villagers cultivated alternate ridges and patches of rye, oats,

barley, and pease, each of such minute extent that at a little

distance the unprofitable variety of the surface resembled a

tailor's book of patterns.

" In a few favored instances there appeared behind the cot-

tages certain miserable wigwams, compiled of earth, loose

stones, and turf, where the wealthy might perhaps shelter a

starved cow or sorely galled horse. Every hut was fenced in

front by a huge black stack of turf one side of the door, while

on the other the family dunghill assembled in noble emulation.'*

i "The house which seemed to consist of two or three high

narrow and steep roofed buildings, projecting from each other

&t right angle?, formed one side of the enclosure. It had been

built at a period when castles were no longer necessary, and

when the Scottish architects had not yet acquired the art of de-

signing a domestic residence. The windows were numberless

but very small: the roof had some non-descript kind of pro-

jections called bartizans, and displayed at each frequent angle

fa small turret rather resembling a pepper box than an ancient

watch tower. In front there were loop-holes for musketry and

iron stancheons, on the lower windows probably to repel any

roving band of gypsies, or resist a predatory visit from the ca-

terans of the neighbouring islands. Stables and other offices

-occupied another side of the square. The former were low

vaults with narrow slits instead of windows, resembling, as Ed-^

ward's groom observed, rather a prison for murderers and lar~

ceners, and such like, as are tried at sizes, than a place for any

Christian cattle. Above these dungeon-looking stables were

granaries called girnels; and other offices to which there was

access by outside doors of heavy masonry. Two battlemented

walls, one of which faced the avenue, and the other divided

the court from the garden, completed the enclosure. It was

-not without its ornaments, In one corner was a tun-bellied

•pigeon-house Gf great size and rotundity, resembling in figure

and proportion the curious edifice called Arthur's oven, which

y.-ould have turned the brains of all the antiquarians in Eng*
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land, had not the worthy proprietor pulled it down for the

sake of mending a neighbouring dam dyke."

At this mansion Waverley is introduced to the Baron

of Bradwardine, and his daughter Rose, who are both

skilfully delineated.

"The former was a tall thin athletic' figure, old indeed and

grey-haired, but with every muscle rendered as tough as whip-

cord by constant exercise. He was dressed carelessly, and

more like a Frenchman than an Englishman of the period,

while from his hard features and perpendicular rigidity of sta-

ture, he bore some resemblance to a Swiss officer of the guards

who had resided some time at Paris, and caught the costume but

not the ease or manner of its inhabitants. The truth was,that his

language and habits were as heterogeneous, as his external ap-

pearance."

The portrait of Rose Bradwardine exhibits the same fe-

licity in the delineation of the milder traits of female

loveliness; she cherishes a secret attachment to Waver-

ley, who appears to regard her with no other sentiment

than that of friendship. It happens that the predatory

mountaineers in the vicinity of the castle of Bradwardine,

acknowledging a species of lawless fealty to Fergus Mac
Ivor Vich Ian Vohr, are induced to seize upon and drive

away the four milch cows of the Baron ; a serious loss in

so desolate a country. This circumstance leads to the in-

troduction of Ivor's foster brother, and the subsequent

ramble of Waverley, on a " short walk often or fifteen

miles into the highlands/' where he meets Flora, the sister

of Mac Ivor. We regret that it is not in our power to

present our readers with the admirable delineation of na-

tive scenery and manners by which the succeeding chap-

ters are distinguished, or with the exquisite portraits of

Mac Ivor and his sister. They are both enthusiastically

devoted to the house of Stuart, and all the exertions of

Fergus are directed to one great object, the restoration of

the ancient family. Influenced by a wish to recommend

himself in the eyes of Flora, who obtains over him a de«

cided but transitory influence, Waverley joins the rebel

VOL. VIII. Q Q
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army against the house of Hanover, and after a variety of

interesting incidents the novel concludes with the flight

of the rebels, the sacrifice of Fergus to the interests of

justice, and the marriage of Waverley, who obtains the

clemency of his sovereign, to Rose Bradwardine.

Such is the outline of a work which, if it seldom melts

us to tears by its pathos, or astonishes us by its sublimity,

will be long the favourite of every reader to whom the

beauties of nature, the peculiarities of general life and

provincial manners, arid the developement of human cha-

racter, are objects of sympathy or curiosity. It will

please the man of taste and of feeling, but will not be

likely to obtain an extensive popularity among the readers

of circulating libraries. It abounds too little with non-

sense, affectation, and romance, to be acceptable to the

masters and mioses who command a market for the annu-

al productions of the Minerva press. But if it adds little

to the profit of Mr. Scott, it will contribute, we have no

doubt, to the establishment of his claim to excellence as

a writer of prose : and the author of this humble criticism

rejoices in having been the apparent means, through the

medium of ajew d esprit in a publication now defunct, of

suggesting a serious comment on his own ludicrous ma-

terials.

The PRESENT STATE of FRANCE.

Sir,

The English public has been so long and so grossly

deceived respecting the internal state of France, and the

manners and character of its natives ; so many erroneous-

impressions had been circulated of their superiority in

all the arts of life, in the graces of social intercourse, in

chemical science, philosophy, and the arts, that I- was
glad to witness, in a late number of the Scourge, a

laudable attempt to counteract the representations of in-

dividuals to whom every thing that is foreign is altrac-
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live, and who are disgusted by the folly, or astonished at

the ignorance, of no country but their own. In the ob-

servations of your correspondent, it is impossible for any

traveller who has lately visited France not to coincide;

and were any confirmation of his statements requisite,

they would be found in the elegant and valuable tract

lately published under the title of" A Letter from Paris

to George Petre, Esq. by the P^ev. J. Chetwode Eustace,

author of the celebrated Travels through Italy." The
opportunities of the author were such as seldom occur to

the most fortunate traveller: his learning is various and

profound ; his powers of reflection considerable ; and

his sentiments moderate and liberal. If he have any

bias it must be in favor of the French, from the accord-

ance of his religious tenets with those professed by the

majority of the people ; and we may therefore expect

from a gentleman so peculiarly qualified the fairest and

most satisfactory picture of the country in which he re-

sided, and of the scenes and the people which surround-

ed him.

Like every other traveller who has visited France, Mr.

Eustace praises the goodness of the roads, and is delight-

ed by the appearance of universal cultivation. The eye

may generally range over an immense tract of plains, and

hills of wood and tillage, and not unfrequently expatiate

over an ocean of corn, waving for miles around without

interruption : not a spot of earth appears to have escaped

the vigilance and the industry of the husbandman. The
towns are generally well built, and far superior to our

country towns in stateiiness and solidity. Many of them,

however, are ruined and depopulated. The bustle and

activity of life is confined to the market-place, the more

remote streets and skirts of the towns are scarcely inha-

bited. Most of the large houses are abandoned, and are

in a state of dilapidation, while the convents, the colleges,

and other pious establishments, untenanted and in ruin,

" seem as if abandoned to the shades of their former

possessors., and left to reproach the present and to me-
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TiS.ce the future generation." The villages, formerly en-

livened by the presence of their lords, whether laymen

or monks, and enriched by their expenditure, now pine

in want and silence. The conscription came to fill up

the measure of the people's sufferings, and in the space

of two years 2,500,000 men were levied in France, or

s^nt from her frontiers. The villages and towns are

crowded with beggars, and whenever the traveller

stops his carriage, he is immediately surrounded by a

groupe of objects the most miserable and disgusting.

The number of beggars is far beyond the usual propor-

tion, even in, countries where no provision is made for

the suffering class ; nor do they plead distress as a mere

pretence for the purpose of extorting donations, as the

haggard looks, the nakedness, and oftentimes the ulcers

and deformities of the claimants too clearly prove the

reality. The operations of agriculture are performed by

old men, women, and children. The latter, deprived of

early tuition, and let loose unrestrained in the fields, are

abandoned to the innate corruption of their own hearts,

and fitted before hand for guilt and profligacy. Ac-

cordingty, vie© and ferocity are imprinted on the counte-

nances of many of the rising generation, and have effaced

those features ofjoy and good humour, and that merry

grimace, which was supposed to characterize even the

infants of ancient France.

Mr. Eustace informs us that there are supposed to be

at present in France twelve women to one effective man 1

When Bonaparte organized or established the lyceums
and institutes for the tuition of military tactics, Chris-

tianity was treated as an inferior, and probably a very in-

significant part of youthful instruction. A military im-
pulse had indeed been given to the nation in the very

earliest stages of the revolution, and the republican motto,
" peace to the cottage, and war to the castle," had opened
every country in Europe to the arms aud the rapacity of

the French soldier. But the military system received its

full perfection from the genius of Bonaparte : he interwove
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it into all the Institutions of the country, into all the offices

of life, into all the operations ofgovernment, and even into

all the intercourse of society. Prints and pictures, songs and

stories, shews, exhibitions, and amusements, ail were em-

ployed as vehicles of this spirit; and it would have been won-

derful indeed, if.aecompanied by so many victories abroad,

and by so many pageants at home, it had not becoiriB

the prevailing taste of the nation, and if France itself had

not been converted into a camp, and every child into a

soldier. "After this statement," observes Mr. Eustace,

"of the numbers, the influence, and the principles of the

French army, you will not be surprized to hear that the

national character is considerably impaired ; that the

levity and the frivolity, and I add with regret, the good

nature of the nation, have given way to a clouded aspect,

rough manners, and a ferocious demeanour." The youth,

accustomed to the guilt and the bustle of warfare, seem

impatient under the weight of reflection, and harassed

with the dead calm of peace. They want a greater sti-

mulus to rouse their feelings, and they sicken at the in-

sipidity and the tameness of plays, visits, and conversa-

tion. The life of a citizen has no charms for them, and

Mr. Eustace is convinced that the French army would

rush to war with delight merely to shake off the intole-

rable load of still life, the ennui and desmuvrement that

devour them.

Notwithstanding the long succession of melancholy

causes which might have been expected totally to obli-

terate every impression of religion, the thirty -nine pa-

rochial and succursal churches of Paris, are filled many
times in the day, on Sundays, and holidays, with con-

gregations, sometimes crowded, and in general Yery re-

spectable, There is to be perceived no want of devotion,

no indecent levity, no misplaced conversation. All

those who attend can attend only from a religious mo-
tive in a country where hypocrisy would be useless,

and where religion is accompanied bv no distinction or

reward.
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Protestantism has made no progress in France. In

Paris there are only three protestant temples, for so they

are called, and those are of no magnitude, nor can their

congregation be numerous. In the northern provinces

there are no protestants, and even in the two southern

provinces where they were formerly most numerous they

do not increase.

But while these observations prove the national at-

tachment to the Catholic religion, and the existence of

a considerable degree of devotion in certain classes of the

community, the difference between the present and an-

cient times is too plainly perceptible. The vulgar no

longer crowd their parish churches to mingle their orisons

with those of their superiors. Infidelity has invaded

the cottage and the fold, and is sanctioned inadvertently

by the exhibition on Sundays of levees and reviews.

Mr. Eustace's sketch of Paris wjll afford some infor-

mation to the general reader, and some gratification to

the artist. " We crossed the Boulevards," he observes,

'.' and entered by the Port St. Denis, a triumphal arch

erected in honor of Louis XIV. It derives more dignity

from its mass than grace, or beauty from its ornaments

and proportions. We then entered a long narrow street

with hisjh houses on each side, a stream of black mire in

the middle, and stench and noisomeness all around. Such

indeed are the streets of Paris in general, narrow, dark,

and disgusting."

Paris stands upon the Seine, which divides it into two

parts nearly equal, and forms three islands in its windings.

The breadth of the river may be about that of the

Thames at Richmond, though it appears wider, because

the stone quays that border it tire raised at a considera-

ble distance from the bed of the river. The length of

tire town, that is, its extent along the river, may beabout

four eiiles and a half, and its breadth about three miles

and a half.

The Fauxbourgs are in general very thinly inhabited,

[arcel, St. Jaqu(s, St. Ahtoine, St.Gex*
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main, are nearly deserted. By Fauxbourgs are under-

stood not the suburbs or the street out of the walls, but

the space enclosed between the ancient ramparts, now-

called Boulevards, and the new wall or later circumference.

The exile or impoverishment of the higher classes, and

the suppression of colleges and ecclesiastical establish-

ments, the two great sources which supported and en-

riched the inhabitants of the exterior quarters of Paris,

and in former times gave them a great appearance of life

and prosperity, may have occasioned this depopulation.

Notwithstanding the filthy and disgusting appearance of

the streets there are many handsome edifices, some fine

streets, and one of the twelve districts into which the

city is divided, is splendid in a degree rarely equalled.

This quarter embraces the Louvre and the Tuilleries,

with all their accompaniments, and thus includes nearly

all the beauty and all the magnificence of Paris. Every

town has its particular and characteristic feature; and

the royal palace with its superb vicinity forms very ap-

propriately the principal feature of the capital of so an-

cient and so glorious a monarchy.

Mr. Eustace prefers the abbey of Westminster to the

church of Notre Dame, and St. Paul's to St. Qenevieve:

and observes that the porticos of St. Martin's, St. George's,.

Bloomsbury, and St. George's, Hanover-square, are more
simple and correct than any in the French capital ; while

in interior decorations and splendor St. Paul's and West-

minster sink into insignificance when compared witli

the Parisian temples.

Here, Mr. Editor, I must stop for the present. I have

already trespassed, I am afraid, beyond your limits, and

shall reserve my further observations, including some

remarks on the Rev. Mr. Shepherd's Volume, entitled
* f Paris in 1802, and in 1814," to another opportunity.

P.
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EPITAPHS.

In Horsslydown Church, in Cumberland,

Here lie the Bodies

Of Thomas Bond and Mary his Wife.

She was Temperate, Chaste, and Charitable ;

BUT
She was Proud, Peevish, and Passionate.

She was an affectionate Wife, and a tender Mother ,

B«T
Her Hnsband and Child, whom she loved,-

Seldom saw her countenance without a-d isgu sting frown,
Whilst she received Visitors, whom she despised, with an

endearing smile,

Her behaviour was discreet towards Strangers ;

BUT
Imprudent in her Family.

Abroad, her conduct was influenced by good breeding' %

BUT
At home, by ill-temper,

She was a professed Enemy to Flattery,

And was seldom known to praise or cocamend 5

BUT
The talents in which she principally excelled,

"Were difference of opinion, and discovering flaws and
imperfections.

She was an admirable Economist,
And, without Prodigality,

Dispensed Plenty to every Person in her Family ;

BUT

Would sacrifice their Eyes to a farthing Candle.

She sometimes made her husband happy with her good
Qualities

;

BUT
Much more frequently miserable—with her many Failings i

Insomuch that in thirty years cohabitation he often lamented
That, maugre all her virtues,

He had not, in the whole, enjoyed two years' Matrimonial
Comfort.

AT LENGTH,
Finding that she had lost the affections of ker Husband,

As well as ihe regard of her Neighbours,
Family disputes having been divulged by Servants,

She died of vexation, July 20, 176S,
.Aged 48 years.

Her worn-out Husband survived her four months and two days.

And departed this life November 28, 1768,
In the 5ith year of his Age.

William Bond, Brother to Ibe deceased, erected this Stone,

As a Weekly Monitor to the surviving Wives of Lhis Parish,

That they may avoid the Infamy
Of having their Memories handed to Posterity

With a pateh-wQrk Character,
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On a Man with a large Mouth,

fclere lies beneath this stone, (may God him save
!)

A man, with mouth as wide as any grave :

Reader, tread light upon the clay-cold sod,

For should he only gape, you're gone, by G—d !

On a Gardener.

Beneath the adjoining yew,

Resolving into its original clay.

Lie the remains

of

CHRISTOPHER SAGE,
late of this parish,

Gardener.

Few men had more business upon earth, and fewer still chose

better ground for action.

He was so perfect a master of his thyme, and had such a

controul over the mint,

That it need but be mentioned.

What with raising his celery, and fingering thepenny'royal,

the season was considered very unprolific that

did not produce a plumb.

To shew his consequence in life,

Though moving in so humble a sphere,

ft is no less strange than true, that he met with more boughs

than a prime minister^

Could boast of laurels equal to all the princes in Europe ;

And possessed at one time a greater number of beds than were

ever found in any palace, ancient or modern.

Notwithstanding he always exhibited a strong propensity for

raking,

(Which most men have occasion to rue,)

And was suspected to have increased the families of the Lilies,

the Roses, and the Stocks,

He made it more of business than pleasure,

Turning a number of slips to his own advantage j

for his wife has been often heard to declare, that she had so

much heart's ease in his society, as never

once to wish for weeds,

yol, vnio . u n
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'

Singular powers of steam.

Among other singularities by which he was distinguished frora-

the rest of mankind,

It is worthy of being recorded,

That several disorders, which prove fatal to others, were to him
quite innoxious

;

As he was well known to walk better for the gravel, and

to thrive most in an habitual consumption.

At length,
j

Being unable to wheel his barrow, or to handle his spade?

He was mowed down by the inexorable hand of Death*

(Who strikes alike the prince and parasite,)

In the eighty-fourth year of his age,

Universally regretted

;

For,

He was upright in his dealings, faithful to his engagements*

and sincere in his friendship-

SINGULAR POWERS OF STEAM.

Sir,

It being credibly reported that the Honourable Board

of Works have for some time past employed the most

eminent mechanics, in constructing an engine of a very

peculiar and singular nature, intended to be completed

against the next meeting of parliament, 1 herewith

transmit you some account of the same. And though

the powers of steam have been employed on such nume-

rous and various occasions, as to be thought impossible

to be further extended, it was reserved for the present

curious invention to convince the world of the fallacy of

such conclusion. According to the opinion of those who
have been admitted to an inspection, it is a wonderful

piece of mechanism, and is said to excel the most refined

ingenuity, either ancient or modern.

The purposes to which this curious engine are to be

applied, seem no less extraordinary than the machine it-

self; it being intended by the cabinet ministers to ease
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them of their daily drudgery of attending parliamentary

debate, by means of its singular operations. The engine,

with its ornamental case, is to be so constructed, as to

occupy the whole length of the treasury bench ; and to

the great astonishment of those who are sceptically inclin-

ed, will, by opening a certain occult valve, deliver the

speeches of ministers in regular succession, in a clear,

distinct, and impressive manner, which, it must be allow-

ed, is not always done by the parties themselves ; and

imitate, to a great nicety, not only their voices, but every

oratorical peculiarity by which they may be distinguish-

ed from one another, and be made literally to " humour

each expression of the tongue." It will enter into the

most difficult details, and complicated calculations ; and

produce its elucidations with a correctness that will defy

the penetration of the Argus-eyed and blunder-detecting

Tierney ; and by the assistance of one attendant only re-

ply to the observations of opposition members with the

facility and perspicuity of a Pitt. It is also intended to

be made subservient to the useful purposes of warming
and ventilating the House, as well as manufacturing tis-

sue paper for the use of the Bank.

To all these advantages, numerous and singular as they

are, may be added another, of no small importance to the

public, and of infinite consequence to those entrusted

with the guidance of the political helm. It is pretty

well known, that the best designs of government, are,

like corporation plans, generally formed over a good din-

ner. Hence it will afford an opportunity to ministers to

join each other at a cabinet jollification, and in those He-
liogabalian councils, they may consider the state of the

ordnance department, as they are swallowing forcemeat

balls ; the dismemberment of Poland in cutting up a tur-

key ; trundle the affairs of France into a fricassee ; or

drown the perplexing business of Spain in a spoonful of

Chili vinegar; congratulate themselves on the restora-

tion of Papal power in an Irish stew ; admire the Dutch
alliance in the participation of Orange marmalade, as well

as their amicable connection with Russia and Prussia, in
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eating ice creams, or drinking Dantzic spruce ; content

plate future prospects with the Austrian cabinet through

the rind of a Westphalian ham ; count the five years'

duration of the slave trade over a dish of bubble and

squeak ; or be reminded of Irish patriotism in a Curran

tart, and their own high importance in whip syllabubs;

they may estimate their treaty with Sweden against

Denmark as they masticate bitter almonds ; and recom-

mend to the Dutch ambassador a scheme for rebuilding

the ruined fortresses of Holland, as they partake of the

wall fruit.

Thus, Mr. Editor, should the intended scheme be car*

ried into execution, will the purposes of steam be advan-

tageously and wonderfully increased. Their extension,

however, is still in contemplation ; and I have heard from

an authority no ways to be doubted, that it is about to be

tried iu the orchestra. Should this be the case, you very

likely will hear further from

Yours, &c,

X. Y. Z.

P. S. I had forgot to mention, that the above design

originated with an exalted personage, at whose desire the

late inlandfleet navigated the Serpentine river.

The P R to JOANNA SOUTHCOTT,

Good woman, I have been apprized,

That you have lately advertiz'd,

To find a dwelling, choice and rare,

A ready-furnished mansion, where

You may genteelly hide your head,

And, bye and bye, be brought to bed,

Before my subjects, who may chuse

To come and see, Christians or Jews,

I also have received your note,

Wherein you very sagely quote,
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Some chapters out of holy text,

To find which I am much perplex'd,

Which paint, you say, your situation

—

Also, your pressing invitation

That I would kindly condescend

Your strange accouchement t'attend,

Or send some deputy or other,

To see you made a real mother.

Seeing the thing hath made some stir,

I send M'M—n to confer,

And give the business due digestion,

That we may set at rest the question!

Mac's a good soul, easily frighted,

Of Under heart, and soon delighted.

You want a house, as I am told,

My Temple still remains unsold ;

I built it for a rocket-rout,

As you have seen or heard, no doubt,

And call'd it Concord, foolish dunce!

Indeed, I had intended once,

To live myself there, but the Chronicle

Hit me so hard with wit ironical,

That I resolv'd to sell the building,

iLamps, wood, transparencies and gilding,

To banish concord and my w ,

And stick to my old line of life!

For several weeks I've look'd around,

But devil a customer I've found,

So being of no present use

You may lie-in there, if you chuse.

Mac shall attend you ; he is m^rry ;

Make him your nurse and secretary ;

By day, your billet-doux he'll write ;

And cook your caudle up, by night.

But as his nerves are finely made,

And somewhat easily dismay'd,
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Should pains come on, to keep him quiet.

Give him a hint, or else he'll fly out,

A sudden grimace or a shriek

Would make him lie by for a week.

They say you are a wondrous woman,
And have for thirteen months seen no man
This is a doctrine, my good friend,

I don't exactly comprehend.

To say the Lord with you or me
Has ought to do, is blasphemy

;

And 'twould not do for me to foster

One that might turn out an impostor ;

So I have sent a learn'd M. D.

One of mine own, your case to see ;

Mind, keep no secrets from him, dame,

My temple sha'nt be brought to shame ;

And I, so virtuous, heretofore,

Must not have dealings with a .

He'll take the minutes all in writing,

Words at full length, 'twill be delighting

;

I'll o'er my Curacoa spell 'em,

And next day to my cronies tell 'em.

Should the fact be as you have said,

And you are like to go to bed

;

My Temple is at your disposal,

There you may keep your great carousal*

I'll send you S—tt—n and old S—t

;

Who in these matters know what's what

;

Young Shiloh to the world to greet,

And see that there is no deceit;

I'll send the bench of bishops too,

The infant prodigy to view,

And ascertain near as may be,

What is the younker's pedigree.

But, zounds, why do I talk thus wild,

I'll make you, Madam, swear the child,

And from your deposition gather

Whom you conceive to be the father

;
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This will destroy the superstition,

Which prates about your heavenly mission ;

For if you take, upon my word,

To fathering brats upon the Lord;

I must a statute make, providing

That this our state they sha'nt abide in,

But being from the Lord obtain'd,

Be sent to him to be maintain'd ;

I'll send you Halford, Heberden

—

And other doctors, eight or ten,

B—11—e and F—rq r, who seem in

Truth no better than old women ;

I'll send you Fielding, from Queen-square,

To make you to the father swear;

For points abstruse be can discover.

Which ignoramusses pass over ;

I'll send you, too, the vice-suppressors,

So fam'd for hunting poor aggressors,

For castigating every Monday
The barbers who have shav'd on Sunday ;

And they shall bring their eagle eyes,

To guard against deceit and lies

:

So don't attempt, good woman, mind,

This groupe of Solomons to blind.

As to the miracle, d'ye see,

I can't at all with you agree,

Without much trouble you may find

More than one instance of the kind,

Where women, much your seniors, grew

Wanton, and had a brat or two;

And what has once occuri'd 'tis plain,

May possibly occur again.

In fact, I fear this precious sample

Of yours, may prove a bad example,

Tempting the matrons, in my state,

In their old age to procreate

;

The news of your fertility

Diffuses universal glee

;
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Dames of fourscore infest the altar,

Or in love's noose begin to falter ;

And as the Lord won't visit all,

• By human agents some must fall.

My Temple, tho' I will not lend

To any but to you, my friend*

Don't let your priests there breed a riot^

But keep the dome of Concord quiet

;

And if the lean is not abus'd

I perhaps again may be indue'd

At future times, on your applying,

To /end, or let it you to lie in.

G. P.

SPECIMENS or a NEW DICTIONARY.

In the hope of further encouragement from your nu*

merous readers, I send you another specimen of my pro*

jected Dictionary, which I intend to publish in parts,

when a sufficient number of subscribers are obtained.

I remain, &c.

Abecedarian.

Politician, A man who understands nothing and knows

every thing : one who lives upon fiction : a credulous fool who

believes all he hears, and hears less than he tells.

Politics. A game played by princes, in which they stake the

heads and limbs of their subjects against each other; the art

of making many fools subservient to one.

Crown. A bauble generally possessed by the weakest man
of the nation.

Reason. That faculty by which a man always justifies his

own conduct to himself. Some vain theorists have supposed

that it was given us to regulate and direct our actions ; but the

uniform practice of mankind has proved that it is of no use

but to vindicate what we do.

Religion. A phantom with which every man tries to frighten

his neighbour while he laughs at it himself. Priests use it as

a bait to catch gudgeons. *
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News. A well-dressed lye.

Honesty. A commodity which every man has to dispose of»

and is willing to sell till he is bankrupt. The most opulent

traders in it may be known by their rags: they who have least

look proudest,and they who have none are made bishops, judges,

and privy councellors.

Duel. An interview between two fools.

Rape. Obliging a woman against her will.

Judge. An old woman in a furred gown.

Attorney. A species of wolf which preys only upon the fee-

ble or unsuspecting. It is remarked of this animal that when

once it fairly seizes his victim it never quits its hold till it

has sucked every drop of blood out.

Bully. A coward who strives to frighten away fear by affect-

ing to despise it.

Marriage. A mouse-trap with a bait hung in the middle.

Virtue. A sort of cloak which is generally worn till it is

thread-bare, and never thrown aside while it is able to conceal the

wearer. Much used by ministers and placemen, by whom it is

much soiled on the left side from laying the hand frequently

on the heart when they are drawing the cloak close round them.

Swindler. A gentleman who lives by his wits, but often

finds himself at his wit's ends to live.

MODERN and ANCIENT VIRGINS.

Sir,

In consequence of the discussions which have been

lately excited by the prophecies and examinations of

Joanna, I have observed that my female friends have lately

become extremely intelligent on subjects with which

they were formerly unwilling to acknowledge their ac-

quaintance. The symptoms of pregnancy, the indica-

t ions of virginity ; the prolapsus uteri et protrusio mammm^

the undulatio abdominale, and all the other mysteries

connected with parturition, which were once regarded

as the exclusive property of the medical tribe, or the

sacred topics of discussion to prolific matrons, and ex-

VOL. VIII. S S
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perienced dowagers, have become in consequence of the

publicity afforded to the examinations of Sims and Reece,

not less familiar to the parlor fire-side than they former-

ly were to the nursery and the dissecting-room. It is

now deliberately discussed at the family breakfast, whe-

ther it be possible that an old woman of sixty-five should

be pregnant, and all the train of causes and effects, of

why's and wherefore's, are suffered to pass in review,

while school-boys chuckle, and ripening misses listen

with the most ardent and the most natural curiosity.

I have been led into these reflections, Mr. Editor, by

the number, the variety, and the importance of the late

discussions among our weekly writers on the subject of

Joanna's virginity. A wag in the National Register gravely

doubts whether any unmarried woman can be found

who, at the age of sixty-five, has any just pretensions to

that virtue ; others with some small appearance of reason

assert that the virginity of Joanna, supposing her to be

pregnant is at least improbable ; while others regard her

pretensions with the most decisive indications of deri-

sion and contempt, and forgetting the sanctity they

ought to worship, despise the chastity they cannot imi-

tate. I was at first exasperated to condemn the injustice

of these individuals, to assert that virginity was honora-

ble, and that antiquated virginity in particular demanded

the most respectful regard, and was in itself a proof of per-

sonal desert; on looking however at the history of Jeptha's

daughter, I began to doubt the justice of the opinions I

adopted. What should we say at this period, of a woman

who should lament the necessity of dying without losing

her virginity. " Let me," said Jeptha's daughter to her fa-

ther, when he informed her of his vow, " Let me go up to

the mountains and weep my virginity for two months."

At the end of the time she returned and her father ful-

filled his vow. This authority indeed, which would seem

to imply that virginity was a misfortune, and marriage a

duty, is counteracted by the doctrines of St. Ambrose,

who wrote three books upon that sublime and mystical
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possession. They were produced in the fourth century,

and made a powerful impression on the minds and hearts

of the girls not only in Milan, where he resided, but in

the most distant provinces. He informs us that the virgins

of Bologna amounted in number to no fewer than twenty

;

that they performed all kinds of needlework, not merely

to gain their livelihood, but to be enabled to perform acts

of liberality, and that they employed great and singular

industry to entice other girls to join the holy profession

of virginity. He exhorts daughters, in spite of their pa-

rents, and even of their lovers, to consecrate themselves.

" I do not blame marriage, " he says," I only shew the ad-

vantages of virginity." It appears from this sentence

that Joanna as far transcends St. Ambrose in boldness

and utility, as Shiloh will excel all the children of men:
his endeavours were confined to an elucidation of the ad-

vantages of virginity: Joanna, after accomplishing the

same object, has publicly announced her intention of

proving, in the society of Mr. Tozer, the comforts and

the good things that pertain to matrimony. So sensible

was Saint Ambrose of the rarity of the profession he

would establish, that he thus combats his adversaries

They complain that human nature will be exhausted
;

but I ask, who has ever sought to marry without finding

women enough from whom he might chuse. What mur-

der, or what war, has ever been occasioned by a virgin.

It is one of the consequences of marriage *' to kill the

adulterer, and war with the ravisher." He wrote other

treatises on virginity; one is called "Of the perpetual

Virginity of the Son of "God." He attacks Bonosius on

this subject, and defends the virginity which was suspect-

ed by Bonosius, who derived from thence the appella-

tion of heretick. A third treatise was exhibited " Exhor-

tation to Virginity." A fourth M On the Fate of a Virgin,"

who seems to have had some slight resemblance to Jo-

anna Southcott, is more curious. He relates the misfor-

tunes of One Susannah, who by no means resembled her

name-sake, for having made a vow of virginity and taken

the veil, she indulged afterwards in illicit gratifications
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which she endeavoured to conceal, but the attempt was hi

vain. Her behaviour had long afforded ample food for

the sarcasms of the Jews and Pagans. St. Ambrose
compelled her to perform public penance, and to com-
pleteher chastisement, ordered her every day to recite the

50th psalm.

I shall conclude these records of virginity by two sin-

gular specimens of the blasphemy, absurdity, and pruri-

ent licentiousness, to which fanaticism, and long devotion

to my stical investigations, will lead their votaries. They
are extracted from a work published at Paris, and enti-

tled, f A pious Salutation to the Sacred Members of the

Body of the Glorious Virgin."

" Salutation to the Hair."

I salute you charming hair of Mary ! Rays of the mys-

tical sun ! Lines of the centre of circumference of all cre-

ated perfection! Veins of gold of the mine of love! Chains

of the prison of God! Roots of the tree of life! Rivulets

of the fountain of paradise ! Strings of the bow of cha-

rity ! Nets that caught—, and shall be used in the hunt-

ing day of souls

!

" Salutation to the Ears."

I salute you intelligent ears of Mary ! Ye presidents of

the princess of the poor ! Tribunal for their petitions ! Sal-

vation at the audience of the miserable ! University of all

divine wisdom ! Receivers general of all words ! Ye are

pierced with the rings of our chain ! Ye are empearled

without necessities

!

Miscellanea,

Anecdote of the late Judge Rooke.

At a session in the Old Railey, where Sir Giles Rooke had

often presided with no less integrity than sensibility, an occur-

rence took place, which pourtrayed a in a very striking point of

«ew, he goodness of hiss heart.—*A young female* with an in*
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fant child at her breast, of an interesting countenance, was in-

dicted for stealing a saw, valued only at ten-pence, from an

old iron shop. The case was made out so clear as not to admit

of any doubt; yet the jnry, in whose breasfes "the milk of

human kindness" evidently flowed, consulted some time to-

gether before they could prevail on themselves to have their

opinion declared. At length the foreman, with seeming agita-

tion,—for it was considered by every one that she had commit-

ted the offence through extreme want,—delivered the verdict of

guilty ; upon this Sir Giles addressed them as follows, which

will long be recollected with pleasure by all who heard him :

'* Gentlemen of the Jury, the verdict j^ou have just given is a

very proper one. Under the ciscu instances of the case you

could not conscientiously have given any other. But I have

witnessed your struggles. The court, therefore, feeling with

you, will inflict the most lenient sentence the law can admit of:

which is, that the prisoner be fined one shilling, and on payment

thereof be immediately discharged ; and if the unfortunate wo-

man has not one in her 'possession, I will give her onefor that

purpose.'
1—The latter part of the sentence operated like an

electric shock on all present. A spirit of emulation ensued who

should be the first to relieve her ; and jurymen, counsel, and

audience, vied with each other in contributing.—The feelings of

the prisoner, on such an unexpected event, may be more rea-

dily conceived than described. Her countenance, which al-

ternately depicted surprize and joy, seemed strongly to bespeak

the feelings of her heart ; while ever and anon the tear of gra-

titude was seen stealing down her cheek, and by a silent, yet

powerful oratory, loudly proclaimed her not to be hacknied in

the ways of vice.—She very soon quitted the court ; and there

is little doubt but she was accompanied by the sincere wishes

of all present that the circumstance would have its due weight on

her future conduct in life.

To a Bird confined in a Lady's Bosom,

Thou silly bird ! why flutter so,

Secur'd between those hills of snow

;

Cherish'd in beauty's sweetest vale,

And warm'd by love's endearing gale £

Oh ! were I safely nestled there,

I'd bid adieu to every care

;
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Miscellanea*

True, I might flutter like to thee ;

But not one struggle to get free :

No ! all in fond and amorous play,

Till I had sigh'd my soul away.

On seeing a Lady with a little Boy in her Arms*

Heavens ! what a soft luxurious form !

What melting orbs of azure light

!

What snowy tints and blushes warm,

With mingled lustre charm my sight

!

While in her sleeping babe 1 trace

A miniature of every grace,,

But see ! the beauteous urchin wakes,

And casting up an ardent gaze,

His living couch. of joy forsakes ;

And with his ruby lips essays

To tread the flow'ry paths of bliss,

And suck a sweet ambrosial kiss I

And now, as if the wily boy

Sought to conceal a sight so fair

;

His rosy fingers snatch with joy

The wreath of pearls which binds her hair ;

Whose radiant braids, now uneontroul'd,

Hang o'er him like a veil of gold I

Secluded thus, and bolder grown,

He steals his hand beneath the scarf,

Which modesty had o'er her thrown

;

Then draws it back with festive laugh,

And gives to view as sweet a breast,

As nymph e'er priz'd, or lover press'd !

Oh ! but I know that angel look,

Such beauties swim before my eyes !

I'd swear that Venus had forsook

Her roseate mansion in the skies

;

And with young Cupid hither flown,

To fix on earth her glorious throne !
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The Disappointment.

As late upon a bed of flow'rs,

I laugh'd away the laughing hours.

With, oh ! a more delicious maid

Than frolic fancy e'er display'*!

;

While twining roses met our view

As if to shew what we should do ;

And gentle zephyrs murmur'd by

As if to teach us how to sigh
;

Methought by many an artful wile,

For sweet the maiden seem'd to smile,

That I might so inflame that breast,

Just peeping o'er her sparking vest,

That she would give my muse to sing.

The raptures that from beauty spring,

When lighted by affection's fire,

Young passion weds with warm desire

Nor when I dar'd disclose my suit,

Did truth my fancied hopes refute

For soon I led the yielding fair

By gentlest words and tenderest care,

From granting first a sidelong kiss,

To the more dear delightful bliss,

With which the melting soul's replete,

When lip meets lip in kisses sweet
;

But when with all the glowing zeal

That heart can feign or passion feel,

Assur'd she meant to yield to me,

The sweetest bud on beauty's tree,

I press'd the nymph with warmest tone

To prove herself, indeed, my own

;

She started from my glowing arms,

Thenclasp'd around her snowy charms,

And flew across the flowery lawn,

Like fairy sprite of fancy born ;

Still darting back a smiling leer,

Which gall'd more deep than frowns severe,

And crying, as she skimm'd the ground—
" My zone was loosen'd not unbound ;

6i And thanks be to your kind endeavour,

"It new is more secure than ever."
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THEATRICAL REVIEW.

COVENT-GARDEN.
This theatre opened on Monday the 12th ult. with

Pizarro, and the Miller and his Men, to a full and high-

ly gratified audience. The improvements which it has

undergone in the way of decoration add much to its

general appearance, especially the new drop curtain which
now harmonizes with the scenic effect of the whole

range of boxes and the proscenium.

Miss Foote, whose interesting performance of Aman-

this, in the Child of Nature, we noticed in a former num-

ber, has repeated that character with increased applause.

Friday, 23d.—-Mr. Rovedino, jun. made his first ap-

pearance in Artaxerxes this evening, in the opera of that

name ; Miss Rennell, it appears, having closed her en-

sraffement. We do not think he will prove a great ac-co r o

quisition to the lyric stock of the theatre. His voice

wants depth and sweetness, and upon the whole we were

less pleased with his performance than with that of Miss

Rennell in the same character. Miss Stephens played

Mandane, and delighted the audience with her exquisite

melody.

Monday, 26th.—A new ballet, entitled Dr. Sangrado,

was brought out this evening, for the purpose of introduc-

ing a Miss D'Egville to the public as a dancer. She is a

neat, pretty figure; but does not possess much elegance

or agility in her movements.

BRURY-LANE.
This theatre opened on Tuesday the 20th, with the

comedy of the Rivals, and the Bee-hive. This theatre

also has undergone numerous changes and decorations,

ali of them tending to its improvement. No novelties

have been brought forward. Mr. Kean is announced for

Richard on Monday the 3d inst.

W. N. Jones, No. 3? Newgate-street, Loridoa,
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To CORRESPONDENTS.

Our numerous Readers and Patrons will doubtless perceive,

that the Scourge has made the acquisition of a new contribu-

tor to its multifarious sources of entertaiument, in the Author

of the Poetical Epistle to W. W--lb--e, Esq. and various other

articles, which enrich our present number. It is a ground of

great and just exultation to the Proprietors to have it in their

power to announce the continuance of this gentleman's commu*

nications. It is not necessary to point out and particularize the

respective articles, for which we are indebted to our new Cor-

respondent. The reader's sagacity will easily make the dis*

covery, without our assistance.

W. P. from Ipswich—the Caledonian, and another corre-

spondent respecting Junius, shall appear next month.

The anecdotes of Lord Nelson and Lady Hamilton, will be

inserted in our next number.
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THE

SCOURGE.
NOVEMBER 1, 1814,

To the EDITOR of the SCOURGE.

Sir,

It is a saying of Solomon—and a very wise one too

—

that there is
—" nothing neve under the sun /''—And again,

he sayeth :
" dead flits cause the ointment of the apothecary

to stink r
I was led into this train of reflection, Sir, by the noise

and contest, which have latterly prevailed in this great

city, and with which the press literally teems, respecting

the divine mission of Joanna. I am not enlisted under

the banners of her party—I follow, neither as medical,

still less, as my spiritual guide, the enlightened Escula~

pius of Piccadilly, nor am I sufficiently a^ar, to throw

away a guinea, in these hard and difficult times, for the

portrait of an old mumbling sibyll, although engraven by

a Sharp. I think it high time, that this disgraceful con-

troversy should be consigned to merited oblivion and

contempt. This can only be effected by doing away

the marvel and the singularity of the pretensions of the

&elf-deluded prophetess.

It is a common cry, that the world gets more and

more depraved ; that our morals are daily more and

more corrupted ; that infidelity advances with rapid

strides, on the one hand—meanwhile that bigotry, fana-

ticism, and superstition gain ground with equal pace, on

the other. All this is mere declamation ; mere talk and

assertion ; mere common-place, and requires only a few

VOL. VIII. T T
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moments of serious, cool, un warped reflection to set the
matter in its proper light.

Not to advert to the many pretended prophets, pro-

phetesses, ct hot genus vmne—(you see, Mr. Editor, I

have not totally forgotten my Latin, old and super-

annuated as I am,) who have successively preyed on the

credulity of the ignorant, and made mankind their dupe

;

are there none amongst us, who recollect the noise and

Teligious dissensions, which obtained at the first outset,

of a Wesley, and a Whitfield, in their spiritual ca-

reer? For my part, I remember their history but too

well—and that, let me add, for reasons strong and co-

gent.

I am now old, and read chiefly for amusement. At
my time of life, it is too late to acquire knowledge—if

the earlier years have been suffered to slip by unim-
proved. Your humorous and entertaining work is one
of the few periodical publications I regularly peruse.

The bold and manly manner in which the Scourge has

taken the lead, in lashing the foolish infatuation of Jo-

anna's sectaries, and exposing the incoherent rhapso-
dies of that old Beldam to public ridicule, has greatly

delighted me, and entitles you to general admiration.

I am therefore induced to avail myself of your miscellany,

in preference to any other, in order to throw in and
contribute my mite towards the castigation and detection

of error and imposture.

You must know then, Mr. Editor, that though I now
lead a peaceful, retired life, sequestered from all com-
mercial speculation, I formerly, in my early days, was
engaged in traffic, and jived in the neighbourhood of
Soho. My elder brother, now dead and gone—God rest

his soul !—had the misfortune to fall desperately in love
with one of the most devout disciples and attendants on
Whitfield's tabernacle. He married the pious damsel,
notwithstanding all my efforts to dissuade him from the
match

; for though never strongly disposed to be what
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the world generally terms devout, I had still sufficient

religion about me to agree most cordially with the pre-

cept given us by holy St. Paul, viz. " not to be righteous

overmuch"—and could never, for my soul, bear your

whining, canting, met.hodist.ical, praying, psalm-singing,

puritanical hypocrites, whose delight it is, to make a

burden of godliness, and who pretend to experience in-

expressible pleasure, in "crucifying the flesh!"

Well then, my brother, in spite of ail my remonstran-

ces, espoused in holy wedlock, Miss Prhcitla Trijphena

and Tryphosa Longboitom. The parents of this young

lady, who likewise were zealous frequenters of the taber-

nacle, always made a practice of giving their children bi-

ble names. The mode of operation adopted on these oc-

casions was, as follows: Husband and wife severally

provided themselves with a large corking-pin. With this

instrument they pricked and pricked, in different parts of

the New-Testament, till the pin hit upon tlie name of

some saint, or other godly personage, and this pro-

cess they called referring the matter to the decision of the

Lord/ Miss Longbolloms father, on choosing a christian

name for his daughter, run the pin through the word

Priscilla, in the nineteenth verse of the fourth chapter of

St. Paul's Second Epistle to Timothy:

"Salute Priscilla, and Jquila, and the household of

Onesiphorus"

The old lady, Miss Longbottoms mother, was still

more fortunate.—She drove the pin, with mathematical

precision,' right through the copulative word and, in the

twelfth verse of the sixteenth chapter of St. Paul's Epis-

tle to the Romans :"

" Salute Tryphena and Tryphosa, which women la*

bour in the Lord."

The old lady's eyes sparkled with exultation and with

conscious triumph.—Here it was plain, that the Lord,

to whom they had referred the momentous decision, by
previous prayer, had displayed his gracious acceptance of

their fervent ejaculations, by a kind of miracle.—The
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corking pin piercing so nicely the very centre of the co-

pulative conjunction, clearly proved, that it was the Lord's

especial will and pleasure, that the child should be chris-

tened by both the names, so closely and so indissclubiy

joined together. Mr. Longboltom, on the strength of

this extraordinary manifestation of divine grace and fa-

vor, bestowed upon the loving partner of his bed a double

salute, which was duly repeated at night, and their daugh-

ter received, in holy baptism, the scriptural names of Try-

phena and Tryphosa—the copulative being most carefully

retained, as the connecting vehkle, as a kind of mystical

gradation to the full climax of holiness, of which the

ladder, spoken of in Jacob's vision (seen at Bethel, formerly

called Luz) was supposed to be typical and symbolic.

The honey-moon I take it-—for I cannot speak from ex-

perience, never having entered into the holy state of wed-

lock myself— is generally the season of short-lived rapture

and delight—alike for taints and sinners / My brother,

doubtless, came in for his share, on the night of consum-

mation, with Trypheua and Tryphosa—But the cares and

troubles of this world, which like the tares in the gospel,

spring up and choak the good seed, soon began to prove

a momentous drawback on their mutual felicity.

My brother and myself were in partnership together.

Poor dear soul ! (even* at this distant period I cannot

think of him, without being deeply affected) he wr as a

hard-working, honest, industrious fellow ! Yet all his

application to business availed him little. As fast as mo-

ney, hard earned money, came into the concern, as fast,

and with almost greater rapidity, did it go out again.

Mrs. Tryphena and Tryphosa Threadneedle (the latter wras

our family name) continued a constant attendant on the

tabernacle. In fact, instead of relaxing, marriage seemed

rather to augment her zeal and affection for the house of
God, and the delight she experienced in the converse of

pious and devout followers of Christ, or rather of Christ's

intermediaries, the sanctified Mr. Whitfield* and his

subaltern leaders.
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All this my brother would have borne with patience and

true Christian resignation. It required but a few months*

experience of a married life, to convince him that our pil-

grimageand sojournment here below is a state of warfare*

where every one must expect to carry his cross ! The work

of grace, so actively going on under the blessed auspices of

Mr. Wh i tfi eld, required continual supplies.My poor bro-

ther had the mortification to see his hard earnings go, in ra-

pid succession, towards the furtherance of the divine work.

The " harvest was truly great"—at least, on Mr. Whit-
field's side of the question, nor were his labourers

few.

Kind intreaties and expostulation proving equally in-

effectual, to wean Mrs. Tryphena and Tryphoui Thread-

needle from her dear man ef God ; my brother and my*

self, after much consultation and debate, hit upon the

following expedient.—We observed her one morning

more than usually pensive ; during breakfast she spoke

much of the great work carrying on in the Lord's vine-

yard, of the vast expence incurred in the building of

chapels, and suitable places for preaching the word, and

retailing the precious milk of the gospel. All this con-

cluded with a hint, that she had received a pressing call

from Mr. Whitfield, whom she must visit in the

course of the day, and that she could not possibly go

empty-handed.

This was the very precise point, which both my brother

and myself had so seriously in view. We accordingly

watched my lady's motions with unremitting vigilance.

She had been closeted in prayer, in her own private cham*

ber, (for my brother did not think proper to lay any in-

terdict or embargo on her exercises of devotion, hoping

her reform and return to sound reason from the project

we had jointly concerted) upwards of half an hour, when
the arrival of a female acquaintance, who did not belong

to the same spiritual flock, nor follow the voice of

the same spiritual shepherd, broke in upon her pious medi-

tations. Some domestic arrangements, it seems, were
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under discussion, which required her presence in the

kitchen.

Wc availed ourselves incontinently of the opportunity

so unexpectedly offered, of accelerating the accomplish-

ment of our scheme, On entering roy sister-in-law's

chamber, we found some of Mr. Whitfield's religious

tracts upon the table ; but the object which attracted our

most eager notice and regard, was a little parcel in form

of a rouleau, placed along-side of the godly book. This

my brother opened without ceremony; it contained fifty

guineas, intended as an offering to the Lord, through

the pious hands of his dear servant, and blessed instru-

ment, Mr. Whitfi eld. No time was to be lost; my
brother, in a trice, whipt the guineas into his pocket,

substituting in their lieu an equal number of halfpence.

Thereupon he made up the rouleau in its pristine form,

with such dexterity and address, that no one could sus-

pect its having been opened, much less that its contents

had been changed : this done, we left the room in silence

and with due precaution.

Mrs. Threadneedle's occupations in the kitchen detain-*

ea her there, most probably, much longer than she had

herself expected ; for on her return to the parlour, she

complained sadly of the lateness of the hour, sent for a

hackney-coach, and bade the coachman drive with speed

to the godly man. In about an hour she returned ; but

with such visible marks of confusion and strong inter-

nal agitation depicted in her whole countenance, that we
could not refrain from inquiring into the cause of this

extraordinary emotion. After a few minutes of silence,

interrupted solely by copious tears and sighs, Mrs,

Tineadnczdie informed us, that she had been to pay a visit

to Mr. Whitfield ; that, after having conversed with

her /We spiritual guide, [laie, repeated she, for I promise

you, I shall visit him no more) for a considerable time,

she rose up to lake her leave, and deposited into bis

hands, at parting, a paper containing fifty guineas. She

had not reached the street-door, when the man of God
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came running down the stairs after her, in great haste,

and with a voice, not remarkable for its softness, called

her back. On entering the room of audience, on the

first floor, the parson asked her, whether she knew what

present she had made him ? to this question she readily

replied, in the affirmative, specifying the sum contained

in the paper. Mr. Whitfield waxing wroth, insisted

that, instead offifty guineas, she had only given himfifty

halfpence. This Mrs. Threadneedle peremptorily denied

—she had counted the guineas most carefully herself

—

had herself folded up the paper. The parson's anger now
became outrageous. Poor Mrs. Threadneedle was over-

whelmed with reproachings and upbraidings—exhorted

to take warning from the dreadful end of Annanias and

Sapphira—like them, she had sinned, " not against men,

but against the Holy Ghost T—she had not given the

whole of her substance—not even the sum she pretended

;

but had made a mockery of Heaven, by offering to the

Lord the paltry sacrifice of fifty halfpence / Her crime,

her reverend rebuker contended, was unpardonable—it

could never be forgiven, neither " in this world, nor in

the next"

Certain of her point, in having actually and bona fide

put into the parson's hands the sum of hfty guineas,

Mrs. Threadneedle now lost all patience. Women, how-

ever disposed to godliness and devotion, seldom fall-o(F

in the use of their oracular organ. Upbraidings, on the

part of the parson, were repulsed with recrimination, on

the lady's side. His menaces of eternal perdition, ex-

torted from her the accusation of hypocrisy and pious

fraud—till at length, Mrs, Threadneedle took her farewell

of her late spiritual guide, with a firm avowed determina-

tion, never to visit him again ; never to set foot more ia

his iniquitous tabernacle.

To this determination, Mrs. Threadneedle ever after

most scrupulously adhered. She was strengthened in her

laudable resolution, by the counsels both of her husband

and myself; and thus, by what may truly be called a
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f* meritorious pious fraud" was the mother of a family

snatched from the harpygrasp of hypocritical avarice ; re-

stored to the undivided affections of her husband, and

rendered an exemplary pattern of domestic happiness.

And now, Mr. Editor, to conclude. Would every

one, in his respective situation, follow the same plan,

much good would in a short time be effected, and the

reign of superstition and fanaticism experience a severe

and salutary check. How far more meritorious would

such a line of conduct be, than the system followed by

certain persons of eminence, who, like a certain Sharp, irv

hopes of gulling the flats, successively employ their ta-

lents, from vile,mercenary motives, to perpetuate the me-

mory of a Brothers, or a Southcott : or with a certain

late member of parliament, a H

—

lh—d, prostitute their

time and abilities to the compilation of commentaries on

the pretended prophecies ofmadmen and of bedlamites / / /

I am, Mr. Editor,

Hampstead, Yours, &c
21st Oct. 1814. Ephraim Threadneedle,

EPIGRAMS.

On the New Comedy, reduced to three Acts,

When the critics, who must, you know, write e'er they sup,.

Had taken the comedy to cut it up,

The author, who wished to be friends with the town,

Found it was his best " policy" to cut it down;

So two acts he quickly remov'd, and you'll see,

The manager soon will remove C other three.

To Lord Th-rl-w, on reading his Poem, intitled " Mook=

LIGHT."

J\ioonlight ! d'ye call it, my good lord ?

The name is rather risible ;

No fight see I. upon my word,

But only darkness visible.
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ENGLISH TOURISTS in FRANCE.

Mr. Editor,

I had the misfortune to get married just about the time

of the restoration of the Bourbons, when the mania for

visiting France first seized upon the whimsical and no-

velty-hunting people of this country ; and as every body's

tongue was loud in commendation of French fashions,

French living, French amusements, and a long et cetera

of French attractions, tagged with a most winning ac-

count of French politeness, especially to mi lor Anglois,

my Cicely, forsooth, must take it into her head that to

take a continental tour would be a most delightful me-
thod of spending the honey-moon. Her wish at this

period, had it been ten times more unreasonable than it

was, would to me have been law : besides, having no

business to encumber my mind, and having a snug com-

petence of about five hundred a year, I could not have

found any solid objection to Cicely's desire, even had I

been disposed to dispute her inclinations, Every thing

was accordingly settled for our departure, and 1 was sta-

tioned on the look-out to pick up a snug party to render

our tour more agreeable, which was also, in fact, an in-

dispensable arrangement, as neither of us understood a

word of French, except what we had picked up from the

perusal of a few fashionable novels, or from overhearing

a conversation, en passant, in Bond-street, or some of the

neighbouring promenades. I was lucky enough to tlnd

a watch-maker who had lived some years in France, and

who was now on the eve of departure with some half

dozen cheesemongers, costermongers, fishmongers, and

their spouses, by whom he was deputed to officiate In

the double capacity of guide and interpreter, Without

a moment's hesitation on either side, we joined the party,

shipped ourselves for Calais at London bridge, and

after lying there about four hours, enjoying the view of

Billingsgate, and the adjoining buildings, we set sail

with wind and tide in our favor*

VOL, viii. u u
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As I intend to cut my communication as short as pos-

sible, Mr. Editor, I will not tire you and your readers

with the common-place description of the various squalls

and alarms we encountered on the way, but proceed to

give you some account of our fellow-travellers. Pendu-

lum, the watch-maker, was a talkative, entertaining fel-

low, who, haviug seen much of the world, considered

himself fully qualified to cram those whose sphere of

observation had been more limited than his own. The
fishmonger whom, for perspicuity's sake, I will call

Lobster, was a surly quarrelsome knave, ignorant, purse-

proud, and stuffed up with self-consequence, his rib was

the exact counter-part of himself, and the continual

bickerings between these two ridiculous imitators of fa-

shionable life and good breeding, did not form the least

part of an entertainment during the passage. Cheshire,

the cheesemonger, was a man of uncommon good temper,

and if he knew little, he assumed still less, and conse-

quently exposed himself but rarely to the attacks of

raillery and criticism: a long association had given to his

wife, according to her own confession, a similarity of

manners and disposition, which enabled them to rub on

very comfortably together; they had been induced to

take this voyage by a spirit of speculation ; Cheshire

having understood that there was plenty of cheese, and but

little money across the channel, put a couple of hundreds

into his pocket, to try if he could not double or treble it

in a little adventure of this sort. Parsnip wras the most

ungifted of the party, in every respect, both as to the

qualities of mind and body; the former was in the most

barbarous and uneducated state, and the latter was dis-

figured by an immense hump on his left shoulder ; his

left hip also protruded most enormously, and his legs

were bandied, and appeared to shrink from the task of

bearing the unwieldy mass of ignorance which surmount-

ed them; nevertheless, this vender of vegetables, with a

view to impose himself upon the French people as a man

af some rank5 had equipped himself in the most modish
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dress imaginable; his Imir was powdered, and a most

exquisite tail rested itself upon the hunch beneath it;

lie sported also an opera hat, and his disfigured legs

were rendered more conspicuous by a pair of most attrac-

tive pink silk stockings ; while, to crown all, with an eye-

glass, which hung from his neck, he continually quizzed

not only the other part of the female company, but also

his own dear rib, who was a thin, meagre-looking crea-

ture, most passive and most complaisant, and evidently

possessed of a high opinion of her husband's value.

On the third day from our embarkation, as we were

sitting on deck, Pendulum suddenly exclaimed " there is

Calais 1" Parsnip's eye-glass, and two pocket telescopes

which we had purchased in St. Paul's church-yard for

our mutual benefit, were immediately called into action,

for every one of us was anxious to catch the first glance

at a place of which we had heard so much, yet knew so

little. " 'Pon my honor," said Parsnip, first breaking

silence, " I don't see any immense difference betwixt it

and an English town—houses, streets, porters on the

quay: really I am vastly disappointed!" The disap-

pointment was not confined to the costermonger, for the

rest of the party evidently participated in the sentiment,

each had formed a most unnatural expectation, and each

now discovered that human beings were much the same

on one side the channel as on the other.

The moment we landed, we were beset by a parcel of

French custom-house officers, whose impertinent ques-

tions so hurt the pride of Lobster that he declared he

would give a guinea to any gentleman who would teach

him to say " G—d d—n your insolence," in French : as

no person, however, offered his services, the enraged

fishmonger was forced to content himself with plentifully

belarding the officers with English oaths, which, as they

could not understand them, produced no recriminations.

We at length escaped from these watch-dogs, and were

conducted by Pendulum to an hotel principally resorted

to by English people; all the way we went we were
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followed by crowds of women and boys, who stared u&

completely out of countenance, insomuch that two or

three times, Lobster and Parsnip, flourished their canes

over their heads, and complimented them with a few

phrases, such as " Prenez garde, you G—d d—n sham

footres" and the like, which had very nearly brought us

into a scrape; the mob, however, contented themselves

with calling us " Coqnins Angloise" or something which

sounded very like it, and we reached the inn in safety.

A miserable dinner was set before us, and the appear-

ance of the waiters was by no means calculated to im-

prove a relish, so we hastily swallowed it, and demanded

the bill, that we might immediately take our departure

in the diligence for Paris. " What have I to pay ?" de-

manded Cheshire, taking out some silver, the sight of

which sufficiently interpreted the question.—" Quatre

livres" returned the fellow. " D—n your cote and levers"

vociferated Lobster; and, as Pendulum had just stepped

out to look to our luggage, the fishmonger taking a shil-

ling between his thumb and forefinger, continued—"Is

this a lever?" " Oui," said the Frenchman, who caught

the sound of the last word, and greedily eyed the silver,.

Lobster knew enough of French to understand the answer,

*' And what's a cat ?" resumed he, taking out a penny piece,

" is that it?" At this moment Pendulum returned, and

explained that the demand was three shillings and four

pence a head, an explanation, however, which did not

satisfy Parsnip, who whispered in my ear, how easily we
might be imposed upon by our interpreter as well as the

waiters.

The bill discharged, we repaired to the diligence ; in

our road whither, we were encountered by a large mob*,

which had surrounded an Englishman who was most un-

mercifully laying about him with a huge cudgel, but was

in danger of being murdered, when we all interfered,

and. after much trouble, extricated him from his peri-

lous situation. On inquiring into the cause of the uproar,

we discovered that this man was a pig-dealer, who had
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come over to see France, and that in his excursion about

the town, being incessantly annoyed with mendicants who
followed him everywhere, begging for sons, he imagined

that they had discovered his profession, and took this

mode of insulting him, he had therefore made a most vio-

lent assault upon a couple of beggars, who had been

more importunate than the rest, and this had led to the

tumult. We could not avoid a hearty laugh at the mis-

take of the pig-breeder, of whom we took our leave, with

an admonition to him never again to suffer his own petu-

lance and impetuosity to draw him into danger.

The view of Paris is well calculated to excite the ad-

miration of a stranger. The elegance of the buildings,

and the profuse splendour of the dress of the females,

completely enchanted Cicely, who had hitherto shewn

more disgust than satisfaction at the manners and appear-

ance of the French people. Every morning was now- to

be employed in purchasing laces and silks, and every other

kind of exotic rarity, and every evening we must go to

the theatres, or the Boulevards, or some other place of

amusement, from which I was always happy to return

at the moderate expence of a dozen livres. French frip-

peries, fooleries, and filthiness completely sickened me;
but French pleasures and French gewgaws won the

heart of Cicely to such a degree, that when the month

was expired, and I proposed a return to England, she

wondered how I could endure the dull habits of my na-

tive country, after the dear, delightful liveliness of

France. Her own friends, connections, and country„

were all forgotten ; and from this moment, it became daily

more and more evident to me, that although I might

bring back the body of my wife, her affections would be-

come permanent emigrants from the land of freedom.

During this month Cheshire had taken a circuit to

purchase some cheese, and had now returned, but with-

out having turned his trip to the advantage he had anti-

cipated. ** Their d—d frontage" as he expressed himself,

u was scarcely worth carriage home, for the smell of it
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would make an Englishman run from Dover to London,

stopping his nose all the way. " The French are alike

in every thing," added Lobster— " for look at their fish-

mongers' shops, and compare them with mine in Billings-

gate ; why d—n me, if I would taste a French shrimp

for half a thousand of their cats and levers" The coster-

monger joined in criticising the cleanliness of the couu-

try, and swore most positively, that one good English

savoy was worth all the vegetables in Palis : "And as to

tea," responded the ladies, " it is really abominable to be

obliged to pay a matter of ten litres a piece for a petty

breakfast, which an English landlord would be ashamed

to set upon the table." This was acquiesced in by all the

party, as a very sufficient cause of complaint, and it was

proposed by the cheesemonger, that we should set out

and return home, without wasting any more time. I

"warmly seconded the proposition, and to put Cicely in

good humour, I immediately laid out near five hundred

livres in laces for her use : the bait was sufficient, and she

reluctantly consented to bid adieu to dear Paris, on my
undertaking to return and stop a month or two there

every summer. I would have agreed to any thing rather

than have suffered her to stay any longer in such a nursery

for immorality, for I was deeply concerned to perceive

that she was already infected with French customs, and

had lost a considerable portion of that modesty of man-

ners which had previously distinguished her, and which is

the brightest ornament in the female character.

Without meeting with any particular adventure we
reached Calais, and took our passage in a packet, which

was just on the eve of sailing ; but on my arrival at Do-
ver, notwithstanding all theoare I had taken to prevent

a discovery, the d—d custom house officers possessed

themselves of nine-tenths of the lace and silks, which had

cost me so much labour and expence to collect, and I

considered myself, after all, lucky to escape so easily.

This circumstance, however, was a strong blow upon the

magnanimity of Cicely, who immediately renewed her
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complaints of my haste to return to such an odious coun-

try, and her petulance was still more increased by the

overturning of the stage, in consequence of which she mis-

carried in a few days after our arrival in town, and kept

her room for a fortnight.

We have now been at home about six weeks, and the

whole of my house and furniture have undergone a com-
plete revolution. Every thing must be after the French

fashion, and I cannot even get my joint of meat and pud-

ding in the plain comfortable way to which I had previ-

ously been accustomed ; so that independent of about a

couple of huudred pounds which I reckon to have sunk

in my excursion, I have given all my domestic comforts

into the bargain. A French footman is about to be hired,

and! should not much wonder if, by and bye, this plaguy

trip of ours should end in the elopement of Cicely with

this petit garcon, and the permanent unhappiness of

Yours, &c.

October 1st, 1S14. Charles Credulous.

LEE in the CHARACTER of JUNIUS,

Sir,

A very respectable reasoner in your 45th number

seems to have convinced himself, as probably his argu-

ments will many of your readers, that General Lee, at

last, was in reality the author of those celebrated poli-

tical diatribes, published under the signature of Junius.

As a contemporary of Lee, and as having discussed the

subject with certain of his relatives lately, and also the

subject of his private character, soon after his quitting

England, with a person who had some opportunity of

viewing it very nearly, I feel inclined to offer my senti-

ments on the question, which however, are not altoge-

ther accordant with those of your above-mentioned cor-

respondent.

Men, in the decline of life, receive with great com-
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plaisance those attentions which are paid to the remark-

able occurrences of their early days. It seems to flatter

them personally, by affording an opportunity for the ex-

ercise of their recollections, which, in their sense, must
entitle them to something like superiority in those dis-

criminations which alone can lead to a final decision.

The case of Junius, recent, or long past, has always been

one of peculiar interest in England, although never in the

smallest degree elsewhere, from the local nature both of

liis satire and his politics. Yet, I believe, he had the

honor of a French translation, but the book was never

much read. Nothing has ever exceeded the interest

those letters excited, both in London and in the provin-

cial towns, when they first appeared. On their earliest

appearance I resided in a county town, afterwards in

London ; and the bustle and eagerness for the next turn

of Wood fall's paper on those mornings in which Junius

appeared, at the principal coffee-houses, in which I

shared with an ardor truly enthusiastic, is still vivid and

fresh in my memory. It is equally so that the brains of

the whole corps of junior political writers became sud-

denly inflamed with the phrenzy of emulation, at least,

of imitation. In the costume of style, at any rate, they

must all be Junii. Not to pass by myself, in which I

should demonstrate little of the garrulity of an old man,

although probably one of the youngest of the tribe, I

too, must be a Junius ! and my first effort was so far

crowned with success that it actually procured me the

honour of being examined by two magistrates, and very

nearly that of a prosecution. As one of the honours of

Junius, this phrensy of imitation seems to have descended,

in considerable measure, to our times, and to have in-

fected both young and old ; but, unfortunately, decorating

few or none of the ambitious aspirants with those laurels

at which they aimed, and which each had, with fortu-

nate self-complacence, supposed to be within bis own

exclusive reach.

On the literaiy, rhetorical, moral, and political merits
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of the writings of Junius, it is now many years too late

toaim at any novelty of discussion. Johnson said, with,

an envious harshness too usual with him, <c Take from

Junius the ornaments and merits of his style, and what do

you leave him ?" Much more certainly than this severe

critic, who, with all the largeness of his head and heart,

could be narrow-minded whenever his unconquerable

prejudices required it, was disposed to acknowledge. The
charms of the style of Junius, amid which all his incur'uz

and inferiorities to himself are overlooked, have the

strongest hold upon the attention and affections of his

reader. His terrific and truly formidable powers of bad-

gering, stand in the next place. His politics border upon

freedom, but they are far from catholic. As to the in-

tegrity of the man, his total want of candour, and even

of common good faith towards some of his correspon-

dents, more particularly Home Tooke, will form the best

elucidation.

With respect to the various contentions for the honor

of being Junius, and its attribution, it is a subject to be

viewed in two different and peculiar lights. No doubt

but some who have appeared before the public with

claims of this honor for their protegts, have been really

in earnest, and truly the dupes of their own wrong-

headed enthusiasm. But some of them have had with

equal certainty, other and better, that is to say, more

profitable motives. Their aim has been pecuniary profit,

from the eagerness and Gullibility of the public on a fa-

vourite subject. What else, supreme stupidity excepted,

could have afforded occasion for the claim of Boyd? As
Charles Fox said, at a club where the question was de-

bated among a considerable number of those most pro-

bable to possess the best information :
" Burke might

probably have written the letters of Junius, only zee hap-

pen to know that he really did not" The evidence from

style or analogy is by no means sufficiently full in favor

of Lord George Sackville, far less the proof of a conge-

niality with Junius, of political principle. Certainly,

VOL, VIII. x x
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from peculiar energy and point of composition, from that

stately tone of boldness and decision, equally apparent
in the style of both, from their military habits and con-
stitutional studies, and their general knowledge of par-

liamentary and political business, and of court intrigue-,

Junius and General Hamilton may well be assimilated ;

and perhaps no other comparison has afforded so com-
plete a union of all the requisites to form an actual iden-

tity. But unfortunately for this so probable speculation*

the General is said to have resided in Ireland during

nearly, or the whole of that period of time, in which the

letters of Junius were written, and the manner of bring-

ing them out absolutely precluded the possibility of their

Coming from Ireland. But one would be tempted to

think this absence in Ireland of General Hamilton

throughout the whole critical period, a disputable point;

else why should he have been so generally charged with

the fact by his political friends, who must feave been

convinced of the impossibility, granting that he were in

Ireland at the time ; and why did he not set up that fact

in part, or as he well might, for decisive evidence in his

defence ? Why did not Cumberland, in adverting to this

topic, make use of such a plea, which would obviously

have precluded the necessity for employing any other ?

A sort of low and silent report was soon after current,

that Hamilton, as Junius, was discovered by the court,

forgiven from the terror of his powers and great influence

over the public mind, pensioned, and presented with

lodgings at the palace of Hampton Court.

The man who, in his sound sense, could assert Home
Tooke to be the author of Junius, never believed his

own assertion. There was no necessity for the Marquis

of Lansdowne to declare that he was not the writer of

those celebrated letters ; and there is one very solid reason

to believe, notwithstanding his profession to the con*

trary that, both his lordship and the Duke of Graftor^

were, to the last, utterly uninformed, as well as the rest

of the political world, oa that interesting and well -kept
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secret. Tooke was equally \\\ the dark, the very man of

all others most likely to have coveted, and to have ob-

tained the desired information. I should like to be in-

formed whether there really exist positive and satisfac-

tory proof of Hamilton's absence, and in that case, how
we are to account, for the charge being laid upon him.

Glover was too old a man at the commencement of the

letters of Junius, and had long given up the bustle

•of political writing. Analogies of style may, no doubt,

be discovered in the writings of G!over, Francis, Sack-

ville's Defence, (written by himself or not,) Burke, Ge-

neral Lee, and others ; but such similarity is absolutely

no pioof at all of identity in the writers, since they can-

not possibly, ail of them, have been Junius. In speaking

of style, it seems to have been a strange idea in Mr. Fox
to suppose Junius took the pattern of his style from

Conyer's Middleton, at least if we are to judge from his

controversial writings. Junius, engraved upon a man's

tomb-stone, proves, perhaps, more than any thing else,

that he who had the honor to do the last office for Lord

Shelburne's secretary, wished to record his own opi-

nion. In fine, the secret is yet unlocked, and the giddy

and ignorant woman who has lately, with so much boot-

less activity, importuned the public with her positive

engagements, has totally failed to produce the proper

key.

I am perfectly willing to allow the full force of your

correspondent's argument of fact in favor of General

JLee. On the other arguments of a certain description,

according to the tenor of what I have already urged, I

am disposed to lay no stress whatever. I will be bound
to say, impose the task upon the Editor of the Scourge!,

and he shall produce a letter sufficiently in the style of

Junius, to enable him, in that respect, to claim the honor

rof an entry upon the lists of competitors. Granting the

fact of Lee having written a letter, signed Veteran, in

1772, abusing the King and Lord Barrington, and also

ihat Woodfall received or published the said letter, as
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written by the original Junius, the appeal to our reason

and common sense would be so strong as to set the

question for ever at rest. But Paterson's relations, I ap-

prehend, will, on reflection, appear to all, not a simple

and actual, but merely a fact of the probable and con-

tingent class. Yet I will freely own, there is a something

in it which strongly invites our concurrence and assent.

Much also in the character, habits, and political senti-

ments of General Lee, to authorize the probability of the

supposition that he might have written the letters of

Junius. Much more may, however, probably be adduced

in favor of the contrary supposition, of too stubborn and

weighty a nature to be easily overturned.

To exhibit, in tbe first place, the strongest hold of this

kind, it is to superficial observers only that there has ap-

peared an identity of political sentiment between the

two parties. In truth and fact, there is that kind of dis-

sonance which has ever been great enough to keep our

party men in classes perfectly distinct, however they

may agree in occasional or general co-operation. The
parson, who the other day, in the ' register of the dead,'

as another parson is accustomed to style friend Urban's

magazine, took it into his sapient noddle to brand the

memory of Junius with the charge of jacobinism, might

e'en as well, in company with some of his peers, have

stigmatized the name of Burdett with the appellation of

whig. Junius was, past all doubt, a bold and deter-

mined, but constitutional whig. He might occasionally

indulge, as our whigs are accustomed to do, in their writ-

ings and orations, in flights and sentiments which bor-

der upon democracy and theological infidelity. But such

never proceed, in that course, beyond sentiment and pre-

tension. No true whig ever acts beyond the letter, or

can even comprehend an idea of human liberty, extra-

neous to the bounds of the British constitution, which

totally absorbs his mental vision, and which he views as

the sum and perfection of human intelligence.

Such was obviously the sum total of the political sci«
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enceof the celebrated Junius, and he was, in all probabi-

lity, too far advanced in years, for those sentiments to

suffer a material change on which he had bestowed such

long and laboured reflection. Lee, too, as I recollect,

had arrived in America some time previous to a comple-

tion of the course of Junius's letters. At any rate Junius

could never have uttered such sentiments as

—

<e
to dis-

franchise three millions of people of all the rights of

men,"—^since he always professed himself inimical to the

claims of the Americans, and as a true whig, to any ma-

terial reform of the British parliament. His correspond-

ence with Wilkes also, another whig, clearly indicates an

indifference and contempt for the lower classes, totally in

opposition to the invariable professions of democracy.

In opposition to this, General Lee was always recog-

nized in England, as, in principle, a democratic republi-

can, and even reputed to belong to the atheistic sect

;

pretensions which he afterwards realized by sufficient

matter of fact in America. There he carried matters to

so barefaced a length, on the latter score, as to scanda-

lize most horribly, the republican saints of theMassachu-

sets. He had a favorite dog and bitch, the one of which

answered to the name of Jesus Christ, the other to that

of the Virgin Mary. Lee was of too enthusiastic and

sincere a nature ever to have been able sufficiently

to curb his natural tone of principle, granting he had

supposed it necessary in such a lengthened work as the

letters of Junius. Nor, perhaps, had he been sufficiently

prepared by legal studies to atchieve so much as we there

find in that peculiar line ; enough indeed occasionally, to

induce a belief that Junius must have been bred to the

law, and a certainty that he had, at any rate, exhaust-

ed his midnight lamp, in the study of that political

system, which, it is well known, Lee held most cheap.

Farther, and in conclusion, it may well be doubted whe-

ther General Lee, circumstanced as he was, could have

obtained that high degree of political and courtly infor*

jnation, without the possession of which, the letters of
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Junius, such as we find them, could not possibly have

been written.

The above obstacles overcome, although many of infe-

rior import are omitted, General Lee might have been

Junius. R. R 6

OBSERVATIONS on the INTRODUCTION op
STONE FLOUR in BREAD

;

With Conjectures on its probable Effects.

Sir,

Observing in one of the provincial papers that the

practice of using calcined or pulverized stone has ob-

tained in some parts of the west of England, where it

has been used as an ingredient in the formation of bread

flour, permit me to express my fears, lest, if it should

be generally adopted, many ancient vestiges of human
skill and human vanity,

" "Where the fam'd chisel all its force has shewn,

And soften'd into flesh the rugged stone/'

that have long bid defiance to the " tooth of time," may
shortly fail under the teeth of the rising generation, and

be masticated with the same facility as would a crumpet

oramuuln, though manufactured from the best Hert-

fordshire white.

A stone-eater, Mr. Editor, was formerly thought to

be a rara avis in ierris; but now, thanks to the improve-

ments and ingenuity of the age, we are likely to become

a nation of stone-eaters. Yet Heaven forbid that the in-

dulgence of our appetites were to be the mean of harden-

ing ou» hearts. It is not an uncommon case to hear of

men being flinty-hearted ; and should the stone bread

impregnate our blood with any of its lapideous qualities,

it will not be easy to conjecture what may happen from

a constant use of it. We might absolutely glide into.
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Statues of different natures, according to the different

properties of the stone used, and thus imperceptibly
replenish the number which ourselves may have con-
tributed to despoil by our voracious and unnatural ap-
petites.

To be serious—there cannot be much doubt but that
the use of wheat flour will be readily and totally abo-
lished, as soon as that of the stone is brought to per-
fection, and its advantageous cheapness properly made
known. The former of these a few trifling experiments
will most assuredly accomplish, to the utter disquietude,

as well as ruin, of a great body of farmers, corn-factors,

and mealmen, who will be compelled, in consequence,

to bid "a long farewell" to all their diabolical systems

of enhancement or monopoly, and who may, perhaps,

under the baleful influence of gloomy November, be

induced to " hang or drown themselves," and as our im-

mortal dramatic bard has expressed it in his Julius Cas«

sar, cowardly and vilely be led,

" For fear of what might fall, so to prevent

The time of life
"

In a national point of view, however, should '* Othel*

lo's occupation" return, the advantages to be derived

from this discovery must be incalculable, and the eiFects

thereby produced stagger belief. The blockading system,

110 longer availing, would be rendered nugatory, and

famine and meagre want, that have appalled the stoutest

hearts in Europe, become only the bugbears of nurse-

ries; since the walls of the fortifications, nay the very

stones in the streets, may in a short time be converted

into one of the first articles of nutriment, and become

the staff of life; and thus will mountains of bread be

readily produced, without the least assistance from the

agriculturist,

Notwithstanding the foregoing advantages, great and

unexpected as they must be allowed, I am firmly of opi-

nion, in peaceable times like the present, it is the duty
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of government to interfere ; otherwise we may expect to

see that large paper manufactory in Thread needle-street,

by some called the Bank, which has withstood the ma-

lice of its most inveterate enemies, swallowed up by its

friends in the shape of hot rolls ; the Mansion-house* moul-

dering away into peck loaves, and exhibited piece-meal in

the windows and shops of the city bakers ; and the " ly-

ing bully-like" Monument, as Pope calls it, reduced to

ginger-bread ladies* fingers, or Bath cakes, to stock the

dealers of those articles with materials of refreshment

for the little masters and misses of the metropolis ; and

St. Paul's converted into a supply of hard dumplings :

—

or learn, with a mixture of commiseration and regret,

that the two Houses of Parliament and Westminster Abbey,

the latter of which is particularly ancient, have been

turned into biscuit ponder, with a Vandalism only to be

equalled in modern days, to make pap for the future off-

spring of our nobility. Hence the extreme sensibility of

the antiquarian must be feelingly roused, lest that stupen-

dous monument of Druidical superstition,

—

btone Henge,

and several others of the greatest, consequence to that sin-

gular class of beings, should hereafter glide down the

throats of the vulgar as their "daily bread,"—by no

means qualified to partake of such an envious or gorge-

ous repast, because they have not the lest veneration or

zest for the rust of antiquity.

Leaving the whole to the consideration of those more
immediately concerned, having thus given a few cursory

observations on the subject, I take the liberty of subscrib-

ing myself

Yours, &c.

Gog Magog.

* I have used the term Mansion House, because it is gene-

rally known and expressed by that name, though I have ever con-

sidered it as an impropriety.—Would it not have been better, in

the first instance, to have called it the City Mansion, instead

©f adopting two words so nearly allied as mansion and house?
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A POETICAL EPISTLE to W. W f e, M. P
By an Old Acquaintance,

Lately returnedfrom the Continent,

Vae vobis, Scribge et Pharissei, hypocritse ! qui decimatis

mentham, et anethum, et cyminum, et reliquistis quae

graviora sunt legis, judicium, et misericordiam, et fidem,

Daces cseci, excolantes culicem, camelum autem glnti-

entes !

—

Evang. sec. Matth. cap. xxiii. v. 23, 24.

Of hypocrites the gospel speaks,

With looks demure, and ruddy cheeks,

Who strain at flies, at gnats, atfleas,

But bolt a camel doivn, with ease /

Twelve years, dear Will ! I have not seen thy face 5

Nor sweet discourse exchang'd of " saving grace!"

The chains of France my body held confm'd,

But force can boast no empire o'er the mind.

Immur'd in dungeons, at a tyrant's will,

I scorn'd his mandates, and defied him still

;

Though rear'd on high, his power majestic shone,

I saw that tyrant {a) humbled, and o'erthrown :

Saw countless myriads rush to deadly fight,

And join'd myself the fray, with fierce delight;

Sawfearless Cossacks to the shock advance,

And Kalmuc Tartars smite the pride of France I

Saw ruin, havoc, desolation spread,

And heap'd in piles " the dying and the dead I"

Yet, great as were my wrongs, and France my foe ?

No dastard vengeance caus'd my breast to glow.

Oft have I heav'd a sigh, and dropt a tear,

When helpless females' shrieks assail'd my ear :

When infants fell, or when the hoary sire

Forth totter'd from his cottage, set on fire,

Or fed himself the flame, too feeble to retire!

(a) After a long and rigorous imprisonment in the fort of

Bitche, the author had the good fortune to effect his escape

and joined a corps of the allied Russian army.

vol, viu. 3 4,
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Such horrors to prevent was still my pride;

Oft have I turn'd the murd'rous steel aside:

Oft lent to matron-fears protecting aid,

And sav'd, from worse than death, the trembling maid!

'Tis Britain's boast, her glory, and delight,

To meet in arms, and might oppose to might;

To quell the factious, and, array'd in dread,

Hurl vengeance at each proud, insulting head.

But when the foe no longer dares withstand,

She lifts that prostrate foe with succouring hands.

Bids, with resistance, all her terrors cease,

The first to conquer, and to offer peace!

By her example taught, to act my part,

My arm took counsel from a British heart.

Unequal warfare still I scom'd to wage,

Nor on the weak, defenceless, wreak'd my rage.

" Why this to me ?"—methinks I hear you ask,

(b) Great Vital Christian! man of saintly mask!

These are, you'll tell me, with a holy grin,

Mere "worldly virtues'' and but (c) " varnished sin."

(b) This most worthy and truly pious gentleman, who has so

long and so successfully made a stalking-horse of godliness,

and the slave-trade, is celebrated in the religious world, as

author of a work, entitled Vital Christianity. Mr. W——

e

is strongly tinctured with fanaticism ; a great stickler for, and,

upholder of, the incomprehensible reveries of Methodism. He
speaketh much in praise of the heavenly manna, and extolleth-

highly the efficacy of gospel-?nilk ; yet, though he may be sup-

posed to feed copiously on these celestial dainties, we do not

find that he has much increased his stock of the milk of Am-

man kindness. To point out a more uniform and systematic

abettor of every destructive and sanguinary measure, which the

minister of the day finds it expedient to propose, would be a

task of some difficulty. We would recommend to Mr. W e

for his motto or device, the answer gTvenby Jehu to Jehoratn's

messenger: " What hast thou to do with peace .*"—2 Kings,

ch. ix. v. 18.

(c) We extract the following passage from one of the periodical

fpswnings of these infatuated bigots. Speaking of the virtues of
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€an lives preservd, and helpless infants spar'd,

With faith, and gosptl-praetice, be compar'd?
Can pity or kind acts supply the place

Of inward yearnings, and of saving grace ?

[d] Or, hop'st thou, man of sin, and carnal mind!
Man of the world ! bevvilder'd, lost, and blind !

Hop'st thou, thy deeds o'er mine shall e'er prevail,

And weigh me down in heavVs awarding scale?

Say, where are thy societies in town,
To hunt, as / do, needy (e) sinners down ?

benevolence, charity, philanthropy, friendship, gratitude, &c»
the author observes :

"They merely affect the appearance; they are, at best, but
carnal, worldly virtues. With such filthy rags does the un-

regenerated man seek to hide the leprosy of his corrupted na-

ture. And yet, with all these virtues, (as the followers of this

world afreet to style them) a man may be cast into the fiery

lake, from which is no deliverance. These, we are expressly

told by holy Saint Paul, are not the virtues which are pleasing

in the sight of God. And be assured, dear Christian souls]

that whatever virtues do not spring from saving grace, deserve

no other title than that of varnished sinsT 1

(d) In this and the following verses, Mr. "W— -e is suppos-

ed to speak.

(e) This passage evidently stands in need of elucidation,

•However, as we shall have occasion to touch upon the same sub-

ject in our notes on the almost immediately succeeding verses,

we shall only premise at present, that no instance has come to

our knowledge, in which the virtuous and pious endeavours of

Mr. W e's coadjutors of the laudable Society for the Sup-

pression of Vice, have been directed against potent and formida-

ble offenders. Their efforts have been chiefly confined to needy,

paltry sinners, whose very poverty puts it out of their power

to contend the point. This reminds us of the well known fable

of the spider s web, which catches, it is true, gnats and flies,

in abundance ; but. through which wasps, and other winged in-

sects of greater weight and bulk, force their way, with perfect

impunity and ease.
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To prop religion*- in this sceptic age ?

And drive immoral actors off the stage ?

What baker e'er, through thee, a
(J-')

fine did pay,

For selling bread, on holy Sabbatu-day ?

What half-starv'd wretch hast thou to jail convey'd

For earning sixpence, when he should have pray'd?

What odious, worthless spy dost thou maintain,

To lure poor printers, with the hope of gain?

if) We copy the following statement from the public prints.

" Saturday, (*26th September) several green -grocers, and keep-

ers of chandlers' shops, appeared to summons, at the suit of an

informer (employed by the Societyfor the Suppression of Vice,)

for selling cabbages, and two-penny loaves, during divine ser-

vice, on Sunday se'nnight. They were fined, some Jive, some

four shillings."

Certainly no person can be a greater advocate than ourselves

for the decent observance of the Lord's day, But we would

wish these puritanical gentlemen to be at least consistent in the

discharge of the office they have so generously taken upon them-

selves. We would wish their zeal not to outstrip their judg-

ment. At the very moment that a poor devil of a chandler's

shopkeeper is fined, under pretence of sabbath-breaking, for sel-

ling a pitiful two-penny loaf to some miserable wretch, who

perhaps was on the point of starving, we find no notice taken

of certain high and illustrious offenders against the statute—who

may be said to sin by wholesale, in opposition to these needy trans-

gressors by retail. Did no infringement of the commandment,

which enjoins the keeping holy of the Sabbath day, and on it

to do " no manner ofwork" take place in the erection of the St.

James's, Hyde, and Green Park pageantries ? Were no Chris-

tian servant men or maids prevented from attending divine wor-

ship, and edifying themselves with precious gospel truths,on the

Sunday that a certain high and noble lord gave a grand dinner

to the august royal and imperial visitors ? That the servants

and inferior officers must have been extremely occupied on

that occasion, may justly be inferred, when we consider how

actively his lordship was himself engaged—strutting up

and down the rooms, with his culinary arms—we mean the carv-

ing-knife and fork, tucked, a la mihtaire
3
in his girdle.
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To trap unwary booksellers who vend

The very work, for wuich (g) myself do send ?

Much bragg'st thou of forbearance—thou could'st sigh.

When towns were sack'd, and burnt before thine eye!

Weak man! of what avail hadst thou been found,

To lead our warriors on Columbian ground?

One, who like thee, at conflagration rails,

Had ne'er destroy'd that wicked press of Gales' ! (A)

(g) On this occasion, " we could a tale unfold,"—but that

we have the fear, not only of God, but of the devil, (we hope

no false interpretation will be put on our meaning, in this in-

stance) before our eyes. Suffice it, therefore, to observe, that

more than one printer and bookseller, of fair repute, has been

trapt, ensnared, and we might add metaphorically, kidnapped,

by a set of vile agents, acting ostensibly under the direction of

this self-same excellent society, of which panegyric cannot

speak too highly. One of these hired informers enters the shop of

a bookseller, (as it were accidentally,) demands a work, ofwhich

the bookseller has probably little or no knowledge, leaves the

title, promising to call again, repeats his visit, buys the book,

and then puts his information into the hands of the society, who

with true Christian zeal and meekness, institute a prosecution.

In this part of their conduct, the society have not the exam-

ple of Christ, whom they profess so much to venerate and follow,

in their favour. That divine teacher, being interrogated by his

disciples, on the propriety of prosecuting the inhabitants of a

certain village of Samaria, that would not receive him, " by

commanding fire to come down from heaven, as Elijah did ?"

turned and rebuked them, saying; " Ye know not, what man-

ner of spirit ye are of."

[h] Whatever difference of opinion may obtain, we will not

say, respecting the justice and humanity, but even with regard

to the policy, (as sanctioning a practice which may eventually

recoil upon ourselves) of this destructive sj, stem of conflagra-

tion, adopted in our present contest with America ; we trust,

for the honor of the British character, that there are but few

persons, among the cool, reflecting part ofthe community, who
can approve of such pusillanimous attacks, on the part o^ a
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Thou wouldst have fill'd the air, with waiiings dire,

When Washington shone forth, one blaze of fire!

great, a powerful, and enlightened nation, on private property

and substance. And who but men, entirely iost to virtuous

feeling, and sold, unconditionally , to a perverse administration,

can contemplate without abhorrence, this recurrence to the

principles of warfare, acted upon in the barbarous ages of an

Attila? this precedent of hostilities waged against literature

and science ? a precedent worthy of the Goths and Vandals !

worthy of the policy of the Ottoman cabinet, which condemned

the Alexandrian library to flames ! and for months heated the

public baths with the choicest worts of antiquity !

We are not here taking up the question on political grounds ;

we are not advocating the personal cause of Mr. Gales. No man
can hold in greater detestation, than does the writer of the pre-

sent article, the disturbers of public peace and tranquillity ;

no man regards with more sovereign contempt the noisy, mot-

ley, clamorous tribe of state-tinkers and constitution-menders.

But we wish a government to act worthy of itself; not to

wreak its vengeance, in a great national quarrel, on defenceless

individuals, and to invade private property, to the, perhaps,

total ruin of families. Still less can we give our sanction to a

system of warfare, directed against the dissemination of know-

ledge, and the interests of science. A British Admiral, whom
we refrain to name, (hoping, for the honor of the service, that he

himself blushed at the barbarous outrage he was seduced to

commit,) armed with all the thunder of the first naval power in

the universe, pronounces sentence of extermination against a

wretched printing-office ! In execution of this sentence, the

premises of Mr. Gales, with all his utensils and stock in trade,

are reduced to ashes—and all this, forsooth (so, at least, we are

told in the time-serving journals, sold to Ministers) because

the said Mr. Gales had dabbled in politics in this country
;

then took himself off to America, and there conducted a news-

paper, under the title of the National Intelligencer, many arti-

cles of which gave offence to certain persons in high rule and

authority.

This circumstance calls to mind an anecdote, which took

place at Paris, during the author's abode in that city, previous
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Nay, I remember, on that night of glory,

Which long shall live, in record and in story,

When our good P e, whom God preserve, and keep!

(Such is my pray'r) like Macbeth, " murder d sleep V*

to the commencement ofthe late war between Great Britain and

France.

Monsieur Talleyrand, afterwards created Prince of
Benevento, and very recently rebaptized, by political rege-

neration, by the title of Prince Talleyrand—desirous to

pay his court effectually to Bonaparte, at that time First

Consul of the French Republic, hit upon the notable expe-

dient of giving a rabbit-hunt in the Bois de Boulogne, to which

Bonaparte, with the principal French and foreign ministers

were invited. Unfortunately for the success of the scheme,

Monsieur Talleyrand's agent had purchased a collection of

tame rabbits, instead of wild ones, which being set loose in the

wood, to speak technically, would not show- sport, and the

expected diversion, to the great disappointment of the whole

illustrious party, and the still greater mortification of the giver

and projector of the entertainment, was entirely lost.

The following morning, an account of this famous hunt was

given in the Journal des Hommes Libres. The paper had not

been long published, before a commissary of police, accompa-

nied by a file of soldiers, under arms, and followed by a black-

smith, and attendants with their sledge-hammers, entered

the office, destroyed all the type and printing materials.,

made a seizure of all the copies of the paper, arrested the

unfortunate printer* with his journeymen and coadjutors.,

marched them triumphantly though the streets of Paris, and

lodged them in prison. It is scarcely necessary to add, that

from this day the Journal des Hommes Libres was laid under

interdict, and totally suppressed.

But to recur to the subject, which gave rise to this digression.

We cannot finally dismiss the discussion, without expressing our

sincere regret, that a British naval commander, in the exe-

cution of his trust, should take pattern from, and so closely fol-

low, the example of a French minister, of a man of Prince

Talleyrand's worthless,, recreant, and abandoned charac-

ter!
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When all the town ran scudding through the dark.

To see the mighty doings in the Park !

When Congreve rockets blaz'd aloft in air,

And Roman candles caus'd the mob to stare I

When the Pagoda, built of wood, not stone,

Caught fire and burnt, but did not burn alone !

For, to enhance the show, and spread its fame,

Two of the
(
i) workmen likewise were on flame!

On that occasion (well I watch'd thine eye)

Thou didst appear, between a laugh and cry !

(The laugh was for the bauble meant ; for so

I heard thee call the P e's raree-show/

The cry too, under Pity's soft pretence,

Was aim'd at princely taste, and princely sense!)

How wilt thou sneer, now that the hoax is past,

And Glory to the hammer brought at last!

Now Concord's Temple has been, pieee-meal, (k) sold,

(That temple, rich in gems, and painted gold!

(i) The catastrophe, which attended the Park fooleries, must

be fresh in the memory of most of our readers. One unfortu-

nate man, in attempting to save himself from being burnt to

death, by leaping into the canal, when the Pagoda took fire,

came in contact with a plank, which broke his back, and the

miserable sufferer survived but a short time, and expired in

agony. Another, more fortunate, escaped the flames, by

throwing himself into the water, where he was picked up. A
third, of the name of Wood, was half roasted, before he could

extricate himself from his perilous situation. He was conveyed

to the hospital. Several other persons were hurt on this me-

lancholy occasion.

[k) This disgraceful sale, for such we may justly denominate

it, took place on the premises, on Tuesday, 11th October, at

noon. Reprobating, as we most decidedly do, the very princi-

ple of bringing to the hammer, and selling by public auction, and

to crown the infamy of the transaction, in a disjointed, dilapi-

dated state, by piece-meal, by scrap, and remnant! ! !—a monu-

ment erected on an occasion extraordinary, and literally unex-

ampled in the annals of mankind:—a monument, which was

universally regarded as a national trophy, as a tribute paid by
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Where fair Joanna might, with due amaze,

Have usher'd Sbiloh to our wond'ring gaze !)

the British empire at large, to the conjoint efforts, wisdom, va-

lour, and magnanimity of all the great legitimate powers of the

Continent, combined and united in one common cause, to effect

the general deliverance of Europe : we still flattered ourselves,

waving the question of policy and propriety, that the enthusiasm

so universally excited throughout the country by the late marvel-

lous events, would have manifested itself in the avidity of the il-

lustrious and the opulent, to become purchasers, even in detail,

of these precious trophies of national grandeur and munificence.

But most lamentably were we disappointed in our high-raised

expectations. To adopt the energetic language of holy writ, not

" many high, not many noble, not many mighty," were called ;

at least, they did not come forward on this memorable occasion.

The assemblage of bidders consisted almost exclusively of bro-

kers, jobbers, carpenters, dealers in old iron, tin and copper,

keepers of rag-shops, and various other traders of equal re-

spectability, collected from the purlieus of Moorfields, Rag-

fair, Monmouth-street, and the Mint. Purchasers of this de-

scription know too well the real value of the things of this world,

and are too well acquainted with the hollowness of fame and

tinsel glory, to barter " solid pudding for empty praise"—or to

advance one penny beyond the dry, intrinsic value of the ma-

terials in which they speculate.

Accordingly, the whole of the splendid, costly, glorious,

magnificent, non-descript Temple of Concord, with all and

several its appurtenances, divided and subdivided into one hun-

dred distinct lots, two lots of timber, belonging to the fencing,

super-added, and thrown into the bargain, sold only

—

credits

posteri !—for the sum of one hundred and ninety-eight pounds

six shillings and sixpence, lawful money of Great Britain! !

!

And here it may, perhaps, not be altogether inexpedient*

nor at the same time unacceptable to the reader, as highly

elucidatory of certain passages in our Poetical Epistle to Mr.

W—f— e, to subjoin a few details, specifying the price given

for some of the principal lots, in this grand national sale,

Europe Rescued, was purchased by the proprietor of a nail

and rag-shop, in the vicinity of Bishopsgate-street, (a great

and professed admirer of our late heav€n~born minister) at the

vol. VIII- 3 s
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Now, that crown'd heads, and monarch* of the earth
Have learnt their price* if not their teal worth !

enormous price of eight shillings ' The same sum was given by

a joiner, whose wife formerly lived, as house-maid, in the service

of Mr. Wyndham, for Stri/e-descending on earth, to set all the

powers of Europe at logger-heads. The Golden Age Restored

was knocked down at three pounds ten shillings, to a timber-

merchant, who has lately espoused the only daughter of Mr.
**** Night and Rubbish-Man to his Royal Highness the

Prince Regent. Those editors of newspapers, who imagined

that this l«t sold so well, on account of its auspicious title, are

therefore most egregicusly deceived, and will, it is hoped, avow

and correct their error.

Britannia s Triumph likewise sold very well, considering

circumstances. It was awarded, for fifty shillings, to a coffin-

maker, in the neighbourhood of Fleet-market. Frederic, the

Monarchy and Blucher, the Hero of Prussia, were doomed to

a most cruel experience of the instability of worldly greatness,

of popular favour and applause. That very

" mobilium turba Q.uiritium,"

which but a few weeks before, strove, even to madness, to out-

vie each other in their efforts to crown these gallant worthies

" tergeminis fconoribus,"

now very quietly suffered them to be disposed of, to a vender of

matches in the Minories, for two pounds !

" Sic transit gloria mundi !"

But how shall we adequately depict the sorrow and regret,

which justly tore our patriotic bosom, on beholding the fale

which awaited our gallant countryman, the illustrious and im-

mortal Duke of Wellington ! This distinguished warrior,

whom even the French themselves designate as the greatest

captain of the age

—

Wellington, who has successively defeat-

ed almost the whole of the field marshals of France

—

Welling-

ton, for whom the British nation has voted half a million towards

the purchase or erection of a suitable mansion—this incompara-

ble hero, this phoenix of all great commanders—for a long time re-

mainedalmost without a bidder—a circumstance which, knowing

aswedo, the fickleness of popular enthusiasm, we should not have-

go greatly wondered at, had not our most glorious Prince Re-

cent himself figured with him, in the same lot ! They were at
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When gallant Blucher, of suet) high renown,

Source found a single b elder in the town
;

length conjointly knocked down, for three pounds sterling, to a

shopkeeper in the borough, whose sou had served under the

gallant WELLINGTON 1
, in Spain, and was wounded at the me-

morable battle of Vittoria. The purchaser, on carrying off

his lot, is said to have exclaimed " For my part, I love my coun-

try, and my prince, as well as another man— but d—n me ! if I

would have given half that sum for my purchase, had it not

been iov Wellington !"

War desolating the Earth, was eagerly snapped at byabidder,

deputed by a celebrated alderman,who deals largely in government

contracts, and who made a purchase of thesaid lot with the view of

placing it in his villa, near one of our fashionable watering places,

where it is intended to form at once the principal ornament

of the spot, and a monument of the proprietor's patriotism.

The magnanimous Alexander, together with the Russian

General Kutusow, sold for two pounds fifteen shillings. They

were purchased by a carpenter in the neighbourhood of Golden-

square, who speculates on the projected improvements of the Ly-

ceum summer theatre in the Strand, and wili, it is expected, con-

tribute even more than the proprietor's own music, to enhance

the attractions of the English Opera, at that house, next season.

The Sceptre of the Bourbons'' Restored, was knocked

down, for three guineas, to an oil and colour-man of Piccadilly,

who designs the lot as a present to the Haymarket theatre. Most

sincerely do we hope, that this donation may be omiuousof, and

speedily followed by, the restoration (in its fullest extent, exempt

from all restriction and inconvenience) of the sceptre or mana-

gerial authority arid right to the ingenious gentleman, to whose

humorous pen, not only the Haymarket theatre, but those of

Drury-Lane and Coverd-Garden, are indebted for some of their

principal attractions.

The arms of Russia, Prussia, Portugal, and Spain, were seve-

rally sold at forty shillings. The two latter lots were purchas-

ed, by* proxy, for a certain pious society, whose active en-

deavours in the cause of virtue, morality, and religion entitle

them to universal panegyric. If we may credit public rumour,

they are intended as a present to Ferdinand VII, of Spain, in

token of the society's approbation of his unwearied zeal, in
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(Though, but some few weeks past, by all caress'd,

And ladies fair around the hero press'd
;

Some kiss'd his garments; some of bolder ?
n.ote,

With daring stealth, (/) cut keepsakes from his coat!)

promoting the interests of godliness and religion, so conspicu-

ously manifested by his revival of the holy office.

The last lot we shall notice in the present specification con-

sisted of seven beautiful Vestal Virgins, bearing vases of conse-

crated oil. This latter circumstance induced an agent of the

Conventicle in Tottenham-court-road to become a purchaser, at

the average price of from thirty to forty shillings. Mr. was

so highly delighted with his lot, that he could not refrain from

publicly declaring to what use he meant to appropriate it. He
was firmly persuaded that they must represent and be typical

of the wise virgins spoken of in the gospel, inasmuch as they

carried oil with them—which the foolish virgins did uot. He
was proceeding at a loud rate, in his encomiums, when sud-

denly his harangue was interrupted, and his rejoicing in the

Lord turned to mourning and lamentation, by an observation

which fell from Mr. T-z-r, the mop-stick-merchant, (formerly

acting high-priest to the immaculate Joanna Solthcott)

who very justly remarked, that the seven vestals in question

could not possibly be the wise virgins, spoken of in Scripture,

inasmuch as their number, even in those days, was limited to

Jive, and since that time, (added Mr. T— with more sarcasm

than we should have expected from his sacerdotal character) the

list of ivise virgins is most lamentably on the decrease. Whe-
ther any direct allusion was meant, in this remark, to the

matron-mother of the so long and so anxiously expected

Shiloh, we presume not to determine.

(/) The author of this epistle, who was at Brussels, in the Ne-

therlands, at the time of Prince Field Marshal Blucher's visit

to this country, cannot take upon himself to vouch for the

truth and accuracy of this statement, from personal and ocu-

lar demonstration. But the fact was publicly averred in the

English journals, which, since the downfall of Bonaparte,

have free circulation at Brussels, and indeed, on the Continent,

in general; those countries where Superstition has re- ascended

the throne; where Jesuits reign, with aggravated sway; and

where the Inquisition rears again its hydra-heady are, of course9

excepted.
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When Wellington, long time, neglected stood,

And ev'n at last, scarce paid for paint and wood!
Though

—

First or Princes! in this age of gold,

In the (m) same iot, himself, the Regent, sold !!!

When seven fair virgins (and each lovely daughter

Might cause ev'n Rowland's holy lips to water!)

For virgins are an article so nice,

So scarce, they can't be dear at any price!

Sweet creatures! how I love them to my soul

;

But " mum" for that, (all toast the button-hole f)

When seven fair virgins, each (how taste decreases !)

Of silver fetch'd, like * * * * * *
?

r»u t thirty piecesi!

But thirty pieces ! what a burning sh»me !

Ah ! where was («) W'**,d ? kind-hearted, virtuous dame I

How had her bowels sicken'd at the sight!

Her virgins sell for more than that, per night /

But here I close, for long harangues I hate,

As all must know, who at (o) St. Stephens wait.

Besides, far weightier business claims my cares,

For soon we meet, to talk of state- affairs.

Religion and the slave-trade on me call, -\

My fav'rite stalking-horse, my cup and ball, >

With which I hum the world, and please myself,withal ! )

(To be continued,)

(ni) Most assuredly, it was not without design that these

two illustrious characters were brought to the hammer toge-

ther. " Lovely in their lives, (metaphorically speaking) even

in death, they Mere not divided !" As it would be little short

of treason, to suppose that the H—r App 1 of these realms

could derive any enhancement, in value or in worth, from the

accession of the noble peer, however great his merits and renown,

it is but fair to reverse the argument, and conclude that the high

price, given for this lot, was offered in compliment to the P e.

(n) A celebrated abbess, who presides over a very reputable

nunnery in the vicinity of Leicester-square.

(o) The place, where a certain august legislative assembly

holds its periodical sittings, was formerly known by the name

of St, Stephen's chaj. el.
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On the CONTEST with AMERICA.
Sir, •

Upon every important topic of political discussion

there will always be found a number of ignorant, merce-

nary, and prejudiced speculators, who repeat, with un-

abated confidence, opinions that have been frequently

and decidedly refuted; who argue, with provoking per-

tinacity, on questions that have lo:ig been determined

by the common sense of mankind, or by the accurate

observation of cultivated talent, aided by opportunity ;

and who, with all the imbecility of falsehood, endeavour

to conceal their own consciousness of error beneath the

most violent and ludicrous indications of self-import-

ance. Of this description are the persevering advocates

of American virtue and American prowess; who can

discover, in the conduct of her statesmen, the most im-

maculate integrity and the most splendid talent; who at-

tribute every cause of hostility connected with the pre-

sent unfortunate contest, to the treachery, the weakness,

and the injustice of the British ministry; and confess the

sincerity of their wishes and their confidence that all our

efforts to distress, or to intimidate, our " transatlantic

brethren," may prove as abortive as " they are atrocious
"

The intelligence of the last month has probably tended

to undeceive a great majority of those readers who, de-

luded by the representations of Cobbett, and of other

journalists, equally remarkable for their candour, con-

sistence, and integrit3% boldly asserted that America was

impenetrable to the assault cf England ; that she was

fully prepared for tl e most vigorous and effectual resist-

ance ; that her fortresses were fully supplied with tfi'ec-

tive garrisons; her military organization so perfect as to

render the production of a large army a matter of the

most immediate facility ; and the views and measures of

her administration as too sublime and comprehensive to

be understood by the feeble politicians of the present

day. It now appears that her government is destitute
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of union, concert, or authority ; that no regular or effec-

tive system of national defem e has be£n arranged, or esta-

blished ; that the citizens said to be liable to bear arms,

may obey the summons or neglect it as they please; that

there exists no dependence or connection of one part of

the empire on another; and no collectrve dependence of

the whole empire on the protection of its rulers; and

that, in fact, the different states are subjected to the ne-

cessity of assembling and preparing for their own parti-

cular defence, as if no President or Congress existed. In

one of the appeals to the people, circulated at New York,

it appears that the inhabitants of that city are entirely

left to their own resolutions and exertions; and have

adopted means of defence, such as in Europe might be

expected from an insulated fortress surrounded by the

enemy : and such is the extremity of their terror and

distress, that the arrival of one 64 gun ship, a frigate and

a gun-boat, is hailed with enthusiasm as the most effici-

ent means of security.

Sixteen months have elapsed since the writer of your

Political Review, in presenting the reader with a general

estimate of the American character, and a cursory exa-

mination of the origin and progress of the wrar, was so

fortunate as to indicate the precise nature and object of

the only mode of warfare which could possibly succeed,

and to anticipate the destruction of Washington! and

the independent exertions of every individual state, to

evade the distress and the humiliation which should

await them on the arrival of a British fleet. In the o-e-

neral views of that gentleman I perfectly agree. Ame-
rica was secretly desirous of a war, but she had not cal-

culated on its sufferings: Great Britain was openly desi-

rous of peace, because she had experienced the sufferings

of war: but she was prepared to submit to a necessary

war, because she knew the degradation of an ignominious

peace. Whatever may be the result, a targe portion of

the guilt of immediate hostility must rest with America,
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She went to war, in the folly of her ambition, with a

power that retained the means of inflicting upon her the

most consummate misery : a moderate honesty, a mode-
rate candor, a moderate ambition, would have saved her

the calamities of a struggle which must retard her pro-

gress in power, civilization, and happiness for half a cen-

tury. In hoping that she would have displayed the

homely virtue of prudence, we did not expect any very

heroic display of virtue to start up from among the mi-

nisters and diplomatists of the new world. The spirit

of America has been altogether commercial, and with all

due honor to commerce and its spirit, we cannot doubt

that it is but little adapted to the encouragement of the

more manly and virtuous emotions : it offers nothing that

is likely to excite the efforts of a grand ambition ; no-

thing to rouse the nobler feelings ; no splendid and supe-

rior object to catch the eagle eye of a young nation, and

lift it above the earth. It inculcates valuable qualities,

patience and ceconomy ; but its habits of gradual accu-

mulation, its propensity to over-reaching, its little mono-

polies, its petty jealousies for petty objects, go far to

enervate the native vigor of a national mind.

The eagerness of sudden gain was at the outset of the

contest the only feeling and the only object of the

enemy. Benjamin Franklin was the prime mover of

this unfortunate impulse in the early stages of American

society ; and even admitting the justice of her cause in

her struggles with the mother country, America will

long have occasion to regret and to atone by great mis-

fortunes the readiness with which she devoted herself

to these sordid objects, which he placed before her

weakness and cupidity.

America has been once engaged in war : her cause

was a just one, and she wearied out her antagonist.

The people of America fought against the cabinet of

England. The nations were not at enmity, and the people,

fighting in a just cause, must always be victorious over

a cabinet that is reduced at once to fight with its enemy
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and its people. The British minister was defeated, not

only by the American, but by the British people. The
war, which confirmed the independence of the States,

has been so long passed, and the triumph so just, that

their efforts in the cause have attained all the fame,

because all the success of patient sufferance, and fortu-

nate heroism. But it may not be unwise in the advo-

cates of the Americans to re-peruse the history of those

days, to contemplate the weakness, the disunion, and

the incapacity of her government, when the hour of

trouble arrived ; the timidity of her soldiers, the treachery

of her generals, the waywardness and insubordination

of her people ; armies clamorous for their discharge, and

when that was delayed, disbanding themselves; provinces

shrinking from the union, and only requiring an opportu-

nity to throw themselves at the feet of their former mas-

ters.

It should not be forgotten that the safety of the coun-

try seems to have depended upon a few of those acciden-

tal circumstances, on which a wise people would dread

to rely for their national salvation ; that if any other

man than Washington had commanded the American

armies, or any other man than Howe the British, in the

early part of the contest, the commonwealth must have

fallen.

In the later period of the struggle^ the alliance of

France, interposed between America and the ruin from

which the most devoted and ardent of her settlers could

not have saved her. This occurred when she had all

advantages for carrying on a successful warfare ; when
her people were yet undebauched ; when every man had

property to defend ; and while the force of her population

could be brought into the field ; when the spirit of liberty

was strong, and the spirit of traffic weak; when every

American felt that he fought on a great theatre, and for

a great cause ; not for the petty interests of a monopo-

lizing and fraudulent trade, but for those rights and feel*

VOL. VIII, 3 c
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jngs without which life is not to be preferred to deatb.

Nothing can be more futile than the views of those who

imagine that the same success must attend the army of

a nation when the object and the means are different.

America is now engaged in a war of which the object, as

Mr. Burke expressed it, is to " purchase ten thousand

hogsheads of sugar, at ten thousand times their value,"

without considering the sweeping crime of commencing-

an unnecessary war.

The nearer and more immediate feeling of national in-

terest is averse to the conduct of the Americans under

every aspect of policy. Where are now the resources of

America ; have her rulers reflected on the inadequacy of

their means to their ambition ? Have they remembered

that 3000 miles of sea-coast are exposed to the navy of

Britain? That the depositaries of the wealth and vital

spirit of the country, the principal towns of that im-

mense extent of coast are exposed to destruction, and a

range, of provinces already too wide forunion,and too dis«

similar in interest not to be easily induced to throw off a

connection of which nothing but the burthens and the

dangers have been left ?

The cry of war, though for some time popular in Ame-
rica, has always been hateful to the best informed men of

that country. But we have unfortunately no reason to

doubt the rash and evil intentions which governors may
carrj' into effect in defiance of the wisdom of the go-

verned. Mr. Madison has been uniformly a partizan of

France, and has never entertained any scruple, in deve-

loping his partiality to the policy of Napoleon. The
same incessant reliance on subterfuge, with the same

ready insolence of demand; the same spirit of wily di-

plomacy, with the same contempt for the established

principles of national law, distinguish them both. The
intrigue, and the boasting, and the insolence of Bona-

parte, might claim some excuse, and were robbed of much

of their deformity, by the talent, activity, and fertility of
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resource, so conspicuous in every military enterprize,

and in every negociation. The gasconade of Madison

is in exact proportion to bis imbecility, and is scarcely

rendered more ludicrous by the multitude and extent

of his late disasters.

The depredations of the American privateers, and

the prowess displayed in the naval conflicts which have

excited so much exultation in the breasts of their coun-

trymen, may prove that Mr. Croker is incompetent to

the duties of his office, or that the few ships of which

the American navy consists, even admitting that they are

wot manned by British sailors, are guided and defended

by the most able, courageous, and experienced seamen

to be collected from a numerous population. If the

Americans are able to equip a dozen vessels with sailors

nearly equal to those of England, does it follow that she

is able to equip 1200, or that the individuals by whom
her fleet is manned, present a fair average of the physical

strength, political enthusiasm, and moral power of the

country? The trivial number of the American navy,

enables the government to select its crews, and to at-

tend minutely to every circumstance that may conduce

to its efficiency ; and can it be surprising or disgraceful

to England that a 61 gun ship, thus carefully prepared for

action, should maintain a doubtful or even a triumphant

contest with an English frigate, promiscuously manned,

and hastily equipped ? Nor should it even be admitted

that the Americans, when properly trained, are fully equal

to the English in single conflict, the defects of their con~

stitution, and the contending interest of the different

states, will always prevent that vigorous, connected, and

decided system of hostility, which can alone be injuri-

ous to us, and in their own opinion, glorious to them-

selves.

The points upon which America still endeavours to

justify her hostility, are such as have been yielded by

every other power, even by France herself, to the naval

pre-eminence of England. It is necessary that some one
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nation should be regarded as the arbiter of the dominion

of the seas ; and it is not reasonable that a power whose

navy outnumbers that of the whole earth, should resign

its privilege to the proprietors, for such they are, of half

a doz=n 64 gun ship?, and 20 frigates. Yet if America

does not expect that we should be thus unjust to ourselves,

and insulting to the rest of Europe, for what does she go

to war ? The only conquest which it ever appeared pos-

sible to accomplish, is Canada ; and the '^injustice of her

cupidity in an enterprize of this kind is only equalled

by her folly. She is unable to convert to any advanta-

geous purpose, even one-tenth of the territory she now
possesses, and the occurrence of the late events has fully

proved that the extent of her territory is her greatest evil.

In the vain expectation of wresting from England a pro-

vince of which the acquisition would only add to her

weakness and her embarrassments, she subjects herself

to the mortification of witnessing the triumphs of the

British navy and army; her towns in ashes; her seamen

thrown out of employ ; her trade abolished ; the immense

population that found abundance and comfort in the

transactions of commerce, ruined and impoverished; in-

dividual privation from the loss of European and

West Indian necessaries; the clamours of a people unused

to the pressure of taxes, and unprepared for their supply ;

and the dangers resulting to the American union from

the probability that many of the states will co-operate

in the views of Great Britain. We shall say nothing of

the patronage obtained by government through the me-

dium of taxation, or of the probable influence of military

habits, if ever they shall be formed, on American liberty ;

for with Mr. Madison and his friends, these would be-

come the most powerful inducements to a vigorous

prosecution of the war.

That this child of Britain is jealous of the wealth,

prosperity, and glory of her parent, has been too openly

evinced by her hostile demonstrations at a period when
an atrocious and triumphant tyranny threatened the,
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continent with perpetual slavery, and England with a

long continuance of misfortune and distress. In a mo-

ment of temporary feebleness, she endeavoured to seize,

like Prince Henry, the re^d crown from the brow which,

it had so long encircled; and by an ungenerous and un-

filial perfidy, place it on her ow n. Our miserable expe-

ditions had degraded us in the estimation of contempo-

rary powers; the hasty calculations of American cupidity

identified the nation with its ministers, and rushed into

the error of conceiving that the moment of misfortune

was the most propitious to their views, and that any

pretensions advanced at the beginning of 1810, imme-

diately subsequent to our disgrace and disasters at Wal-

cheren, would be immediately acceded to. But she was

disappointed. She has found that. Great Britain cannot

merely repel, but punish impunity ; that after all the bur-

thens and distresses of a long, severe, and eventful contest,

she is still strong enough to rebuke the unfeeling rapine of

her mercenary and vain-glorious enemies; that her

strength has outlived the torrent and the storm ; and

that the aged nerve of Britain may yet be able to repress

the untutored presumption of American adolescence.

To the EDITOR of the SCOURGE.

Sir,

Designed, from my very infancy, to a military life,

I was at an early age sent abroad, and after completing

my studies, at the university of Leipzic, entered into the

service of the great Frederic of Prussia.

Under such a master, I could not fail to acquire both

theoretical and practical knowledge of my profession.

Though a British subject, by birth, being not only a

native of London, but even a Cockney, in the most li-

mited sense of the term, (fori was born and christened

in the parish of St. Brides) I have, in consequence of

early habits, and the connexions I formed abroad, con-
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tinued in the Prussian service. I was present at the me-
morable battle of Jena, where treachery and the most
shame-faced corruption on the part of certain generals,

gave a decided superiority to the arms of France, and

brought the Prussian monarchy to the very brink of

ruin.

On the formation of the grand coalition, which has so

successfully delivered Europe from bondage, and anni-

hilated the colossal power of the usurper of France ;

though age and infirmities might have pleaded my excuse

for remaining a quiet spectator of the struggle, I took

down my sword, which hung over the mantle-piece, and

joined my brethren in arms; I formed a very intimate

acquaintance with an Hungarian officer, nearly of my
own age, who may be said to have embraced the military

career almost from his very cradle. His family was ori-^

ginally English; but had emigiated, in consequence

of the troubles and civil war, which followed the resto-

ration of Charles the Second. In addition to more than

ordinary proficiency in most of the languages spoken on

the continent, my friend spoke English with great

fluency, and took great delight in conversing on the po-

litical relations and interests of Great Britain. He was an

enthusiastic admirer of our form of government—and this

circumstance not a little strengthened the ties which at-

tached me to him.

By one of those coincidences, not unfrequent in mili-

tary operations carried on upon so extensive a scale as the

late continental war, we were both wounded at the de-

cisive battle of Leipzic, and conveyed to the same hospi-

tal. My wound, though painful and dangerous, (I was

struck with a musket ball, which entered below my
right arm, and glancing obliquely, broke one of my
Tibs, and came out a little above the navel) did not prove

mortal. In six weeks, I was able to rejoin my corps.

My friend was not so fortunate. He was run through,

the body by a Polish lancer, and in spite of all the care

and attention paid -him by the doctor, after languishing
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three weeks, in great bodily suffering, expired with for-

titude and resignation.

Although the nature of our wounds kept "S confined

to our couch, we still were enabled to maintain social

converse together, my companion's bed being fortunately

the very next to my own. I must inform you, that my
friend, though brought up to arms, as I have already re-

marked, from his infancy, was a man of no mean know-

ledge and acquirement. His reading indeed might be

termed universal: with the Greek and Roman literature

he was perfectly familiar, and in addition to the work*

of German writers, had stored his memory with the

choicest selections from the Italian, English, and French

poets. He had a kind of romantic turn of mind, a

warmth and glow of imagination, which in the eyes of

superficial observers frequently passed for singular and

visionary. Though bred to war, no man could more

strongly reprobate its horrors : he was a great encomiast

of the golden age, so much vaunted by poets, and would

often indulge in the most impracticable reveries, respect-

ing the perfectibility of human nature. During our long

acquaintance, he frequently confided to me, that his

hours of meditation had been employed on a work—the

direct object of which regarded the improved propaga-

tion of the human species. This work, he added, it was

his intention to publish the moment the present hostile

ties should be terminated, and to dedicate it, not only to

the x\ustrian minister of war, but to the ministers of

war of all nations.

A few hours previous to his decease, finding his disso-

lution inevitable, he requested my most serious attention to

his dying request. I was commissioned, in case of recove-

ry, to carry his love and affectionate farewell to his mother,

at Vienna; and charge myself with the publication of his

aforesaid work, relative to the propagation of the human
race, On my observing to him, that as the work, from
his own statement, required certain changes and additi-

ons, to connect it together, and form it into a whole, I did
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not conceive 1113 self sufficiently master of the German lari*

guageto venture to meet the tribunal of public criticism, in

that tongue ; he immediately obviated this objection, by

declaring, that this circumstance presented no difficulty

whatever ; that he would even prefer having it published

in English, than in any other language. In short, he

solicited and obtained my promise—not to suffer his

work, like the unprofitable talent, to lie buried in a nap-

kin, but to usher it to the world.

Accordingly, on the return of peace, which followed

the surrender and capitulation of the French capital to

the allied arms, I took the earliest opportunity of per-

forming the promise made to my deceased friend, and

after executing the melancholy commission with which

I was charged to his disconsolate mother, obtained pos-

session of the precious manuscript in question. Since

my arrival in England, I have read with more than ordi-

nary pleasure the monthly publication, known by the

name of the Scourge; and conceiving it to merit the

preference, have determined, Mr. Editor, to make it

the vehicle of ushering my late friend's production to the

world, should you find it consonant with your plan.

I am, &c.

The Albany,7th October, 1814. Il Pelerino.

HANS KASPAR SCHLACHTENTODTENKOPF'S
PHYSICAL SKETCHES OF MAN j

OR,

A MODEST PEEP AT HUMAN NATURE,

In puris naturalibus.

Designed to meliorate andpromote the Projiagation ofthe Human
Species, end raise up a stout and healthy Generation, to supply

the innumerable Lists of Killed and Wounded in the late glo-

rious War. Dedicated to the Ministers of War of all Nations.

CHAP. I.

PRO- AND RETRO-SPECT.

Whenever I steal a look of fond complacence at my
own sweet self (and much am I mistaken, if Hans Kas*
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S»AR SCHLACHSTENSTRACHSTENSTODSTENSKOPFSTENS-

flensch be the only one that has the vanity to turn

Narcissus new and then) the first thought that strikes me
is this :—how different do I now appear from what I did

some forty and odd years back ? What a little, insignifi-

cant urchin was I then ? How stout, full-grown, and jolly

am I now ? Why, God bless me ! here's a leg and thigh

would make half a dozen such diminutive beings, as I once

was! And as for this calf of mine, why 'tis at least

twice the size of my whole body, at the time of my birth t

The idea, my friends, is perfectly natural, and from my
soul, most devoutly do I wish that my Lord Mushroom,
my Lord Strut, my Lord Vapour—in one word, that

all our great men—aye, and great women too, who,

like the gaudy butterfly, have raised themselves above the

ground they once were wont to crawl upon, (be it either

their own wings, or the wings of others, that have exalt-

ed them to the said eminence) most devoutly do I wish*

they were all disposed to imitate my conduct, in this re-

spect. 'Twould do them no manner of harm, now and

then to take a retrospective view of their former low and

abject state. And in many cases, let me tell you, both

themselves and the country at large would fare all the

better for it.

But this by way of digression. My plan, as the reader

will easily perceive—if not, I take this opportunity of ap-

prizing him of it— is to discuss the subject I have chosen

for my present lucubrations, with all possible plainness, and
rather to aim at perspicuity, than at elegance of diction.

For this reason I shall, when speaking of myself, affect

the artless simplicity of a child, and give you an accurate,

circumstantial, detailed account of zeho and what I, proper-

ly speaking, am :—whence I came, and under what different

forms I may, at different times, have appeared. In short,

I shall endeavour to describe, picture, and pourtray to

you the successive changes which a human being under-

goes, before it attains to the same form, bulk, and *ize

which I at the present moment boast.

vol. vui^ 3 ©
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Now all this I shall be the better enabled to perform*

inasmuch as I spall have the advantage of speaking, in a

great measure, from experience. Experience, my friends,,

goes a great way : and besides from a child, you may
believe me, I have ever been in the habit of prying

pretty curiously into things—having, from my earliest

infancy, formed the determination, not to be the mere

echo of other good folks ; but, in this and the other

matter, to think—aye, and to speak too,—for myself.

And therefore, as I am perfectly acquainted with what

happened to my own person ; if I have not much novelty

to tell you, you may rely upon it, that I shall at least tell

you a good deal of truth; and very possibly, this may be

the most useful of the two.

Neither shall I omit occasionally to enrich my disqui-

sitions with the tenets and opinions, which have been

broached upon the same subject, by others.

And now the first question that suggests itself to the

enquirer's mind, would naturally be this: What was Hans
Kaspar Schlachstenstrachstenstodstenskopfs-
tensflensch, in principio et ab origine ?

The answer, my kind friends, is sufficiently curious:—

V a simple drop
!"

A modest answer, verily ; and yet, fair ladies and

gentlemen, in no wise so humiliating for me, as some of

you may at first sight be tempted to imagine. Can your

Alexanders, your Caesars, your Williams, your Georges,

your Frederics, your Leopolds, your Wellingtons, and

Bluchers, with the whole list of mighty emperors, kings,

princes, demagogues, and heroes, who have successively

laid waste this terraqueous globe, say any thing more for

themselves? Can they lay claim to a higher origin?

"Were any of them any other origmally, than so many drops

in the bucket ?

"But are all drops alike simple?"—This, my good

friends, is sheer another question :—for my part, I should

imagine not.

"And why not?"— the reader may very possibly make
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answer

—

M a drop remains, after all, but a drop ; talk

about it as long and as much as you please."

Begging the reader's pardon, that I rather doubt: on
that point 1 cannot altogether agree with him. One
drop shall contain a hundred little worms, or animal-

tula, if we may credit the evidence of the micro-

scope. Another contains a thousand and more.—Again,

one drop is pellucid and clear; another dark and muddy ;

one has a salt, the other a sweet flavour.

All depends, kind reader, upon the component parts

of the said drop ; depends upon the nature of the spring

whence it originates; upon the character of the soil, on
which it falls.

With respect to myself, I cannot, at this distance of

time and place, take upon myself to analyze and ascer-

tain the said component parts. I cannot precisely de-

termine, whether the drop which laid the foundation and

corner-stone (metaphorically speaking) of my human ex-

istence, was generated and distilled from the quintessence

of good old English roast beef, or of mutton?—whether of

cow's heels, lamb's fry, turtle soup, or trotter bones. But
this I may safely venture to affirm, that full as much de-

pended, in my procreation, upon the actual state of my
father's health, at that highly critical moment ; upon the

texture of his nerves, his cast of mind, and the tempera-

ment of his blood.

For that the component parts of the said procreative

drop,orcall ith&rnuncuius—in case the learned reader prefers

a technical term—may be virtually and essentially better

with one man, than with another; may, for instance, be

more spirited and noble, more refined and energetic, more

firm and consistent with Peter than With Paul—or, vice

versa, with Paul than with Peter—the reader will doubt-

less perceive how extremely delicate and cautious I am of

giving the slightest umbrage or offence—all this, I take it

for granted, no person of even moderate discernment will

question or dispute. Furthermore, he will readily con-

ceive, and
;
being a man of candour, as readily admit by
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plain argumentation, 4 priori, that upon the quality of

the said drop depends all and every thing in the life

.and future fortunes {physically speaking) of the offspring

therefrom engendered. And therefore, by the self-same

rule, in all cases, where a confirmed cacochymy obtains

with the father, it is no wonder, if stupidity, langour,

and a total want of tone and nerve, in the procreaiive fa-

culties, be transmitted to the son.

Now this, it must be confessed, is in very truth a hard

case, and savours most plaguediy of the Mosaic dispem,

sation, that the sins of the fathers should in this manner

be visited upon the unoffending children, even unto the

third and fourth generation ! How was I, whilst yet urn*

born, to warn my father against too free indulgence

in such and such viands? such and such liquors? such

and such habits, practices, and pursuits, as might in their

effect have baneful influence upon his procreative pow-

ers? What opportunity had I of hinting to him, that

before he proceeded to the work of my begetting, it

would be expedient for him to conjure up such and such

pleasing phantoms and representations in his mind ? to

give such and such a turn to his ideas ?—in one word, to

put both soul and body in proper train and fitness for

the undertaking ?

"But, supposing your father, at the moment, was not

in a humour for entertaining those pleasureable ideas,

you speak of?" *

Why then, Sirs, my father had even better have let

the work entirely alone ; better have adjourned the enter-

prize, and have waited patiently for a more convenient

season.

For believe me, friends, these considerations are far,

Tery far from being matters of such trifling consequence

and import, as many of you may peradventure be tempted

to imagine. Nay, I will be bold to affirm, that the very

weather itself may come into play, on these occasions ;

and, trust me, I would not have been engendered durwg

a thunder storm, for all the gold and silver mines of Mex-

ico and Peril.
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And this reflection naturally leads me to offer some

salutary and mell-meant advice to my kind readers, of

both sexes, which I must beg of them to weigh and

ponder seriously in their hearts; for as much as it con-

cerns, not merely their own weal or woe, but the weal or

woe of the whole human race, from the present moment to

the very end of days; as long, at least, as mankind shall

continue to marry, and be given in marriage.

But this being a matter of such infinite importance, I

shall show it more honour, than to tag it at the fag-end

of a chapter.

CHAP. II.

EXPOSTULATION.

*' Look well, before you leap,'" is a proverb peculiarly

applicable to all matrimonial concerns. As such, there-

fore, I shall make it the text, or ground-work of my pre-

sent discourse, to which I must request equal attention,

on the part of the reader, as though he were listening to a

sermon from his Grace, the Archbishop of Canterbury

himself. Peradventure, his Grace might hold forth to you
upon a less interesting subject.

All you, then, my kind readers, who have it in con-

templation to fulfil the first commandment, given to our

first parents, and through them to us, and all their nume-

rous posterity, world without end:—to wit:

" to increase, and multiply"

hearken to my words :

Consider duly the vast importance of the work you me-

ditate. Not only the existence of a fellow creature ; his or

her future happiness or misery ; but very possibly the

existence, happiness, or misery of thousands, and tens of

thousands, depend upon this one decisive step. Let this

ieflection induce you to pause. Look well around you,

before you take the irrevocable leap. First cultivate

and improve your own mind and person. See, that the pa-

rent stock be healthy, strong and vigorous;—that it be
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freed from all pernicious juices ; pruned of all vicious ex*
creseencies, and in every respect properly trimmed and
set to rights, before yon venture to plant seed from it;

before yon attempt to ss increase and multiply."

Have inclement skies shed baneful influence on its wea-
ther-beaten trunk t have scorching suns dried «p its

radical moisture ?—or unseasonable damps chilled and

arrested its genial sap?—is this tby hapless case? let no
consideration upon earth tempt thee to propagate.

As is the tree, so are the branches— a corrupt tree

cannot bring forth good fruit ; neither can its seed be

profitable. Better let it lie on hand ; better never make
use of it at all, than rear therefrom a miserable planta-

lion of weak, puny, sickly, shrivelled, stunted, crooked,

dwarfish, and degenerate shrubs, that never come to any

good; never attain their proper growth ; never deserve

the name of trees; and only prove a burden and incum-

brance to the very ground, on which they vegetate.

From my very heart, therefore, do I wish that I could

devise some certain means, to bring this self-same pro-

creative, vivifying principle under due management and

control. Every thing, as I before remarked, depends

upon it I would invoke it, conjure it, obtest it, com=

mand it;— would argue, would reason, would remon-

strate, and syllogise with it;-—in one word, I would do

any thing and every thing, to bring it to a befitting obser-

vance of times and of seasons! of* persons and of places*

i would say to it—but I despair "of ever prevailing upon

it, to listen to reason / Suppose, however, I make the at-

tempt? Should my endeavours effect no good, they can,

however, do no harm, at least,

But here, I had needs bethink myself a little, An in-

cantation of this kind is so perfectly novel and unique ;

so totally unprecedented, and without example, that it

behoves me to proceed with caution, to consider well

what I am about, before I venture upon it— to " look my-

sdf before I leap? as I exhorted all and singular my rea«-

dersto do, in the commencement of the present chapter,

{To Iz continued,}
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THE REVIEWER.

The Captive Muse, a Collection of Fugitive Poems, written by

the Author, during his Captivity inFrance ; interspersed with

a Variety of Anecdotes, illustrative of the Barbarous Treat-

meat and Cruelties practised on the British Prisoners of War,

by the French Government, and its Agents, By Thomas

Dutton, A, M. ; Author of a Characteristic Sketch of His

Majesty, George III; The Literary Census, a Satirical

Poem, with notes ; Pizarro, with notes ; The Wise Man of

the East, or the Apparition of Zoroaster lo the Theatrical

Midwife of Leicester-square, a mock-heroic Poem, in four

CcLntos, with notes ; The Dramatic Censor ; and various

Works, in verse and prose* Pp. 128. price 6s. Sherwood,

Neely, and Jones.

The announcement of a work, with the name of Mr.

Dutton as its author, produced an effect upon our minds

similar to what we might expect to have experienced,

on hearing of one risen from the dead! This gentleman,

who has been twelve years abroad, ten of which he pass-

ed in the prisons and dungeons of France, was formerly

better known than beloved in the literary, and more par-

ticularly in the theatrical world. His invincible propen-

sity to satire, and the boldness, frequently more than

verging on temerity, with which he- delivered his senti-

ments, both on matters of taste and policy, raised (lira

up a host of enemies, to whom he boldly bade defiance,

and dared the utmest scope of their vengeance, and pro-

voked aggression.

From an attentive, and we may add, not unprofitable

perusal of Mr. Button's Captive Muse, we find that the

author, in consequence of too free an indulgence of his

pen, considering the predicament in which he stood as

a captive, rendered himself obnoxious to a greater exer-

cise of harsh usage and severity, on the part of the French

government, than fell to the lot of prisoners of war, in

general. A considerable proportion of the work appears

to have beeci written at Bitehe. a castle situated on the
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Vosges mountains, in Lorraine, and appropriated as ade=

pot of punishment for such of the British prisoners of

war, as had incurred the resentment of the government

of Fiance, by their frustrate attempts to escape; or by

other unadvised and reprehensible acts. Of the situation

of the prisoners, confined in this gloomy abode, Mr.

Dutton gives a most formidable and truly melancholy

description, in the introductory lines of his Elegy on the

Death of Marshall and Cox, two British seamen, butcher-

ed at Bitche, in an attempt to effect their escape from

that fortress, on the night of the 1st of May, 1804. The
following extract from the aforesaid Elegy will, it is pre-

sumed, not prove unacceptable to our readers*

" Mark, mark the dread spot, which the tyrant ordains

For those, who for liberty struggle, and dare .*

Where, thrown into dungeons, and loaded with chainS3

Sad, wretched, and hopeless the victim remains ;

Mark, mark the dread spot, and beware !

The Angel of Death hovers over the place I

And in front of the building, terrific to face*

In letters of blood, this inscription we trace :

The Mansion of Woe, and Despair!

How strong, and how gloomy, its turrets it rears!

How the battlements frown from the sky !

How savage around the whole prospect appears I

Bow the heart struck with horror, confesses its fears!

And terror reflects from each eye !

This, this is your prison, ye Sons *of the wane!

This, this is your sepulchre ! this is your grave

!

The tomb, where alive are interred the brave

!

Where they languish, unpitied, and die.

* At the time this elegy was written, (observes the author,

in a note on this passage) with the exception of a few detenus*

or hostages, (as the French government affected to denominate

them) the depot of Bitche was composed entirely of seamen^
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Ah ! who would not death to such bondage prefer?

And the grave to this mansion of woe ?

Ah ! who would not brave then, whatever might occur ?

Can force e'er appal, or can danger deter

The slave, that escapes from the foe ?

Such, such were the feelings, which fired each breast;

Such, such the resolves of the captives distrest,

Who groan'd, and who languished, ill-us'd and opprest,

In celis and in dungeons below !

—

The plot formed by the British prisoners at Bitche for

their escape from bondage, was, it seems, revealed to the

French authorities by a German Jew, of the name of

Moses Solomon Miciiaelis, who had been sent to

Bitche from Paris a few days previous to the catastrophe

which this Elegy celebrates, on a charge of fraud and

swindling. The said Miciiaelis, by way of recompence

for the important discovery he had made to the French

government, as well as with a view of removing him cut

of the power of the prisoners, who probably would have

taken summary vengeance of the informer, was permitted

to live in the town of Bitche, on parole. The prisoners

were thus disappointed in their projects of revenge ; but

the author hit upon another mode of satisfaction, and it

seems, composed a ludicrous opera, under the title of

Bitche and Brimstone, in whfch Mr. Moses Salomoim-

Michaelis figures, as the principal hero of the piece,

•under the name of the Wandering Jew, From this opera

we select a few extracts, which, we are persuaded, will

not fail to entertain our readers; briefly premising, that

the scene of action is laid in Limbus (or Fool's Paradise)

and that the Wondering Jew> as he is here called, always

appeared in a brown coat, wore spectacles, and was never

without a long pipe in his hand.

SCENE III.

[The interior of the subterranean palace q/CnAOf, who is

discovered? reposing on a couch of rotten plank, studded

withfungus, barnacles, and other decayed substances. On
his left hand, sits his consort, Old Night. The sides are

occupied by a confused groupe of embryo-forms, jarring

yoL. viii. 3 E
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elements, §c. Chaos awakes in afright, in consequence of

the incessant harking o/*Cerberus.]

CHAOS.

No common cause provokes this wild uproar;

So loud, so fierce, our dog ne'er barked before !

Holla ! who waits ? let some one learn the cause,

Why opes old Cerberus his pond' rous jaws?

Why doth the cur such hideous bowlings keep ?

And, like the fell Macbeth, thus " murder sleep r"

Exit attendant.

CHAOS sings.

Cease, old Cerberus ! blustering railer !

Pry'thee, for a moment cease,

Zounds ! this curs'd three-headed jailor !

Will he never hold his peace ?

All his tongues, at once, in motion,

Mercy on us ! what a go :

Beats his howl the roaring ocean !

Beats the horns of Jericho !

\ Re-enter Attendant, leading in the Wandering Jew, dressed"

in a brown coat, with a broken pipe, in one hand, and a.

pair of spectacles in the other. His clothes are torn and

blood}/, from the fierce attacks of Cerberus]

CHAOS.

Whom have we here r—a metaphor to borrow,

He looks the very type of sin and sorrow !

80 crude a ma^s of vileness and deceit

I never met, nor wish again to meet

!

Blame we our dog no more—all wonder ceases ', J

]\
T
ay, rather say, the wonder still increases, >

He did not tear the dirty wretch in pieces ! 3
But let the miscreant know, that soon or late,

Guilt meets its doom, and crimes their forfeits wait.

Then bind him fast, your instruments prepare

;

"}

Brandish your knotted nine-tails high in air, >

The Cat shall punish, though the Uog may spare ! 3

* INot the sagacious editor of Me Theatrical Inquisitor.
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Quick, and well-told, let blow to blow succeed,

And with each lash his mangled carcase bleed.

In pain and torture shall the wretch expire,

And glut, with groan and shrieks, our vengeful ire !

[Executioners drag off the Wandering Jew. Already is

he stript, and bound to the whipping-post, ichen, in the very

moment that Jack Ketch lifts up his arm, to lay on his

blows, the, Earth opens, and out—rushes the Witch of

Endor.]

WITCH OF ENDOR.
Forbear ! forbear ! your impious hands restrain,

Nor let a mothers anguish plead in vain !

Unloose his bands, respect his honour'd race,

And give my darling to my fond embrace,

Or dread my veng'ance, dread my potent spell,

Which earth controls, and awes the hosts of hell

!

For know the blood, which warms his vital frame,

Derives from me, and boasts a mighty name :

Temper 1

d his elements with Stygian fire,

His mother—Endor 1

—

Beelzebub—his sire ! !

!

[Chaos motions to the Executioners to release their prisoner,
,

The Wandering Jew rushes into the out-stretched arms

of his Mother ; they exchange embraces, and mutually be-

slobber each other.']

In this extract we recognize all the force, all the ve-

nom, which whilom were wont to characterise Mr. But-
ton's pen. To designate the object of his satire, under

the character of the Wandering Jew; to give him the

Witch of Endor for his mother, and Beelzebub for father,

is avowedly carrying revenge to the very neplus ultra of

hostility. It must, however, be acknowledged, by way
of apology for the author's rancour, on this occasion, that

the man who could act so base a part as did Mr. Moses
Solomon Mickaelis, in betraying his fellow prisoners,

and occasioning the murder of two of them, Marshall
and Cox, as already related, amply deserved the casti-

gation inflicted upon him by the ( 'aptive Muse.

But, if our author is well practised to wield, with ter-

rible effect, the opprobrious lash of satire, he has evinced.,
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in other parts of bis work, that he is equally capable of

tenderness, and the most delicate eulogy. In proof of this,

we present the reader with his Address to the British La-

dies^t Verdun, written in 1806.

Lovely nymphs ! for your protection,

Hear a humble suppliant sue :

Objects of each fond affection !

Feel, what thousands feel for you !

Fain, whilst I rehearse my story,

Or, your eyes I'd fix uiy gaze!

'Bat they dazzle so with glory,

I cannot support the blaze !

Peerless beauties ! yet indulgent;

Pride of Albion's blissful isle !

Veil awhile those suns refulgent,

Temper 1d with a gracious smile I

Let me in your looks read pity ;

Deign, oh ! deign your bard to cheer ;

Be compassionate, as pretty,

Then I've nothiug more to fear.

Nature smiles, if you're propitious

;

Nature sickens, if you low'r,

God to you, with views auspicious a

Delegates his guardian power 1

Bid, oh ! bid creation flourish !

Spread around you life and joy !

How much better 'tis, to nourish s

To uphold, than to destroy !

From your lucid constellation

One star absent we complain ;

But, with sweet irradiation,

Soon that star returns again !

Meanwhile, as in bounden duty,

Humbly prostrate at your throne..

Let me, at the court of beauty,

Homage pay to you alone !

As a specimen of the authors talent for pleasantry and
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humour, we select the following ludicrous love-song, t*j

the tune of " Peaceful slumbering on the Ocean"

Ancle-deep through gutters wading,

Beauteous Craven ! hear your swain,

At your window serenading,

Choak'd with mud, and drench'd with rain!

Dropping wet, &c.

Hear your batter'd beau complain !

Is it nothing, cruel Craven !

Nothing, thus to stand and weep ?

Croaking nightly, like a raven,

Whilst you, snoring lie asleep!

Snore away, &c.

Whilst I here my vigil keep.

Craven laughs, while Florio's dying !

Craven mocks the love-sick elf.

Worn away with grief and sighing*

Scarcely do I know myself!

Florio, &c.

Florio's laid upon the shelf.

Yes, the change is truly horrid,

And it cuts me to the quick.

Florio, once the gay, the florid,

PJow is but a withered stick 1

Broken down, &:<*.

Broken down am I, and sick.

How much longer must your martyr

Suffer, languish, and decay ?

Cruel Craven ! lend your garter,

Better hang than pine awayJ
Let me swing, &c-

I'll not live another day.

Wrhen I'm lifeless and departed,

Will my fair lament my deem?
And no longer then hard-hearted,

Drop a tear upon my tomb ?

Fairer then, &c.

Fairer will my Craven bloom I
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Craz'd in ev'ry joint, tmd aching,

Tortur d, past the power to tell

;

Ah ! I feel ray heart is breaking

;

Craven ! take my last farewell I

Fare thee well, &c.

Bid them ring my passing knell

!

The Poetical Epistle to Mr. J. Mercer, on his Nose, is

irresistibly ludicrous. Its great length prevents us from

giving it ; but we verily believe, it would be impossible

even for the most pragmatic saint to peruse it<> without

frequent bursts of laughter.

In short, we can with justice Tecomrnend the Captive-

Muse to our readers, as a work abounding in interest and

useful information. The anecdotes, with which it is in-

terspersed, are numerous, and disclose a scene of cruelty

and oppression, to which such numbers of our brave and

unfortunate countrymen, prisoners of war in France*

have been for so many successive years exposed, and

cannot fail to excite the sympathy a ad commiseration of

every humane heart. We heartily congratulate both the

author, and his fellow suifeiers in general, on their for-

tunate emancipation from such ruthless tyranny, after so

long and cruel a trial of their patience, fortitude, and

resignation.

A spirit of proud resentment, manly boldness, and higli

patriotic feeling, pervades the whole work* The con^

eluding stanza, of an Ode to Liberty, written by Mr. Dux-
ion, under circumstances peculiar trying and inauspi-

cious, at the fort of Bitche in the year 1808, will serve as

a sample of the vigor and fire af the author's muse,

Fair goddess of my native isle !

Once more propitious, deign to smile ;

Ah ! listen to a suppliant's pray'r,

Too long in servile fetters bound ;

Too long detain'd on hostile ground,

And doom'd opprobrious chains to wear

!

Yet, still his breast indignant hums,

Yet, still the servile yoke he spurns^
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And pants, to breathe bis free-born air I

Ah ! who shall break his iron chain?

Asunder tear his odious bands i*

\Vith vengeance arm his lifted hands ?

Waft him, unfetter'd, o'er the main ?

Of wrongs no longer to complain,

But bathe his sword in blood, and multiply the slain ! 3

?

Mr. Dutton's poem is inscribed to a Lady, who, it

appears, captivated the author's ail'ections, during the

long period of his captivity. It informs us, that conside-

rable retrenchments have been made, from motives of

delicacy, to several of the poems contained in the body

of the work; and that, what is not common with an

author, he has sacrificed literary to moral reputation. We
shall conclude our extracts from the Captive Muse, by

transcribing, as a specimen of the author's prose, the De-

dication, which bears this inscription :

" To Laura.

Mio dolce tesoro

!

Mio solo pensier !

** To wealth, to power, let others bend the knee, and homnge

pay to greatness. To thee, beloved ! rise my constant vows

;

to thee I dedicate my artless lays. Trained together in afflic-

tion's school, profoundly have we scanned the awful lesson,

and drained to the very dregs, the cup of gall ! In unison have

ever beat our hearts, and consentaneous sympathised our feel-

ings. The shaft which rent my bosom, has agonized thine!

we have loved, we have suffered—together; we have tasted—in

communion perfect and delicious—all the bitter, all the sweets,

all the luxury of participated woe ! Nor would I exchange the

potion—dashed though it was with wormwood, and repugnant

to the sense—for the nectar of the seats of bliss 1

" But brighter prospects; brig-liter hopes present

!

I fiori

Dispiegansi,

All' pianto deli' alba.

4< Thy friend, Laura, treads once more his native plains,

and from the scenes that witnessed his infant joys, sends this

tribute to his heart's elect

!
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" The offering is not new ; for Adversity has furnished u£

with but too abundant leisure to muse and meditate; and

often has Laura's heavenly modulated voice, imparted a value*

a charm to these strains which they cannot boast as their inhe-

rent claim. Yet will the fair one find some change* some al-

teration in their dress. Many, many things—dear and pre-

cious to the lover and the beloved ! are not meet for public

gaze. Laura will know how to appreciate the sacrifice—for

an author, no small one—of humour to correctness. A work,

to which Laura's name is prefixed, must not contain a single

passage, capable of calling forth a blush on the cheek of virgin

delicacy! In more than one instance, the author's verses have

lost considerably in wit and poignancy, from retrenchment—

iDut he prefers the loss of literary to that of moral reputation.

The same delicate attention has dictated to him to respect-—

even in the person of his persecutor and tyrant—the country

that save birth to Laura ! Ke has not indulged in illiberal

sarcasm and invective even against the common enemy of man-

kind I

Ma tu tremi, o mio tesoro

!

Ma tu palpiti, cor mio !

";Laura! let us not despair—let us cherish the hope

to meet again. Till then, indelibly engraven in my heart

remains thy adored image, and my proudest boast shall be to

have gained thy suffrage !"

ADVENTURES or COLIN" M'LOON: or, NEWS-
PAPER EDITORS.

Sir,

X hasten to communicate to you a continuation of

my adventures.

Wheal left that paragon of liberality, Mr. Q—x, whose
splendid offer was so tempting to my imagination, I own
I felt a little mortified, and directed my steps to the

abode of Slabber with somewhat less elasticity of soul

than I experienced when I quitted it. As I paced along

Fleet-street and the Strand, ruminating upon half a guinea
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a week, fictitious rapes, imaginary murders, and visionary

fractures, with the recreation of three columns per even-

ing, I began to think that Scotland, my dear, my native

land, has been grossly libelled, for not even there do we
require men to starve upon hard labour. And the mo-

dest Irishman talked of the " milk of human kindness"

that warmed his Hibernian heart ! To be sure, I half for-

gave him that blunder, from the known propensity of hie

countrymen to make bulls ; but I could not suppress my
indignation at the unfeeling levity with which he mani-

fested his excessive sympathy and sensibility.

When I entered the apartment of my friend Slabber,

he directed an inquiring look towards me, as if to read

in my countenance the result of my expedition ; and if

he possessed any skill in face-reading, he might have pe-

rused all he wanted to know, in most legible characters*

I was mortified, humbled, and dejected ; but Slabber

either could not, or did not, or would not understand

my looks, for I had no sooner sat down than he accosted

me with, " Well, M'Loon, I suppose you'll give me a

good dinner, and a bottle of wine to drink success to

your new undertaking ; eh, won't you ?" " Oh yes," I

rejoined, " my liberality shall keep pace with my means jf?

M That's well said, my brave fellow : a Scotchman is al*

ways generous when it pays him well ; whetfe shall we
dine? I'm quite disengaged to-day—but hold—you
don't touch the needful I suppose yet—your felicity is

like that of an expiring saint—all to come ; when do
you commenced I can wait, so as I am but sure of

getting it at last." "Iara glad you are so patient—

however I'll not put that brittle virtue to much trial,

nor shall you have only a contingent interest in a
dinner." I saw, as I came along, a most tempting board of

invitation stuck up over a shop-door, * Good dinners of

boil'd, baked, and roasted, at threepence a head.' I could

not resist my curiosity, so I walked in to inquire of what
the courses consisted—" praties, your honor" replied a

raw-boned Irish cook—"praties, like a bag of meal—you
YOL. VITJ* 3l
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may have them either boiled, or roasted, orlDaked, withai

beautiful brown coat, just like your honor's face, long life

to it; and all for three pence?"—"All for three pence,

though you eat till you burst, and as much water to float

'em as you like."

P Now, my friend,'* I continued to- Slabber, who sat

looking at me with an exquisite air of incredulity, "if
you are willing we will dine to-day, and I'll regale you

as sumptuously as prudence will permit to a man in my
condition.

—
" *• Oh ! I understand you now—I take—

you have not seen Q—n ; and you intend to treat me
upon the fag-end ofyour travelling stock—ha ! ha ! very

good, Colin; very good. I did not think thou hadst so

much wit in thee, foregad!" " Wit !" I rejoined ;
* by

my soul, Fm at my wit's end—look you now—that Irish

editor, and be d—d to him \ with his long speeches about

nothing, and his affecting grimaces, has condescendingly

made me an offer, .which would just find me in shoes, un-

less I lodged next door to the parliament-house :—he

would have me commit a rape, perpetrate a -murder*

break a glazier's neck, set fire to a warehouse, and steal

a child for—half a guinea a week!

—

m Slabber stared,

and the unsophisticated look of astonishment that beamed

upon his countenance, was to me a full corroboration of

all that I myself felt.

" Mind it not/* said he, after a short pause ; "Mind
it not. Spurn at the ignoble hire, and be a philosopher

in your endurance of this life's disappointments. I cer-

tainly would not advise you to accept so paltry a stipend

—sufficient for the day is the evil thereof. Keep up your

spirits, man, and I'll do something for you yet, for I

know that you will requite whatever I do at some future

time.'* I bowed assent to this commercial system of

"benevolence, this ledgered account of humanity and

friendship, and waited in silence to hear what my better

genius would next suggest.

"-He that begins at the bottom of the ladder," sard

Slabber, " has a chance of getting to the top by perse-

rerance ; and, besides* there is this advantage in corn*
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mcncing with the lowest channels of enterprize; our

spirit is not humbled by descent; our exertions are not

impeded by any punctilious feelings of dignity ; there is

no falling off which can mortify our vanity or self-pride.

Now this happens to be precisely your case. There are

other papers in London, my boy ; and succeed when you

may, among them, you must rise one degree at least in

your views and respectability. Let me see—there's the

Post—the Times—the Chronicle—the Herald—the Ad-
vertiser— the Press —which would you like ?"—
*' Which I can get," I replied laconically.—" Well said,

egad—well said—suppose we still keep to our graduated

scale of proceedings—and as you began with the Day,

your next attempt ought to be the Herald. Aye the

Herald—but now—the Cock is the Herald of the Morn,

and by Jupiter the Cock shall be our Herald. Do you know
the Cock in Fleet-street ?" " No." " How should you—
only forty-eight hours in London—the Cock, my dear

fellow, is a house of entertainment for man and beast—

both of whom are to be found there in great plenty after

twelve o'clock at night, as well as poached eggs and

Welch rabbits. Why, Sir, we have a society there—

a

sort of imperium in imperb, the Empire ofCockonians, and

a celebrated tragic actor is our Emperor—but more of

this anon—what I now have in contemplation is to take

you to the Cock this very night, and if fortune favours

us, your success is certain." " Success ! Where?" I re-

joined. " Where ? Why with the Herald to be sure, and

this is the way I mean to bring it about. A certain par-

son, whom every fool can bate and worry, and he be none

the wiser, is now at the head of that flourishing concern,

aided by a satirist without gall, whom some call Tom
Fool, though others maintain that Tom Williams, or An-
thony Pasquin, would do just as well, for it would be

impossible to distinguish either of those three gentle-

men from the other. Hither-—to the Cock—this dicem-

virate are in the nightly habit of coming, and it will be

»o difficult matter, by means, of a go of brandy,Jo insL
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nuate ourselves into their notice. I am partly known to

the parson already, and would have no objection to be
acquainted with the satirist, if my livelihood did not de-

pend upon my reputation. So be cheerful, and full of

hope; you may still look forward to a station in which
hundreds will consult your labours ; and if you are only

half as good a sycophant as your countrymen in general,

who knows but you too may be knighted for your ser-

vices to a certain great man, who is glad to obtain even

the friendship of a Scotchman."

I confess I found some consolation in these renovated

prospects, and as my despondency diminished, my con-

fidence increased. I did not exactly anticipate such

courtly honor as my friend Slabberjocosely hinted at, but

I flattered myself I might perhaps arrive at such distinc-

tion as to write a lampoon against a whig, or a congratu-

latory ode to a minister.

I must reserve further particulars to another opportu-

nity however. I did intend to have lengthened this com-

munication, but an urgent appeal from my landlady, who
has taken forcible possession of my room, leaves me no

room to say any thing more at present. You shall hear

from me next month, and I remain, Sir,

Yours, Colin M'LooKo

Oct. 29, 1814.

EPIGRAMS.

On the Flight of a Great Personage,

Poor Madison, how hard thy fate,

From Washington while slily dodging,

That thou, who ruPst so many a state,

Should'st be deprivM of board and lodging /

On the reported Courtship of a Poetical Traveller,

After visiting many a far distant shore,

'Mong Christians, Turks, Pagans, of every rank9

&ord B^-n, ne'er meaning to cross the seas more*

JVow wishes for life to repose on MUbanke i
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Theatrical Review.

^Advertisement.—The Patrons and constant Readers of the

Scourge are most respectfully informed, that Theatrical

Criticism will, in future, constitute a more prominent fea-

ture in this work than it has lately been wont to do. It is

not our practice to deal largely in professions; on the con-

. trary, we wish to establish our claim to public favor and

support, by deeds rather than by words. We shall therefore

content ourselves, in the present instance, with briefly ob-

serving, that a new arrangement has been made by the Pro-

prietors of this Work, for obtaining the co-operation of wri-

ters of acknowledged talent in dramatic criticism, which, it

is presumed, will not fail to secure to the Scourge a de-

cided preference over every other periodical publication, of

similar nature and import, in the eyes of an impartial and

enlightened public]

DRURY-LANE.
Sept. 20. The Rivals . . . Bee- hive

22. Wild Oats . . Review

24. The Hypocrite • . Turnpike Gate

27. West Indian . . The Three and the Deuc*

29. Honey Moon . Woodman's Hut

Oct. 1. School for Scandal . The Prize

3. Richard the Third . Lock and Key
4. Man and Wife . The Children in the Wood
6. Oihello . . Honest Thieves

5. Rule a Wife and have a Wife The Irishman in Lontion

30. Richard the Third The Weather-cock

J I. The Rivals . . Woodman's Hut

12. John Bull . . Illusion

13. Hamlet . . Turn out

15. Policy . . Woodman's Hut

17. Richard the Third Of Age To-morrow

18. Policy (eut down to 3 acts) Sylvester Daggerwood—Review

19. Policy . . Blue Devils— Matrimony

20. Othello ; . Illusion

21. Policy . . The Purse—Woodman's Hut

22. Othello . Tlie Three and the Deuce

24. Richard the Third . The Irishman in Londono

We have already noticed, in our last number, the opening o£

Prury-lane theatre, on the 20th of September, with Mr. She*
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ridan's comedy of the Rivals, to which succeeded the musical

^entertainment of the Bee-hive. Novelty is at present so much
the rage, and the public taste so entirely vitiated and debauched

by meio-dramas, by sing-song'; and by pantomimic show, that

a comedy divested of these meretricious recommendations, and

so hack fried on the stage as the Rivals, cannot be expected to

possess any great powers of attraction. Add to this, that some

Of the parts were very indifferently cast. Faulkland, in parti-

cular, met with a very tame and frigid representative in Mr.

Holland.

When we speak of the public taste, as being totally estranged

and weaned from all relish of legitimate drama, we wish to be

distinctly understood. The eagerness, (we might justly term

it infatuation) with which the town flocks, by thousands and

tens of thousands, to witness the representation of certain of

Shakspeare's plays ; not for the inherent, intrinsic beauties of

the piece, but solely in compliment to some favourite per-

former, of sudden and factitious celebrity, the " wonder ofthe

day," whom it is now become fashionable to run after and be-

spatter with praise, affords, in our humble estimation, no evi-

dence of the return of good taste and sound judgment amongst

us. On the contrary, we are led to consider it merely as an

additional and lamentable proof of the avidity with which the

multitude runs gaping after prodigy and marvel, and the be-

sotted facility with which they swallow down the most prepos*

terous doctrines, provided they be new, singular, and parodoxi*

cal—witness the numerous proselytes of Joanna Southcott,

and the almost equally senseless rabble that follow at the heels,

and accept for ready coia the unmeaning promises of a candi-

date for parliamentary election.

Notwithstanding the vast influx of new pieces, tragic, comic,

musical, farcical, melo-dramas, and grand romances, offered,

as we are informed from high authority, for representation to

the managerial committee of Drury-lane theatre, the only no-

velties hitherto produced at this house are, 1st, An Occasional

Address from the pen of S. J. Arnold, the manager, spoken by-

Mrs. Edwin ; 2d, The performances of Mr. Kean, if we may

with propriety class, in the chapter ofnovelties, theie-appearanee

of that actor, in his old cast of characters ; 3d, A comedy, the me-

rits of which we shall incontinently proceed to discuss, entitled.

Policy, or Thus runs the World away, with its^customary 6$-
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tellites, or concomitants, of a prologue and epilogue ; the for-

mer, remarkable only for its insipidity and total lack of poeti-

cal merit, though said to emanatefrom the pen ofa very luminous

writer ; the latter, replete with puns, quibbles, and conundrums,

butyefe* with all its defects, not quite so dull and insupportable

as theprologue. The new comedy, as the reader will perceive,

bears two titles, a circumstance of which the prologue and epi-

logue writer, each in his respective department, has amply

availed himself. The first rings the changes from beginning to

end on the word " Policy ;" the second, with equal dexterity

plays and puns on the running part of the title.

. The van-leader of this triumvirate of novelty, the Occasional

Address, was merely designed to answer an ephemeral purpose,

which having eerved it sunk to oblivion, little missed or re-

gretted,- in the course of a few nights. Of Mr. Kean's style of

acting, sufficient has already been said—repetition would only

be nauseous ; neither will the circumscribed limits to which we

are compelled to restrict this department of our publication,

admit of needless and superfluous discussion. We, who are

neither smitten with the mania of novelty, on the one hand,

cor enlisted under the banners of theatrical opposition, on the

other, shall endeavour to steer a middle course. Mr. Kean is

certainly an actor of no common powers, and public predilec-

tion in his favour continues as strong as ever. This is fully

evinced by the receipts of the house, which on the night of his

first re-appearance this season, exceeded the proudest prece-

dent of all his former triumphs, falling little short of seven

hundred pouuds ! If a pun might be allowed on such an oc-

casion, we should feel tempted to exc im with Faddy, " By
Jasus | but this is playing with a veng< ice ! de'el take me if

I would work any more all my born days, if I could play to

this tune !"

Of the general merits of the new comedy, a pretty just idea

may be formed from the very circumstance, of its having been

cut down, on the second night of representation, from a first'

rate to a frigate,—from a drama in five acts to one in three.

We now proceed to a detailed analysis of the new comedy, pro-

duced at Brury Lane Theatre, for the first time, on Saturday,

Oct, 15th, under the title of (i Policy ; or. This runs Xhe^World
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Dramatis Persons.

Sir Harry Dorville - - - Mr. Pope.

Volage ----- Mr. Wrench.

Veijuice (real name Pemberton) - Mr. Dowton»

€ld Fathom ~ Mr. Lovegrove.

Sylvanus (son to Fathom) - - Mr. Elliston*

Abrams - Mr. "Wewitzer;

Zady Amelia Dorville w ' - ' Mrs. Glover.

Lady Lucretict Mrs. Harlowc

Miss Horatio- Pemberton « - Miss Kelly.

Mrs. Fidget - Mrs. Orger.

The plot of the new comedy is of a very flimsy and ill-adapfed

texture. Old Fathom and Lady Lucretia reciprocally seek to

entrap each other into a matrimonial connexion. The former

has acquired a competent fortune by mercantile speculation ;

the latter passes for a lady of opulence, and being appointed

by Mr. Pemberton, on his death-bed, guardian to his only child,

Miss Horatia—she projects a plan, in concert with Fathom, to

defraud her ward of her rightful inheritance.

In pursuance of this design, Fathom has recourse to the

agency of his son Sylvanus (a lawyer,) into whose hands he puts

certain papers, in which Sylvanus is required to make such al-

terations as are necessary to secure Miss Horatia*s just property

to Lady Lucretia. Sylvanus rings the changes a considerable

length of time on certain hacknied follies and vices of the day,

which he does in a style that prepared us to behold him step,

forward as the ready accomplice and trusty agent of any scheme

of villainy and dishonour. But in an instant he changes note,

turns sentimentalist, and by a sudden moral metamorphosis (only

to be met with on the stage, and even there only in icretehed

-plays, written by wretched authors, who have no talent for the

gradual developement of character, no ability topourtray nature

with fidelity, and therefore supply their incapacity ofjust de»

lineation, by caricature,) appears as the steady advocate of vir-

tue, the intrepid champion of oppressed innocence, the strenu-

ous adversary of chicanery and fraud.

Sylvanus and Miss Horatia Pemberton, without knowing each

other, had formerly met at a race-ball. In conformity with modern

practice, (that is to say, with the practice ofthe major part of our

modern playwrights, who never pay the smallest heed to nature,

probability, or truth) they immediately fall in love with each
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other, for no other apparent reason in the world, but because it

is absurd to do so. They no sooner meet, than they are part-

ed ; this is likewise strictly within rule, as it serves to ren-

der their reciprocal passion still more romantic and ridicu-

lous, and saves the author the trouble of tracing the progress

of their mutual attachment, or bottoming it uptou rational

ground and basis. The love-sick swain, as the laws of romance

require, indites a tender epistle to his unknown charmer, which

he subscribes with the fictitious name of Philander, and to

which the lady, with equal gallantry and promptitude, replies

likewise under an assumed signature. And now is the heart of

either irremediably pierced and transfixed—the barbed shaft

has struck so deep that it cannot be extracted ; the wound fes-

ters, the flame once kindled, burns with unremitting ardour,

no kettle, pot, nor cauldron, ever boiled with intenser heat, with

fiercer rage.

Sylvanus having carefully perused the papers put into his

hands by his politic father, discovers the villainy of Fathom's

and Lady LucreiicCs project, to usurp the inheritance of Miss

Uoratla Pemberton, No sooner has he come to the virtu-

ous resolution to take no part in this nefarious transaction,

than by one of those fortunate contingencies, very rarely met

with in actual life, but very frequent, especially of late years,

on the stage, he immediately stumbles upon Miss Pemberton

herself, iu whom he now recognizes his unknown and lost divinity.

This discovery is followed by a most ridiculous scene of virgin

bashfulness, on the part of the gentleman ; of forwardness and

self-°ffer > on that of the lady. Sylvanus, of course, is strength-

ened and confirmed in his virtuous resolutions, not to be ne-

cessary to the robbery of a pretty girl, whom he professes to

adore, and the possession of whose fortune is smilingly held

out to him, in no very distant perspective, by the fair proprie-

tor, herself.

Meanwhile Fathom, the father of Sylvanus, in his eagerness

to bring the hymeneal negotiation between Lady Lucretia and

himself to a speedy conclusion, presents that lady with a bond
for ten thousand pounds, to be forfeited -to her own personal

use and benefit, in case he declines marriage with her. Ten
thousand pounds, even in these days of luxury and extrava-

gance, is not a gift to be laughed at, or treated with disdain.

Accordingly Lady Lucretia, by way of recompencing her lover's

VOX- Y1II, 3 Gt
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^me-osifrv, indulges her enamoured swain, and destined bus-

band, with a chaste embrace, as an earnest of more substantial

jovs, But, alas ! and lack-a-day ! what wayward tricks has

Fate sometimes in store for the children of men ! how many

and what strange things sometimes fallout, " between the cup

and lip /" At the very moment that Fathom is culling the

sweet, ambrosial kiss, that honied distillation, which the mo-

. ther of the loves and soft desires has enriched (if we may give

credence to the testimony of the Roman lyric,)

" Quanta parte sui nectaris imbuit,"

from the ruby lips of his tender and expectant bride,—at that

very critical moment, enters the room, without giving notice of

her presence, by knocking at the door, or any other previous cere-

mony, Miss Horatla Pemberton^-l&dj LucreticCs delicacy is not

able to withstand so rude a shock ! To be caught by her ward, in

the act of giving or receiving (we cannot take upon us to deter-

mine with precision which of the two cases takes place in the

present instance) a kiss from the man, who in the course of a

few hours is destined to become her lawful wedded husband,

—

this is too much for a person of her ladyship's fine tone of

nerve and exquisite sense of feeling to support ! After giving

ber ward a merited lecture on her offence against the laws of

modern politeness and good breeding, she hurries, covered with

blushes, out of the room. In her confusion, she drops the

bond given by Fathom—which notwithstanding its vast im-

portance is so little attended to, or enquired after, that it re-

mains, almost during the whole of a long and tiresome scene,

unheeded on the stage, and at last is only picked up, en passant ,

by Miss Pemherton, who appears to have been very successful

in her efforts to let it lie there so long, and to nearly stumble

upon it so frequently without perceiving it.

The plot now begins to thicken apace—Sir Harry Dorville,

a baronet advanced in years, has espoused a young lady, whose

personal recommendations constitute her sole fortune, and who

(as we are informed, in the course of the play) is indebted to the

generosity of Sir Harry, not merely for her education, but for

her support, previous to her marriage. Lady Amelia is repre^

seriled as the s:ave cf fashion, and as irresistibly dragged along

by the 'vortex of modern dissipation. This dangerous propen-

sity, added io a still more reprehensible passion for the fashion-
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able viceof gaming, throws her into the company, and eventually

into the toils of a French adventurer, introduced mider the

name of Volage. Lady Amelia loses considerable sums at the

gaming-table, and as modern honour exacts the most punctual

acquittal of all gaming debts, in preference to any other obliga-

tion or engagement, however sacred or peremptory, she is com-

pelled to liLive frequent recourse to a money-lender, of the Is-

raelite tribe, who is understood to be in habits ofstrict relation

and connexion with Volume.

This usurer is excited by the French adventurer to be very

urgent in his demands on "LadyAmelia, for repayment. He sends

her a letter, menacing, if she does not call upon him, to reveal

her embarrassments and gambling indiscretions to her husband.

Lady Amelia repairs to Abraham"'s house, where she meets with

Volage, who now throws off the mask, and prepares to carry off

Amelia by force. In this very critical nick of time, in rush

Verjuice and Sir Harry, accompanied by two officers of justice,

who arrest Volage, on a charge of forgery and swindling, and

inarch him triumphantly off to prison. The lady, convinced

by severe proof of the dangers attendant on the gambling-table,

foreswears that pernicious practice, and is fully restored to the

confidence and affections of her lord.

In a previous interview between Lady Lucretia and Volage,

Fathom, who is concealed behind a bookcase, hears the lady de-

clare, that her intended nuptials with himself are founded solely

on interested views ; that she has an utter aversion for his person,

but a great liking for his money, having none herself. Indeed

she is, by her own confession, so totally impoverished, that she

has no other dowry, but a catalogue of debts to bring her hus-

band, who she makes no doubt will be arrested and clapt into

prison, within three hours after their marriage. The manner

m which this conversation is overheard by Fathom, is brought

about in a most bungling manner.

Fathom's whole and sole wish is now to get his neck out of

the- hymeneal noose. This desirable object is effected by the

intervention of Miss Horatia, who, as already stated, had picked

up the bond given by Fathom to Lady Lucretia, which the lat-

ter loses so carelessly, and which Horatia new restores to

Fathom. The latter instantly cancels it, by tearing it to pieces.

Verjuice now discovers himself, under his real name of

.Fentberton x as the uncle of Mfcs Horatia ; whose guardian he
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has been appointed by a regular legal deed, of later date than

that under which Lady Lucretia exercised her authority over

the young lady. The uncle affects great fondness for his niece;

but all his love for Horatia could not, it seems, prevent him

from running about for years in disguise, and under a false name,

which left his niece entirely at the mercy of the vile artifices

and intrigues of Lady Lucretia, which in many instances

might have led to the most disastrous consequences. This fea-

ture constitutes another of the incongruities and absurdities of

the play.

Sylvanus and Horatia are at length made happy in the pos-

session of each other, with the consent of all parties, which

brings to a conclusion this medley of common-place, forced

incidents, and lame attempts at wit, huddled up without art,

connexion, or due plan, and winch bears greater resemblance to

what Horace designates as the

tzgri scmnia,

than to that species of composition legitimately entitled to the

name of Comedy.

Various names, among others, that of Miss Chambers, and

©f Mr. Arnold, have been cited, as author of the new play*

But the Sun, and

Solem quis dicerofahum
Au cleat ?

assures its readers, that it is the undoubted production of Mr.

H. Siddons. lie that as it may, the father of this pieee dis-

plays much true Policy in not claiming it, for the bantling

does him little honor. The prologue, as already remarked, is

from the pen of Mr. John Taylor, a writer who possesses a

happy knack of spinning and wire-drawing a thought to won-

derful length, so much so, that it often tills us with astonish-

ment to conceive how this gentleman manages it, not to fall

asleep over his own prosing^. The epilogue is said to be written

by Mr. Dibdin. They are twin-brothers in dulness and insi-

' piditv ; but the epilogue, upon the whole, carries off the belh

The performers, with the exception of Wrench (whose acting

was really so uniformly abominable, that. Lady Amelia is de-

prived of all apology in listening to the tales of such an unpo-

lished, graceless seducer, unless we suppose him to give proof

of more pith and merit, in ?he 1ite-a*iite, than he does on the

public boards) made the best of ! Utir several parte* Mr. Dew-
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ton's Verjuice is a fine specimen of acting. Lovegrove too, ss

Fathom, notwithstanding lie appears to be a rugged actor, (the

meaning of this phrase we are at a loss to decypher) in the

critical eyes of the conductor of a certain hebdomadary vehicle

ofNeics, was both interesting and diverting. Pope's Sir Harry

was at least equal to the part. But the most, if not the only

interesting feature in the play was Miss Kelly's Horatia.

COVENT-GARDEN.
The novelties, produced at this theatre since its opening, in-

dependent of the new comic ballet, entitled Doctor Sangrado,

which we have already noticed more than sufficiently by even

naming it, in our last, and which is so truly vile and execrable,

that we greatly wonder the poetical talents of a certain somni-

ferous prologue -icriter were not put in requisition, to ensure

the piece from untimely death, by his mellifluous luke-warm.

namby-pamby—a talisman of more sovereign efficacy than even

the Doctor's own water-specific—consist of a new melo-drama,

called the Forest of Bondy ; or Dog o/Montargis ; but above

all (for this new acquisition is " in itself a host /") the debut,

and admirable performance of Miss O'Neill.

Of the Forest of Bondy little need be said. The story on which

it is founded is adequately known, and the piece itself has been

got up, and is still in a train of daily representation, as well at

the minor theatres of the metropolis, as on the provincial stage.

Mjss O'Neill,

This charming actress steps forward, as a rara avis, as a lumi-

nary of first magnitude and promise, on the dramatic horizon.

It happens not frequently that the writers of the Scourge are

suspected of too marked a propensity to flattery and panegyric
But if they make a point of lashing imbecility and conceited

dulness, with merited severity, they are equally prompt to

award the palm of merit and praise, where justly due. Miss

O'Neill is eminently gifted by the bounteous hand of nature with

the principal endowments requisite to constitute an aetress of

primary excellence. Her figure is the happy mean between a
form so decidedly moulded for tragedy, as to be too imposing
for the elegant walk of comedy on the one hand, or, on the other,

of too light, however graceful a cast, however suited to the spor-

tive train of Thalia, to accord with the dignified port required

in the votaries of Melpomene.

Per voice is at once powerful and sweet; her enunciation
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clear and distinct—her conception of .the part she represents

accurate and just. She treads the stage, of which she has evi-

dently a complete knowledge, with ease—she is, if we maybe
permitted the use of so colloquial a phrase, perfectly at liome,

en the boards. She made her first appearance, before a Lon-
don audience, on Thursday, Oct. 6th, in the character of Juliet,

Her reputation, (though, by the bye, reputation, in a theatrical

point of view, is far from being an infallible criterion or guide,

as managers to their cost can testify) had preceded her debut.

She wasgreete'd on her entre with bursts of laud, reiterated plau-

dits. The prepossession excited in favor of the new performer,

on this occasion, was not disappointed. Miss O'Neill, by her

masterly delineation of the character she personated, fully jus-

tified the public predilection, and at once irrevocably stamped
the opinion of the town.

On the 13th, she appeared, likewise for the first time, on.

the London boards, in the diameter of Belvidera, in the tragedy

of Venice Preserved. The hold which she had already acquired

in public favour and estimation as Juliet was not weakened
by her performance of Belvidera. This latter character de-

mands, in its general outline and delineation, more imposing
powers, more energy and forcible appeal to the stronger pas-

sions, than the timid, tender, love-sick Juliet. Miss O'Neill

acted up to the full spirit of the character, and left us nothing
to desire or regret. The applause bestowed on her Beh'idera,

by an audience composed of the first circles of fashion and
taste, was equal to that, which crowned her first appearance on
the metropolitan stage. Miss O'Neill's innate good sense leaves

us no room to apprehend, that she will suffer herself to be
inebriated with the incense of popular enthusiasm, and relax

in her endeavours to merit the continuance of public predilec-

tion.—On the contrary, we feel firmly .persuaded, that the mani-
festation of general prepossession in her favour, will operate

as an additional stimulus and incentive—were any additional

ftiraulus and incentive wanting—to uniform and increased

exertion.

For the rest, we have to lament, that our -limits prevent us
from canvassing the merits and pretensions of this deserving
and successful candidate so amply as we could wish. But in a

"future number we shall have occasion to revert to the pleasing

discussion. In the mean time we cannot dismiss this interest-

ing topic, without most sincerely congratulating both the

proprietors of Covent Garden theatre, and the public at large

—the former, on the acquisition they have made, in the person
of Miss O'Neill, of an actress whose distinguished merit can-
not fail to ensure them crowded houses, and thereby enrich

the treasury—the latter, on the copious fund of rational re-

creation and delight, in which they may now confidently rec-

kon, from the admirable performance of their newly-engaged
favourite !-•'- -

.

iimim

W, N. Jcmes, No, 5, Ne« gate-street, London*
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The article from Mr. O. Post-office, Exeter, shall be inserted

next month.

We should feel obliged to our Correspondent at W. if he

would undertake the Memoirs of the eccentric character he

alludes to.

W, P. of Ipswich, has our thanks, >
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SCOURGE
DEC KM HER 1, 1814,

THE SIEGE OF ST. QU1NTIN ;

OR,

THE PLOTTERS OUTWITTED.
A Melo-Drsma, altered from the original German of GucLphpfcnning, and

adapted to the English Stage by liombastes Furioso, late Commander of a

Troop of Horse.

Scene I. — Colonel ****** y

s lodgings; the Colonel is

discovered sitting in a thoughtful posture before a table co-

vered with books, papers, Sfc.—one hand supports his head ;

in t/ie other he holds a pen.

Colonel ******
Thus far, methinks, we sail before the wind

—

Fate drives me on, and Glory fires my mind !

Snug is our mine, well-laid, and dark withall

;

The foe must yield, or we ourselves must fall.

Yet he's a sturdy blade, I know him well

—

Sturdy, as many to their cost can tell

!

But what of that ?—do we not boast a H-ll ?

And S-y—it's heir, who never wants for will

!

Fitz is the lad to make him jump and dance

;

And S

—

r—t shall lead him such a dance !

B

—

k—y and W-rc—r ev'ry nerve shall strain,

And make him wish himself once more in Spain !

But here why rest I idly thus, and loiter?

I'll ev'n to horse—away—and reconnoitre

!

{Exit Colonel.

Scene changes to a blasted heath—Thunder and lightning—A
dark cave on the left side—ivith Mischief brooding in the

corner—in the middle a great cauldron, filed with all maw
ner of inflammable matter—Four witches seated before it»

\Oh. VIII. H
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1st Wilcb. Once, once, and oree, and still once more*

2d Witch. The charges now amount to four.

3d Witch. I did my part—

4th Witch. — And I did mine.

All four Witches in Chorus.—Did we not all ?—by yonder sign

!

[Pointing to Mischief, in the corner.

1st Witch. Thus in the pot, whilst deftly round I go,

My share of mischief let me throw.

Witches march round the cauldron, and successively ihrow-m
their respective ingredients, to compose the charm*

1st Witch, in continuation.—Hope to gain a splendid name,

Envy of another's fame-
Wish to shine, and make a noise,

Folly which itself destroys.

All, in chorus. Stir it long, and stir it well

;

Black as pitch, and hot as hell !

2d Witch. Love of anarchy and strife,

Lust of power, and lust of life ;

Inexperience, self-conceit,

Here in wicked union meet.

All, in chorus. Stir it long, and stir it well

;

-

Black as pitch, and hot as hell !

3d Witch. Disobedience, passion, pride,

—

)

Wicked heart and tongue allied ;

Vanity, that vice of fools,

With contempt of wholesome rules.

All, in chorus. Stir it long, and stir it well
;

Black as pitch, and hot as hell !

4th Witch. Weakness, willingly deceiv'd ;

Slander, eagerly believed ;

Lust, but sure not least of all
;

Malice, hatred, spleen, and gall !

All, in chorus. Stir it long, and stir it well

;

Black as pitch, and hot as hell !

"The Genius of Mischiefnow advances from his dark retreat, in

the corner of the cave,joins the groupe of Witches : waves his

wand four times over the cauldron, and emphatically pro-

nounces thefollowing incantation :

Approach, each base, ill-omen'd pow'r

!

Infernal sprites,, and goblins fell !

With evil thoughts in evil hour,

Atchieve the black designs of hell !

Ye imps of darkness ! messengers of ill

!

Attend my summons, and obey my will !

Fresh peals of thunder are heard—a blue, pestilential vapour

rises out of the ground—airy forms fit and hover around.

The Genius of Mischief bows, in token of approbation—
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throios a putrid morsel of heart into the cauldron—and after

a short pause, adds,

Thus then I give the pow'r to wound, and harm ;

Thus seal the spell, and ratify the charm ;

"With wicked purpose, and with deed accurst,

Advance the work, and—" venom do thy worst /"

Dame of Witches—the sound of horses' hoofs heard at a distance,

1st Witch. By the ' pricking of my thumbs,"

Some great horseman this way comes!

2d Witch. By my palm, which itches sadly,

Some one comes who's counseled badly !

3d Witch. By the tempest's sweeping blast,

Some one comes, who goes too fast !

4th Witch. By the heart, on mischief bent,

Some one comes, who mil repent

!

Enter the Colonel, on horseback, accompanied by Lieut. B.

1st Witch. Hail ! thou whose fame t» future times shall blaze \

2d Witch. Hail ! thou whose fortune shall thyself amaze !

3d Witch. Hail ! thou who shalt cause hosts and hosts to gaze !

4th V/itcb. Hail ! to the man, who shall see other days !

Lieut. B. addressing himself to the Colonel, who appears not «

little bothered.

Lieutenant B.

Why, gallant CoVnel ! do you stare,

And start at things that sound so fai r ?

And you, ye walking heaps of rags,

Say, are ye women ? are ye hags ?

When speaking to my friend and cousin,

Your tougues run nineteen to the dozen !

To him you're prodigal and free ;

But not a single word for me !

If you can tell, what none yet could,

What grain shall rot ; what turn out good !

If you can read through Southcott's glass,

And tell us, what shall come to pass

!

Then speak to me; though, by the bye,

I heed you not afig—not I.

1st Witch. When two ride one—one rides behind !

2d Witch. ' Both plunge the ditch, when

—

blind leads blind /

3d Witch. Thou art not he, nor is lie thou !

4th Witch. The Bull has horns, and horns the Cov? I

All, in chorus AJ1 hail to foM—what think you uow ?
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Lightning, and fresh peals of thunder* The Witches vanish,

leaving a stench behind them, as they make their exit. The

cauldron, at the same time disappears, with an explosion

similar to that of the fulminating- balls.

Lieut. B. Or do we wake, or do we dream f

Or are things really what they seem f

Have we got drunk, like Splice, the sailor ?

Or see we double, like Jack T-yl-r ?

Colonel. You am not I

—

Lieut. Nor am I you !

Colonel. The Bull has horns—
Lieut. The Cow has too !

Scene changes to a long narrow lane, bordered on each side with

a lofty hedge. The Colonel, and his companions are met by

the Witch ofEndor, mounted on Balaam's Ass—
Strikes the Ass, and offers to ride over him. On a sudden the

Ass opens his chops, calls out to the Colonel to " halt" and

setting up a most hideous bray, thus addresses him :

Ass.

Clear, clear the wTay ! and freely let me pass;

Nor

—

horse-man though you be—insult an Ass!

Put up your swords—in vain ye would molest

An Ass, whose prowess long has stood the test,

An Angel might alarm—nay, did so, too;

But who the devil would turn tail to you?

Add—from the angel, when I turned aside,

To save my master, not myself, I tryM.

Balaam was mortal, and might justly dread

The two-edg'd sword, which pointed at his head.

Not so my present charge

—

she, wond'rous dame!

Eternal lives ; still changeless, still the same!

She mocks your idle rage—no blow can crack

Her solid scull ; nor cudgel break her back.

Exempt alike from danger, and from fear,

She scorns the sword, the jav'lin, and the spear!

She bids you bold defiance—dares you both ;

At what you will, she meets you*—" nothing loth %
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She gives you warning—and my witch, I ween,

Is worth, and more than worth, the four you just have

seen;

She'll do your business -
* V W" 'w

* * *

* *

Hiatus magnopere deflendus.

Here there is a most lamentable gap or hiatus in the manuscript,

which unfortunately leaves us wholly in the dark, as to the

term on which the Colonel, Balaam's Ass, and the Witch of

Endor parted. But from certain fragments, and disjoined

verses, it should seem they were little satisfied with each other.

We then meet with two entire lines, after which the text goes

on regularly.

I must be cruel, who was never kind;

"Thus bad begins, and worse remains behind."

Scene changes to a tavern. The Colonel at the head of a large

party, among whom are Capt. and Lieut. F— ; Lord

A, H ; Marquis W — ; Lieutenants S- '

B ; W r-? / cum pluribus aliis. Time, midnight.

The table covered with bottles, somefull, more empty—a

still greater quantity broken, and scattered about tliefloor—

>

glasses in profusion—great noise, and the following lines

chaunted in general chorus—
SONG.

The bottle's the fun of our table ;

Ourselves are the planets so bright I

The bottle, both willing and able,

Supplies all his planets with light

!

The devil himself may upset her/

She's worse than the mighty begetter !

The disguise of Old Q

—

t-n will fret her \

Enter Waiter.

The postman has just brought a letter, price 8d.

Colonel. for that I'm your debtor

—

Waiter [aside) The pence in my hand would be. the better-
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Exit Waiter, grumbling. The Colonel politely requests per*

mission ta break open the letter, runs over it in silence, pauses

a moment, and then reads aloud.

'* Your late interview is no mystery to the man who reads the stars, and

converses nightly with the moon. What the Witches promised you, will

prove strictly true j what they foretold, will most assuredly come to pass.

—

Blind leads the blind—as said the Witch, and your adversary is deeply in the

dilch—in the mire over head and eats. Profit of this intelligence, and learn

to admire the prognosticating sagacity of the prophet, who speaketh in pa-

rables, who readeth the book of fate, who understandeth runic characters,

and who palmeih falsehood on no man—even the great Astrologer of Blind

Marts-Alley.

Kocus-pocus.

CoL This omens well

—

All. — most nobly does it sound, \

Fill up the glass, and let the toast go round : £
Here's Hocus Pocus !!—in a bumper crown'd. 5

The Company, all rise, and toast Hocus-pocus; in a bumper^

with " three times three." Hereupon they reseat themselves.

CoL The deed is done

—

F * And bravely done—say I

—

LordH Old Q — is in a ditch

—

Marquis Tf«- — There let him die,

AIL There ever, ever, ever let him lie,

And — upon him each, that passes by.

(Re-enter Waiter.)

Another letter, Sir, for Colonel P.

CoL (taking the letter) How much ?

Waiter. E'en nothing, Sir,— this one comes free ;

CoL So much the better—both for you and me

!

Reads the letter, and informs the company, that they are ordered

for to-morrow morning, to hear the Sentence of the Court-

martial of Col. Q—*—n publickly read.

Col. Amen !-—once more I say ; the deed is done f

God bless the witches !—we'll have gloriousfun !

AIL (rising and waving their hats in token of applause)

Bravo I bravissimo / to-morrow's sun -\

(If I'm a prophet) shall, as sure as gun,

Behold a deed that will

—

astonish evert/ one J j
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Scene again changes to an open place. Time, Morning. Co?'

Q— is discovered stuck fast, up to the horse's belli/ in a

quagmire. The officers of the crack regiment arrive, au pas

de charge, and seeing their commander in this perilous pre-

dicament, set up a loud shout. At this critical moment the

sky becomes obscured with lowering clouds ; flashes of light-

ning and peals of thunder rend the air. A hand is seen in

the sky, holding a balance, with the awful label—" Ora et

labora" The heavens open—two illustrious elder princes of

Albino descendfrom the seats ofbliss, in a human shape ; yoke

themselves to a rope, which is passed round the distressed Q—

,

and drag him triumphantly, both horse and rider, out of the

ditch. The Adjutant-General appears with a large extin-

guisher in his hand, which on this occasion, through the imme-

diate interposition of supernatural agency, becomes vocal, and

Jrom which issue these ivords:

"Gemmen! to tell you grieves me sore

:

" Ye are not what ye were before.

*' Nor where ye were, shall ye remain :

" So sheath your swords, and off again."

AIL Is this the sight then, which we came to see ?

(addressing themselves to Col. P.)

Is this thefan, the witches promis'd thee ?

Col Alas! they palmed queer palmers upon me!

Marquis W. I'll to my pot'ries—wherefore should I not r

Capt. F. Don't talk of pots, he sends us all pot 1

I'll doff my jacket, and I'll it too ;

And apropos—here comes the Jew !

"YYhatsfly you, Levi, w ;
ll you *buy ?

* The following ludicrous advertisement appeared in a cer-

tain Morning paper : Second-hand Clothes—" Levi Samuel's,

at the sign of the King of Hanover, Rosemary-lane, begs leave

to inform the public, and especially any young nobleman or

gentleman going into the army, that he has on sate an assort-

ment of German regimentals, as good as new, both for dress

and undress. Thev have seen some service, but are not at all
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Levi. " I love good bargains, Sir,"—-say I ;

Lieut. F. Well said the witch : ' the Bull has horns? I vow.

He knows their use

—

Liut. S. So likewise does the Cow /

Lord H. This is up-hill work, with a vengeance—-burn me,

Lieut. JP. Such Somersets as this must overturn me!
What think, what say ye now of Major H—w—d?

Lieut. TV. Tell any lie you please; ev'n call him

—

coward

!

XzW.What meant that hand and label in the sky,

On which some curious Latin words I spy ?

Capt. F. No Latin, honey. You may swear,

Ora, in Irish, meaneth prayr.

(The pray'r sent up by Q

—

t—n's wife.

Lahora means an active life.

The P— is kind to all his neighbours:

How hard he tugs / how hard he labours /

[ Curtain falls.

tarnished, having been worn by officers of tried and approved

courage and honor, who never turned their backs on an enemy.

The German taylors (as they are apt to do) have rather over-

loaded them with lace and finery : but with some alteration

they might answer for an Hussar regiment, and made more fit

for British soldiers. Levi Samuel has at present for sale, Re-

gimentals for two Lieutenant-Colonels, ten Captains, twelve

Lieutenants, and one Cornet.

" Levi Samuel takes the liberty of acquainting the public

that, if not immediately purchased, they will be sold to any

Manager of a Theatre:. In their present state, they would an-

swer, without any alteration, for Merry-Andrews, Fops5 or any

other ridiculous characters iu the drama. For further parti-

culars, apply to Levi Samuel's, at the sign of the King of Ha-

nover, corner of Marshal-court, Rosemary-lane.
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CALEDONIAN CORRESPONDENCE,

Blest be those walls where hospitality

And welcome reign at large !

There may you oft of social cheer partake,

And love and joy, pleasures that to the mind

Convey ideal pictures of the bliss supreme i

But hark ! the chiming clocks to dinner call,

A hundred footsteps scrape the marble hall.

Copy of a Letterfrom a Gentleman in Edinburgh to his Friend

in Kirkwall.

Edinburgh, Feb. 12th, 1814.

Dear Doctor,

I was duly favoured with your three letters, and you
will think it high time I should be saying something for

myself. Your handsome present of the live geese was a

curiosity and treat to persons who seldom see any thing

of the winged tribe beyond a hen; and the novelty of their

arrival brought in all the neighbours to see the show

:

they acted their part to admiration, and said as much
for themselves as geese could say, for they looked as if

we had been a band of robbers, who had received them,

into keeping, and refused every attention and kindness,

would eat nothing, and considered themselves very ill

used ; they all fell, one by one, under the block, although

I ordered, in case they could live in such a place as this,

that they should have my houses to inhabit, and my gar-

dens to walk in, and steps were taken for this purpose ;

because every time I met them in their walks, they

"would remind me of him who sent them, and all the

tribe that inhabit the peaceful regions of the Orkney

J&lands.

In the second place, I did not forget your commission

for the contract for oatmeal, and a vessel shall be loaded

instantly, with a supply of provisions in case of famine;

for what in the world would become of so good and

?0L. VIII. 3 I
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kind a people were they exposed to suffer want in the

midst of wealth and riches! for turkeys, geese, hens, and

capons, are riches of their kind, and there are few of my
friends but relish and enjoy them more than any other

kind of wealth.

The salted geese were excellent, but they want a re-

lish : you were not present to partake of them, and this

made them heavy and insipid ; while, had you been with

us, they would have had a relish very superior to any

thing we have in ordinary at table. Now, the best

way to get at this relish is to come and see us in sum-

mer : I will take a jaunt with you to Glasgow, Dum-
fries, or any such moderate distance; but should you

not relish this, suppose I should come to Orkney to see

you, for it is seven years since James P promised

to come, and talked about it, which he continues to do

still, and lam no wiser. Now could you not write him
a letter ? and if he and Mrs. P. would join my wife, and

take five or six children each, (for we can spare them, and

leave as many more of the eldest and youngest behind,)

we might freight a sloop, and you might provide a fur-

nished house for ten days (more or less,) for we must stay

that time if we do come; and then, mercy on the hens,

geese, and turkeys, there will be &famine of that kind;

a hen that you sell for a groat, will be a dollar; geese

and turkeys will be nominal, as there will be none left at

any price, and the breed will become extinct. J. P. has

a thousand plans in his head at a time, and they are all

of the good-natured and innocent kind, for he amuses

himself and his friends by anticipations and contingencies;

but for realizing any thing out of his trade, he thinks

nothing about it : he is fond of tradesmen of every de-

scription, and they are equally fond of him ; he is for

ever building up and pulling down, and I have advised

him to become a mason, for he has more ground than

would contain all Kirkwall.

This is a dreadful place at the present season of the

year; nothing but storms of snow, frost, sleet, and rain.
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that I have not been out for a month ; now in Orkney-

there can be no such thing, the sea-breeze keeps you
always free from frost, and the open free aiKfrom rain

and sleet. When I tome to see you, if I like the place

as well as the people, I mean to retire to it, buy a few

acres of land, smell fresh air, and get clear of smoke, dirt,

dust, and courts of law, for your dwellings must be

pleasant, and your air pure and uncontaminated ; while

here, in some places, you may cut it with a knife. If

your roads are good we can take a ride, and if your

ground is fertile have a garden, raise pease and cucum-
bers, radishes, parsley, and turnips, and grow grapes and

melons. But I must have a description of the place be-

fore I come. I do not know but a sea-voyage, and some

of your fresh air, might be of use to my disorder, and

we shall make a trial by taking up our chimney in Kirk-

wall for a month or two, rise at four, breakfast at seven,

dine at twelve, and dose all the afternoon by the sea-

shore, chase after a crab, pick up a parton, have a boil-

ing of wilks, cut up a goose, smother a rabbit, smoke a

pipe, and finish the day with ale of your own brewing,

a glass of highlands, and a tumbler of toddy!

What will we be able to make o' Jamie P ? he

has turned so sober and methodical— if he chances to

find us out, he'll tell you to have nothing to do with

such concerns, and that Andrew must not be led with

odd whims and stories of mine. But Andrew must judge

for himself ; you must come and see his new house, po-

licy, and gardens. The goodness of his heart, and his

hospitable disposition, you know already sufficiently.

Adieu

!

Q.

LORD NELSON and LADY HAMILTON.

In the mole of Palermo lay anchored two Spanish

ships of sixty-four guns, each having on board a large

and valuable cargo of quicksilver ; these vessels had been
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blockaded in the harbour of Trieste upwards of two

years by a British squadron, under the orders of

Commodore Hood, who was compelled to raise the

blockade by a superior French squadron, which in

the brilliant Mediterranean career of Sir John Jervis was

permitted to leave Toulon, and ravage the Archipelago

with impunity. The Austrian government were on the

point of forcing these two vessels to sail, and Com-
modore Hood hovered off the port, like an eagle, ready

to pounce upon the prey he had so long and so keenly

watched, when behold the tri-coloured flag, unknown in

those seas, appeared, and it was only from superior

knowledge of the passages betwixt the numerous islands

that he effected his escape, leaving one frigate, the

Nemesis, of twenty-eight guns, a prize to the unexpected

foe. The Commodore arrived in San Fiorenzo bay in

time to witness the disgraceful evacuation and flight from

Corsica, occasioned by the removal of his uncle, Lord

Hood, from the Mediterranean command. Often, very

often, did Commodore Hood express his vexation at los-

ing such valuable prizes, and his ardent wish to meet

them again, even single-handed.

It was these very ships, returning from a second voyage,

which he now found at Palermo. At a dinner given by

the British ambassador, the Spanish ships naturally be-

came the subject of an interesting conversation, and

it was determined to solicit leave of Ferdinand to cut

them out of the harbour. The Zealous had orders to

prepare for the purpose. Weak, easy, and simple as the

poor king had always shewn himself—yielding as the

Minister Acton hitherto had been to Lady Hamilton's

solicitations, the permission required was flatly refused.

In vain were threats and menaces resorted to. The kkig

himself, it was generally said, asked if they took him for

theDey of Algiers, by requesting him to do an act which

would disgrace him for ever in the eyes of all nations,

and declared, that although he knew his cannon could

not protect them from force like the British, he would
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Vet strive all in his power to do so. Whether Nelson or

Lady Hamilton was the first to move for this deplorable

proof of bad faith, I do not pretend to say, though at

the time I was on the spot. It did not, however, surprise

me, as I had been present a very short time previous at

Naples, when the truce concluded by Captain Foote was

broken by Nelson, and the unhappy prisoners given up
to Ferdinand's vengeance.—Of this more hereafter.

Other methods were resorted to in order to provoke

the Spaniards themselves to a breach of neutrality : the

Perseus sloop of war was anchored along-side of them,

and under pretence that the Spaniards were going to

board, manned all her yards with boarders, and irritated

the Spaniards by open defiance. This would not do;

the phlegmatic Don contented himself with declaring

that he was too much in need of the protection of a

neutral port to break it so wantonly. The Spanish

boats took in water at the same place with the British,

where they were served in turn according to their arri-

val on the beach : one morning two British boats arrived

after two Spanish had commenced watering, and imme-

diately ordered the Spaniards to desist and give place to

their betters; this being haughtily refused, a scuffle en-

sued, which terminated in favour of the British, several of

the Spaniards being maimed, and one lieutenant thrown

off the pier into the sea. Lady Hamilton, who was present,

(by accident of course) laughed heartily, and highly ap-

proved of the conduct of her tars. Even this had not

the desired effect. The Spaniards remained immoveable,

when, as the last effort of shewing teeth when you are

unable to bite, at a bottle party, where all councils of

war were at that time held, a bold defiance was sent off

to the Dons, implying that the Vanguard of seventy-four

guns would meet both their ships of sixty-four guns

outside the Bay, to combat, the Admiral pledging his

good faith that no other ship should interfere ; or the

Sea-horse, of thirty-eight guns, would fight either of them

singly. The answer of the Don was laconic: "_ 'Tis our
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cargoes of quicksilver you wish to grapple with, and not,

our ships; but I hope, with the blessing of the Virgin,

you shall do neither.—May God preserve you a thou-

sand years !"

—

To the British Admiral at Palermo.

Thus concluded a very disgraceful effort to our own
mortification. The Spaniard was as good as his word

—

he landed his quicksilver, and sent it safe to Spain in

neutral bottoms. He sailed with his light ships, and was

chased by the Zealous, Captain Hood, who for a whole

day of baffling winds kept nearly within gun-shot; a land

breeze favored the Dons, who got snug into Carthagena;

It appeared as a just judgment upon our avarice and

bad faith that they should be thus fortunate, and that

Hood was the last man who witnessed their triumph.

Palermo, immersed in riot and debauchery, exhibited

nothing but scenes similar to those I have described.

The Spaniards were only just departed, when the British

squadron, arriving from one of Lady Hamilton's short

cruises, gave a grand fete on the water to Ferdinand and

his court. The ships were all decorated with flags and

streamers, fired royal salutes, manned yards, &c. &c.

as the royal party sailed through; amongst them, fol-

lowed by upwards of a thousand boats, with bands of

music playing, Nelson and Lady Hamilton led the van,

in a twelve-Oared barge. The king, in one of eight oars,

was not paid much attention to; but he amused himself

in the princely sport of shooting sea-gulls. Could he but

have managed his kingdom as hedid his gun, Sicily would

have had the best government in Europe. The whole

party visited the Minotaur, a Nile-ship, commanded by

Sir Thomas Louis, and partook of a splendid cold colla-

tion; and returning in procession to the Foudroyant, royal

salutes were again repeated. The dinner on board that

ship was served on tables reaching the whole length of

two decks ; even the cannon were removed to make way
for fruit and chocolate tables on each side. Nelson, on

this occasion, seemed to foster a momentary wish for

other scenes—scenes which had made him the darling of

his country, and the dread of her foes—scenes, which
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had placed him on a pinnacle of glory, that now moul-

dered beneath his feet. He quitted early the dinner-

table, and taking a turn upon the quarter-deck with one

of his officers, appeared more than commonly thought-

ful ; leaning over the breast-work, that commanded a

view of riot, intemperance, and gluttony, he exclaimed,

in bitter agony of mind,—" D— such doings, when
will there be an end to them ? By G—, my ship looks

just like a pastry-cook's shop." Here ended his solilo-

quy ; Lady Hamilton who knew better than to suffer him

long from her sight, came in search of him—a single

smile drove back the rising spirit, and he passed with

her to make the first in a scene he was just beginning

to detest and despise

—

Sic transit gloria mundi. Vessels

of burthen, surrounded with looking-glasses which reflect-

ed the fire-works in a thousand directions, were placed

at the stern of every ship. The ships also were illumi-

nated from the water to their mast-heads, and fired

salutes at every toast which was drank. The city also

was a blaze of light, and the forts repeated every gun

fired by the fleet.—This splendidly extravagant fete,

which I have no doubt consumed much of that money
that Lady Hamilton now laments the want of, was equal,

if not superior, to the same instances of profusion and folly

we have recently had such just reason to deplore at home.

An unfortunate accident happened which may be

considered worthy of being recorded. One of the guns

of the Swiftsure off Palermo, was shotted, by which a

man in the town was killed. This being made known
to Lord Nelson, by a person of consequence from the

shore, his lordship declared he would punish the gunner

of the ship for neglect of duty, pay the expence of bury-

ing the man, and, in case he had left a family, would un-

dertake, to provide for them. The shore gentleman

gravely answered that his lordship must do more; the

person slain being a friar, his convent would not be

satisfied unless he made them a handsome donation

;

Lord Nelson quickly replied—'* You, sir, and the friar
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may go to the devil together ; I won't pay a farthing for

him, nor do I care if all the friars in Palermo were killed J*

An officer was instantly ordered to turn the gentleman

out of the ship, which he did in no very gentle manner,

quickening his motion by a kick on that part where in

all countries but Italy honour is supposed to be lodged.

Nelson had a mortal antipathy to monks and friars-. When
captain of the Agamemnon, in the year 1794, he picked

up a lass at Genoa, and retired to have a little private

conversation with her near a church : a worthy friar,

who observed the whole of the transaction, and felt per-

haps offended that he had not been employed as pimp, (for

most of the friars in Italy are pimps) took the liberty of

sharply rebuking him : this Captain Nelson took in good

part, and politely requested the friar to accompany him

on board to dinner ; the invitation was accepted, but

instead of a good dinner, Nelson handed him over to the

boatswain, who treated his back with a better flogging

than ever it had received in his private devotions. The
poor friar was then brought before the man he had

rebuked; Nelson told him, " Here, Sir, are two dollars,

the sum you would have received had you pimped for

the girl ; here are two sous for the advice you gave me ;

and here are two dollars more to pickle your back : now,

Sir, begone, and think yourself well off; for there is not

a rascally priest in Genoa but would gladly be flogged'

for half that sum."

I had this anecdote from an officer who was with Nel-

son at the time.

The supineness of Nelson gave rise to many disasters,

and in proportion as his attachment to Lady Hamilton

increased, so did his neglect of dut}r
. I say neglect

of duty, because I can prove it was so in various "re-

spects, and on a variety of occasions. His best friends

will not presume to say he did his duty in harbour.

An accident happened at this period which filled every

bosom with indignation, and helped more than any thing

to rouse the British lion from inglorious repose.
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A small French polacre was fitted up to carry home
dispatches, and one of Nelson's lieutenants placed in

command of her ; she mounted ten small guns, and took

charge of six sail of vessels to convoy as far as Gibral-

tar. The very day of her departure, within thirty miles

of Palermo, she was attacked by two. large French

privateers, one of her convoy was captured in sight of the

harbour, and the others chased in with the polacre.

The Frenchmen, who knew well that we had not a sin-

gle small vessel to send after them, coolly reconnoitred

the port, and then sailed away unmolested. To keep a

larg^ squadron without one attendant small vessel is cri-

minal neglect in any one : as well might a line of battle-

ship be sent to sea without boats. This roused Nelson

;

being attached even in Lady Hamilton's capital, lowered

his consequence; and even the Sicilians began to lam-

poon her ladyship as the petticoat admiral :—orders were

issued to prepare for sea, and the admiral himself went

and visited the merchant vessels in order to purchase two

fit for sloops of war. But, alas ! even this service, which

required rapidity of execution, was delayed from day to

day, and at last totally marred by Lady Hamilton. A
fine ship was bougnt and fitted to carry eighteen guns, a

second was pitched upon by Sir Thomas Trowbridge,

equally fine; when, behold ! Nelson refused to complete

the purchase, and bought a brig scarcely fit for carry-

ing coals.

The history of this purchase is strange and true. A
Mr. Yawkins had a cutter hired into the service, in which

he came up to the Nile with dispatches : this vessel was

afterwards lost near Naples, and the full value of her

paid to Mr. Yawkins, with a reward commensurate to

his services. At Naples he had been introduced to Lady
Hamilton; he was a rough, handsome, talkative fellow

—

all powerful recommendations to her ladyship's favour.

At Naples, Mr. Yawkins bought a brig, and traded to

various parts of the Mediterranean. At the time Nel-

son had determined to buy the sloops of war, this gen-

YOL. VIII. 3 K
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tleman and his brig arrived oft Palermo—he instantly

waited upon his old friend, met a most gracious recep-

tion, was made to reside in her hotel, was made one of

her daily and nightly attendants;—and her ladyship made

Nelson (once more) forget the good of the service, break

his word with Sir Thomas Trowbridge, and give Mr.

Yawkins four thousand dollars for a brig not worth as

many shillings, unfit for the service in which it was de-

stined to be employed. The brig was fitted out, put in

commission, sailed, and, as Yawkins vauntingly predict-

ed, was lost upon the first lee-shore she came to.*

I will relate another instance of the profligacy which

prevailed in this Cyprian capital. Nelson, when half

tipsey, would often do the duty of his inferior officer, from

mere whim. Early one evening he was perambulating the

streets with Lady Hamilton, stopping all they met, and

prying into every house of suspicious fame they found

open : in one of these places, dedicated to Venus and

Bacchus, a party of officers were enjoying themselves;

when, behold, the Antony and Cleopatra of the modern

Alexandria popped upon their orgies, and sat down with

them to carouse; they were not so disguised but to be

instantly known by one of the officers, the boatswain of

Nelson's own ship. After much mirth, and Nelson pay*

ing his part of the reckoning, he, with his fair partner,

sallied forth in quest of fresh adventures. The boatswain

followed them until they housed at Lady Hamilton's,

when he proposed to his companion their going to court,

as the admiral would not be there : being half tipsey, they

soon dressed, and steered to the palace, where they

were instantly admitted, on saying they were officers of

Nelson's ship. The one was a midshipman, easily known
by his dress ; the uniform of the boatswain having blue

lappels, and a laced hat, gave him the appearance of a se-

* Mr Yawkins now commands the Chesterfield packet, sail-

ing between the Isle ofMan and Guernsey; he confirmed tome
this story when I last saw him in 1807.
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cretary, purser, or surgeon. To him much attention

was paid, and being, in reality, a very genteel man, speak-

ing Italian well, he was introduced to the court, and

had the pleasure to play a game at cards with the maids

of honour. The court of Sicily (except on state days)

never comprised more than twenty or thirty couple of

both sexes, who part early to partake of pleasures the

court of love only does not forbid. As soon as the court

broke up, it was signified to the boatswain that his ma-

jesty wished to see him in his closet. The boatswain,

now a little sober, began to quake; but it was too late

for retreating. Being cordially greeted by the civil Ferdi-

nand, who conferred upon him the honour of knighthood,

he was handed through a lane of gentlemen, in green

-coats with golden sprigs in their hands, and put into a

handsome chariot with one of the maids of honour : how

he passed the night no one who has been at Palermo can

be at a loss to guess. Next day the whole scene was

discovered by Lady Hamilton: the midshipman being

a very young man, escaped with a reprimand, the boat-

swain, although an excellent officer in his station, and

who had shared the fortunes of Nelson for years, was

by him dismissed for ever from the service. The fate

of this man was commiserated; his fault was at most

a drunken frolic, and Ferdinand's orders of knight-

hood were so very cheap, that every day the Bri-

tish officers spurned them ; there was not a midship-

man went to the palace with a letter but he was called

in and dubbed a knight; and I verily believe a hog would

have been knighted if he could have knelt, and grunted

out, " May it please your majesty" The fortunes of this

boatswrain are worth following. The maid of honour,

who noticed him on the night of his glory, took him
under her protection—a thing common in Italy ; an order

was then procured for him to quit the island—his fair

protector {now his wife) went with him to Sardinia

;

she was rich, and four years he was living in Cag-

liari, keeping open house for every Englishman who went

there*
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Nelson was not always severe ; his heart was naturally

humane, but he had little discrimination : like the ma'ti

who throws away his money to all who beg in the streets^

he rewarded equally the bad and the good : it < as enough

for him to see that you wanted his helping hand ; he

extended it without enquiring wnetber you merited it

or not. It is singular, that amougst his followers tnose

(with a lew exceptions) whom he selected as tiis chief

favorites did no credit to his choice ; and because he

granted them not all the honours and promotion they

thought themselves entitled to, they have laboured to

disparage his memory—they have certainly injured the

memory of his judgment by their actions, but have hurt

their own cnaracters more.

Nesbit, the son of Lady Nelson by her first husband,

whom he speaks of so affectionately in a letter to her,

relating the loss of his arm, behaved to him at last so as

to embitter several years of bis life : indeed, T know that he

made use of both presumptuous and ungrateful language

to the man who raised him to fortune, and without

whom he would have been nothing;—he had not talents

to qualify him for a shop-boy.

Can we wonder at this, when we behold the best and

dearest friend Nelson ever boasted of— the woman for

whom he won all, and lost all—for whom he prayed in

his last moments, and to whom he would have dedicat-

ed all his remaining years had he not been kindly cut off

by Providence, and thus prevented again losing the

glory he had acquired, in the arms of a wanton—Can we
wonder at ingratitude in others, when we find it even in

her? In vain does Lady Hamilton say she was duped out of

his letters. Had she valued his fame, and loved his memory,

she would have cherished them with a miser's care, orelse

committed them to the flames ;~-~b is t, I think, I know
her ladyship better; and have no doubt on my mind but

they were published with her privity and consent; she

would rather :ive to after ages a * *
, as than slumber into

a virtuous oblivion, The most favorable construction we
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can put upon such conduct is, to suppose that it proceeds

from an uncontrolable levity of mind, or an unbounded

vanity, that spurns all the ties of morals, decency, good

planners, and respect for the dead.

At Palermo, Lord Nelson met with an officer in very

indifferent circumstances, seeking employment in the

Sicilian navy, whom he relieved with his purse, and by his

patronage had appointed him to a guard-ship, which the

young officer wished, in order that he might be near his

wife and two children. In this ship he remained two

years ; Lady Hamilton noticed his wife; her bounty and

that of Lord Nelson enabled them to live in affluence,

and, finally, Nelson took the eldest boy on board his own
ship. The father made an application to Lord Nelson

for a favour he thought proper not to grant; this so ir-

ritated him, that he requested leave of absence to go to

England, in order, as he alleged, to look after a small

property which had been left him : this the admiral

readily granted, and moreover ordered him a free pas-

sage in the first ship going, telling him that whether he

succeeded or not, to return, and he should find him still

his friend. Lady Hamilton promised to take care of his

family, and, by the admiral's desire, made him accept of

twenty pounds to bear his expences. Mr. Lewis, (for

that was his name,) with many tears bade adieu, and

sailed for England. Can the reader be told, without

imprecating a curse upon such a being, that this man
sailed for the sole purpose of presenting a memorial to

the lords of the admiralty against the conduct' of his

benefactor at Palermo, particularly exaggerating the

businessof the vessel captured in sight of thefleet ? Such

a deed of depraved ingratitude, I believe, was never

equalled. When this wretch arrived on board the Zea-

land, then stationed at the Nore, he was ordered to send

his business to town. The charges were transmitted to

Lord Nelson with a desire to know his wish as to bring-

ing Mr. Lewis to a court-martial, and also a Mr, Camp-
bell, his coadjutor in this iniquitous affair. The answer

of Lord Nelson was worthy of his great name ; he said
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" he could punish Lewis, but that by so doing, the in-

nocent, (alluding to his family,) would suffer for his

guilt; that he wished him merely to be sent into any

ship not coming up the Mediterranean, for he would

Dever again have such a '* * * * beneath his most dis-

tant command." Lewis and Campbell were accordingly

sent on board a brig that sailed for the West Indies,

foundered on the passage, and every soul on board pe-

rished. I knew them both ; there was nothing particu-

lar in the features of either. Yet Sir Thomas Trow-

bridge declined receiving Lewis on board the Culloden,

declaring, that he had no other reason for refusing him

but that he did not like his looks. Nelson, with a hu-

manity superior to all littleness of soul, not only procur-

ed the widow a pension, but added to it thirty pounds

yearly out of his own pocket; nor be it forgotten, that

Lady Hamilton still cherished her with the offices of

friendship, and on coming to England brought her also,

and saw her safely settled amongst her relatives in Nor-

folk. The boy grew daily in favour with Nelson, who
made him a lieutenant about a year before he died at Tra-

falgar ; and as Nelson never abandoned those he promoted,

perhaps he witnessed, with bitter anguish, the last mo-
ments of his benefactor.

The failings, follies, nay vices of Nelson, were manU
fold; but his virtues overbalanced them all—-his heart

was as tender as his soul was brave. J. M.

To the EDITOR of the SCOURGE.

Sir,

I find very opposite opinions maintained by two differ-

ent writers on the subject of Junius, under the signatures

of Alpha and Omega in your work for September and
October. And as I have read not only Mr. Woodfall's

edition of Junius, but Lee's Memoirs, and Dr. Girdle-

stone's and all other publications on this interesting
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subject, I am inclined to believe that Alpha as much
surpasses Omega in powers of thinking, as the letter Al-

pha precedes Omega in alphabetical arrangement.

Omega admits that great
:

nternal evidence has been

produced in favour of Lee, but calls, in a triumphal tone,

for the proofs that Lee was in this country at the time

Junius was publishingin the Advertiser of Mr. Wood fall.

Now, Sir, I think there is great proof to be drawn from

Dr. Girdlestone's book, and Lee's Memoirs of this fact,

had Omega taken that care in reading to which he so

much pretends. For Lee (in his Memoirs, fo. 300) says

to Mr. Colman in a letter dated Warsaw, May 1st, 1767,

" I have been two months at this place waiting to join the

Russian army, and I am afraid 1 shall be obliged to wait

a month longer." In the same Memoirs there is a letter

from Sir Thomas Wroughton, who was at that time our

ambassador at Warsaw, dated the 2yth April 1767, viz.

dated one day prior to Lee's letter from Warsaw, acknow-

ledging the reception of a letter which Sir Thomas had

just received from Lee in England, with the offer to exe-

cute any commission for Sir Thomas in this country".

How then is this ubiquity of Lee to be reconciled, but

by the method which Dr. Girdlestone took ? Sir Tho-

mas mentioned in his letter, that the assembly of the

dissidents having lately formed into two confederations

in Poland and Lithuania, supported by a Russian army

of 30 or 40,000 men, a diet extraordinary was ex-

pected in August, or the latter end of September. On
turning to the history of Poland in the Annual Register,

and 'Encyclopaedia Britannica, it will be found that the

assembly of the dissidents, and army in Lithuania, took

place in March 1767, and that the diet extraordinary

was held on the 5th of October 1767. Is not then the

validity of the time and place of Sir Thomas Wroughton's

letter historically proved ? and of course the fiction,

with respect to place, of the letter of Lee to Colrnan.

vIt is very possible for a person to be admitted to a tete-

a-tete party in London without his being publicly known ;
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it is equally possible for a person who had access to fo-

reign journals, and who had a correspondent at Warsaw,
as Sir Thomas Wroughton's letter confesses Lee had, to be
acquainted with the mistakes of a Russian and Turkish

army, and to give as lively a description of such a battle

as if he had been present.

Had Omega examined the three letters of Lee to Sir

Charles Davers with that precision to which he pretends,

he would have found that they were systematically con-

trived to bear upon each other, to account for Lee's being

in this country, if by any accident he should be met by

an old acquaintance.

Omega asks whether Lee had ever been suspected as

thewriter of Junius? Perhaps he never was by ministers-

But it may be fairly concluded from the Memoirs of Ge*

neral Lee, that, General Burgoyne, the Duke of Rich*

moud, and many of the noblemen of the Whig interest,

were acquainted with Lee's powers as a writer. And were

I to chuse in what library to search for one of the vellum

bound copies of Junius, I should prefer the library of

the late Duke of Richmond to any other.
*

Dr. Girdlestone has not adverted to some facts which

he perhaps may not think of so much importance to this

subject as I do ; namely, Catherine Macaulay, one of the

political favourites of Lee, Was the sister of Alderman

Sawbridge, who was so much admired by Junius.

Lucius Junius Brutus was the admirer and imitator of

Cato ; Poplicola was the friend of Lucius Junius Brutus *

and Poplicola was the first signature under which Junius

wrote in Woodfall's paper. Lee, in his Memoirs, looks

upon Machiavel, on the Decades of Livy, as an immortal

work. Turn to Machiavel, and it will be found that his

greatest favourite was Pcpii- oin.

Avery remarkable corroboration of the pretensions

of Lee is contained in the letter of Mr. Isaac Hastings,

published by Dr. Girdlestone, in his pamphlet.

Xcenia.
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THE REVIEWER.

travels in various Countries of Europe and Asia, hy Edward

Daniel Clarke, L. L. D. Part the Second. Section the

Second, bl 5s. Cadell and Davies.

It is with a pleasure that none are able to appreciate

but the professional critic, or the indefatigable student,

that we turn from the vapid, absurd, and frivolous pro-

ductions, which are usually circulated under the impos-

ing appellation of travels, to the compositions of a Eu-

stace and a Clarke. Within the limited interval of the

last twelve months, the number of volumes pretending to

delineate the manners of other nations, the scenery of

distant lands, and the constitution of less fortunate and

enlightened governments, has been nearly in proportion

to their paucity of information, their arrogance of pre-

tension, and their frivolity of remark. The directors of

the public taste, and the censors of " every attempt to

mislead, cajole, or corrupt the literary world," have par-

ticipated in the diffusion of writings which prefer the

church of St. Martin's-in-the-fields to all the antiquities

of Agrigentum ; which vilify the clergy, and lampoon

religion ; and describe a concert of music as " filling the

imagination with the notion of a Thames flowing through

a multitudinous city covered with moving vessels."

Such derelictions of an important duty to the interests of

literature, are peculiarly reprehensible in the editors of a

journal, whose slightest praise is the passport to reputa-

tion, and who are elevated by their fortune, their talents,

and their celebrity, above the common motives of unjust

and invidious partiality.

If the voice of impartial criticism no longer retain the

power of confuting falsehood, repressing the presumption

of garrulous egotism, and correcting the trespasses on
good taste and decency, which so obtrusively insult the

understanding, and solicit the patronage of the commu-
nity, it might be expected at least that the appearance

of a work like that of Dr. Clarke would shame the mosl
vol, viii, 3 u
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arrogant of the writers to whom we have alluded, inf0

a just estimate of their own powers, and animate them to

the attainment of that solid, accurate, and extensive

knowledge, which can alone supply the sources of in-

teresting and instructive comparison, and guide the

most assiduous traveller through all the labyrinths of

scholastic and antiquarian research. The pages of Dr,

Clarke are distinguished by the most profound and vari-

ous learning, but bear no traces of the ostentation or the

pedantry that usually accompany the display of scholastic

attainments. He pours forth his stores of information in

a stream, copious but not redundant, " without o'erflow-

ing, full." On every subject he produces all the learn-

ing that is necessary, and no more ; though the tenor of

his observations, the authorities to which he refers,

and the peculiar points of view in which he observes the

most abstruse and important subjects, sufficiently evince

that his enquiries were not more profound, his quotation

more frequent, nor his authorities more numerous, be-

cause they were superfluous and unnecessary. His style

is simple, yet elegant and forcible ; his observations and

reflections do equal credit to his powers of observation,

to his moral principles, to his personal activity, perseve*

ranee, and intrepidity. If any one man ever possessed

all the requisites of a perfect traveller, unalloyed or

counteracted by great and important deficiencies* it is

certainly Dr. Clarke.

After taking leave of Djezzar, the Governor of Acre,

and making a final survey of the town of Acre, Dr. Clarke

and his companions proceeded on their voyage to Egypt,

'His observations on the origin of Gothic architecture,,

and on the appearance of two pointed arches still existing

in a city to which the Christians have had no access since

the year 1291, will equally surprize and perplex the mo-

dern race of superficial but bigoted antiquarians. " These/
9

he observes, " are by no means the only examples of the

pointed style in the Holy Land, erected anterior to the

existence of such arches in England. There are similar
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remains of antiquity in Cyprus and Egypt. The igno-

rance which would ascribe such works to the labours of

English workmen in the time of the Crusades, when fo-

reigners, or the pupils of foreigners, were employed in

England for every undertaking of the kind, so late as the

reign of Henry the Eighth, is really lamentable. Not less

than six oriental cities may be mentioned where this kind

of architecture was formerly in use ; these are Nicotia in

Cyprus ; Ptolemais, Dio Caesarea, and Jerusalem in the

Holy Land ; Rosetta, and Cairo, in Egypt, &c." After

many hair-breadth escapes, and moving incidents by

flood, but not by field, the travellers arrived at Rosetta,

where they witnessed an exhibition of the Psylli, or ser-

pent-eaters, who have been so frequently described as to

preclude the slightest novelty of description. From Ro-

setta they proceeded up the Nile to Grand Cairo, where

they sojourned a considerable time, observing the man-

ners of the inhabitants, and exploring the antiquities of

the surrounding country. One of the most interesting

results of their journey to the capital was the unsuspect-

ed and involuntary testimony of an intelligent Abyssi-

nian to the narratives of Bruce, even on subjects respect-

ing which they have been regarded as incredible ; and

more particularly with respect to his own reception at

Senaar, and to his collections and discoveries in natural

history. This Abyssinian recognised the engraved re-

presentations of many plants and herbs, which were

suspected by English naturalists to be depicted

from the fanciful delineations of the author ; and being

questioned respecting the practice of cutting from a

live animal slices of its flesh, as an article of food,

he replied, that the soldiers of the country during their

marauding excursions, sometimes maimed cows in this

manner, taking slicesfrom their bodies, as a favorite article

offood without putting them to death at the time : and that

during the banquets of the uibyssinians raw meat, esteemed

delicious throughout the country, is frequently taken from
an ox, or a cow, in such a state that the fibru are in motion ;
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and that the attendants continue to cut slices till the animal

dies. This answer exactly coincides with Bruce's narra-

tive : he expressly states that the persons whom he saw

were soldiers, and the animal a cow. The lapse of years,

and the testimony of successive travellers, have tended to

confirm his veracity by a weight of evidence, which will

not be subverted by a few trivial errors, the result of inac-

curate, dispersed, and sometimes illegible memoranda,

and of too firm a confidence in the retentive powers of his

extraordinary memory. It was first asserted that he

had never visited the pyramids, and the calumny was re-

futed by the next person, who, reaching the summit of

the pyramid, discovered among the inscriptions on the

stone, the name of the calumniated traveller. It was

next asserted that the honours which he represented him-

self, as having obtained at the court of Abyssinia, could

not have been, and were not conferred on an unknown
adventurer, differing so widely in manners and religion,

from the people over which he accepted authority • and

the malignity of this aspersion was evinced, by the en-

quiries of the most important personages in Abyssinia

addressed to his successors in the same track, respecting

the object of their former dread and admiration. The
journals of his Italian servant attest his discovery of the

supposed sources of the Nile ; and the testimony of the

Abyssinian priest, adduced by Dr. Clarke, demonstrates

the correctness and authenticity of the most singular

and incredible fact that he had occasion to record.

After visiting Heliopolis, and examining with minute-

ness the hieroglyphic inscription on the celebrated obtlisk.

Dr. Clarke and his companions set out for the pyramids,

the inundation enabling them to approach within less

than a mile of the larger pyramid in their djerm* The
description of these stupendous monuments of human
labour and ambition, is more satisfactory, distinct, and

picturesque, than any which it has been our fortune to

examine ; and the subjoining extract will at once evince

the personal activity of the author, and the forcible $im,«
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plicity with which he describes the most interesting pro-

ductions of Egyptian magnificence.

'* As we drew near (the base of the principal pyramid) the ef-

fect of its prodigious magnitude, and the amazement caused in

viewing the enormous masses used in its construction, affected

every one of us; but it was an impression of awe and fear, ra-

ther than of pleasure. In the observations of travellers who
had recently preceded us, we had heard the pyramids described

as huge objects which gave no satisfaction to the spectator, on

account of their barbarous shape and formal appearance; yet

to us it appeared hardly possible that persons of any feeling of

sublimity, would behold them unmoved. With what amaze-

ment d'.d we syrvey the vast surface presented to us, when we
arrived at this stupendous monument which seemed to reach

the clouds ! Here and there appeared some Arab guides upon
the immense masses above us, like so many pigmies, waiting to

show the way up to the summit. Now and then we thought

we heard voices, and listened, but it was the wind in powerful

gusts, sweeping the immense ranges of stone, Already some

of our party had begun the ascent, and were pausing at the

tremendous depth which they saw below. One of our military

companions, after having surmounted the most difficult part of

the undertaking, become giddy in consequence of looking down
from the elevation he had attained, and being compelled to

abandon the project, hired an Arab to assist him in effecting his

descent. The rest of us, more accustomed to climbing heights,

with many a halt for respiration, and many an exclamation of

wonder, pursued our way towards the summit. The mode of

ascent has been frequently described, and yet from the ques-

tions which are often proposed to travellers, it does not appear

to be generally understood. The reader may imagine himself

to be on a stair-case, every step of which to a man of middle

stature is nearly breast-high ; and the breadth of each step is

equal to its height, consequently the footing is secure, and al-

though a retrospect in going up, be sometimes fearful to per-

sons unaccustomed to look down from any considerable eleva-

tion, yet there is little danger of falling. At length we reached

the topmost tier, to the great delight and satisfaction of all

the party. Here we found a platform, 32 feet square, consist-

ing of nine lar^e stones, each of which might weigh about a
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ton ; although they be (are) much inferior in size, to some oi

the stones used in the construction of this pyramid. Travellers

of all ages, and of various nations, have here inscribed their

names. Some are written in Greek, many in French, a few in

Arabic, one or two in English, and others in Latin. We were

as desirous as our predecessors to leave a memorial of our

arrival ; it seemed to be a tribute of thankfulness, due for the

success of our undertaking, and presently every one ofour party

was seen busied in adding the inscription of his name."

After viewing the prospect from the top, which amply

fulfilled his expectations, Dr. Clarke proceeded to ex-

plore the interior of the pyramid.

" Having collected our party on a sort of platform, before

the entrance of the passage leading to the interior, and lighted

a number of small tapers, we all descended into its dark

mouth. The impression made upon every one of us, on view-

ing the entrance was this : that no set of men whatever could

thus have opened a passage by uncovering precisely the part

of the pyramid where the entrance was concealed, unless they

had been previously acquainted with its situation, and for these

reasons : first, because its position is almost in the centre of one of

its planes, instead of being at the base. Secondly, that not a trace

appears of those dilapidations which must have been the result

of any search for a passage to the interior : such as now distin-

guish the labors of the French upon the smaller pyramid, which

they attempted to open. The persons who undertook the work,

actually opened the pyramid in the only point over all its vast

surface, where from the appearance of the stones inclining to

each other above the mouth of the passage, any admission to

the interior seems to have been originally intended. So mar^>

vellously concealed as this was, are we to credit the legendary

story given to us from an Arabian writer, who discoursing of

the wonders of Egypt, attributed the opening of this pyramid

to Almaitnon, a caliph of Babylon, about 950 years since?

A single passage of Strabo overturns its credit in an instant

:

as the same entrance was evidently known to him above eight

centuries before the existence of the said caliph. He describes

not only the exact position of the mouth of the pyramid, but

even the nature of the passage leading to the Soros, in such a

manner that it is impossible to obtain in fewer words a more

.

accurate description,.
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** Proceeding <lown this passage, which may be compared to a

chimney, about a yard wide, inclined, as Greaves affirms, by an

angle of twenty-six degrees, to the platform at the entrance,

we presently arrived at a very large mass of granite. This

seemed placed on purpose to choak up the passage : but a way

hits been made round it by which we were enabled to ascend,

into a second channel, sloping in a contrary direction towards

the mouth of the first. Having ascended along this channel

to the distance of 110 feet, we came to a horizontal passage,

leading to a chamber with an angular roof, in the interior of

the pyramid. In this passage we found upon our right hand

the mysterious well which has been so often mentioned. Piiny

makes the depth of it equal to one hundred and twenty-nine

feet, but Greaves, in sounding it with a line, found the plum-

met rest at the depth of twenty feet.

.
" We threw down some stones, and observed that they rested

at about the depth which Greaves has mentioned, but being at

length provided with a stone nearly as large as the mouth of

the well, and about fifty pounds in weight, we let this fall,

listening attentively to the result from the spot where the other

stones rested; we were agreeably surprized by hearing after a

length of time, which must have equalled some seconds, a loud

and distinct report, seeming to come from a spacious subterra-

neous apartment, accompanied by a splashing noise, as if the

stone had been broken into pieces, and had fallen into a reser-

voir of water at an amazing depth. Thus does experience al-

ways tend to confirm the accounts left us by the ancients, for

it exactly answers the description given by Pliny of this well,

" After once more regaining the passage whence these ducts

diverge, we examined the chamber, at the end of it, mentioned

by all who have described the interior of this building. Its

roof is angular ; that is to say, it is formed by the inclination of

large masses of stone, leaning towards each other, like the ap-

pearance presented by those masses which are above the en-

trance of the pyramid. Then quitting the passage altogether,

we climbed the slippery and difficult ascent, which leads to

what is called the principal chamber. The workmanship, from

its perfection, and its immense proportions, is truly astonishing.

All about the spectator, as he proceeds, is full of majesty, and

mystery, and wonder. ( Presently we entered that glorious

room,' as it is justly called by Greaves^ * where as within some
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consecrated oratory, art may seem to have contended mili

nature.* It stands 'in the very heart and centre of the pyra~

mid, equidistant from all its sides, and almost in the midst

between the basis and the top* The floor, the sides, and the

roof of it, are all made of vast and exquisite tables of Thebaic

marble.' It is often called oriental granite, and sometimes

Egyptian granite, but it differs in no respect from European

granite, except that the red feldspar enters more largely as a

constituent into the mass than is usual in the granite of Eu-

rope. So exquisitely are the masses of this granite fitted to

each other upon the sides of this chamber, that having no ce-

ment between them, it is really impossible to force the blad«

of a knife between the joints. This has often been related be-

fore, but we actually tried the experiment and found it to be

true. There are only six ranges of stone from the floor t&

the roof, which is twenty feet high, and the length of the cham-

ber is about twelve yards. It is also about six yards

wide. The roof or ceiling consists only of nine pieces, of stupen-

dous size and length, traversing the room from side to side,

and lying like enormous beams across the top."

That the entrance to the pyramids was opened before

the time of Strabo, is undoubted ; but we cannot accord

with the opinion of Dr. Clarke, and his companions, that

this entrance was first explored by persons previously

acquainted with its exact position. The very inclina-

tion of the massy stones above the aperture would excite

suspicion ; the platform affords the utmost facility to

minute enquiry ; and the middle point of the lateral sur-

face adjacent to the platform, would be the first object

of examination. Dr. Clarke has adduced no evi-

dence, with respect to the external appearance of the

stone, or stones, closing the entrance previous to its

being opened, or of its position and construction. The
architect who found it prudent or expedient to attract

attention by the singular appearance of the inclined stones

above the entrance, might be equally negligent, or

influenced by similar motives, in the other parts of this

singular and massive front. It is not probable that any

effort would be made to conceal the entrance of a place
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on which 200,000 men were employed ; all of whom
must have been directly or indirectly acquainted with

its precise situation. It is more credible that the scite

of the aperture was known, and that the kings of Egypt

depended for the safety of the Soros, on the difficulty,

•rather than the concealment of the entrance, and upon

the effectual resistance of a guard, aided by these ad-

vantages, stationed on the platform.

The hypothesis by which Dr. Clarke endeavours to

explain the use and origin of the pyramids is one of the

most unfounded and curious, that we have lately

witnessed. The body of Joseph was put into a Soros ;

and a Soros still remains in the principal chamber of the

pyramid; Moses, on his departure from Egypt, took

the bones of Joseph with him, and the Soros of the py-

ramid is empty: therefore the pyramid was the depo-

sitory of Joseph's body. The most probable conjecture

is that particularized by Dr. Clarke in his fourth head

of enquiry ; and is equally corroborated by ancient tra-

dition and modern enquiry. The concurrence of profane

and sacred testimony leads us to believe that after the

death of one of the kings of Egypt, the Israelites were

employed in erecting a pyramid that might contain his

Soros. Now it is not probable that his successor, who
imposed this task upon the Israelites, would confine

his views to the erection of a monument less splendid

than that of a Jewish patriarch. It is equally improba-

ble that the comparatively diminutive pyramid of Sac-

cara, should be the tomb cf one of the Pharaohs, while

the magnificent monument of human perseverance at

Djiza, should contain the body of even the most favored

of a despised and degraded race. The remark of Greaves,

that" the slaverieof the Jews consisted in making brick,"

presupposes that the interior and the foundations of the

pyramidsof Djiza are not formed of that material; and that

the erection of new and more laborious edifices w7as not

imposed upon the Israelites, as their oppressors advanced

from their first rude efforts to ingenuity of design, and

VOL, VIII, 3 ?.i
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magnificence of effect. The most simple and easy

modes of erecting sepulchral monuments would be first

adopted : the first rude effort of architecture would be

confined to the imitation of the tumulus, and the fragi-

lity of the materials would correspond with the rudeness

of the work. But one labour having been completed,

the projection and execution of the next would be more

skilful, deliberate, and magnificent ; and the slavery of

the Israelites was of a duration sufficient for their pro-

gress from the pyramid built of bricks, containing chopped

straw, to the edifices of Djiza apparently constructed of

stone.

The authorities quoted by Dr. Clarke to prove the

indentity of Joseph and Serapis, and the worship of the

former under the name and image of the latter, are

utterly inconsistent with the contempt or hatred that the

Egyptians would naturally entertain for the patriarch of a

people who had visited the land with plagues, degraded and

mortified their kings, submitted to the lowest and most

laborious slavery, and left [the country under circum-

stances peculiarly calculated to inflame the resentment of

their former masters.

We are sorry that our present limits will not permit

even a cursory abstract of the remaining portions of the

author's journey. His account of the ruins of Sais, of his

interviews with ?vienou and Djezzar Pacha, of the ruins

of Necropolis, and of the various exertions of enterprise

and policy by which he was enabled to enrich his own
country with the most valuable antiquities of Egypt,

will become the subject of our future observations. The
chapters relating to Greaves would require of themselves a

voluminous commentary, but may be recommended as

equally instructive to the scholar, and entertaining to the

unlearned and less fastidious readers.

Electioneering Anecdote.

As once on the hustings a quarrel arose,

Paul! threaten'd, he'd pull Br-nsley Sh-r-dan's nose ;

But Tooke (the reply in my memory still lingers)

Cried. ^*Havea care. Panll, lest you should hum yourfingersJ
%
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THE SUICIDE.

Imitatedfrom the German of Gellert,

By T. Dutton, A. M.

Scenes of mirth and joy, farewell

!

Sadly let the Muse complain :

Let her seek to move the tear

Sympathetic, and sincere :

Render not her efforts vain.
'

Ye, who tender passions know.

Listen to this tale of woe !

Ye, whose breasts with pity burn,

Drop a tear on Damon's urn !

And yon, ye Fair! example take

From this affecting story :

Nor still persist, the hearts to break

Of lovers, who adore ye !

Who to your charms shall make pretence ?

And with addresses teize you ?

If learning, beauty, wit, and sense,

In vain conspire to please you ?

Let Damon's fate your Pity share :

Long sought he Cloe's heart to gain

;

But Cloe, cruel, cruel fair !

Repuls'd his passion with disdain.

Low at her feet, he sues for grace
;

Sighs, more than words, his flame discover
;

Whilst, trickling down his beauteous face,

The big, round drops confess the lover !

In vain his tears ! in vain his sighs !

Hard-hearted Cloe bids him leave her—

-

Yes, I'll obey her !

—

Damon cries

—

And sooner die, than grieve her !

He draws his sword, in v ild despair,

Poor Cloe trembled, wept, and blabber'd :

Three times he flourish'd it in air,

Then plung'd it in—

—

the scabbard I
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To the EDITOR o? the SCOURGE,
Sir,

I have read with much pleasure the letter of Mr.

Ephraim Threadneedie, inserted in your last number, and

entirely agree with that gentleman' * remarks, respecting

the propriety of giving public notoriety and exposure to

religious frauds of every descripuon. On this principle

I send you the following account of a fact, which has

lately taken place in the vicinity of our town. If you

should find it, Mr. Editor, compatible with your plan, of

which indeed I little doubt, as the Scourge has set

the example of lashing fanaticism and bigotry, I shall be

glad to see it occupy a page in your miscellany.

It is a remark made by wiser heads than mine, that

Methodism, with every other species of religious foliy

and madness, thrives best among the ignorant and the

poor. Of this truth all populous manufacturing towns

furnish convincing proofs and instances. Not many
miles from the town of Leeds is a small village or ham-

let, called Fulneck, peopled exclusively by a religious

sect, known by the name of Herrnhuters or Dumplers.

They are a harmless, inoffensive set of beings, who pride

themselves on extraordinary purity of soul, and are eter-

nally singing a sort of spiritual love-songs, which they

nick-name hymns, in praise of their heavenly lord and

bridegroom. As a proof that 1 do not wrong these self-

same Hermit uters and. Dumplers, when I term their hymns
spiritual love-songs, I shall transcribe literatim et verbatim,

a stave or two from the Moravian hymn-booh

i( Jesu, Jesu, thou my rest !

Jesu, Jesu, let me find thee :

Jesu, take me to thy breast

!

With thy cords of love now bind me I

Call me but thy clove and bride !

This be my denomination
;

Let me quite in thee confide,

Bv connubial relation !
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Oft I get a look from thee

;

Sweet has been thy blest refreshing;

But this is not enough for me

;

I'll have thee in my possession/

Jesu, oh break forth in me !

Rise in me, thou brightest splendor !

Jesu, Jesu j oh surrender;

Let me, let me * conquer thee !"

Well then, fit no great distance from Fufaeck, in the

little town of P , consisting chiefly of weavers, lives

a poor industrious fellow, whom, in order not to give

umbrage or oiFence, I shall designate on the present

occasion by the name of Humphrey Marlingspike, who
keeps a kind of huckster's or chandler's shop, and was

joined about five years since in holy wedlock to Tabitha

Sidehole.

This self-same Tabitha, at the time of her marriage,

had tlie reputation of being one of the handsomest lasses

in the place. She had not been long the wife of Mr. Mar-

lingspike, before she began to furnish the topic of con-

versation to all the prudes and antiquated virgins in the

neighbourhood. It was even whispered, (and that not

very silently nor secretly) that a certain young farmer

of Tong had a kind of inkling for her. And as Mrs.

Mailingspike continued to be handsome, in more persons'

eyes than her husband's, and was moreover of a gay,

sprightly, cheerful humour, slander soon fastened upon

her. What gave greater weight and credence to these

flying rumours, her husband's shop increased not a little

in vogue and appearance. Of course it was Mrs. Tabithai's

beauty which attracted such a crowd of new customers,

and all the old ladies gave Mr. Marlingspike credit for a

very formidable 1 pair of antlers.

Mrs. Marfaigspikehad occasion about six months since

to go to Leeds, to purchase goods for her husband's

shop—She had not proceeded far when (I give the story

* See the Moravian Hymn-Book, Jirst part, p, 347.
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from her own relation) she met her mother's ghost, who,

hi a very serious and rather angry tone, called oat to her*

w Tahitha, Tahitha, pray to the Lord, or thou It be undone

this very day!" Having uttered these very alarming

words, the ghost vanished «' into thin air," and left the

affrighted Mrs. Maiiingspike in a condition more easily

to be conceived, than described.

In this agitated state of mind she continued her jour-

ney, when on crossing a style, she perceived at a consi-

derable distance something in black making towards her,

and gradually increasing in bulk as it advanced, till, on its

near approach, it assumed the size and appearance of a

man of ordinary stature, but with this difference, (which

even her fears did not prevent her from discovering), that

he had a long tail, and two short, stout horns on his

head, much about the size of a goat's. He passed Mrs,

Marlingspike without speaking a word, but in an instant

turned round, and addressing her very distinctly by

name, told her he was the Devil, and wished to come t©

a bargain with her, He desired to know whether she

would sell herself to him, and on what terms ? Mrs. Mar-

lingspike was so terrified and confused, that she could

not give a positive or direct answer to his Satanic Afa-

jesty ; and therefore agreed to meet him that day week,

in the very same place, and at the same hour, Hereupon

she pursued her journey to Leeds, purchased the arti-

cles she stood in need of for the shop, and returned at an

early hour to her abode.

In the evening, after exacting from her husband the

most solemn and binding promise of secresy, Mrs. Mar-
lingspike related her recent interview and adventure with

Lucifer, with all and several its circumstances, in de-

tail. The husband again bound himself to secresy, by

the most -solemn oaths and asseverations, and five mi-

nutes afterwards went to the Black Boy public- house,

where he published his wife's strange story to the whole
parish. Before night there was not a person in the whole
town who had not at his tongue's end that Mrs. Marling-
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spike had sold herself to the devil, and that Old Nickwsn
shortly to come and fetch her away.

The report soon travelled (losing, as is ever the case,

nothing in telling) to the pious psalm, or rather love-song

singing fraternity at Fulneck. The llermhuters were all

in an uproar, and deputed their parson, a Dutchman, (aa

ex-ship-painier, now qualified with the title of his Reve-

rence) Mr. Obadiah Vanswartbanggrolp, with three more

reverend oQ-adjutors, to pay a visit to Mrs. Mariingspike*

examine her on the subject of her adventure with Lw
cifer, and engage her not to keep her appointment witk

his Satanic Majesty. Finding, however, that Mrs. Marling-

spike (whether through love or fear I cannot presume to

determine) persisted in giving Old Nick the meeting*

they reserved to accompany her to the place agreed upoa

for the interview, and to make use, if need required, of

their ministerial powers and attributes to drive the devil

-out of .the field.

The clay for concluding the bargain and sale of Mrs*

Mar.lingspike being arrived, the lady set out early in the

morning, accompanied by the Reverend Obadiah Van*

sixtirlbanggrolp, and his three spiritual assistants, to the

spot above described. Here they took their ground, and

commenced their pious incantations by chaunting the

following sublime and godly hymn, which may be seen,

page 129 of the aforesaid Moravian hymn-book.

la former times a man there was,

A saint, whose name was Martin,

Concerning whom old hist'ry says,

Satan came to him, darting

~ As lightening quick, and bright array'd.

** I am thy Jesus dear"— he said

—

" Me thou wilt surely worship.'*

Martin iook'd strait toward his side,

No scar there met his vision :

i( Let me," says he "in peace abide,"

Thou hast no side's incision !

Thou art the tempter, I understand,

The place, where Jesu's side doth stand,

I else must needs discoyer."
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Scarcely had the reverend groupe set up their roar,

when the rain began to fall in torrents, the wind howled

lustily in chorus, every thing, in short, seemed to prog-

nosticate a second deluge. The Reverend Obadiah Van-

szcartlanggrolp and his attendants, were, however, not to

be driven off the field by this elemental war, which they

unanimously considered as a ruse dt g-ic>re, practiced by

that cunning adversary the Old Serpent, even Satan, with

a view of compelling them to retire, in order that he

might accomplish his wicked and diabolical designs on

poor Mrs. Marlingspike, with greater security and success.

The more abundantly the rain continued to fall, the

louder the wind howled, and the more angry the storm

that raged around them, the more loudly did they exert

their lungs, and made the woods and vallies ring with their

vociferation. But all their singing, all their praying, proved

of little or rather of no avail. Old Nick very ungallantly

neglected his assignation with the lad}r
, and left their

reverences to be drenched by the ruthless pelting storm,

till they resembled so many drowned rats. At length,

it being now nearly four o'clock in the afternoon, and

Satan having himself appointed the hour of nine in the

morning for meeting Mrs. Marlingspike—it was deter-

mined upon that they should, wait for the devil no longer,

but return to their respective tents and tabernacles.

In their way to Mrs. Marlingspike s abode, they had to

pass by the village church. 7.t so happened that a fune-

ral service was performing at this very moment. Judg-

ing, therefore, that the lady could not possibly be in a

place of greater security than on holy consecrated ground,

they led her into the church. Here Mrs. Marlingspike

had not seated herself many minutes before she fainted

away, probably owing to the fatigue and ducking she had

undergone. This circumstance was immediately attribut-

ed to the wicked machinations of Satan. Several persons

indeed, little awed by the sanctity of the place, loudly ex-

claimed in the open church, that the devil was come
for Mrs. Marlingspike. It was therefore resolved to

carry her to her own house.
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In an instant the church was left empty, with scarcely

a single attendant, except the parson and his clerk. J

the bearers forsook their charge, and ran with impatient

haste and curiosity to Mrs. MarlingspiV.es house, which

was filled in a trice. It has already been observed that

this lady's husband keeps a chandlerVshop. Humphrey

not altogether relishing this tumultuous visit, and appre-

hensive lest some of his guests might walk off with part

of his goods and chattels, without remembering to pay

for them, went slily into the kitchen, there he filled one

of those large shovels with holes, with hot coals, which he

flung unperceived with great force and dexterity among the

intruders in his shop. Here ensued now a scene of greater

tumult and confusion, than that which a few minutes

before was witnessed in the church. " By gad! but

the devil's coming in earnest,"—roars one;

—

<e
I felt his

hot paw upon my cheek,"—exclaimed another;—'* He has

burnt my ear,"—vociferates a third ;

—

(i My petticoat's

entirely ruined,''—cries a fourth ;—and in this manner,

fully persuaded that Old Nick had been playing tricks

with them, and would speedily appear, in propria persona—

.

they all hurried out of the shop with greater haste and

precipitancy than they had entered it.

The house being thus effectually cleared, the lady was

soon brought to herself, and her adventure with Satan,

like all other marvellous events, after having furnished

talk for the idle and the credulous, as a nine days wonder,

is now nearly consigned to oblivion, being little remem-

bered or quoted.

The effect, however, produced on Mrs, Marlingspike

herself, by this strange encounter has proved of more

permanent consequence. That lady is now turned reli^

gious, and is a constant attendant at the lore-feasts and

pedilaviumsoi the Herrnhuiers. Her conduct likewise is

much more circumspect aud guarded. But it has been

maliciously remarked by some persons, that if the lady's

character has improved, the shop has not experienced

the same benefit from the conversion of the mistress,
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Mr. Humphrey Mar/ingspike complains bitterly that his

customers fall off most woefully.

I am, Mr. Editor,

Leeds, November 10th, 1S14. Barnacle Bounce,

MODERN ORATORY.

Ir is with no small degree of pleasure that we lay the

following speech of Mr. Phillips before our readers. It

was occasioned by a toast recently given at a dinner in

the neighbourhood ofKillarney, at which Mr. Phillips,

and Mr. Payne, the American actor, were present, and

had a combined reference to the two strangers, and the

two countries to which they belonged. And though it

does not exactly accord with our plan, we could not resist

the impulse of rescuing it from that oblivion to which it

must have been consigned by the journals of the day, and

giving it a "local habitation
,,

in our volumes. If ever

eloquence might be said to " beat through the heart,

and drive along the veins," it surely had that effect on

perusal. Hence we do not wonder at the many distin-

guished marks of public gratitude that he has received

from different communities, even where he was person-

ally unknown. Such transcendent talents should be che-

rished by all parties; and we hope they will long con-

tinue to be exerted in the cause of truth and justice.

The toast being drank, Mr. Phillips replied to the

company as follows:

"It is not with the vain hope of returning by words the kind-

nesses which have been liberally showered upon rne during the

short period of our acquaintance, that 1 now interrupt, for a mo-
ment, the flow of your festivity. Indeed it is not necessary—

*

An Irishman needs no requital for his hospitality ; its generous

impulse is the instinct of his nature, and the very consciousness

of the act carries its recompence along with it. But, Sir, there

are sensations excited by an allusion in your toast, under the in-

fluence of which, silence would be impossible. To be associa-
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ted with Mr. Payne, must be to any one who regards private

virtues and personal accomplishments, a source of peculiar

pride, and that feeling is not a little enhanced in me by a re-

collection of the country to which we are indebted for his qua-

lifications. Indeed, the mention of America has never failed to

fill me with the most lively emotions. In my earliest infancy

—

that tender season, when impressions the most permanent and

the most powerful are likely to be excited, the story of her then

recent struggle raised a throb in every heart that loved Liberty,

and wrung a reluctant tribute even from discomfited Oppres-

sion—I saw her spurning alike the luxuries that would enervate,

and the legions that would intimidate—dashing from her lip*

the poisoned cup of European servitude, and through all the

vicissitudes of her protracted conflict, displayinga magnanimity

that defied misfortune, and a moderation that ornamented vic-

tory. It was the first vision of my childhood—it will descend

with me to the grave. As a man, then, I venerate the mention

of America—but as an Irishman, I concede her claims on my
affection. Never, oh never, while she has her memory left her,

can Ireland forget the home of her Emigrant, and the asylum

of her Exile. No matter whether their sorrows spring from the

errors of enthusiasm, or the realities of suffering—from fancy or

infliction—from faction or from fact ; that must be reserved for

the scrutiny of those whom the lapse of ages shall acquit of par-

tiality. It is for the men of other ages to investigate and record

it; but it is for the men of every age to hail the hospitality that

received the shelterless, and love the feeling that befriended the

unfortunate. But if America calls on our gratitude for the

past, how deeply does she draw upon our interest as to the fu-

ture ! Who can say, that when, in its follies or its crimes, the

old world shall have interred all the pride of its power, and all

the pomp of its civilization, human nature may not find its des-

tined renovation in the new ? Perhaps, when the temple and the

trophy shall have mouldered into dust—when the glories of

your name shall be but the legend of tradition, and the light of

our discoveries only live in song—Philosophy may rise again in

the sky of her Franklin, and glory rekindle at the urn of her

Washington.—Is this the vision of romantic fancy ? I appeal

to history—the monumental record of national rise and national

ruin. Tell me, thou revered chronicle of the grave, can the

splendour of achievment, or the solidity of success, secure to
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empire the permanence of its possessions ? Alas ! Troy thought

so once, yet the land of Priam lives only in song—Thebes

thought so once, yet her hundred gates have crumbled, and her

very tombs are but as the dust they were destined to comme-
morate. So thought Palmyra ; where is she ? So thought the

countries of Demosthenes and the Spartan ; yet Leonidas is

trampled by the timid slave, and Athens insulted by the mind-

Jess Ottoman ! The days of their glory are as if they had never

been, and the island that was then a speck, rude and neglected

in the barren ocean, now rivals the wealth of their commerce*

the glory of their arms, the fame of their philosophy, the elo-

quence of their senate, and the inspiration of their bards ! Who
shall say then, contemplating the past, that England, proud

and potent as she appears, may not one day be what Athens is,

and the young America yet soar to be what Athens was } Hap*

ly, when the European column shall have mouldered, aud the

night of barbarism obscured its very ruins, that mighty con-

tinent may emerge from the horizon, to rule for its time sove-

reign of the ascendant

!

"Such, Sir, is the natural progress of human operations, and

such the unsubstantial mockery of human pride* But I should

apologise for this digression—the tombs are at best a sad, al-

though an instructive subject. At all events, they are ill suited

to such an hour as this. I shall endeavour to atone for it, by

turning to a theme, which tombs cannot inurn, nor revolutions

alter. It is the custom of your board, and a noble one it is,

to deck the cup of the gay with the garland of the great, and

surely, even in the eyes of its Deity, his grape is not less lovely

when glowing beneath the foliage of the palm tree aud the myr-

tle, Allow me to add one flower to the chaplet, which, though

it sprung in America, is no exotic—virtue has planted it, and it

is naturalized every where.

" No matter what may be the birth-place of such a man as

Washington. No climate can claim, no country can appropri-

ate him—the boon of Providence to the human race—his fame

is eternity, and his residence creation ! Though it was the de-

feat of our arms, and the disgrace of our policy, I almost bless

the convulsion in which he had his origin ; if the heavens thun-

dered, and the earth rocked, yet, when the storm passed, how-

pure was the climate that it cleared—how bright in the brow of

armament was the planet it revealed to us !—In the pro-»- r\ e>
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duction of Washington, it does really appear, as if nature was

endeavouring to improve upon herself, and that all the virtucg

of the ancient world were but so many studies preparatory to

the patriot, of the new. Individual instances, no doubt, there

were, splendid exemplifications of some singular qualifications*

Caesar was merciful—>Sci;>io was continent—Hannibal was pe-

nitent ; but it was reserved for Washington to blend them all

in one, and, like the lovely chefd'ceuvre of the Grecian artist,

to exhibit in one glow of associated beauty, the pride of every

model, and the perfection of every master. As a General, he

marshalled the peasant into a veteran, and supplied by disci-

pline the absence of experience. As a Statesman, he enlarged

the policy of the cabinet into the most comprehensive system of

general advantage ; and such was the wisdom of his views, and

tfee philosophy of his counsels, that to the Soldier and the

Statesman, he almost added the character of the Sage. A Con-

queror, he was untainted with the crime of blood—a Revoluti-

onist, he was free from any stain of Treason ; for Aggression com-

menced the contest, and a country called him to command.

Liberty unsheathed his sword—Necessity stained—Victory re-

turned it* If he had paused here, history might doubt what

station to assign him—whether at the head of her citizens or

her soldiers—her heroes or her patriots. But the last glorious

act crowned his career and banishes hesitation. Who, like

Washington, after having freed a country, resigned her crown,

and retired to a cottage rather then reign in a capitol ! Im-

mortal man ! He took from the battle its crime, and from the

conquest its chains ; he left the victorious the glory of his self-

denial, and turned upon the vanquished only the retribution of

his mercy.—Happy, proud America ! The lightnings of Hea-

ven could not resist your Sage—the temptations of earth could

not corrupt your Soldier

!

"Igive you, Sir, the Memory of George Washington,"

A Quibble.

Bread is the staff of life, they say

And be it also spoken,

It won't support a man a day,

Unless it first be broken.
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The Gentleman, with a long, foreign Name,

To Mr. E W , of the Town of B and Y f

and, through him, to all other Anonymous

Hypocrites and Grumblers.

|% the Author of the Poetical Epistle to W. W e, Esq. M. P.

inserted in our last Number.)

sive flamma j

Sive mari libet. Hor. Lib. i. Ode 17.

Burnt, at the town of B <ind Y- ,

T change to air, and mount the sky !

This month, you threaten to consign me

(a) Below /—no more—the reader will dcvine ?ne ;

And there ev'n YOU, E- W— , may join me !

Safe, and unsinged, (though not of equal fame,) ^
Like Shadrach, Mesheck, and Abednega—from flame, >

Thus sings the " Man of lung, and foreign name!"

Tfeus sends, " kind greeting" from the realms on high,

To the inhahitants of B— and Y—

!

Thus shows, how much his howels yearn and ache

For those, who lately sent him to the stake !

How much he honors Piety, so true

As that displayed by (b) E— and W—

!

,.._ ... - — , ,.. . ....-*- .

(a) King. Where is Polonius ?

Hamlet. In heaven : send thither to see. If your mes-

senger find him not there, seek him in the other place your-

self. Hamlet. Act iv.

{b) Qui capit illefacit. The not less successful than decided

part, which the Scourge has uniformly taken in exposing t&

public ridicule and indignation the abominable practices of bi-

gotry and fanaticism, could not fail to draw down upon this

miscellany the utmost malice and vindictive efforts of all those

who live by fraud and imposture ; all those who, after the

example of Demetrius ofEphesus, cry up the image of Diana.,
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Good, pious friends/—for such I deem you still

—

Friends ! though you kindly strove to

—

do me ill ;

And, if you fail'd, 'twas not for

—

want of will*

said to have fallen down from Jupiter, inasmuch as therefrom,

forsooth, results " great gain unto the craftsmen" The blas-

phemous pretensions of that old Bedlamite, Joanna, (to confer

upon this infatuated woman the mildest appellation her sacri-

legious impostures admit of) have been combated by us with

strong, it is true, but certainly not with more strong than me-

rited opprobrium and rebuke. Nor has our attack been con-

ducted in an unmanly, dastardly manner. We have not waged

war sokly with the crazy old Sybil herself ; but have boldly

followed up our blow against all those (however eminent for

rank or talent) who, from vile, mercenary motives, prostitute

their credit or their means to uphold the delusion, and basely

seek to make a cafs-paw of this wretched maniac. We have,

in short, endeavoured to lay the axe to the veiy root of the mis-

chief, and carried on hostilities against Knaves and Sharps, of

every description.

Hence we are not in the least surprized at receiving lately

«, number of virulent, angry letters

—

all of them anony-

mous— (for hypocrites, like owls, never love to face the day,

neither come they to the light, lest their deeds, which are evil,

should be made manifest,) complaining bitterly of the course

we have pursued, Some of these concealed writers have even

aimed at recrimination, and endeavoured to retort the charge of

blasphemy and impiety upon us. Others, with much affected

prudery, have accused us of a want of delicacy ; and thrown

out hints of no very mysterious nature of contingent loss and

danger to ourselves. Others again, more refined in hypocrisy,

and (as we may fairly presume) more immediately interested in

perpetuating the reign of folly and delusion, have predicted

the ruin and complete suppression of our miscellany, unless,

forsooth, we abstain from all further warfare against the holy

and immaculate Joanna.

Foremost amongst these valorous knights-errant of prudery

and imposture is the redoubtable champion, who bears for his

motto or device the mysterious letters E. W. He is wroth

even to madness^ and more hot with choler than the Grand
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Good pious friends! your godly zeal, I hope,

Has met its full reward, as well as scope.

Though I Was doom'd in tortures to expire;

Though my fat fried, and blister'd in the fire!

Though my sad bones were fairly burnt to cinder;

Though scarce a jot remain'd, to serve—-for tinder!

Chamberlain, in John of Paris. After declaring the Scourge

to be the most dull, stupid, senseless production he ever met

with (of which the passion into which our last number appears

to have thrown him, affords the most irrefragable and convinc-

ing proofs,) more especially so, the attacks levelled against the

chaste Joanna, and the article, with the longforeign name, he

concludes by announcing to us, with no small triumph and

exultation, that the godly and pious inhabitants of the town of

B Y caused our last number to be publicly

committed to the flames.

So much, by way of explanation ; now a word, in reply, The-

choler of E W moveth us not. The zeal of the pious

and godly inhabitants of B Y-= is truly edifying,

does them credit, and is worthy of the occasion on which it was

displayed. And as to our martyrdom, in that devout and holy

town, so little are we to be deterred from our steady, stubborn

purpose (which is to lash Vice and Folly whenever and wher-

ever wefall in with them, theirfollowers, votaries, and abettors)

by persecution, or bodily suffering, that in a cause like ours,

in support of Virtue and the Laws, we could even endure still

greater torments, and should not repine to be burnt by the

hands of the common hang-man, in every borough, town, and

city, throughout the three united kingdoms.

The charge of dullness and stupidity we shall not attempt

to combat. That part of the indictment preferred against us

falls within the immediate jurisdiction of our readers. On this

point every person, as he has an undoubted right to do, will

exercise his own judgment, and form his own opinion. We
shall only observe that, as long as our dullness continues to

produce no worse effects upon the public at large, than that of

stirring up the bile, and working disagreeably on the irritable

nerves of the humorous E. W. we hope it will, ?it least, be

deemed not wholly unpardonable,
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i m,

Though my long name was doom'd with air to mix ;

Not one poor letter left of—(c) fifty-six !

Though honest Ephraim fed, with me, the flame ;

Ephraim—my colleague in disgrace and shame !

Who rails at Whitfield, and

—

thepregnant dame

Yet all our woes, our anguish, and wry faces,

To you were^—pregnatit with celestial graces !

And ev'ry spark that bounc'd, and upwards flew,

Brought down a show'r of blessings upon you *

And ev'ry shriek, sent up by us, of course,

Was music to the ears of W

—

l—f—e \

And ev'ry groan your hearts with joy would thrill ;

Sweet, as the honied lips of R

—

l—d H

—

ll !

And ev'ry faggot, which the pile increast,

Was consecrated by the

—

[e) mop-stick priest /

And now, in conclusion. We avail ourselves of this oppor-

tunity to apprize our friends and readers in general, both our

kind and angry correspondents, that in future no letters or com-

munications, intended for the Scon rge, will be received unless

they bear that necessary appendage which bespeaks them post*

paid,

(c) By a reference to page 370, of our former number, the

reader will find that the name of this modern martyr, and wor-

thy anti-type of St. Lawrence, is composed of exactly fifty-

six letters. Well may Mr. E. W. designate him by the epithet

©f the " Man with the long,foreign name /"

[d] Here the gentleman with the long name alludes, we
presume, to the letter addressed to the Editor of the Scourge,
page 321, on the subject of Joanna's pretended super-natural

pregnancy, and religious imposture, in general, signed

Ephraim Threauneedle. By the word Dame, which, on

this occasion, appears to be made use of, za.& et-oxpv is meant,

no doubt, the lady, par excellence, the divine, the immaculate

Joanna herself.

{e) The Rev. Mr. T» z-r, who, after the example ofthe primitive

teachers and fathers of the church, exercises alternately the se-

cular and sacerdotal functions. In the former capacity, he

vol. vm, 3 o
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And evVy curse, with which you rent the air; 1

(Curses, which made ev'n me

—

a soldier—stare!) >

Was register'd above, and pass'd for pray'r \ j
Anathemas were psalms, of grateful sound,

And Maranathas heavily favour found :

Like proud Te Deums, echoed to the skies,

And wrelcome, as the song of sacrifice !

Then, mark my words—ye men of B and Y,
Fame, such as yours, shall never, never die!

To future ages shall descend your praise,

Shine, like your flames, and, like your bon-jire, blaze t

Or, think ye Heav'n has no reward in store?

That Piety and Merit charm no more ?

That he, before whose comprehensive view J
All stand confest, who gives to all their due, >
Is blind alone—ye B's and Y's—to you ? 3

Long, as eternal Justice rules the earth,

Sure's your reward, and ample, as your worth

!

And lo i what sudden transports fire my mind ? ^
Purg'd by your fires, I mount on wings of wind ! £
Shake off and leave all mortal dross behind

!

5

Prophetic fury seems to seize my soul,

And Fate, to me, unfolds her mystic scroll

!

Attend—nor vainly let me thus appeal

—

But ponder well the truths I now reveal

!

Approach, thou mouth-piece/ thou who speak'st for ##.,

Great E. and W I on thee I call.

carries on the business of lath.render and mop-stick maker—
in the latter officiated (till prudential considerations induced

him to suspend his pious operations, and retire awhile from

the rostrum) as high-priest to Joanna's temple, in the Surry-

road. This double employment may possibly call forth a smile

ofcontempt from the ungodly and profane : but let it be re-

membered, that the great apostle of the Gentiles, St. Paul

himself, did not deem it derogatory to his apostolic dignity to

work occasionally, during his abode at Corinth, with Aquila

and Priscilla, at the trade and craft of tent-making*
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Heav'n oft has seen thee, on thy bended knees ;
-\

The zeal " which eats thee up," doth greatly please, v
And this the recompence, which Heav'n decrees! j
Prepare to cross, and shortly too, the main

;

Thee pious Ferdinand invites to Spain !

There shall thy high deserts due honor meet

;

^
The holy office thy arrival greet, >

And lay their ensigns at thy hallow'd feet

!

5

There shalt thou be the bug-bear of the land!

There arm with torture thy unfeeling hand!

There feast on human agony thine eyes

;

Deaf to the captive's pray'rs, and victim's cries !

There rule the rack, the pully, and the wheel

:

There, rend the heart-strings with thy barbed steel

!

There aid fell bigots, to enslave the mind; -\

There doom to darkness all thy hapless kind ; v

And mulct, with death, whoe'er will

—

not be blind! j

There all, who doubt, shall fall beneath thy rod ;

Notev'n exempt the—sacred word of God/

There Truth and Reason be proscrib'd, and there

The hang-man burn the

—

Book of Common Prayer—
There ev'ry pois'nous juice the entrails purge

Of all, who write for that curst work—the Scourge!
There ev'ry infidel shall yield the ghost,

Who reads the Morning Chronicle, and Post.

There shall the Statesman in the flames be cast,

And Lovell bless his stars, that Newgate holds him fast

!

There glut thy hot, insatiate thirst for blood,

And bathe and revel in the gory flood

!

Autos-da-fe shall each succeeding night,

With murder d hecatombs regale thy sight

!

Then, haste for Spain—there rich delights abound;

Delights, thou ne'er canst taste on British ground

!

Our happy laws no Inquisition own ;

No Ferdinand is plac'd on George's throne!

Jesuits indeed, a few in embryo lie ;

And such infest yoiuwtown of J3. and Y !
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But powerless is their gripe, and par'd their claws

;

Though oft they struggle for the " good old cause ;"

Oft from their neighbour's eye the mote would raise,

Unconscious of the beam their own displays

!

Once more, to Spain!—away! in haste, away !

Thy master calls, and ****—**** chides thy stay.

Why linger here ?—thou dost but waste thy time

;

Jlere thought is free, and doubt is not a crime

!

flere I may joke and laugh, with merry glee,

At Fiats, at Sharps, at Southcott, Reece, and—thee /

Here prophecy that Shiloh may appear

T^he first of April of

—

somefuture year !

Here, without dread of censure or rebuke,

Send thy Joanna—-pregnant to(/) St. Luke!
Here speak the truth, and speak it to thy face—

-

Tell thee the mad-house is her fittest place /

The only place where she may safely lie ;

Lie-in, be nurs'd, deliver'd, rest, and die •'

FURTHER RECOLLECTIONS on GENERAL LEE,
His Epitaph. Dr. Busby's Claim for De Lolme,

The cogent reasoning, probably your own, on Dr.

B 's ingenious device for endowing Lee with the fa-

culty of being present both in Poland and in England,

at one and the same time, did not escape me. Nor does

it at all assimilate with the known disposition of the man.

(/) Whether the preference here given by the gentleman

with the long name to St, Luke's, as the proper receptacle and

theatre of accouchement for the virgin-mother of Shiloh, be

on account of the removal of Bedlam hospital, or because St.

Luke's is appropriated to the reception of such maniacs as are

pronounced incurable by the faculty, we cannot take upon

ourselves to determine. In the latter case, it should seem, that

the writer means to infer, that Joanna is mad, past all hopes

of recovery

\
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In 1778 I hired a gardener, immediately from the service

of General Lee, although I believe not in that particular

capacity. He was an arch, inquisitive, and most com-

municative fellow, and from him I learnt many traits of

eccentricity in the General's character. He informed me
that he had been abroad with the General, but at what

period or in what country, have escaped my memory.

I am however using endeavours to discover whether

this man be still living, in which case I shall be at a cer-

tainty to obtain the information, whether or not, General

Lee was in England at the period of publishing the let-

ters of Junius. I have also other channels for enquiry,

which I shall not neglect. I have already remarked on

the fact, that as far as my information extended, and I

really do not see how it could otherwise possibly have

escaped me, no idea was ever entertained that Lee and

Junius were the same person, until the notion came at a

very late period from America. Had there been either

report or probability of such a fact, it is Utterly impro-

bable that the late Colonel Butler, who knew so much
of Lee, and met him so frequently at the residence of a

mutual friend in Suffolk, should not at least have enter-

tained the suspicion ; and equally so, that he should not

have communicated it to me.

The following epitaph, a somewhat early, as well as

antithetical specimen of American versification, is at any

rate strongly characteristic of the man. It was written

immediately after the General's death, by an American

loyalist, whose name I have lost, and not, as has been

most absurdly pretended, by Thomas Paine, who was a

republican from principle, long before he arrived in

America.

To the Memory of General Lee, who died in America, having

served more Nations than Britain.

Warrior, farewell ! excentrically brave,

Above all Kings—and yet of gold the Slave

:

In words a very Wit—in deeds less wise,

For ever re$tk$$~-yet could never rise ;
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At least no higher than to meet the Ground :

If strong the Blow—the greater the Rebound.

Of all menjealous, yet afraid of none ;

In Crouds for ever—ever still alone :

At once the Pride and Bubble of a Throng,

Pursuing Right, and yet for ever wrong

:

By Nature form'd to play the Monarch's part—

At best—a sad Republican at Heart.

13ut to cast up the aggregated sum

—

N

Above all Monarchs, and below all Scum

—

Unsettled Virtues— with great Vices mixed—

<

Like the wide Welkin—where few Stars are fixed—

Rest, restless Chief ! thy Sword has taken Rust,

Peace to thy Manes—Honour to thy Dust

!

This appears to stand among my memoranda for the

year 17S0, but lam not quite certain of being correct.

I have given it italics, dashes, capitals, and all as it was

originally printed, probably according to American ty-

pographical costume.

The following jeu d?esprit, as relative to the same ex-

traordinary person, through his lady, will not be unap-

propriate in this place, and which I have copied from my
correspondence with a then junior officer in Preston's

light horse, who had the honor of enacting several parts

in our great General's private theatricals at New York, and

in his celebrated Mischianza, the fame of which resounded

throughout Europe in that day, with an eclat almost equal

to that of the glory of his arms. Whether my old friend,

Capt. B. himself fired off this squib or not, I cannot now
ascertain ; but upon no one more likely could it pos-

sibly be fathered ; and it tickled both ladies and gentle*

men wonderfully, and had a general circulation amidst

a real oblivion of any thing resembling warlike sentiment,

Says Lady Howe to Mrs. Lee

—

How do the General and you agree ?

Says Mrs. Lee to Lady Howe

—

I have but little of his bow-wow.

Dr. Busby has announced another new original, and

of course indubitable Junius, in poor, unfortunate, and
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forsaken De Lolme, tlie panegyrist, as he was styled by the

French Revolutionists, of the British constitution, of

which constitution, if De L. has not been grossly belied,

he lived long enough to change this opinion, and to be-

spatter it with scurvy jests. But that is a piece of private

history, the future developement of which, may with

propriety, be left to the ardent and meritorious industry

of M. Disraeli. If a congeniality alone of political sen-

timents, could decide this important point of proprietary

authorship, few politicians, indeed, would refuse to join

in the Busbeian attribution of the laurel ; but unfortu-

nately, there are two heroic considerations, which decide

—only that De Lolme's success is not impossible.

We leave these very securely, too, to the well exercised

sagacity of Dr. Busby ; congratulating him on the public

service he is about to render, by filling up With another

nine days' wonder, the chasm about to be left by the

Virgin Joanna's disappointment, and the postponement

until another A. D. of young Shiloh's nativity. We
wish the Doctor also—he will readily comprehend us

—

a successful speculation. Pt. R.

ECCE HOMO ! and the PUNISHMENT of its AUTHOR,

Is the preceding numbers of the Scourge we have

expressed with the utmost plainness and sincerity, our

sentiments on the circulation of irreligion and infidelity,

and have reprobated writh the warmth of honest con-

viction the mistaken zeal, avarice, and vanity which

would sacrifice to pecuniary gain, or infamous celebrity,

the happiness of mankind. The infidel who publishes

his speculations is of all men the most inhuman : if his

writings obtain the most casual belief, or the most li-

mited circulation, he deprives the miserable of their only

hope, and supposing that hope to be fallacious, dissi-

pates an illusion which has contributed more effectually
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and extensively to the happiness of the world, than all

the admitted truths on which learning has condescended

to expatiate, or which philosophy has discovered. The
demon in the Indian fable, to whom the office was con-

signed, of banishing from the view of his victims the

scenes of love, of beauty, and of joy, in which they in-

dulged toextacy, and enabled them to witness the sights

of nameless woe and unutterable terror which surrounded

them without the power of injury, was not a more ma-

lignant, or a more selfish being than even the " consci-

entious" infidel, who endeavours to reduce his fellow-

creatures to a level with himself, and to dissipate the for-

tunate " errors'" of mankind. To speak the truth, at all

times, and under all circumstances, is not necessary or

expedient. The more vivid and the more exquisite plea-

sures of human life arise from illusion. It embellishes

the cottage of the poor, and adds splendour and hilarity

to the pomp and festivities of the palace. Who would

thank or applaud the unwelcome and officious intruder

at the play who should come forward and exclaim," La-

dies and Gentlemen, don't be deceived, this is not Ham-
let, but Mr. Kemble ; this is not a battlement that you see,

but a piece of painted canvas ; and that piece of water is

but a few stripes of pasteboard fastened by a wire." Many
a female has passed through life cheerful, contented, and

participated in all the pleasures of her sex, with a dis-

torted frame, a goggle eye, and a face bearing evident

indications of the small pox ; who but for the fortunate

ignorance of her deformities, or the persuasion that she

possessed graces and attractions more than proportionate

to her defects, would have lingered through existence in

a state of misanthropic and incurable sorrow. When a

venerable individual has approached the limits of human
life, and totters on the borders of the grave, who that

possessed the common feelings of humanity, would damp
his aged vivacity, and hasten the moment of his departure

to that " bourne from which no traveller returns," by

reminding him, as he is forming his plans, and building
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his aerial castles for the next ten years, that he has not a

year to live ? Such officious interference would justly be

regarded as resulting from the affectation of superior sa-

gacity, or from the most inveterate fatuity of mind, and

depravity of heart. If, confiding in the truths of the

Christian religion, I have been accustomed to look up to

the Almighty with gratitude for the past, and hope in

the future, how inhuman, and inimical to my peace must

be the doubts which you officiously advance, and the ar-

guments you so earnestly employ. I can gain nothing by-

being undeceived, and I may lose much : if my belief

be a false, it is at least a fortunate one ; it is at least as

likely to be as well founded as the sceptic's on infidelity;

and it promises the possibilities of future happiness,

which scepticism cannot consummate, while it incurs

*A>ne of the penalties that attach to the infidel's eventual

mistake.

Such being our opinion of the criminality and folly of

circulating the doctrines of infidelity, even supposing that

they may possibly be correct, we are of opinion that it

was due to the interests of the human race, and of every

order of British society, that the publisher of Ecce Homo
should be subjected to exemplary punishment. The
circulation of this pamphlet appears to have been at-

tended with circumstances of peculiar aggravation, on

which it is neither our inclination nor our duty to dwell.

In a Christian country it is of peculiar importance that

the language and imagery of such works should be as

little accommodated as possible to the understanding of

the vulgar. A philosopher may persuade himself that

the Christian religion is a bug-bear, intended for the be-

nefit of priests, yet observe the decencies of life, and pre-

serve those habits of morality which he has derived from

a religious education ; but the connection between

Christianity and good works in the minds of the Eng-

lish people, is inseparable. If they once be taught to re-

gard the scriptures as a collection of entertaining sto-

ries, Christ as a mere man, and the apostles as ignorant

vol, viii» 3 J?
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enthusiasts, they will soon cease to believe, or to remem-
ber, that theft is an act of dishonesty, or murder a crime.

Every maxim of integrity, modesty, and decorum, in-

stilled into the minds of Englishmen during their early

years, is enforced by an appeal to the scriptures ; and if we
assail the precepts of the law, the practice shares their fate.

An infant is told that he shall do no murder; Why?
Because the Almighty has forbid it in his holy word, and

particularly in the ten commandments, and has declared

that the murderer shall be doomed to unquenchable fire,

where there is wailing and gnashing of teeth. Let it be sup-

posed that after living to a mature age, he be informed in

some deistical publication, the sophistries of which he has

not the sagacity or the learning to resist and confute, that

the Bible is spurious, the ten commandments a forgery,

and the anathema against murder the invention of merzs

Having once been taught to despise and discredit the

lessons of their youth, the habits of self-denial, and the

almost intuitive discrimination between vice and virtue

will give place to the unbridled indulgence of the pas-

sions, and the sacrifice of every moral duty to apparent

expedience.

Having thus expressed our candid opinion of the late

attacks, however feeble and fallacious, on the foundations

of Christianity, we shall not be suspected of sympathizing

in the feelings of an Eaton or a Houston, if we presume

to remind the exalted individuals who have come for-

ward with so much zeal for the interests of religion,

that evil example is much more dangerous, than errone-

ous precept; that the shameless violation ofconjugal duties

by an avowed adulterer, is more hateful in itself and more

injurious to society, than the literary sophist who ridi-

cules the ceremony of marriage ; that the cheat, and the

extortioner, contribute more effectually to the diffusion

of fraud and dishonesty than the most eloquent declaimer

against the ten commandments; and that the introduc-

tion into "select society" of the sons and daughters of

prostitution, will extend the influence of licentious pas-
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sion move widely than all the metaphysical absurdities

of Madan and Swedenburgh. We would recommend it

therefore to the consideration of the attorney-general,

whether an unjust and passionate judge; a vicious, hy-

pocritical, and ostentatious debauchee, who pollutes the

minds of the public, by recording his infamous intrigues;

a marchioness of fifty, who affects those passions which

she can no longer feel, and is only prevented from com-
mitting infidelity to her husband, by the infirmities of her

lover; a favourite of the nobility who yields his wife to

the embraces of a friend, on condition of securing to him-

self the utmost possible degree of conjugal liberty ; and

a dishonest, libidinous member of the honourable corps

of blacklegs, who corrupts the morals of ingenuous

youth, indulges in an unnatural predilection for imma-

turity, and calumniates the innocence he has ruined ;

be not all of them more pernicious members of society,

more destructive by their influence, to every social vir-

tue, and every moral impression, than all the sceptical

pamphlets that have been issued from the age of Spinosa

to that of Tom Paine. It might not be inconsistent with

the duty, or degrading to the dignity of the attorney-

general to remind many of his acquaintances and clients,

who trumpet forth their faith in high places, that

simony, fornication, legal injustice, and open licentious-

ness of morals, are doubly reprehensible in the indivi-

duals, who come forward in the enthusiasm of Christian

zeal, to prosecute with exemplary severity, either as li-

terary censors, official informers, or members of societies

for the suppression of vice, to suppress irreverent pam-

phlets, and punish their editors and authors. It would

be well, therefore, if those to whom the administration

ofjustice is entrusted, and who are liberally remunerated

for their attention to the public welfare, were they to

employ the ample means vested in their hands for the

punishment and suppression of titled prostitutes, exalted

gamblers, official adulterers, and noble swindlers, in the

courts and squares of the west end of the town, instead of

confining their endeavours to the humble purlieus of

Grub-street and Paternoster-row.
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MODERN FASHION

;

OR,

Ideas ofan Asiatic, on European Fashion and Politeness.

Sir,

As far as a foreigner can judge, you bear an imprint

of frankness and candour, which encourages me to address

you, on a subject of no small importance to individuals

of my race and country, in preference to any other pe-

riodical miscellany, with which I have had an opportu-

nity of becoming acquainted.

I saw, (thanks to the fortuitous meeting of the respected

authors of my existence,) the light of this world in a dis-

tant province of Russian Tartary. In the course of the con-

tinual warfare carried on by the subjects of his imperial

majesty, the Czar of all the Russias, and very frequent-

ly without his knowledge, and the many different clans,

which populate the borders of that immense and unde-

fined empire, it was my lot to fall, at the early age of

six years, after witnessing the murder of all the male, and

the dishonour of thefemale part of my family, into the

bands of a Kalmuck chief, who had for a length of time

alternately received the pay of Russia and of China,

My master was a man of about seventy-five years of age

;

but to judge of his age by his activity and his vigour,

you would not have pronounced him to be more than for-

ty. He took a fancy tome, for reasons, the which I am sure,

(with all the inherent vanity born with all the children

of Adam, ) it would puzzle me to account for—and, al-

though I frequently had reason to complain of his capri-

cious temper, he caused me to receive, what amongst us,

in that part of the world, is conceived to be a polite edu*

cation.

I dare venture to flatter myself, that I am not vain

above the ordinary standard of persons in my circum-

stances and situation. I soon distinguished myself by
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aptitude and proficiencyin all the exercises to which young
men, enjoying the favour and protection of the privileged

classes, in our part of the world, are disciplined and
trained. After six years of calm, peaceable abode with

my patron, an order arrived, backed with that most forci-

ble of all arguments—to wit, reward and power—from a

rival chief who had paved his way, with his sword, from

the humble rank of dog-skinner to the dog-marktt, esta«

blished on the confines of China, and which disputes the

rank, in public estimation, even with our first dealers in

horseflesh, to throttle the Kalmuck chief.—I was young,

apt, and vigorous. I had passed six years in the service

of my master, without making any extraordinary figure.

Judge then, Mr. Editor, of the temptation to which I

was exposed, when an offer was made me of three ingots

of gold, a diamond clasp and button, with absolute liber-

ty and emancipation, to boot; merely for cramping a little

the wind-pipe ofmy master / I did the business so genteely,

with so much secresy, and so little alarm, that the dog*

skinner-chief, charmed with my address, doubled my re~

ward.

Intoxicated with this sudden and unexpected success,

I repaired to what, in your country, you would term a

pot-house, with two ofmy friends, whom, in the dilatation

of'my heart, 1 proposed to regale. I had already ordered the

hind-quarter of a wolf-do? (for although my means were

not scanty, thanks to my unexpected windfall, I judged

it prudent to economise) when the most ill-looking of my
guests took me aside, and very unceremoniously informed

me that he was hired, at a very pretty price, by the very

self-same identical dog-skinner, who had so handsomely

remunerated me to dispatch the Tartar, to bury the whole

transaction in silence and oblivion, by squeezing my wind-

pipe, quantum sufficit. I thanked him for his informa-

tion, most affectionately squeezed the hand of him, who

was hired to squeeze my wind-pipe, called for an addi-

tional quantity of fermentedI drink, which I took care to

drug with a certain preparation analogous to the circum-
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stances, and, when I saw him completely overpowered

with the potent beverage, by way of " making assurance

doubly sure" (as says one of your most popular authors)

intreated his companion to assist me in conducting him
out of the house into the open air, where I so contrived

matters, as to place him on the very edge and brink of a

precipice. With much appearance of feeling and con-

cern, I implored his companion to assist me in holding

him fast on the margin of the abyss, the other very com*

plaisantly took the poor devil by the arm, and in a mo-
ment when he least expected it, consulting my own safe-

ty and convenience, I precipitated them both into the

gulph below.

This business of necessary precaution was not, however,

so secretly managed, as to be placed above the reach of

all apprehension and danger. A Dervise, who strolled in

the neighbourhood of the fatal spot, with a beautiful fe-

male of about sixteen, whom, it seems, he had by false

vows and promises subjugated to his base desires, and

whom he had conducted to the yawning precipice above

described, with the intention of compelling her to make

the irrevocable leap, in the very attempt to accomplish

his purpose, not only failed in the attempt, under my
very eyes, but even nearly perished himself, the victim

of his own frustrate efforts. This sanctified priest, aware

that I had been witness to his design, incontinently de-

nounced me to the hetmaru I was arrested, and on the

asseveration of this godly man, doomed to be impaled in

an open boat, the next day, exactly at the meridian-hour.

I passed, as you may easily suppose, Mr. Editor, no

very pleasant night in ruminating on this sentence. I

was wicked enough, it is true, for my age ; but stili I

was young. My blood circulated freely in my veins, and

I felt no particular inclination to an interview with the

Grand Prophet. My case was, in every sense of the

word, desperate—not a moment to be lost. In this dire

extremity, a lucky notion crossed my brain. The KeU
maiis wife had the reputation of being a very devout sec-
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fcary ofour most holy religion. .She was young—her lord

old. She might be about fifteen, her husband bordered

closely upon seventy. By a dexterous application of

the diamond clasp, of which I have spoken above, I contriv-

ed to get the diamond button conveyed to this pious and

devout lady. She did me the honour to visit me in my
dungeon. What the diamond button had so successfully

commenced, was accomplished and carried into complete

execution, by the judicious donation of one of the three

ingots of gold, which I received for applying a rather

tight measure and bandage to the throat of my Kalmuck
master and patron. The Hetmaris devout wife caused

my fetters to be knocked off. I was introduced to the

Hetrnan himself—supped with that chief—lay with his

wife, and before break of day contrived to steal away, un-

noticed, after having had the precaution to set fire to the

dwelling ; by which accident I afterwards learned, the

Hetrnan, his wife, and all the family, perished in great

agony in the flames.

I now thought seriously of reforming my conduct, and

leading a pious, virtuous life. Full of these godly re-

flections, I pushed forward towards the continent of

Europe, and entered a small cabin, where a kind of spi-

rituous liquor is retailed, on the banks of the Wolga. I

was young, strong, not deficient in courage, more than

sufficiently impetuous, and in a still greater degree

more than sufficiently wicked. I was not long without

meeting with an occasion of qurrrel. A young Astracan

invited me to partake of his glass. I did not suffer him

to repeat his request—We drank together, were at first

great friends, then fell out; from high words we pro-

ceeded to blows, and watching my opportunity, I stabbed

him behind in the neck, piercing with nice precision the

spinal marrow.

I was in an instant environed by upwards of a dozen

persons, who were regaling themselves in the same

smoky cabin. Though overpowered by numbers, I de-

fended myself with such address, and, (without vanity

be it spoken] with so much courage, that the uncle of
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the deceased, who, it appeared, was on a recruiting mis-

sion, took compassion on me, and after I had been pretty

well hacked and mutilated by a whole host of assailants*

imperatively ordered the party to desist. One of the

company, who, it seems, officiated as surgeon and me-

dical assistant to the troop, was commanded to dress my
wounds, which he performed, to my no small bodily

torture, by heating a large knife red-hot in the fire, and

therewith cicatrising my sores. Hereupon about a pint

of raw spirit was poured down my throat. I was stript

naked as I came from my mother's womb, and buried,

at the depth of three feet beneath the soil, in a dung-hill !

This complicated operation of blistering, scarifying,

cicatrising, and dung-hill interment was regularly repeat-

ed upon my hapless carcase ten successive days; at

the expiration of which I was judged to be in a state of

sufficient convalescence, to accompany my kind protec-

tor, who was under orders to join a regiment of Cossacs,

Baskars, and Kalmuck Tartars at Smolensk. From this

place, we proceeded to Vitepsk, where I had the good

fortune to escort a wounded general to the hospital.

But perceiving that he was not long for this world; that

he had a rich gold watch and seal ; and more than all the

rest, finding, under pretence of examining his wounds,

that he- had a girdle, well stuffed with gold, about his

body, I watched my opportunity, whipt my knife into

his heart, lightened his bandages, and then roared out

lustily for assistance to convey the wounded chief to his

last home : such I may literally call the place to which

I conveyed him, for finding there was nothing more to

be gained, by taking care of him, and no one coming

in spite of all my bawling—X even bundled him
into the very first ditch I met with, where I left him to

shift for himself, and where he lies still, for aught I know,

for, on my honour! I have never since heard tidings

of him.

[To he continued.)
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SONG.

Imitatedfrom the French,

No more I see the Nymph, for whom I languish
;

Soon must I si nk, the victim of despair !

Ev'n Hope itself but feebly soothes my anguish,

Nor strength supplies, life's irksome load to bear.

Wrapt in my woes, this thought my pangs redoubles,

My Laura weeps, nor grieves her swain alone :

Spare, spare my heart those tears ; for I have troubles;

Yes, more than ample sorrows of my own.

Oft on my couch, Sleep's magical illusion,

Presents my Laura to my longing arms :

Too soon, alas ! with sorrow and confusion,

Too soon, I wake, and vainly woo her charms s

Love ! cruel Love ! restore my long lost treasure ;

Slave to thy pow'r, I seek not to be free

—

Ten thousand deaths I'd sooner die, with pleasure,

Than false to beauty prove, and false to thee !

Each day, each hour that absent I deplore her,

Wide opes thfc grave its mouth, and yawns my tomb !

Kind Powers above ! or to my vows restore her,

Or end my surPrings, and my life consume

!

On a married Woman—In Morpeth Church-yard.

Behold the silent grave it doth embrace,

A virtuous wife, with Rachel's comely face,

Sarah's obedience, Leah's open heart,

Martha's tender care, and Mary's better part.

On Joanna Southcott's Non-Delivery.

The godly old gossips begin all to wonder,

How Reece, the hand-maid, could make such a blunder.

While Towzer protests that the doctor's a gaby,

Who thus, a mere swelling mistook for a baby,

VOL, VIII. 3 q
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Sacred Linen.

A Traveller being at Padua, was shown in a church, ori£

of the Virgin Mary's shifts, trimmed with Brussels* lace, and

the Irish bleaching mark in one corner. He expressed his

astonishment in a way that made the monk exclaim—" why, Sir,

do you disbelieve me, when I say that this is really a shift which

belonged to the Mother of God ?—" No, holy father," returned

the traveller ;
" but I marvel where the carpenter's wife got so

large a stock of linen, as I have seen more than six dozen of

her shifts betwixt this and Rome." He might have asked how

and when the manufacturers of Brussels' lace, and Irish linen,

had forgotten the secret of making it, as it was evident they must

have known it eighteen hundred years ago from the mark of

one, and pattern of the other. But how the name of Patrick

Mac Frome of Dromore, and George the third, could have been

then known is a mystery, I believe, the Holy Virgin herself

could not unravel.

A Fighting Parson.

A clergyman of one of the British ships, engaged with Nelson

at the Nile, on drinking a glass of wine with his messmates a

few minutes before the action commenced, having first poured

out a portion of it on deck as a libation to the god of victory,

in the true spirit of a British sailor, if not of christian charity,

exclaimed, u Grant, O Lord, that we may give our enemies bat-

tle, murder, and sudden death, sending the survivors on shore

in Egypt to enjoy the luxuries of plague, pestilence, and fa-

mine." It need scarcely be added, that his prayer was granted

to the fullest extent of his devout wishes.

On a young Wife's Tomb-stone was written—*

Mourn not for me, my dearest dear,

I am not dead, but sleeping here.

O, then prepare in time to die,

For in short space you'll come to i.

A Wag wrote underneath.

I do not mourn, my dearest life,

For I kave got another wife,

Therefore, I cannot come to thee.

For I must go to bed to she8
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Theatrical Review.

DRURY LANE.
On Tuesday, November the 1st, was performed at this thea-

tre, for the first time, a comic drama, in two acts, taken from
the French, entitled Jean de Paris.

After having been informed from high authority, thatuearly

two hundred dramatic compositions had been submitted to the

fiery ordeal of the committee, or sub-committee appointed for

managing the interests of Drury-lane theatre, and rejected, it

astonishes us not a little, that the British stage should be under

the necessity of resorting to French melo-dramas, interludes,

and after-pieces, for support. Yet, such is actually the case

A French melo-drama, divested of its musical charms, at one

house, and produced with the music at the other, have been

brought forward with no ordinary degree of competition and ri-

valship, as the primary source of attraction at the two leading

theatres of the metropolis !

Drury-lane, with a view, as it has been stated, of retaliating

upon Covent Garden for having stolen a march upon that house,

in producing a non-descript piece (possessing little inherent

merit, 'yclept the Forest of Bondy, or Dog of Montargis,

likewise taken from the French) brought forward, in haste, the

above-mentioned pew drama ofJean de Paris. It is published

with Mr. Arnold's name, as the translator and adapter, and

though but of slight and flimsy texture, has nevertheless had a

successful rim. Jean de Paris, as represented on the French

stage, is indebted to its musical attractions for its chief excel-

lence. At Drury-lane, it is stript even of this merit ; yet even

with thismomentous drawback, thanks to the active exertions of

Mr. Arnold in procuring to this theatre a fortnight's start and

priority of representation^ it has drawn good houses. The fol-p

lowing is a list of the

DRAMATIS PERSONS.
Jean de Paris . Mr. Elliston.

Grand Seneschal . Mr. Lovegrove.

Theodore . . Mr. Wallack. _

Lary M'Muggins Mr. Johnstone.

Princess of Navarre Mrs. Edwin.

. Olivier . . Miss Kelly,

Lore^za
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The presumptive heir of the crown of France, with the con=

sent of the monarch, travels under the assumed name and dis-

guise of Jean de Paris, to meet the Princess of Navarre, ob-

serving-, as he supposes, the strictest incognito. He has a

numerous and magnificent train, being accompanied by some

of the first noblemen of the realm, likewise in disguise, as

merchants and attendants. The Grand Seneschal, (as he is

styled at Drury-lane) or Grand Chamberlain, (as he is qualified

at Covent-Garden,) hires an inn, or hotel on the road, for the

reception of the Princess, giving a certain sum in advance, by

way of earnest. At Drury-lane, it is an Irishman, (this cha-

racter is expressly fixed upon, with a view of heightening the

attractions of the piece, by bringing forward, under the name

and pretensions of Landlord, Mr. Johnstone,) who is supposed

to be master of the inn, which the Seneschal engages, and for

which he gives twenty piastres, in advance. A confidential

emissary of Jean de Paris makes his appearance at the said

inn; informs the landlord, that his master (a pretended mer-

chant of Paris) is close at hand, and must absolutely be ac-

commodated. M6Muggins 9 the Irish landlord, makes great

difficulties ; a purse of money, that irresistible plea, succeeds

in silencing all his scruples. Jean de Paris is fairly establish-

ed at Mr. M'Muggin's'mn, or hotel, as he affects to call it.

Soon after arrives the Grand Seneschal, and is not a little

surprized to find the hotel he had engaged for the Princess, oc-

cupied by another, by a/plebeian, by a mere merchant. Much
contention ensues on this point between the Seneschal and Jean

de Paris—the latter refuses to surrender the place of which he

has taken possession, and even appropriates to his own use and

that of his attendants, the provisions which had been laid in for

the Princess. To augment still more the anger and astonish-

ment ofthe Seneschal, Jean de Paris accompanies bis declaration

not to yield up either the apartments or the dinner to the Princess,

by an invitation to dine with him. <6
1 know well enough (he

says) that a Princess of Navarre, after a long journey, may feel

her stomach empty, like me, or yon, or any of us—so that

far from meaning to rob her of a dinner, I have determined

that she shall come, without ceremony, and partake of mine .''

The Grand Seneschal is transported with rage at such apparent

insolence, and seems inclined to appeal to force ; but is re-

strained by Jean, who bids him hold, and exultingly tells him,

that his numbers doublethe escort of the Princess.
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The latter now makes her appearance, followed by an im-

posing suite of ladies and gentlemen. She immediately recog-

nizes, iii the pre!-, j I merchant, the heir to the throne of

France, and as instantly, with true feminine artifice, resolves

to tnrn the- L ab.<. [if we may be allowed so homely u phrase)

upon him, and " entangle him in his own snare." She accept*

his invitation to dine with him ; and most successfully plavs

off all the winning arts of her sex, to captivate the disguised

Prince.

In this she fully succeeds ; the Prince, or as he is called

Jean de Paris, falls desperately in love, discloses his passion to

the Seneschal, who looks upon him as little better thau a mad-
man, when he hears him declare that he dies to make an avowal

of his passion, at the feet of her highness. " That," retorts the

Seneschal, " I should vastly like to see." Jean de Paris pro-

mises him that he shall see it.

Accordingly, after dinner, which is followed by a grand pas-

toral bailee, in which much pretty dancing is displayed, Jean

de Paris watches his opportunity to have a teie-d-tete with the

Princess. The latter relieves him from all difficulty in bring-

ing aoout an eclair cissement, by herself enquiring into the state

of his heart. Jean de Paris informs her, that his journey ha#

a matrimonial inducement. The Princess returns the confi-

dence, by avowing that she travels from the same motive ; and

as Jean has displayed so much taste, magnificence, and gal-

lantry, in the fete he has just given in honor of the Princess,

she expresses a wish that he would undertake the management

and direction of the grand entertainments wrhich must natu-

rally attend the celebration of her nuptials. This Jean most

readily engages to do, provided the Princess will have the con-

descension to describe the eminent virtues and perfections,

which must doubtless grace the happy object of her choice*

All these the Princess most affectingly enumerates. Jean's

admiration, and at the same time his fears, augment in equal

measure and proportion with each rare attribute mentioned by

the Princess. He asks, when she expects to meet him ? and

is answered, that the intended husband of the Princess is very

near her person at the very moment. Fresh ground of asto-

nishment, as Jean and the Princess are all alone, in confidential

tete a tete ! " and is about to behold you ?"—he adds

—

$i to

gaze upon you, and even by a look to understand you ?"---

•* Certainly to see me
;"-.—replies her highness,

—

M but as to nn-
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derstanding me, really I cannot answer for that ;"—Men ar£ so

dull,"—" Deign Madam, I beseech you, to acquaint me with

his name."—This is the precise point to which the Princess has

been wishing* to bring him. " Why really, he has been so

wrapped up in mystery, in the hope of amusing himself; but I

have been even icith him, and played him trick for trick /"

The mystery is now developed.—The happy lover throws him-

self transported at the feet of his charmer : at this very critical

moment enters the Seneschal—his surprize, as might be ex-

pected, exceeds all bounds, he can scarcely credit the evidence

of his own eyes—Jean reminds him of his own words ; when he

declared, "how much he should like to see him fall at the feet

of the Princess." If you see'it now, is your curiosity satisfied ?"

The Seneschal still raves and storms at the unsufferable insolence,

as it seems to him. The Prince discovers himself, his atten-

dants, by his order, throw off their rustic disguise, and appear

in the brilliant attire suited to their rank and station at the

court.

Subordinate to the main story, is an amour between Olivier,

the Seneschal's daughter, and Theodore, a young lord belong-

ing to the court of the Prince

—

Olivier elopes from her father

in male attire, and preceding the arrival of Jean de Paris at the

inn, makes a deep impression, under that disguise, on the

heart of Larazzo, daughter to Lary M'Muggins, the inn-keeper.

The Prince having avowed his real name and rank, Olivier of

course does the same, and her hand, witfr the Seneschal's con»-

sent, is bestowed upon young Theodore.

The piece, as we have already observed, is not totally devoid

of interest. But this interest, in our opinion, might have been

greatly enhanced, had the Princess not immediately penetrated

the secret of Jean's disguise and borrowed name. She would

then have been led on gradually to a reciprocal attachment, by

the progressive discovery of her lover's virtues and fair qua-

lities.

Independent of some very pretty dancing, Johnstone, in

the character of an Irish landlord, contributed greatly to the suc-

cess of the piece. The sharp-sighted critic of the Sun affects to

call the introduction of an Irish landlord in France an *anachro-

nism. We should be glad to know in what dictionary he found

a definition of that term, which would render it applicable to

* See the Sun of the 3d of November.
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the present instance. * By anachronism is meant the erroneous

association of persons, manners, things, &c. which could not

possibly meet and coalesce, inasmuch as they did npt exist at

the same period of time. But why an Irishman should not

have been able to keep an inn in France, in the time of Philip

de Valois, as well as at the present moment, we see no ground

of disqualification whatever.

Mr. Elliston was warmly applauded as the representative

of Jean. Lovegrove was likewise productive of much
laughter ; though the part of the Grand Seneschal is not so

striking in the piece, as got up at Drury-lane, as it is on tht

Covent Garden stage. Theodore is little better than a mere

walking character. Mrs. Edwin personated the Princess, but .

she is not very remarkable for dignity of deportment. The
part of Olivier was assigned to Miss Kelly, who, to do her

justice, made the most of it. Some of our periodical critics

seem to condemn her dress, in male disguise, as bordering too

much on the indelicate.

On Saturday, Nov. 5, was revived at Drury-lane, with extra-

ordinary splendor and magnificence, Shakespeare's tragedy of

Macbeth—the leading character which gives title to the piece,

by Mr. Kean. The principal novelty, decorations, and embel-

lishments consist in almost entire new scenery, which in point

of beauty and appropriate design scarcely admits of improve-

ment.—The able pencil of Greenwood has furnished the fol-

lowingnew scenes. 1, A romantic landscape;—2, A rocky pass

and bridge over which, Macbeth marches with his array, on

his first entrance on the stage, and which has a very pictu-

resque and striking effect;—3, Gothic screen;—4, Gallery in

Macbeth' s castle ;—5. Banquet-hall ;—6. Cavern, and Car of

clouds;—7, Hecate's cave;—8, Castle-gate, and court-yard;

—9, Exterior of the Castle. Great pains have been bestowed

on the scene with the witches ;—the three principal were repre-

sented by Messrs. Dowton, Knight, and Lovegrove. Mr. Bellamy

personated Hecate. The hosts of " black spirits and white, red

spirits and grey," were composed of the whole vocal force of the

house : a more numerous and (with respect to several indivi-

duals ofthis imposing gronpe) amore lovely assemblage of witches

has perhaps never appeared on this or any other stage, and the

justice with which they executed the airs and chorusses inci-

dental to the part, reflects great credit on the assiduous care of
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Mr. Kelly, under whose immediate direction this department gF

the play was regulated.—The overture and act-symphonies, (very

judiciously modulated on favourite Scotch airs) were furnished

by Mr. Horn, and cannot fail to add to his professional repu-

tation. In short, the equally unprecedented and successful

attention paid to every branch and department of the represen-

tation of this proud, triumphant monument of Shakespeare's

matchless genius, confirms (were confirmation necessary) Mr.

Arnold's right and title to public approbation, and public

encouragement, for the enlightened manner in which he dis-

charges the arduous functions of a trust so complicate, and fre-

quently so difficult of attainment, as that of 'plenipotentiary

manager of a theatre so vast (we are not alluding to thedimen"

sions only, but to the wide-working, clashing, jarring interests

of a corps dramatique, enlisted on such a liberal and extensive

scale,) as that of Drury-lane.

It is not the practice of the Scourge, to lavish incense and

panegyric. But to deny that Mr. Kean, with all his personal

draw-backs, which must necessarily render his efforts (however

enlightened his mind, however just and accurate his concep-

tion,) a toilsome task, a kind of up-hill work (if we may be al-

lowed to make use of a phrase, so completely technical,)—-to

deny, that Mr. Kean is more than a nine days* wonder—would

be not only to fly in the face of public opinion—an enterprize,

from the which, by the bye, we shall never shrink, when Trutb

commands us not i( to follow the multitude ;"—but would be

unjust, illiberal, and false. There are critics, (at least in their

own opinion,) who affect to measure an actor by weight, as they

would cheese ;—b)
T measure, as they would cloth.—One of these

worthy descendants of Zoilus, is not a little scandalized, that

a little man should represent a warrior, who

" ... , with his hrandish'd steel,

That smok'd with bloody execution,

Like Valour's minion, carved out his passage

—

Who ne'er shook hands, nor bid farewell to merciless Macdoiujei,

Till he unieam'd him, from the nave to the chops,

And fix'd his head upon the battlements !"

And yet the pride, the ornament, (and let us add with seri-

ous comparison) the reproach, as applying to his successors of

the British stage, Mr. Ga rrick (epithet we shall not give to a

man who wants none3 whose name speaks sufficiently for itself,}
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was a man of size and dimensions very nearly approximating to

the personal attributes of Mr. Kuan.
Mr. Kean, as an actor, is evidently not the child of study,

but under the immediate impulse of nature. He does not

blindly follow the beaten track—he chooses his own road, and
feeling, as he does himself— (a fortunate gift which gives him a

decided superiority over the classic, but artificial Kembi.e) he

compels the audience to feel with him. The British stage has

been too long subjected to mechanical routine. Actors have been

too much in the habit of copying. We see with pleasure Mr.
Kean dare to think for himself. Studied acting, a la Kembfe,

has been so long the vogue, that we congratulate the lovers of

the drama on a manly effort at emancipation from the servile

yoke. Mr. Kean's performance of Macbeth was honoured

with decided general applause, at which we the more rejoice,

as the managers have evidently spared no exertion, no expence

to render the representation of this sublime production of

Shakespeare's immortal geuius worthy of the deathless reputa-

tion of the author; worthy of the audience before which it was

performed—an audience composed of the first fashion, rank,

and elegance, in the universe. Costly as must have been the

manner in which Macbeth has been got up at this theatre, we
entertain no doubt, from the warm applause with which it was

received, that the managers will reap a liberal harvest from

what they have so liberally sown, and that their laudable efforts

will meet with befitting and commensurate reward.

Debut of Miss Walstein.—This lady made her first

appearance, before a London audience, on the Drury-lane

boards, on Tuesday, November 15, in the character of Calista,

in Rowe's celebrated tragedy of the Fair Penitent. Public ex-

pectation may literally be said to have been on tip-toe, From
the superior rauk she was announced to have maintained on the

Dublin stage ; from the high blazon of her extraordinary ta-

lents, so industriously vaunted and proclaimed by certain su-

borned instruments and agents ; and (what, perhaps, contributed

not a little to enhance public curiosity) from the professional

relations which formerly existed between herself and the

charming Miss O'ISeill, her now triumphant rival at the other

house, her debut excited a strong and extraordinary degree of

interest. The theatre was crowded even to overflow, and her

entrance on the stage, in the first scene of the sec and

VOL VIII, 3 R
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greeted with tumultuous plaudits, which she acknowledged

by much obsequious bowing. But she had not recited a dozen

lines, before the charm was completely abrogated. Her studied

artificial manner, monotonous delivery, and unimpassioned

action, even in passages which required the most vehement

burst of outraged sensibility, soon dissipated the high-wrought

prepossession in her favour. Reluctant as we are to wound in-

dividual feeling, justice calls upon us to confess, that Miss

Walstein's claims as an actress, do not entitle her to higher

praise than that of a forcible declaimer ; her pauses are not

only too frequent and too protracted, but very often very in-

judiciously placed. In many instances she absolutely separates

the substantive from the adjective as completely as though

they had no manner of relationship or connexion with each

other. Feeling, she has little or none—she is an inveterate

copyist, and offended by her palpable and obtrusive imitation

of Mrs. Siddons, In scenes of agonized tenderness, when she

attempts to thrill the heart with woe-fraught vibration, her

voice becomes perfectly querulous, and bears strong analogy

to the feeble complaints of age.—Where she aims at emotion,

she falls into a disagreeable whine ; she never charms, electrifies,

transports, and takes irrisistible hold of the heart with the magic

potency of Miss O'Neill.

In point of personal appearance, Miss Walstein possesses

no mean advantages. Her figure is good; but the expression

of her face is rather masculine, and verges on vulgarity. At
times her features assume a trait too ghastly to be pleasing.

Her enunciation, in general, is clear and distinct, but unequal.

On the whole, she is rather correct, than animated ; elaborate

than great—there is a certain frigidity in her manner, which

ever fails to touch the heart, and leaves the judgment at full

leisure to exercise its analizing functions. Notwithstanding

these momentous drawbacks and defects, the play went off to-

lerably well, and the applause| bestowed on her performance

seemed rather to increase than abate, as she approached the

close of her part.—It was however, to adopt one of the many
felicitous phrases of the late Mr. Wyndham) rather a kind of

" negative success" than actual triumph ; rather the result of

good-nature and a wish to encourage, on the part of the audi-

ence, than the burst of spontaneous, genuine, irresistible ad-

miration.
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On Tuesday, Nov. 21, Miss Walstein mide an essay of her

powers in genteel comedy, as Letitia Hardy, in Mrs. Cowry's

play of the Belle's Stratagem. On this occasion, she appeared

to give greater and more general satisfaction than on her for-

mcr trial of skill in tragedy. The songs she introduced into

the character, furnished her with an opportunity of displaying

her vocal abilities, of which she very successfully availed her-

self, and was loudly encored.—But her delineation was defici-

ent in point of elegance.— In the part, where she affects the hoy-

den, she ran into the very extreme of vulgarity. The top

of the head likewise is too much resorted to.—On the whole

however, she was greatly applauded by a very crowded house

;

and, though we do not anticipate first-rate talent and excellence

from this lady's style of acting, there can be no doubt of her

proving a valuable and useful performer.

COVENT GARDEN.
It is with unfeigned pleasure we observe that Miss 0' Neill

not only does not relax the powerful hold she acquired upon

the public predeliction, by her first essays in the several parts

of Juliet and Belvidera, which she continues to repeat with in-

creasing delight, but even rises in estimation and repute. Her

performance of Isabella, in Southern's tragedy of that name, or

the Fatal Marriage, in which character she appeared, for the

first time, on Friday, Nov. 4th, added another wreath to her

laurels, and stamped her the favourite of the town.

On Saturday, Nov. 12, John of Paris was brought forward,

as an opera, (the shape in which it is represented on the Parasian

stage,) at Covent-garden theatre—The story in the main differs

little from the plot of the piece performing, with the same title,

only in French, at Drury-lane.—The heir to the crown ofFrance,

disguised as a merchant, under the name of John of Paris {Mr.

Sinclair) wishes to convince himself by personal observation,

whether the Princess ofNavarre be deserving of the high cha-

racter she bears for beauty and mental accomplishments. In

this view, he established himself in the inn, already previously

engaged for her highness, and takes possession of every article

of provision, as well as of the apartments. The Grand Chamber-
lain (Mr. Taylor) precedes the arrival of the Princess, and is not

a little shocked at finding the hotel, for the use of which he
had deposited fifty piastres, by way of earnest, occupied by a

stranger. Much discussion takes place on this subject between
the Chamberlain, landlord, Mr. Pedrigo Potts (Listen) and
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John of Paris. The latter persists in his determination not
to yield a single iota of his rights, and this refusal adds to the
surprize, anger, and embarassment ofthe courtier, and terminates
the first act.

The second act opeus with the Princess reading a letter

which informs her of the disguise of the Prince, under the title

of John of Paris, and with the motive of his journey. Not from
curiosity merely, but from a more worthy and noble principle, a
desire to ascertain, whether the infantine attachment, which
formerly subsisted between the heir of France and herself, still

remains unaltered and undiminished, on his part, she resolves

to affect ignorance of his real rank and station in life, and to

scrutinize his sentiments with ail the research of anxious love.

She accepts, as at Drury-lane, his invitation to dine with him—
a splendid banquet is served up ; this is enhanced by a dance,

in which Mons. Soissons and Mrs. Parker appear to considera-

ble advantage. Rosa, (Miss Matthews) daughter to Pedigro,
the landlord, is requested by John of Paris to enliven the re-

past, with a song. She accordingly takes the guitar, and sings

a couplet concerning a Troubadour, who on his travels won
the affections of a certain Princess. John of Paris, taking the

guitar into his own hand, remarks, that the air ought to be
sung with " more expression, more tenderness," and under
pretence of continuing the song, in a languishing tone of voice

declares his ardent passion. The turn comes now to the Prin-

cess, who sings the third stanza, in which encouragement is held

out to the Troubadour, that his passion will not be left unre-

turued. The dancers thereupon complete their ballet, and re-

tire. The Grand Chamberlain soon after makes his exit to give

the necessary order for their departure, and thus John of Paris

and her highness are left together in the a ttte, solus cum sola.

The eclaircissement is easily devined—the Princess draws a

portrait from her bosom, emphatically declaring, that the ori-

ginal is in her heart." John of Paris eagerly contemplates the

picture, which he finds, with astonishment and transport, to be

his own portrait. The whole mystery is now unravelled. The
pretended merchant discovers himself as the hereditary prince

ofFrance, and the betrothed husband of the Princess.

Such is the outline of the plot on which the dramatic struc-

ture of John of Paris, as acted at Covent Garden, is founded.

The main strength and support of the piece is unquestionably

thedrollness of Liston, who renders the character of Pedigro

Potts irresistibly ludicrous and diverting. Taylor's Grand

Chamberlain is likewise highly humourous and amusing. The
part of John of Paris is assigned to Sinclair on account of its

vocal attribiues, but even with the attractions of music the

part is not equal to Mr. Elliston's John of Paris, at the other

house. Bliss Stephen's talents are more conspicuous as a singer

than as a performer. The new opera was very favourably re~

ceived, and it is'but justice to add not undeservedly so.

W. N. Jones, Printer, No, 5, Newgate-street, London*














